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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 

AN OVERVIEW OF CENTRAL DIZIN PHONOLOGY AND MORPHOLOGY 

Publication No.______ 

Marvin Dean Beachy, M.A. 
 

The University of Texas at Arlington, 2005 

Supervising Professor:  Donald A. Burquest 

Dizin (Dizi) is an Omotic language spoken in Southwest Ethiopia with three main 

dialects. This thesis focuses on Central Dizin phonology and morphology, but includes some 

data from Eastern Dizin and Western Dizin.  

Prolonged language contact with Amharic has affected the sound system of Dizin 

and numerous Amharic words have been borrowed.  

Features of the Dizin sound system include glottalized consonants, syllabic nasals, 

lengthened vowels, three phonemic tone levels and contour tones. Western Dizin has 

phonemic retroflex consonants. The glottal stop is analyzed as phonemic word initially 

before nasals, but not phonemic elsewhere. 

Dizin is polysynthetic and more agglutinative than fusional. Dizin has a stacked 

(compound) case system, a switch reference marker on medial verbs, a complex system of 

relativizing verbs, and interdependent verbs. Most of the words that modify nouns are 

understood to be relativized verbs. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview of Thesis  

This thesis focuses on Central Dizin phonology and morphology, but includes some 

data from Eastern Dizin and Western Dizin. Although it is intended primarily as a descriptive 

work, rather than a theoretical one, Generative Phonology and Government and Binding 

Grammar have informed the analysis. This introductory chapter addresses a number of 

background issues, including a review of previous work on Dizin, and the socio-linguistic 

situation in the Dizi area. Chapter 2 is a phonology sketch. Chapter 3 presents the 

grammatical categories of Dizin and the morphology of each of those categories. The bulk in 

that chapter addresses noun and verb morphology. The final chapter summarizes conclusions 

derived from this study and lays out areas where more research is needed. 

The appendices contain two sample texts from which some of the data in this study 

are taken, Bender's comparative word list, and a Dizin-English-Amharic word list of the 

nouns that have been analyzed for tone. 

1.2 The Names of the Language 

The Dizi people call the language they speak Dizin ([didididiːzinːzinːzinːzin]) or Dizinog ([didididiːzinoːgːzinoːgːzinoːgːzinoːg]). 

([nonononoːːːːgggg] means 'word' or 'talk'). Those who speak Amharic (whether they are Dizi or not) 

usually use the name, Dizinya ([dizdizdizdizɨɲɑɨɲɑɨɲɑɨɲɑ]), but also, Majinya ([mmmmɑdɑdɑdɑd͡͡͡͡ʒɨɲɑʒɨɲɑʒɨɲɑʒɨɲɑ]). In the recent 

literature, the self-name for the people group, Dizi, has also been used as the name of the 

language. Since Dizi is not a self-name for the language, I have broken from that tradition and 
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use Dizin, the shortest and most commonly used of the self-names.1 The Ethnologue also lists 

Maji, Dizi-Maji, Sizi, and Twoyu as names that have been used for the language (Gordon 

2005a:114).  

1.3 Number of Dizin Speakers 

The report entitled, "The 1994 Population and Housing Census of Ethiopia Results 

for Southern Nations, Nationalities and Peoples' Region," published in 1996, gives the 

following figures for those who live in that region: 20,703 Dizin mother tongue speakers 

(1996:163); 1,933 second language speakers (1996:204); 21,894 in the Dizi ethnic group 

(1996:119).  

1.4 Where the Dizi Live 

The Dizi people live in southwestern Ethiopia, west of the Omo River. The town of 

Maji, which is near the center of the Dizi area, is about 100 kilometers (62 miles) directly 

south of the town of Mizan Teferi. Driving from Mizan Teferi to Maji on the road through 

Dima is about a 170 kilometer (106 mile) journey.2 The Dizi's closest neighbors are the 

Me'en people to the north, and those who have often been called the Surma, to the south and 

west. Their languages are both part of the Surmic branch of Nilo-Saharan, unlike Dizin, 

which is Omotic.  

Figure 1 shows the Suri and Kapicho-Baliso languages to the west and south of Dizin. 

Two closely related speech varieties are included in Suri: Tirmaga the west and north and 

Chai to the east and south. Those who speak Tirmaga and Chai, along with those who speak 

Kapicho-Baliso  (known  as  the  Baale  people),  have  traditionally been called the Surma  by  

                                                
1 The Dizin words for 'Amharic' and 'English' point to the productivity of the suffix ----inininin: golingolingolingolin (from 

golgolgolgolɑɑɑɑ----inininin 'Amhara-language_of ') and iiiiŋŋŋŋggggɨɨɨɨlllliziziziz----inininin 'English-language_of '. 
2 Interestingly, though it is not shown on some maps of Ethiopia, Maji does appear on some globes. 
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     Figure 1.  Where Dizin and Neighboring Languages are Spoken (Gordon 2005b) 
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outsiders. That name is probably related to the term, Suri, which all three of these groups use 

to refer to themselves. 

Linguistically, though, it is not very precise to refer to "the Surma language" or "the 

Suri language." Though the Tirmaga and the Chai speak very similar varieties of speech, the 

Baale, while culturally very similar, speak a language which is not mutually intelligible with 

either Tirmaga or Chai. To complicate things further, the Mursi, who live just east of the 

Omo River, do speak a speech variety which is mutually intelligible with Chai and Tirmaga, 

but are not considered Suri, either by themselves or the Suri. So for the purposes of this 

thesis, the language of the Tirmaga and the Chai (and the people themselves) will be referred 

to as Tirmaga-Chai (Bryant 1999:1-4). 

Maji is the largest town in the Dizi area. The three next most populous towns are Jeba, 

Tum, and Adikas, in that order. 

1.5 Language Classification  

Dizin is a member of the Omotic language family, which has generally been 

considered a member of the Afrasian (Afro-Asiatic) language family. Omotic was known as 

Western Cushitic until Fleming and Bender argued for a separate language family in the late 

1960s and early 1970s (Hayward 1990:vii-viii). The internal classifications of the Omotic 

languages are still unsettled questions. Even the inclusion of Omotic in Afrasian is a matter of 

some debate. Bender has even speculated "about the possibility that part of Omotic is indeed 

Afrasian but that perhaps Aroid and Dizoid (AD) are not" (2003:xii). It will be interesting to 

see where the evidence leads in the coming years. 

In his recent reanalysis of the Omotic data based on morphology, Bender calls "Dizi" 

a member of Dizoid which is a member of Dizoid-Aroid which is a member of TNDA. That 
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abbreviation stands for "ttttɑɑɑɑ/nenenene" (pronouns common to the TN group) and "Dizoid-Aroid" 

(2003:1-7, 299). 

The Dizoid languages besides Dizin are Sheko and Nayi. Aklilu Yilma (2003:59) uses 

"Maji" instead of "Dizoid" because both Sheko and Nayi speakers say that their ancestors 

moved to their present locations from the Maji area. Others have also used the term "Maji 

languages" (Bender 1975:46, 48 and Hayward 1990:xi.), as will be done in this thesis. 

Dizin's next closest linguistic relatives, according to Bender, are the Aroid languages: 

Ari, Hamer, and Dimé. Some of the languages from the TN side of the TNDA group are 

Welaitta, Basketo, Malé, Kooreté, Benchnon (Gimira), Yem (Janjero), Kaficho, and 

Shekacho (Mocha) (2003:1-7). 

1.6 Dizin Dialects 

Muldrow (1976:605) lists nine dialects of Dizin and twenty-two geographical areas 

where these are spoken. This is a claim which would still need to be confirmed with 

systematic fieldwork. A Dizi man tells me that those "dialects" were probably based on nine 

traditional Dizi chiefdoms, and the linguistic differences between some of those "dialects" 

are very slight. In his view, Dizin can be divided into three main dialects. The geographical 

areas where these are spoken appear in Table 1. Aklilu labels the three dialects he studied 

"Adikas, Maji and Jaba" (2003:65). As the table suggests, those correspond with what are 

here called Eastern Dizin3, Central Dizin and Western Dizin. 

Muldrow reported that different tone patterns distinguish the dialects (1976:605). The 

dialect which he said is probably the "most divergent" (1976:605) fits into what is now being 

called Western Dizin. Mother tongue speakers confirm that lexically Western Dizin is the 

                                                
3 To be more precise, "Eastern Dizin" could be called "Eastern and Southern Dizin," or "Southeastern 

Dizin," since Adikas is at the southern edge of Dizi territory. 
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most different. Aklilu (2003:66 ff.) notes a significant phonological difference: Western 

Dizin has four phonemic retroflex consonants that the other two dialects lack.  

 
Table 1.  The Three Main Dizin Dialects 
 

DIALECTS: WESTERN DIZIN  CENTRAL DIZIN  EASTERN DIZIN  

GEOGRAPHICAL 
 

AREAS: 

     Jeba ([d͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ʒʒʒɛɛɛɛbbbbɑɑɑɑ]) 
     Haru 
     Dami 
     Kiafi 
     etc. 

     Maji 
     Meshi ([mmmmɛʃɛʃɛʃɛʃiiii]) 
     Tum 
     Shotnt 
     Gobi 
     Sai 
     etc. 

     Adikas 
     Kolu 
     Mui 
     Siski 
     etc. 

 

This thesis focuses on Central Dizin, but also notes the divergence of Eastern Dizin, 

when it occurs. The source of most of the data for this thesis is a bi-dialectal Dizi man in his 

thirties. He spent his early childhood in the Adikas area (Eastern Dizin), but his mother was 

from near Maji (Central Dizin). His early schooling (first to third grade) was in Adikas, and 

then he attended school in Maji from grades 4 through 12. Some of his data has been checked 

by mother tongue speakers from the Central Dizin area, and they have suggested some 

changes so that it sounds more like Central Dizin. Central Dizin is the prestige dialect, and 

will likely be the first to have significant written materials produced for it. 

1.7 A Few Pieces of Dizi History 

The oral tradition of the Dizi people suggests a connection to the Tigre people of 

Northern Ethiopia. Harold Kurtz (2005, personal communication), who lived near Maji for 

many years, says that the oral tradition is that Orthodox Christian missionaries from Tigre 

came to the Dizi area several hundred years ago. They taught and preached for a few years, 

and when they left, they gave three things to the Maji Chief and the Adikas Chief that those 
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chiefs considered sacred: a blue cloth, a block of wood, and a fly switch. These artifacts are 

still being kept in those chiefs' compounds in small, carefully maintained buildings. 

Kurtz (2005, personal communication) also says that "[the Dizi] were a very, very 

class structured society even to the point that you needed to know by relationship exactly how 

far up the hand—what knuckle—you took hold of when you shook hands with another man." 

The traditional leaders such as burji, kiam, and kiaz, maintained order before the current 

structures of the Ethiopian government came to the area. Subsistence farming was (and 

continues to be) the most common livelihood for the Dizi. Metal workers were likely invited 

from outside the area by the Dizi leaders to refine iron ore and make tools of high tensile steel 

(Kurtz 2005, personal communication). 

Maji has been a southwestern outpost of every central government of Abyssinia or 

Ethiopia since the days of the Emperor Menelik in the 1890s (Deguchi 1996:122). Mule 

trains moved goods from Maji to Jimma to Addis Ababa, as well as the reverse direction. 

When viewing the mountainous Dizi territory today, a striking feature is numerous 

terraces. These were built in the days when the Dizi population was great enough that the 

scarcity of farmland necessitated a creative solution. Because a decreased population over the 

past 100 years or so has no longer required increased farmland, the Dizi have lost the art of 

building these terraces. Disease is a possible reason for the currently reduced numbers, but 

another factor is the slave trade that took many Dizi people from this area to other places. 

This was still continuing on a large scale in the early Twentieth Century, as was reported by 

Major Henry Darley, a British explorer who traveled to Maji and wrote Slaves and Ivory: A 

Record of Adventure and Exploration among the Abyssinian Slave-Raiders (1926). 

Fernyhough reports, "Contemporary Ethiopian and European estimates suggest that for 

Kaffa, Gemira and Maji the demographic impact of slaving involved the deaths or 

deportation of at least 300,000 people between the early 1900s and the mid-1920s" 
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(1994:696). Fernyhough's data suggest that those estimates are probably high (1994:696), but 

he does agree that there is evidence for significant numbers of slaves being taken from the 

southwest of Ethiopia, including the Maji area, as late as the 1920s (1994:692-8). 

A British consulate was established near Maji during the 1920s, after Ethiopia 

became a member of the League of Nations in 1923 (Strollo 2005:1). The purpose of the 

consulate included monitoring and discouraging the slave trade (Kurtz 2005, personal 

communication). 

When the Italians occupied Ethiopia from 1935 to 1941, they built roads so that 

vehicles could be driven into the Dizi area. During those years a Catholic Mission became 

active there and began at least one school (Kurtz 2005, personal communication). 

The American Mission was established in 1948 near Maji. This Mission also made 

education and medical care more available to the area. It left Maji in 1977 (James Keefer and 

Kurtz 2005, personal communication). 

Relations between the Dizi people and the Tirmaga-Chai people have been complex. 

For example, a number of Tirmaga-Chai men have married Dizi wives, but I am not aware of 

any cases of Dizi men marrying Tirmaga-Chai wives. Market forces are certainly one factor, 

since the bride price for a Dizi bride (around five cows) is only one-fourth the price required 

for a Tirmaga-Chai wife.  

Much has been written about the recurrent violence that has occurred between the 

Dizi and the Tirmaga-Chai (Beckwith and Fisher 1991, Abbink 1993a, 1993b, 1994, 1998a, 

1998b, and Bryant 1999). The problem goes through cycles of lessening and increasing 

severity, but overall it has significantly worsened since I first visited Tum in 1997. This topic 

often dominates Dizi conversations. In February of 2004, representatives of the Regional 

State government made a visit to the area at the request of the Dizi leaders. I attended an 

open-air meeting at the Maji Woreda Compound near Tum where approximately 200 Dizi 
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men gathered. Many of them spoke passionately to the vice-president of the Regional State 

about the extent of the problem. 

One reason for the increase in violence has been the extended civil war in southern 

Sudan that has displaced Sudanese people toward the east. This has led to the Tirmaga-Chai 

also moving east and north into territory that previously had been a buffer zone between them 

and the Dizi.  

1.8 The Current Sociolinguistic Situation 

The languages with which Dizin speakers currently have the most contact are 

Amharic, Tirmaga-Chai, Me'en, and English. Amharic has had a major influence on Dizin 

during the last century because it was the language of the soldiers, traders and government 

workers who came to Maji. Numerous loan words from that Semitic language are thoroughly 

integrated into Dizin. Dizin also shares a number of vocabulary items with Tirmaga-Chai, a 

Nilo-Saharan language. More research is needed to investigate the direction and details of 

borrowing. Since the Dizi are much more likely to speak Tirmaga-Chai than the 

Tirmaga-Chai are to speak Dizin, it is reasonable to assume that Dizin has borrowed more 

from Tirmaga-Chai than the other way around, but more data are needed to establish that as 

fact. Evidence of one case of Dizin borrowing from a Southeast Surmic language (likely 

Tirmaga-Chai, but possibly Me'en) is presented in 2.2.6. 

A significant number of the Dizi also speak and read Amharic, because that is the 

primary language of education. Increasing numbers of Dizi children are attending schools. 

The Ethnologue says, "Literacy rate in second language: 16.8%” (Gordon 2005a:114). Some 

speak Tirmaga-Chai because of regular dealings with them. Some also speak English because 

it is also taught in the schools. A knowledge of English is useful to those who serve as guides 

for tourists who come to visit the nearby Mui National Park or to see the Tirmaga-Chai 
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people. I am not aware of any Dizin speakers who also speak the Me'en language well, but 

since there is considerable, usually friendly, interaction between the groups, this is quite 

likely along their common borders. 

The social structure of the Dizi has been studied and reported by Haberland (1984 and 

1993) and Deguchi (1996). Haberland repeatedly uses the term "caste," but Deguchi argues 

against that. They both note strong hierarchical relationships and dietary taboos among the 

traditional ruling classes. I can confirm that both of those phenomena still exist in the Dizi 

culture. Abeje Berhun has written about the economic and social relations between the Dizi 

and their neighbors (2000). 

Muldrow stated that "the Mela clan of the Me'en [people] has sections in ... the 

Dizi ..." (1976:603). Unseth and Abbink (1998) report that that is not the case, but they do 

document extensive interaction between the Dizi and their Surmic neighbors. They also 

provide evidence from various sources that the Meelanir, a clan within the Majangir, may 

have descended from the Dizi. 

1.9 Previous Linguistic Research 

While a number of researchers have made significant contributions to the present 

understanding of Dizin, the data available to the public remain somewhat sketchy. 

Giovanni Toselli was the first to document anything extensive on the Dizin language. 

His book, "Elementi di Lingua Magi," was published in 1939. I had the first part of that 

Italian book translated into English, but did not find the information it gave helpful enough to 

warrant completing the translation. 

James Keefer lived in the Dizi area for about three years in the 1960s. He wrote two 

papers in 1969 which are especially helpful. The first, "The Interrogative in the Maji (Dizi) 

Language of Kaffa Province," focused on the morphologically complex system of marking 
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questions. The second, "The Principal Characteristics of Maji," is a dense eleven-page 

overview of Dizin phonology and grammar. 

Edward Allan called the eight-page paper he wrote in 1974 "The Phonology of Dizi 

(Maji): A Preliminary Report." His twelve-page chapter, "Dizi," (1976a) is another dense 

helpful pioneering introduction to Dizin phonology and grammar. His paper, "Inalienable 

Possession in Four Ethiopian Languages," includes one page of material on Dizin (1976b). In 

the 24-page paper, "Possession in Dizi: Inalienable or Not?" Claudi and Serzisko (1985) 

investigated Allan's claims for Dizin, and concluded, "Inalienability is not an overt category 

in Dizi" (1985:150). My analysis differs from both of theirs, as is explained in 3.5.8.4. 

Habte-Mariam Markos wrote "Four Omotic languages: Benchnon, Dizi, Kefa, 

Yemsa" in 1982. I have not had access to it, but Tamirat (1988:3) states that it contains a brief 

sketch of Dizin, plus a proposal for a Dizin orthography using the Ethiopic script. 

In 1984, Eike Haberland composed a mostly non-linguistic article on "Caste and 

Hierarchy among the Dizi." In it, he reports on a set of vocabulary (over a hundred words for 

common items) used only by the nobility. Deguchi attempted to confirm this, but was not 

able to do so (1996:128). I have not been able to gather any information on this phenomenon 

either; it is something the people I have asked seem to know nothing about.  

Mary Breeze's paper "Phonological features of Gimira and Dizi" (1988) focuses on 

phonological similarities between Benchnon (then known as Gimira) and Dizin. 

In the late 1980s, two Addis Ababa University students independently researched 

Dizin morphology. The first, Tamirat Jiffar, wrote his senior essay (1988) on "Verb 

morphology of Dizi (some inflections and derivations)." His treatise gave a helpful 

introduction to verb morphology and included descriptions of three morphophonemic 

processes. The next year, Teberih Anania wrote her B.A. thesis on "Noun Morphology of 

Dizi," but I have not yet been able to locate it at the University library. 
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More recently Aklilu Yilma has written a 102-page monograph, "A linguistic analysis 

of the Dizi language" (2000), which has not yet been made available to the public. Its 

publication will be a welcome addition to the literature. The paper, "Comparative phonology 

of the Maji languages" (Aklilu 2003), and various other of his works on the closely related 

languages, Sheko and Nayi (Aklilu 1988, 1994, 1997 and Aklilu, Siebert and Siebert 1993), 

represent a major step forward in our understanding of Dizin and those two other Maji 

languages. 

1.10  Research Methodology 

The data used for this thesis were collected from 1997 to 2004. I lived in the Dizi area 

near the town of Tum off and on during that time and processed data, as time allowed, during 

the times I was not able to be in the countryside. A Dizin speaker also came to Addis Ababa a 

few times, so that we could work together there. 

Almost all the elicited material and most of the texts for this study came from one 

source, a Dizi man, in his twenties when my research began, and now in his thirties. A few of 

the texts came from others who lived nearby in the Tum (Central Dizin) area. 

Thirty-two natural texts (about 13,000 words) were recorded onto cassette tape or 

onto the computer, then transcribed and given minimal edits by Dizin speakers. For almost 

half of these data (about 6,000 words) we were able to write good English free translations 

and English glosses for all but the morphemes which were not yet understood. I have 

consulted these data most heavily during the writing of this thesis. Most of the other natural 

material (about 7,000 words) has Amharic free translations. These data were most helpful in 

confirming the existence of various word forms. 

Much of the elicited data used in this thesis were translated from Amharic sentences 

found in Leslau's "Amharic Textbook" (1967). I also made a number of variations of 
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sentences that appeared in natural texts. I had them checked by mother-tongue speakers and 

noted whether they were grammatical or not, or questionable. These are also considered 

elicited data. Drafts of scripture, all of James and parts of Acts, John and Mark, are 

considered elicited. All of the elicited data add up to over 19,000 words. 

Since I want this description of Dizin to be as complete as possible, and I do not have 

any firsthand data from Western Dizin, I have reproduced some of Aklilu Yilma's data to 

show Dizin retroflex consonants. Credit is given to the source wherever the data are not my 

own. 

1.11  Notation 

The International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) symbols, with varying degrees of detail, 

are used throughout this work. The Dizin data presented within the text will normally be in 

morphophonemic form, with morpheme breaks marked by a hyphen, and will be underlined. 

The epenthetic vowel, ----ɨɨɨɨ 'v', is shown on occasion, even though it is not a morpheme. When 

phonetic form is given, it is indicated by the use of brackets: [  ]. When phonemic form is in 

focus, the data will be presented between forward slashes: /  /. 

Interlinear examples will normally consist of three lines. The first line will be the 

Dizin data in morphophonemic form, with morpheme breaks. The second line will give the 

morpheme-by-morpheme English gloss, and the third line will be a fairly direct free 

translation into English. Variations from this norm should be easily understood in their 

contexts. All abbreviations are listed in the front on pages xiv-xvii. A typical interlinear 

example will be as follows: 

(1) nɑkin   ɑ²-wut-ɨ-ni? 
how?    2S-fall-v-CQ 
'How did you(S) fall?' 
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Marking Tone. Superscript numbers are used to mark tone in this thesis. Accent 

marks, which are most common for tonal African languages, are problematic because of the 

contour tones in the data. Another factor is that Benchnon, a related Omotic language, has six 

phonemic tones: five level and one contour (Wedekind 1981:129-149 and Breeze 1990:7-8). 

Those who have written on that language have used superscript numbers with "¹¹¹¹" being the 

lowest and "⁵⁵⁵⁵" the highest.4  In her paper that compared the phonological features of 

Benchnon and Dizin, Breeze also used superscript numbers for Dizin, with "¹¹¹¹" being the 

lowest and "³³³³" the highest (1988:481). 

I have chosen to use that notation, except that "⁴⁴⁴⁴" will be added for an extra high tone 

and "0000" will be added for an extra low tone. Note that Dizin is analyzed as having only three 

phonemic tone levels, instead of five, as is Benchnon. Dizin's extra high and extra low tones 

are seen as intonational in nature. Further details are given in section 2.7.1. The key in (2) 

shows how Dizin tone is marked in this thesis. Only a sampling is given for the contour tones: 

(2) Extra high tone  =   ɑ⁴ 

High tone   =   ɑɑɑɑ³³³³    

Mid tone   =   ɑɑɑɑ²²²² 

 Low tone   =   ɑɑɑɑ¹¹¹¹ 

 Extra low tone   =   ɑ0 

    High to low contour tone =   ɑɑɑɑ³³³³¹¹¹¹ 

 Mid to high contour tone =   ɑɑɑɑ²²²²³³³³ 
 (etc.) 

Most of the data which are the basis for this thesis has not been marked for tone. Tone 

is marked, though, to distinguish known minimal pairs. Research has not yet progressed to 

the point where a strong claim of being able to mark phonemic tones would be legitimate.  

                                                
4 This is more usual for marking tone on Asian tone languages. This can be seen in Yip 2002:xvii and 

70. She normally uses numbers without superscripting them, but when quoting data with superscripts, she 
reproduces that notation. 
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Null Morphemes. Throughout this thesis, null morphemes are indicated by "∅∅∅∅." 

From the Government and Binding perspective, each clause has inflection with [±Tense] and 

[±Agreement] whether or not it is overt (Haegeman 1991:98-106). Dizin has a form of the 

verb that does not show any inflection on the root. Chapter 3 (3.8.8.1.3) argues that a null 

morpheme, -∅∅∅∅ 'SSO', attaches to this verb form. Null morphemes are also proposed for a 

tense/aspect morpheme (3.8.3.2.1) and for nominative and sometimes accusative case 

(3.5.8). 

Mystery morphemes. In the texts in Appendix A, as well as in a few places in 

Chapter 3, '??' signifies that the morpheme is not yet understood. I would have liked to 

replace all of the pieces of data that contain these mystery morphemes, but was not always 

able to find completely understood examples that illustrated as well what was being 

explained. 

Gender. Dizin does not have separate neuter gender morphemes, so, as is common in 

Ethiopian languages, the "masculine" morphemes are employed. This means that the 

"masculine" morphemes would more accurately be called "non-feminine." But with the 

readers' understanding, for ease of displaying the data, the term "masculine," and its 

abbreviations, "M" and "Masc," will be used. 

Another reason not to use "non-feminine" is that the "feminine" morphemes are also 

sometimes used to denote 'diminutive'. So, animals that are small and cute (e.g. a pet rabbit) 

are grammatically "feminine," even if they are technically male. Additionally, the large 

inanimate objects, 'vehicle' and 'airplane', are given "feminine" grammatical status. This is 

likely an instance of borrowing from Italian or Amharic. 

Adaptation. A variety of notational systems have been used by those who have 

written on Dizin and related languages. Therefore the data quoted in this thesis is usually 

adapted to IPA to match the notation used throughout the rest of this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 2 

DIZIN PHONOLOGY 

This chapter presents an overview of Dizin phonology. The consonant, vowel and 

tone phonemes and allophonic variations are given. Tone research is still in the preliminary 

stages, but it is clear that both lexical and grammatical tone operate in the language, as others 

have reported. The data also suggest that contour tones play an important role in the 

language. The significant effect that prolonged language contact with Amharic has had on 

Dizin phonology is discussed throughout this chapter.  

2.1 Phonology, Orthography, and the Ethiopic Script 

The Dizi Language Committee has, for good socio-linguistic reasons, chosen to write 

Dizin with the Ethiopic script used for Amharic, the most widely spoken language 

throughout Ethiopia. Since this script is a syllabary, we are left with fewer acceptable options 

for writing ambiguous segments and sequences. This means that the hypotheses offered in 

this chapter should not be seen as the suggested solutions to orthographic questions. Too 

many factors which are not addressed here need to be considered.1 

2.2 Consonants 

This section presents the consonantal phonemes and their allophones. The 

organization of this section progresses from less to more sonorant, and from front to back. 

 

                                                
1 Some of those factors are addressed in Beachy 2003a. 
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Table 2.  Dizin Consonant Phonemes 

The consonant phonemes of all three major dialects of Dizin are shown in this table. 

Asterisks mark the retroflex consonant phonemes, because they only occur in Western Dizin. 
 

   Labial Alveolar Retroflex 
Post- 

Alveolar/
Palatal 

Velar Glottal 

  Vl pppp    tttt            kkkk        

 Stops Gl p'p'p'p'    t't't't'            k'k'k'k'    ʔʔʔʔ    

  Vd bbbb    dddd         gggg     

  Vl     t͡t͡t͡ts͡sss    ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈʂ͡ʂʂʂ*     t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ            

Obstruents Affricates Gl     t͡t͡t͡ts͡'s's's'    ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈʂ͡ʂʂʂ'*     t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ  ''''            

  Vd             d͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ʒʒʒ            

 Fricatives Vl ɸɸɸɸ    ssss    ʂʂʂʂ*     ʃʃʃʃ        hhhh    

  Vd     zzzz    ʐʐʐʐ*     ʒʒʒʒ            

 Nasals mmmm    nnnn            ŋŋŋŋ        

Sonorants Liquids Non-Lat     ɾɾɾɾ                    

  Lateral     llll                    

 Glides wwww            jjjj            
 

2.2.1 Voiceless Stops 

The Dizin voiceless stops are: /pppp/, /tttt/, /kkkk/, /p'p'p'p'/, /t't't't'/, /k'k'k'k'/, and /ʔʔʔʔ/. 

////pppp/./././. The phoneme /pppp/ is a recently added member of Dizin's phonemic inventory. The 

following pieces of evidence make it clear that [pppp] was not a separate Dizin phoneme in the 

past. First, Keefer reported that "the Amharic /f/ character [was] preferred for writing /p/" 

(1969b:1). Second, in non-borrowed words, the unreleased stop [pppp�] appears in 

complementary distribution with [ɸɸɸɸ] (and [ffff]). While [pppp�] only occurs word internally before 

/m/, [ɸɸɸɸ] (and [ffff]) occur in other word internal and word final environments. (Neither occur 
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word initially, but that is explained under /ɸɸɸɸ/ on page 26.) Third, [ pppp] has not yet been attested 

in any non-borrowed words.  

Given this history we might expect a /pppp/ in a borrowed word to weaken to a fricative, 

or be adjusted in some other way. Since that does not happen, it is best to call /pppp/ a recently 

added phoneme. These are examples of the borrowed, but regularly spoken, Dizin words: 

(1) a. /ppppenu/ [ppppe.nu] 'pen'   b. /ppppɑppppɑj/ [ppppɑ.ppppɑj] 'papaya' 
c. /hosppppitɑl/ [hos.ppppi.tɑl] 'hospital' 

From a historical perspective it would be best to consider [pppp�] an allophone of /ɸɸɸɸ/. But, 

now that /pppp/ has become established in the language, it is phonologically intuitive to consider 

[pppp�] an allophone of /pppp/. This is analogous to the allophonic variation seen in /tttt/ and /kkkk/. 

Another argument in favor of this view is that Dizin writers now prefer the Ethiopic script 

symbol for /pppp/ over the symbol for /ffff/ not only in the borrowed words shown in (1), but also in 

the non-borrowed words like those shown in (2). 

(2) a. /iːppppm/ [ʔiːpppp�.ʔm̩] 'house-LocIr' b. /ɑppppm/ [ʔɑpppp�.ʔm̩] 'look!' 
c. /sɑppppm/ [sɑpppp�.ʔm̩] 'above' 

////tttt/./././. The phoneme /tttt/ has two allophones: [tttt], and [tttt�]. The released  allophone occurs 

syllable initially, when /tttt/ is the last segment of a complex coda, and in emphatic speech 

when it is a simple coda. The unreleased allophone occurs obligatorily before nasals and 

optionally syllable finally in normal (unemphasized) speech when it is a simple coda. 

(3) a. /ttttoku/ [ttttoku] 'mud'  b. /ttttɑmu/ [ttttɑmu] 'ten' 
c. /settttn/ [setttt�.ʔn̩] 'flour' d. /ɑnttttɑ/ [ʔɑn.ttttɑ] 'perhaps' 
e. /ts͡ɑntttt/ [t sɑntttt/ 'before' f. /dʒ͡itttt/ [d ʒitttt] ~ [d ʒitttt� ] 'properly' 

////kkkk/./././. The phoneme /kkkk/ also has two allophones: [kkkk], and [kkkk�]. The allophone [kkkk] occurs 

syllable initially, when /kkkk/ is the last C of a complex coda, and in emphatic speech when it is 

a simple coda. The allophone [kkkk�] occurs obligatorily before nasals and optionally syllable 

finally in normal (unemphasized) speech when it is a simple coda. 
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(4) a. /kkkketi/ [kkkketi] 'wall'    b. /kkkkistu/ [kkkkis.tu] 'curse' 
c. /kkkkɑɾkkkkɑmti/ [kkkkɑɾkkkkɑmti] 'partridge'  d. /oɸkkkkŋ/ [ʔoɸkkkk�.ʔŋ̩] 'to wear' 
e. /iɑzk'ɑŋkkkk/ [ʔi.ɑz.k'ɑŋkkkk] 'lie-Inst'  f. /kkkkekkkk/ [kkkkekkkk] ~ [kkkkekkkk�] 'right, proper' 

////p'p'p'p'/./././. The phoneme /p'p'p'p'/ has one allophone: [p'p'p'p']. In my word list it occurs in seven 

apparently indigenous words. Six of those times it is word initial, and the other time it is word 

final. It occurs word medially, but only in borrowed words.2  

(5) a. /p'p'p'p'ɑso/ [p'p'p'p'ɑ.so] 'he was not afraid' b. /p'p'p'p'elel/ [p'p'p'p'e.lel] 'malaria' 
c. /t'ɑɾɑp'p'p'p'ez/ [t'ɑ.ɾɑ.p'p'p'p'ez] 'table'  d. /top'p'p'p'iɑ/ [to.p'p'p'p'i.ɑ] 'Ethiopia' 
e. /nɑp'p'p'p'/ [nɑp'p'p'p'] 'quietly' 

////t't't't'/./././. The phoneme /t't't't'/ also has one allophone: [t't't't']. It occurs in all positions.   

(6) a. /t't't't'ɑgŋ/ [t't't't'ɑg̚ .ʔŋ̩] 'two'   b. /t't't't'obo/ [t't't't'o.bo] 'he cut a tree' 
c. /tʃ͡ 'ɑt't't't'u/ [tʃ 'ɑ.t't't't'u] 'tapeworm'   d. /k'ut't't't'kŋ/ [k'u.t't't't'ɨk�.ʔŋ̩] 'to be healed' 
e. /k'ut't't't'/ [k'ut't't't'] 'right (opposite of left)'   

////k'k'k'k'/./././. The phoneme /k'k'k'k'/ has just one allophone: [k'k'k'k']. In indigenous words it occurs 

syllable initially but not syllable finally. It occurs word initially and medially, but not finally. 

Borrowed words do have this segment in the syllable final and word final positions.3 

(7) a. /k'k'k'k'ubɑ/ [k'k'k'k'ubɑ] 'small intestines'    b. /k'k'k'k'emti/ [k'k'k'k'em.ti] 'co-wife' 
c. /mɛɾɸik'k'k'k'ɑŋk/ [mɛɾ.ɸi.k'k'k'k'ɑŋk] 'needle-Inst'   d. /sɑk'k'k'k'ɑl/ [sɑ.k'k'k'k'ɑl] 'little house' 
e. /dɛk'k'k'k'ik'k'k'k'/ [dɛ.kkkk''''ik'k'k'k'] 'minute'    f. /tʃ͡ 'ɑɾk'k'k'k'/ [tʃ 'ɑɾk'k'k'k'] 'rag' 

////ʔʔʔʔ/./././. Previous researchers have not been in agreement on the question of whether the 

glottal stop [ʔʔʔʔ] should be given phonemic status. Keefer (1969b:1) wrote, "There is also a 

significant but very light /ʔʔʔʔ/." Allen (1976:377) did not include it on his phoneme chart, nor 

did Tamirat (1988:4). Breeze wrote, "Gimira [Benchnon] has a glottal stop phoneme which 

does not seem to be present in Dizi" (1988:479). Aklilu writes, "The glottal stop /ʔʔʔʔ/ has been 

attested to in a few words in the dialects of Dizi that I have investigated" (2003:66). 

The data suggest that in Central and Eastern Dizin the glottal stop /ʔʔʔʔ/ is sometimes 

underlying or phonemic and other times it is not. Word initially before vowels it should not 

                                                
2 (5c and d) are from Amharic /t't't't'ɛɾɛɛɾɛɛɾɛɛɾɛp'p'p'p'ːezːezːezːezɑɑɑɑ/ and /it'it'it'it'ʲop'ːʲʲop'ːʲʲop'ːʲʲop'ːʲɑɑɑɑ/. 
3 (7e and f) are from Amharic /ddddɛɛɛɛk'ik'k'ik'k'ik'k'ik'ɑɑɑɑ/ and /t͡tt͡͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ  ''''ɛɾɛɾɛɾɛɾk'k'k'k'/. 
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be considered phonemic, since it is predictable. An onset is obligatory word initially, and [ʔʔʔʔ] 

is the segment that is assumed to be inserted when a vowel begins a word underlyingly.4 Also 

word internally following a stop and preceding a nasal, the glottal stop is predictable, so 

should not be considered phonemic in those cases. But word initially before nasals the glottal 

stop is not predictable, so in those environments it should be considered phonemic. A number 

of factors point to these conclusions. 

First, the borrowed Dizin word /ssssɑːtɑːtɑːtɑːt/ 'hour' or 'watch', from Amharic /ssssɛʔɑɛʔɑɛʔɑɛʔɑtttt/, gives a 

piece of evidence against a word internal glottal stop between vowels being allowed, at least 

in the past. If the glottal stop had been completely phonemic at the time that Amharic 

speakers brought the word, presumably over a century ago, we would expect the /ʔʔʔʔ/ to be 

retained. Instead, /ɛʔɑɛʔɑɛʔɑɛʔɑ/ was adapted to become one lengthened segment: /ɑːɑːɑːɑː/. 

Another question is whether a rule that inserts the glottal stop before all nasals would 

be plausible. The data in (8) argue that it would not be. In (8a) we have a word that is realized 

phonetically as [momomomo], which is what we would expect if the underlying phonemes were /momomomo/. 

In both (8b) and (8c) the verb form that means 'he ate' is shown. The underlying 

representations, though, show two different analyses. In (8b) the assumption is that the glottal 

stop is underlying or phonemic and the rule which disallows complex onsets is satisfied by 

the /mmmm/ becoming the nucleus of a syllable: [ʔʔʔʔm̩m̩m̩m̩]. In (8c) the assumption is that the nasal /mmmm/ is 

the entire underlying form of the morpheme, and a rule that requires the insertion of a glottal 

stop before the /mmmm/ is needed. The problem is that it would be difficult to write such a rule so 

that it would not incorrectly affect the surface form of words like the one in (8a).5 

                                                
4 It could be argued that [ʔʔʔʔ] is always phonemic word initially, and some other consonant is the 

non-phonemic one which is inserted to take care of the constraint which requires a word initial consonant. 
5 Another factor is that (8a) contains just one morpheme, while (8b and c) contain two. The possibility 

that [ʔʔʔʔ] is sensitive to morphological structure should be researched further. 
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(8) a. [mo]    b. [ʔʔʔʔm̩.o]  c. [ʔʔʔʔm̩.o]  
    /mo/       /ʔʔʔʔm-o/      /m-o/ 
    earlier_today           eat-3SM            eat-3SM   
    'earlier today'           'he ate'            'he ate' 

Additional support for an underlying glottal stop is found in another word form 

inflected from the root for 'eat', shown in (9). In (9a), the analysis assumes the underlying root 

/ʔʔʔʔmmmm/. A [ʔʔʔʔmmmm] coda is not allowed because the sonority of the segments increases after the 

nucleus. So, the /mmmm/ becomes syllabic. In (9b), the analysis tries to assume no underlying 

glottal stop, but the resulting surface form is not correct. A rule would be needed to insert the 

phonetic glottal stop before [mmmm]. But as (9c) demonstrates, an unmarked syllabic segment (a 

vowel) does not need to have a glottal stop inserted in front of it unless it is word initial. It is 

possible to propose that all nasals need a glottal stop inserted before them in this 

environment, while vowels do not, but the phonetic plausibility of such rule would also be 

weak. 

(9) a. [ʔʔʔʔɑ³.ʔʔʔʔm̩]   b. *[ʔʔʔʔɑm³]   c. [ʔʔʔʔɑ³.e] 
     ɑ³-ʔʔʔʔm-∅         ɑ³-m-∅          ɑ³e-∅  
    3SM-eat-SSO      3SM-eat-SSO     3SM-do-SSO 
    'he eɑting'       'he eɑting'      'he doing' 

It is important to note that establishing that the glottal stop has phonemic status in the 

language does not mean that it is phonemic everywhere it appears. The data in (10a-d) help us 

see that [ʔʔʔʔ] is predictable whenever it occurs word initially before a vowel. But as shown in 

(8), it is not predictable word initially before a nasal, so will be considered phonemic in those 

cases. 

(10) a. /etu/ [ʔʔʔʔe.tu] 'youS'  b. /ɑts͡m/ [ʔʔʔʔɑ.tsɨm] 'moon/month' 
c. /iɑts͡'ɨz/ [ʔʔʔʔi.ɑ.ts'ɨz] 'big' d. /okŋ/ [ʔʔʔʔok�.ʔʔʔʔŋ̩] 'far' 
e. /kubm/ [kub̚ .ʔʔʔʔm̩] 'four' f. /ʃɑdnɨz/ [ʃɑd�.ʔʔʔʔǹ.ɨz] 'that which is long (Masc)' 
g. /ʔʔʔʔmm/ [ʔʔʔʔm̩ː] 'eat!'  h. /ʔʔʔʔŋ²ɑl/ [ʔʔʔʔŋ̩².ɑl] '1S-stay-Ipf ' 

The epenthesis rule that formalizes the insertion of the word initial glottal stops in 

(10a-d) is shown in (11).  
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(11) GLOTTAL  STOP PROTHESIS  
  
∅  �  ʔ  /  #  __  V 

This rule states that a prothetic glottal stop is inserted before a word initial vowel. We 

could broaden the rule to include syllabic nasals, but that would require positing phonemic 

syllabic nasals, something we prefer to avoid. 

It is possible to write another rule that states that when a stop is followed by a nasal, 

an epenthetic glottal stop is inserted between them. Example (10f) is especially helpful, since 

it illustrates that the nasal does not have to be word final. Even though [ɨɨɨɨzzzz] follows, making it 

possible for the nasal to be the onset of the final syllable, the epenthesis of the glottal stop still 

occurs.6 (The possibly expected, but incorrect, surface form would be *[ʃɑʃɑʃɑʃɑdddd�.n.n.n.nɨɨɨɨzzzz].) The 

process is formalized in (12). 

(12) GLOTTAL  STOP EPENTHESIS 
 
∅  �  ʔ  /                C              __           C 
                      [-continuant]                [+nasal] 
 

Another factor is the historical question which should still be researched more 

thoroughly. The origins of the phonetically syllabic nasals in the Maji languages may give us 

a clue regarding the origins of the phonemic glottal stop word initially, as seen in (8). Aklilu 

writes, "Non-initial PM [Proto-Maji] *un and *um have become syllabic nasals in the 

daughter languages" (2003:77-78). He then presents cognate sets to support the claim. I have 

reproduced two of his ten here, retaining his notation (upper case means syllabic): 

(13)  Sheko  Nayi  Dizin  Proto-Maji 
'grandfather'  áááákNkNkNkN        áááákukukuku            áááákNkNkNkN        ****áááákunkunkunkun 
'tomorrow' berNberNberNberN        bebebebeaaaarNrNrNrN     bbbbyyyyaaaarrrruuuu        ****bebebebeaaaarrrrunununun 

                                                
6 This is complicated by the fact that [ʃɑd�.ʔʔʔʔǹ.ɨz] is made up of more than one morpheme: ʃɑʃɑʃɑʃɑddddnnnn----∅∅∅∅-zzzz 

'be_long-CR-M. As before, the possibility that [ʔʔʔʔ] is sensitive to morphological structures should be researched. 
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Perhaps these ancestors (/*un*un*un*un/ and /*um*um*um*um/) were separate words, in which case they 

would have likely been preceded by a phonetic glottal stop. So, the glottal stop that our 

second epenthesis rule inserts may be a remnant of a time before some morphemes evolved 

from being separate words to being suffixes. Assuming that this change would have occurred 

word initially also, the changes would have gone from [ʔʔʔʔuNuNuNuN] (/uNuNuNuN/) to [ʔʔʔʔNNNN̩] (/ʔʔʔʔNNNN/). Though 

this scenario is plausible, it is still somewhat speculative, given the limited amount of data 

available. As stated earlier, this should be investigated further. 

2.2.2 Voiced Stops 

The voiced stops are /bbbb/, /dddd/, and /gggg/. Syllable final voiced stops are normally 

unreleased. When /dddd/ and /gggg/ end a word, they are optionally devoiced to [tttt] and [kkkk], 

respectively. When /bbbb/ and /gggg/ end a word, they are optionally weakened to the fricatives [ββββ] 

and [ɣɣɣɣ]. This is illustrated in examples (14g), (14h), (15g) and (16e).  

////bbbb/./././. The phoneme /bbbb/ has three allophones [bbbb], [bbbb�], and [ββββ]. The allophone [bbbb] always 

occurs syllable initially. It also occurs word finally in free variation with [ββββ]. The allophone 

[bbbb�] always occurs if /bbbb/ is both syllable final and word medial, as in (14e) and (14f). The 

allophone [ββββ] only occurs word finally, in free variation. 

(14) a. /bbbbɑmbu/ [bbbbɑm.bu] 'hole'   b. /bbbbiːz/ [bbbbiːz] 'Venus' 
c. /k'ubbbbɑ/ [k'u.bbbbɑ] 'small intestines'  d. /niɑlbbbbɑbbbb/ [ni.ɑl.bbbbɑbbbb�] 'stony' 

 e. /debbbbm/ [debbbb�.ʔm�] 'game'  f. /ɑbbbbʃi/ [ɑbbbb�.ʃi] 'tree species'  
 g. /gobbbb/ [goββββ] ~ [gobbbb] 'area'  h. /dɑmbbbb/ [dɑmββββ] ~ [dɑmbbbb] 'tobacco' 

////dddd/./././. The phoneme /dddd/ has four allophones, [dddd], [dddd�], [tttt], and [tttt�]. The allophone [dddd] 

always occurs syllable initially. It also occurs word finally in free variation with [tttt]. The 

allophone [dddd�] occurs if /dddd/ is both syllable final and word medial, as in (15c) and (15f). The 

allophone [tttt] only occurs word finally, in free variation. The allophone [tttt�] is attested 

following voiceless fricatives as (15d) and (15e) illustrate. The underlying form of the 

passive morpheme is /dn/ 'Pass', as shown in (15c). 
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(15) a. /ddddɑʒ/ [ddddɑʒ] 'worm' 
b. /ddddum/ [ddddum] 'metal' 
c. /gɛddddnddddɛgo/ [gɛdddd�.ʔn̩.ddddɛ.go] 'it is said' 
d. /ɛʃddddnigɛj/ [ɛʃtttt�.ʔn̩.i.gɛj] 'she will be buried' 
e. /kɑɸddddndɛgo/ [kɑɸtttt�.ʔn̩.dɛ.go] 'it is built' 
f. /uddddgu/ [ʔudddd�.gu] 'moonless time' 
g. /sukunudddd/ [su.ku.nudddd] ~ [sukunutttt] 'snake' 

////gggg/./././. The phoneme /gggg/ has four allophones: [gggg], [gggg�], [ɣɣɣɣ], and [kkkk]. The allophone [gggg] 

occurs syllable initially. The allophone [gggg�] occurs syllable finally within a word. The 

allophones [gggg], [ɣɣɣɣ] and [kkkk] occur in free variation word finally.  

(16) a. /ggggot/ [ggggot] 'night' 
b. /ggggɑnt/ [ggggɑnt] 'like, as' 
c. /boggggɨlu/ [bo.ggggɨ.lu] 'manure' 
d. /bɑggggo/ [bɑ.ggggo] 'he waited for prey' 

 e. /ggggolmuːgggg/ [ggggol.muːgggg] ~ [ggggol.muːɣɣɣɣ] ~ [ggggol.muːkkkk] 'beer'  

2.2.3 Affricates 

The affricates are: /t͡t͡t͡ts͡sss/, /t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ/, /t͡t͡t͡ts͡'s's's'/,    /t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ  ''''/, /ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈʂ͡ʂʂʂ/, /ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈʂ͡ʂʂʂ' /, and /d͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ʒʒʒ/. 

////t͡tt͡͡ts͡sss/,/,/,/, ////t͡tt͡͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ/,/,/,/, ////t͡tt͡͡ts͡sss''''/, /, /, /, and / / / /t͡tt͡͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ     ''''/./././. All four of the Dizin voiceless non-retroflex affricates ([tstststs], 

[ttttʃʃʃʃ], [tstststs''''], and [ttttʃʃʃʃ     '''']) can occur word initially, medially, and finally. They have no allophonic 

variation in my data. 

(17) a. /t͡t͡t͡ts͡sssɑn/ [tstststsɑn] 'face'   b. /t͡t͡t͡ts͡sssuku/ [tstststsuku] 'bark rope' 
c. /t͡t͡t͡ts͡sssɑt͡t͡t͡ts͡sssu/[tstststsɑtstststsu] 'worm'  d. /bint͡t͡t͡ts͡sssu/ [bin.tstststsu] 'sprouting sorghum' 

 e. /kɑt͡t͡t͡ts͡sss/[kɑtstststs] 'to cook'  f. /wuɾgit͡t͡t͡ts͡sss/ [wuɾ.gitstststs] 'fish' 

(18) a. /t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃont/ [ttttʃʃʃʃont] 'middle'  b. /t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃɑt͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃibɑb/ [ttttʃʃʃʃɑ.ttttʃʃʃʃi.bɑb] 'shepherd' 
c. /ɑt͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃku/ [ɑttttʃʃʃʃ.ku] 'meat'  d. /dɑlt͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃi/ [dɑl.ttttʃʃʃʃi] 'foolish' 

 e. /t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃiɑt͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ/ [ttttʃʃʃʃi.ɑttttʃʃʃʃ] 'malaria'  f. /int͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ/ [ʔinttttʃʃʃʃ] 'tree' 

(19) a. /t͡t͡t͡ts͡'s's's'o/ [ts'ts'ts'ts'o] 'full'   b. /t͡t͡t͡ts͡'s's's'ɑbt/ [ts'ts'ts'ts'ɑbt] 'disease' 
c. /git͡t͡t͡ts͡'s's's'u/[gi.ts'ts'ts'ts'u] 'fiber, sisal plant' d. /k'et͡t͡t͡ts͡'s's's'ɨm/ [k'e.ts'ts'ts'ts'ɨm] 'fever' 

 e. /kut͡t͡t͡ts͡'s's's'/[kuts'ts'ts'ts'] 'to save'  f. /niɑmt͡t͡t͡ts͡'s's's'/ [ni.ɑmts'ts'ts'ts'] 'spleen' 

(20) a. /t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ  ''''ojdn/ [ttttʃʃʃʃ ''''ojd�.ʔn] 'crazy'   b. /t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ  ''''ut͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ  ''''u/ [ttttʃʃʃʃ  ''''u.ttttʃʃʃʃ ''''u] 'louse' 
c. /tot͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ  ''''u/ [to.ttttʃʃʃʃ  ''''u] 'manure'  d. /k'ɑt͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ  ''''uŋ/ [k'ɑ.ttttʃʃʃʃ ''''uŋ] 'knock! 
e. /tut͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ  ''''/ [tuttttʃʃʃʃ  ''''] 'hump (of a cow)' f. /mɨlɨt͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ  ''''/ [mɨ.lɨttttʃʃʃʃ  ''''] 'all' 
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Aklilu does report allophonic variation for /t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ/ and /t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ  ''''////. He writes that in Eastern 

Dizin and Central Dizin, "the retroflex consonants […    ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈʂ͡ʂʂʂ, , , , ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈʂ͡ʂʂʂ''''] seem to be in free variation with 

their corresponding alveo-palatal … affricates […………    t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ  '''', , , , t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ  '''']" (2003:66).  

/ʈ͡ʈʈ͡͡ʈʂ͡ʂʂʂ/ and /ʈ͡ʈʈ͡͡ʈʂ͡ʂʂʂ'/ . Aklilu goes on to say that he has found /ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈʂ͡ʂʂʂ/ and /ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈʂ͡ʂʂʂ' / to be phonemic in 

Western Dizin (2003:66), so the data for these retroflex affricates is reproduced here. 

(21) a. /ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈʂ͡ʂʂʂon³/ 'heart' (2003:75) b. /ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈʂ͡ʂʂʂow/ 'cold water' (2003:75) 
c. /ku¹ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈʂ͡ʂʂʂu¹/ 'hɑnd' (2003:76) d. /ke³ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈʂ͡ʂʂʂun/ 'spinǃ' (2003:76) 
e. /u³ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈʂ͡ʂʂʂu³/ 'five' (2003:76) f. /boʈ͡ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈʂ͡ʂʂʂkn ̩/ 'take out soil from a hole by hand' (2003:76) 

(22) a. /ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈʂ͡ʂʂʂ''''uʈ͡ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈʂ͡ʂʂʂ''''u/ 'louse' (2003:77) b. /ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈʂ͡ʂʂʂ''''ubu/ 'smoke' (2003:77) 
c. /ɑʈ͡ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈʂ͡ʂʂʂ''''u/ 'tooth' (2003:77) 

////d͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ʒʒʒ/./././. The phoneme /dddd͡͡ ͡͡ʒʒʒʒ/ has one allophone, [ddddʒʒʒʒ]. It occurs word initially, medially, 

and finally. The only example of [ddddʒʒʒʒ] as a simple coda is in a word borrowed from Amharic, 

(22g).  

(23) a. /d͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ʒʒʒob/ [ddddʒʒʒʒob] 'zigzag'  b. /d͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ʒʒʒib�d͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ʒʒʒɑb/ [ddddʒʒʒʒib�.ddddʒʒʒʒɑb�] 'around 4 a.m.' 
c. /noːd͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ʒʒʒi/ [noː.ddddʒʒʒʒi] 'leech'  d. /ɛnd͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ʒʒʒiʃm/ [/ʔɛn.ddddʒʒʒʒi.ʃɨm] 'to be happy' 
e. /gemd͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ʒʒʒ/ [gemddddʒʒʒʒ] 'jaw'  f. /buɾd͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ʒʒʒ/ [buɾddddʒʒʒʒ] 'lord, king' 
g. /t'ɛd͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ʒʒʒ/ [t'ɛddddʒʒʒʒ] 'mead' 

A Dizin phonotactic constraint is that if two affricates are in a root, they will be 

identical. This is seen in examples (17c), (18b), (18e), (20b), (22a), and (23b). 

While the examples of the retroflex phonemes in Western Dizin are not numerous, in 

(22a) two retroflex affricates occur in the same root. This corresponds with a constraint 

observed in Benchnon. Breeze writes that "no two palato-alveolar fricatives or affricates 

within a root morpheme can differ in the feature of retroflexion" (1990:10). Additionally, the 

examples in (31a) and (32c) correspond with this constraint. 
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2.2.4 Fricatives 

The fricatives are: /ɸɸɸɸ/, /ssss/, /ʃʃʃʃ/, /hhhh/, /zzzz/, /ʒʒʒʒ/, /ʂʂʂʂ/ and /ʐʐʐʐ /. 

////ɸɸɸɸ/./././.    The phoneme /ɸɸɸɸ/ has two allophones: [ɸɸɸɸ] and [ffff]. They occur in free variation 

wherever /ɸɸɸɸ/ occurs. They are not attested immediately before /mmmm/, as discussed in 2.2.1. 

They only occur word initially in a few borrowed words7. They occur on many non-borrowed 

words, both word medially, and word finally. 

Aklilu's reconstruction of Proto-Maji is helpful in explaining the absence of any word 

initial /ɸɸɸɸ/ in non-borrowed words. He shows word initial /*f*f*f*f/ going to Dizin /hhhh/, but non-word 

initial /*f*f*f*f/ did not make that change. Further details are given by Aklilu (2003:71-72). 

(24) a. /ɸɸɸɸɑɾindʒ͡/ [ɸɸɸɸɑ.ɾindʒ]  ~  [ffffɑ.ɾindʒ] 'foreigner' (from Amharic) 
b. /boɸɸɸɸi/ [bo.ɸɸɸɸi]  ~  [bo.ffffi] 'venomous snake' 
c. /jɑɸɸɸɸkŋ/ [jɑɸɸɸɸk̚ .ʔŋ̩]  ~  [jɑffffk̚ .ʔŋ̩] 'to find' 
d. /ts͡'iɸɸɸɸ/ [ts'iɸɸɸɸ]  ~  [ts'iffff] 'back of neck' 
e. /kutʃ͡kuɸɸɸɸ/ [kutʃ.kuɸɸɸɸ]   ~  [kutʃ.kuffff] 'tarantula' 

////ssss/./././. The phoneme /ssss/ has three allophones, [ssss], [ʃʃʃʃ], and [zzzz]. It is usually realized as [ssss], 

and occurs word initially, medially, and finally, as most of the examples in (25) show. 

Place assimilation causes /ssss/ to become [ʃʃʃʃ] following /ʃʃʃʃ/. This is illustrated by 

examples (25e) and (25f). The causative suffix is ----ssss 'Cau'.  

Voicing assimilation causes /ssss/ to be neutralized and realized as [zzzz] when it occurs 

before [dddd]. This is illustrated by examples (25g) and (25h). The verb root is bbbbɑɑɑɑːːːːssss 'want'.  

                                                
7 Interestingly, the only occurrences of this phoneme word initially in my data are in three borrowed 

words, each perhaps from a different phonemic source: /ffff/, /pppp/, and /hhhh/. It is safe to assume that Amharic 
/ffffɛɾɛɛɾɛɛɾɛɛɾɛnd͡nd͡nd͡ndʒ͡ʒʒʒ/ became Dizin /ɸɑɾɸɑɾɸɑɾɸɑɾind͡ind͡ind͡indʒ͡ʒʒʒ/ 'foreigner'. 

The Amharic word /polispolispolispolis/ probably became /ɸɸɸɸolisolisolisolis/ 'police'. This would have been an earlier borrowing 
because the /pppp/ became /ɸɸɸɸ/ instead staying /pppp/ as other more recent borrowings have done. (Examples are in 
2.2.1, under /pppp/.) Since some Amharic speakers say [folisfolisfolisfolis], another possibility is that Dizin borrowed the word 
from those who spoke that variety of the word. 

The Amharic name /johjohjohjohɑnːɑnːɑnːɑnːɨsɨsɨsɨs/ may have been the source of /ɸɑɸɑɸɑɸɑnnnnɨɨɨɨssss/ 'John'. It is also possible that the 
missionaries from Tigre gave the Dizi their pronunciation for 'John' from Tigrinya or Ge'ez, which may differ 
from Amharic. This should be investigated further. 
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(25) a. /ssssɑɾmi/ [ssssɑɾ.mi] 'oldest daughter' 
b. /ssssukunud/ [ssssu.ku.nud] 'snake' 
c. /essssku/ [ʔessss....ku] 'goat'  
d. /tussssu/ [tu.ssssu] 'seven' 
e. /wussssigo/ [wu.ssssi.go] 'it will cause to enter'  
f. /wɛʃssssdɛniʃo/ [wɛ.ʃɨʃʃʃʃ....dɛ.ni.ʃo] 'they shake (cause to be shaken)' 
g. /bɑːsssso/ [bɑː.sssso] 'he wanted' 
h. /bɑːssssdɛgo/ [bɑːzzzzdɛgo] 'he regularly wants' 
i. /uːssss/ [ʔuːssss] 'bone' 
j. /jessssissss/ [jessssissss] 'therefore' 

Certain data involving /ssss/ and /dddd/ require correct rule ordering. That is, when /ssss/ and 

/dddd/ come together at morpheme boundaries, voicing usually spreads back to /ssss/ and it 

becomes [zzzz], as (25h) and the first example in Table 3 both illustrate. An exception is that 

when the syllable structure requires the insertion of an epenthetic vowel between the /ssss/ and 

the /dddd/, voicing does not spread. The final two examples in Table 3 illustrate this. 

These data suggest that syllabification and epenthesis occurs before voicing 

assimilation. If it were the other way around, the surface form of the second example should 

be *[ʔʔʔʔin.zin.zin.zin.zɨɨɨɨ.d.d.d.dɛɛɛɛ.ki.ki.ki.ki] and the surface form of the third example in Table 3 should be 

* [ʔʔʔʔm̩m̩m̩m̩.z.z.z.zɨɨɨɨ.d.d.d.dɛɛɛɛ.ni..ni..ni..ni.ʃʃʃʃoooo]. 
 

           Table 3.  Voicing Assimilation and Epenthesis 
 

Underlying Form Surface Form Gloss Translation 

bɑːs-s-dɛ-go [bɑ.sɨz.dɛ.go] want-v-Cau-Ipf-3SM 'it is necessary' 

in-s-dɛ-ki [ʔin.sɨ.dɛ.ki] go-v-Cau-Ipf-Perf-CR 'those who lead' 

ʔm-s-dɛ-niʃo [ʔm̩.sɨ.dɛ.ni.ʃo] eat-Cau-Ipf-3P 'they feed' 
 

////ʃʃʃʃ/./././. The phoneme /ʃʃʃʃ/ is consistently realized as [ʃʃʃʃ]. It occurs word initially, medially, 

and finally. 

(26) ɑ. /ʃʃʃʃinu/ [ʃʃʃʃi.nu] 'younger sibling' b. /ʃʃʃʃɑɾ/ [ʃʃʃʃɑɾ] 'up' 
c. /ɑbʃʃʃʃi/ [ɑbʃʃʃʃi] 'tree species'  d. /ʃʃʃʃɑʃʃʃʃi/ [ʃʃʃʃɑ.ʃʃʃʃi] 'squirrel' 
e. /tʃ͡oʃʃʃʃt/ [tʃ͡oʃʃʃʃt] 'after'   f. /tʃ͡enʃʃʃʃ/ [tʃ͡enʃʃʃʃ] 'mistake' 
g. /wuʃʃʃʃ/ [wuʃʃʃʃ] 'kill-SSO'  h. /heɾɛʃʃʃʃ/ [he.ɾɛʃʃʃʃ] 'flower' 
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/h/./h/./h/./h/. The phoneme /hhhh/ has just one allophone, [hhhh]. This occurs word-initially, medially, 

and finally.  

(27) a. /hhhhɑskŋ/ [hhhhɑsk̚ .ʔŋ̩] 'insult (noun)'  b. /hhhhintu/ [hhhhin.tu] 'kind of vine' 
c. /ts͡ɛhhhhi/ [tsɛ.hhhhi] 'flea'    d. /nuhhhhɨŋ/ [nu.hhhhɨŋ] 'hyena' 
e. /t'uhhhh/ [t'uhhhh] 'burst-SSO'   f. /biɑhhhh/ [bi.ɑhhhh] 'open-SSO' 
g. /wuːhhhh/ [wuːhhhh³] 'ya! (reply to a call)' h. /woːhhhh/ [woːhhhh¹²] 'ya! (reply to a call)' 

Two borrowed words suggest that at some point in time, or in some dialect of Dizin, 

word initial /hhhh/ was not accepted. 

(28) ɑ. /ospitɑl/ [ʔospitɑl]8 'hospital' b. /isɑb/ [ʔisɑb] 'bill' (from Amharic /hhhhisɑb/) 

////zzzz/./././. The phoneme /zzzz/ has two allophones: [zzzz], which occurs word initially, medially, 

and finally, and [ssss] which occurs before /tttt/.   

(29) ɑ. /zzzzoku/ [zzzzoku] 'bull'  b. /zzzzuɾu/ [zzzzuɾu] 'relative' 
c. /t'uzzzzi/ [t'uzzzzi] 'ball'   d. /bozzzzkŋ/ [bozzzzk�.ʔŋ] 'to go for a walk' 
e. /izzzzu/ [ʔizu] 'he / it'  f. /izzzzt/ [ʔisssst] 'it-Loc / in it' 
g. /bozzzz/ [bozzzz] 'guest'  h. /bɑzzzz/ [bɑzzzz] 'beehive' 

////ʒʒʒʒ/./././. The phoneme /ʒʒʒʒ/ has one allophone, [ʒʒʒʒ]. It occurs word medially, and finally, and 

syllable initially and finally. 

(30) a. /ɑʒʒʒʒu/ [ɑʒʒʒʒu] 'tooth'    b. /woʒʒʒʒi/ [wo.ʒʒʒʒi] 'bamboo' 
c. /geʒʒʒʒkŋ [geʒʒʒʒk�.ʔŋ̩] 'to laugh'  d. /dulʒʒʒʒ/ [dulʒʒʒʒ] 'wildcat' 
e. /bɑʒʒʒʒ/ [bɑʒʒʒʒ] 'war, conflict'  f. /tʃ͡oʒʒʒʒ/ [tʃoʒʒʒʒ] 'behind' 

////ʂʂʂʂ//// and  and  and  and ////ʐʐʐʐ    /./././. Aklilu reports allophonic variation in Central and Eastern Dizin between 

"[ʐʐʐʐ    , , , , ʂʂʂʂ … … … …]" and "[ʒʒʒʒ, , , , ʃʃʃʃ …  …  …  … ]" (2003:66). In addition, he has found /ʂʂʂʂ/ and /ʐʐʐʐ / to be phonemic in 

Western Dizin (2003:66), so the data for these retroflex fricatives are reproduced in (31) and 

(32). 

(31) a. /ʂʂʂʂoʂʂʂʂɨn/ 'roastǃ' (2003:75)        b. /uʂʂʂʂum/ 'horn' (2003:75) 
c. /ɑːʂʂʂʂun/ 'stand up!' (2003:75) 

(32) a. /muʐʐʐʐtn/ 'cutǃ (vegetables)' (2003:74)    b. /k'oʐʐʐʐ ,----n/ 'scratch' (2003:71) 
c. /ʈʂ͡uɑʐʐʐʐu/ 'snake' (2003:80) 

                                                
8 This word is now also pronounced [hos.pi.tɑl]. 
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2.2.5 Nasals 

The data indicate that Dizin has three nasal phonemes: /mmmm/, /nnnn/ and /ŋŋŋŋ/. Allan 

(1976:377-8) and Breeze (1988:477) concluded that the velar nasal [ŋŋŋŋ] was an allophone of 

/nnnn/. Aklilu (2003:66) does not list /ŋŋŋŋ/ in his phonemic inventory either. The conclusion these 

researchers came to is understandable, since [ŋŋŋŋ] never occurs word or syllable initially, so 

contrast cannot be found in that location. Word internally (even across syllable boundaries) 

and word finally, nasals usually assimilate to the place of articulation of the consonant 

phonemes they precede or follow.9 So it is difficult to establish contrast in those positions. 

However, contrast can be found when nasals occur after vowels, word finally, as the 

examples in (33) illustrate. 

(33) a. /kusɨmmmm/  b. /insɨnnnn/  c. /kusɨŋŋŋŋ/ 
    [ku.sɨmmmm]      [ʔin.sɨnnnn]      [ku.sɨŋŋŋŋ] 
    'flower'      'honey'      'leather sack' 

Two others who have also concluded that Dizin has three nasal phonemes are Keefer 

(1969b:1) and Tamirat (1988:4). 

////mmmm////, /n/, /n/, /n/, /n/    ɑnd ɑnd ɑnd ɑnd ////ŋŋŋŋ////.... The phonemes /mmmm/, /nnnn/ and /ŋŋŋŋ/ do not have any allophonic 

variation,10 but the place constraint mentioned previously results in neutralization and a lot of 

allomorphy. The phonemes /mmmm/ and /nnnn/ occur syllable initially, medially and finally and word 

initially, medially and finally. The phoneme /ŋŋŋŋ/ never occurs syllable or word initially, but it 

does occur syllable and word medially and finally.   

(34) a. /mmmmo/ [mmmmo] 'earlier today'       b. /mmmmɛʃ/ [mmmmɛʃ] 'patience' 
c. /dɛmmmmbi/ [dɛmmmm.bi] 'tradition'  d. /kommmmbi/ [kommmm.bi] 'tin cup' 
e. /dɑmmmmb/ [dɑmmmmb] 'tobacco'  f. /ʔmmmmo/ [ʔm̩.o] 'he ate' 
g. /kummmm/ [kummmm] 'placenta'  h. /debmmmm/ [deb̚ .ʔm̩] 'to rain' 

                                                
9 A description of what happens when conflicts occur appears in Table 22. An example is when these 

three morphemes coming together in a word: ɑkɑkɑkɑk----ŋŋŋŋ----titititi 'gather-Imp-PImp'. In this case, the nasal takes the place of 
the stop which precedes it, instead of the one that follows it. So, [ʔɑʔɑʔɑʔɑkkkk�....ʔʔʔʔŋ.ŋ.ŋ.ŋ.titititi]. 

10 While these nasals are marked as syllabic in the phonetic data, it is the syllable structure which 
determines this. So, an [ǹǹǹǹ], for example, is not considered a phone separate from [nnnn]. 
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(35) a. /nnnnoj/ [nnnnoj¹] 'ostrich'    b. /ʔnnnn³tɑɾb/ [ʔn̩³.tɑɾβ] 'our drum' 
c. /ɑnnnndʒ͡i/ [ʔɑnnnn.dʒi] 'kind of palm tree' d. /ʃɑdnnnnɨz/ [ʃɑd�.ʔn̩.ɨz] 'long' 
e. /ɑnnnnt/ [ʔɑnnnnt] 'later today'   f. /uynnnnd/ [ʔujnnnnd] 'in the past' 
g. /kiːnnnn¹²/ [kiːnnnn¹²] 'coals'   h. /utnnnn/ [ʔut�.ʔn̩] 'rat' 

(36) a. /ʔŋŋŋŋ³ɑku/ [ʔŋŋŋŋ̩̩̩̩³.ɑ.ku] 'our grandfather' b. /tʃ͡ɑgŋŋŋŋɨz/ [tʃɑg̚ .ʔŋŋŋŋ̩̩̩̩.ɨz] 'plain' 
c. /bɑŋŋŋŋgɨɾo/ [bɑŋŋŋŋ.gɨ.ɾo] 'return (trans)' d. /dɑʃuŋŋŋŋk/ [dɑ.ʃuŋŋŋŋk] 'late afternoon' 
e. /muleŋŋŋŋ/ [muleŋŋŋŋ] 'rhinoceros'  f. /k'ogŋŋŋŋ/ [k'og̚ .ʔŋŋŋŋ̩̩̩̩] 'sprouts' 

2.2.6 Liquids  

The liquids consist of the lateral liquid, /llll/, and the non-lateral liquid, /ɾɾɾɾ/. 

////ɾɾɾɾ/./././. The phoneme /ɾɾɾɾ/ is most often realized as a flap [ɾɾɾɾ]. It is sometimes realized as a 

trill [rrrr] in slow or emphatic speech. It occurs word medially and finally, but never word 

initially. As (37a and b) illustrate, it can occur syllable initially, word medially. It is not 

common in that position, though, and (37b) is borrowed from Amharic. 

(37) a. /ɑ³ɾɾɾɾɛj³²/ [ʔɑ³.ɾɾɾɾɛj³²] 'you (MVoc)'  b. /dɨɾɾɾɾɛs/ [dɨ.ɾɾɾɾɛs] 'next to' 
c. /bɑŋgɨɾɾɾɾs/ [bɑŋ.gɨɾɾɾɾs] 'returning'  d. /ɑɾɾɾɾbm/ [ʔɑɾɾɾɾb̚ .ʔm] 'rib' 
e. /ɑkɨɾɾɾɾ/ [ɑ.kɨɾɾɾɾ] ~ [ɑ.kɨrrrr] 'kind, type'  f. /bɑʃuɾɾɾɾ/ [bɑ.ʃuɾɾɾɾ] 'cooking plate' 

////llll/./././. The phoneme /llll/ has no clear allophonic variation. Regarding its distribution, 

Aklilu (2003:68) found no word initial, non-palatalized /llll/ in any dialects of Dizin, but he did 

find a palatalized version ([llll     ʲ̡̡̡]) word initially. My data do contain six words from Eastern 

Dizin which begin with /llll/ and five of them have counterparts in Central Dizin which begin 

with /nnnn/ instead. For example, 'leech' is /lolololoːːːːt͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ  ''''/ in Eastern Dizin, but /nonononoːːːːd͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ʒʒʒiiii/ or /nonononoːːːːʒʒʒʒ/ in 

Central Dizin. 

Aklilu (2003:80) says, "The presence of palatalized lʲ is surprising. Neither 

Proto-Maji nor any of the present-day Maji languages have plain l word-initially. The 

palatalized lʲ could be Dizi's innovation, or it may be a loan from neighboring languages. This 

has to be investigated in the future." Evidence to support the loan hypothesis is that the root 

for the Tirmaga-Chai word for 'matter' or 'word' is /llllɔɔɔɔgggg/ (Bryant 1999:139). Eastern Dizin has 

this lexical item as /loglogloglog/, while Central Dizin has the form, /nonononoːːːːgggg/. The assumption is that 
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Dizin may have borrowed a number of vocabulary items from Tirmaga-Chai and word initial 

/llll/ changed to /nnnn/ in Central Dizin, but not in Eastern Dizin. 

Additional support for the loan hypothesis comes from the Dizin word /wuwuwuwuɾɾɾɾgit͡git͡git͡gits͡sss/ 'fish'. 

Unseth's reconstruction of Proto-Surmic includes "*kol+t*kol+t*kol+t*kol+t" (1988:158-9) for 'fish'. An *llll to rrrr 

rule which applied to Southeast Surmic led to the present Tirmaga-Chai word for 'fish': 

"uuuurrrrgusgusgusgus" (1988:158). This establishes that Dizin has borrowed from a Surmic language. The 

/rrrr/ suggests the source was a Southeast Surmic language, of which Tirmaga-Chai and the 

Me'en are two. 

Examples of other Eastern Dizin /llll/ initial words (probably borrowed from 

Tirmaga-Chai) are given in (38a) and (38b). Non-initial cases of /llll/ are numerous and occur 

in all dialects. Examples are seen in (38c) to (38f). 

(38) a. /llllellllɑt/ [lllle.llllɑt] 'tree species'   b. /lllliɑmts'ɑ/ [lllli.ɑm.ts'ɑ] 'spleen' 
c. /ɑllllo/ [ʔɑ.llllo] 'he stayed'  d. /bollllku/ [bollll....ku] 'aardvark' 
e. /millllmillll/ [millll....millll] 'kidney'  f. /tullll/ [tullll] 'marrow' 

2.2.7 Glides 

The glides are /jjjj/ and /wwww/. 

/j/. The glide phoneme /jjjj/ is always realized as [ jjjj]. It occurs in all positions that 

consonants occur, except that if it is part of a complex coda, it must be the first C. The 

ambiguous cases of this phoneme are discussed in 2.5.3 and 2.5.4.  

(39) a. /jjjjɛ/ [ jjjjɛ] 'that'   b. /jjjjizu/ [ jjjji.zu] 'sea' 
c. /ɑjjjjo/ [ɑ.jjjjo] 'he spent the night' d. /bojjjjdu/ [bojjjj.du] 'poor' 
e. /kɑjjjjt/ [kɑjjjjt] 'without'  f. /tʃ͡ojjjjʃt/ [tʃojjjjʃt] 'after' 
g. /gɑjjjj/ [gɑjjjj] 'hut'   h. /ʃojjjj/ [ʃojjjj] 'tick' 

/w/. The glide phoneme /wwww/ is always realized as [wwww]. It occurs in all positions that 

consonants occur, except that if it is part of a complex coda, it must be the first C. The 

ambiguous cases of this phoneme are discussed later in 2.5.3 and 2.5.4.  
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(40) a. /wwwwɛtʃ͡i/ [wwwwɛ.tʃi] 'second harvest'  b. /wwwwuɾgits͡/ [wwwwuɾ.gits] 'fish' 
c. /tʃ͡owwwwdo/ [tʃowwww.do] 'it was cold' d. /kɑwwwwɑ/ [kɑ.wwwwɑ] 'this animal fat' 
e. /tɛwwwwŋ/ [tɛwwwwŋ] 'goǃ'   f. /tʃ͡owwwwd/ [tʃowwwwd] 'being cold'  
g. /t͡ʃɑwwww/ [tʃɑwwww] 'kind of greens' h. /gɛwwww/ [gɛwwww] 'bracelet' 

2.2.8 Lengthened Consonants 

Consonant length is a feature that must be considered for Dizin since it is such a 

common feature of the language area. In fact, Charles Ferguson listed eight phonological 

features that he found to be characteristic of "The Ethiopian Language Area" (1976:65-9), 

one of which was consonant length. He wrote of that feature: "Length is lexically distinctive 

in consonants …" (1976:67). His table shows this feature to be very common in Ethiopian 

languages, including Omotic languages (1976:69). 

However, after listening for this feature in the Dizin data, no evidence is found for 

their existence. Neither have any other researchers suggested that phonemically lengthened 

consonants exist in Dizin. The context in which phonetically lengthened consonants occur is 

when two identical nasal stops come together at a morpheme boundary, as shown in (41a).11 

Phonetically lengthened obstruents have not been attested. Instead, when two identical 

obstruents come together, an epenthetic vowel is inserted between them. Examples (41b) and 

(41c) illustrate this. 

(41) a. [jinː]  b. [ʔɛjkɨkɑ]  c. [bɑːsɨsigo] 
    jin-n       ɛjk-kɑ      bɑːs-s-i-go 
    I-Ac2       lion-&      want-Cau-Fut-3SM 
    'me'       'and a lion'      'it is necessary' 

2.3 Vowels  

Dizin vowels have almost certainly been influenced by Amharic. Beginning more 

than a century ago, a constant, sizable population of Amharic-speaking people has lived 

                                                
11 In a song this word is pronounced [jinjinjinjinɨɨɨɨnnnn]. More research should be done to determine whether it is 

ever spoken as [jinjinjinjinɨɨɨɨnnnn], and whether it is ever sung as [jinjinjinjinːːːː], if that would better fit the syllables needed for the 
song. 
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among the Dizin speaking population. Amharic has six phonemic vowels and no contrastive 

vowel length. These six phonemes are displayed in (42). Also displayed is the commonly 

spoken phonetic high central vowel [ɨɨɨɨ]. The conclusion that [ɨɨɨɨ] is not phonemic in Amharic is 

taken from Hetzron, who stated that "all occurrences of the sixth order vowel [ɨɨɨɨ] in Amharic 

are predictable and that it is therefore not a phoneme" (Bender 1969:34). This does not 

distract from the point that [ɨɨɨɨ] have been heard by Dizin speakers for decades now and 

interpreted as a phoneme.  
    

(42)                                  Amharic  Vowels 
    
                 i   i   i   i         [ɨɨɨɨ]      uuuu    
    

        e e e e                     oooo    
    
                            ɛɛɛɛ    
    

                                                    ɑɑɑɑ    
 

The hypothesis to consider is that 150 or more years ago, before the Amharic speakers 

arrived, Dizin had the vowel system that Aklilu proposes for "Proto-Maji" (2003:80): 
    

(43)                                        Proto-Maji Vowels 
 
                 *i  *i*i  *i*i  *i*i  *iːːːː      *u  *u*u  *u*u  *u*u  *uːːːː    
    

        *e  **e  **e  **e  *eeeeːːːː                                ****əəəə12121212            *o  *o*o  *o*o  *o*o  *oːːːː    
    
                   *   *   *   *ɑ  *ɑːɑ  *ɑːɑ  *ɑːɑ  *ɑː    
 

With the arrival of the Amharic speakers and their constant contact with Dizin speakers over 

a number of decades, the Dizin vowel system began to change. This happened more rapidly 

where there was the most language contact, in Central Dizin. 

                                                
12 Aklilu's symbol here is "ääää" which has traditionally been used for transliterating the Amharic first 

form vowel. This is most often [ɛɛɛɛ], but sometimes [əəəə]. I am confident in using /əəəə/ because of the position in the 
chart and because it is called "the mid-central vowel" (2003:80). 
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With that proposal in mind, let us consider the present data. They suggest that Dizin 

has seven short vowels and five long vowel phonemes, as laid out in Table 4. (An alternate 

view would be to consider vowel length as one separate phoneme, instead of having five long 

vowel phonemes.) My first suggestion is that Proto-Maji *əəəə has become /ɛɛɛɛ/, while still being 

realized as [əəəə] on occasion. My second suggestion is that the epenthetic [iiii] of Proto-Maji 

became centralized to [ɨɨɨɨ] in Central Dizin. The phone, [ɨɨɨɨ] also occurs presently in 

non-epenthetic environments in Central and Eastern Dizin, so is seen as a phoneme: /ɨɨɨɨ/. 

 
Table 4.  Dizin Vowel Phonemes 

 
 Front 

Unrounded 
Central 

Unrounded 
Back 

Unrounded 
Back 

Rounded 
Close i  iː ɨ  u  uː 

Close-Mid e  eː   o  oː 
Open-Mid      ɛ      

Open   ɑ  ɑː  
 

Regarding the distribution of these vowels, all the vowels are attested word initially 

and word medially. All of the vowels except /uuuuːːːː/ are attested word finally. The vowel /ɨɨɨɨ/ is 

never a phonemic ending of a word. However, it can be the epenthetic vowel between two 

words when the first one ends with a stop and the second begins with a stop. 

(44) ... sɑːg-ɨɨɨɨ-³         k'ɑl ...  
    God-v-Gn4   word  
'... God's word ...' 

In my Dizin data, no long vowels appear word finally on polysyllabic single 

morpheme words. This corresponds with Aklilu's observation regarding Proto-Maji (from 

which Dizin, Sheko and Nayi have descended): "All the non-monosyllabic words always 

have final short vowels" (2003:80). However, this restriction does not apply to 

polymorphemic words, as the first word in (45) illustrates. (A burji is a traditional leader.) 
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(45) [kɛj².sɑːɑːɑːɑː³¹          jɛ².ko¹] 
 kɛj²sɑɑɑɑ----³ɑɑɑɑ¹         jɛ²-k-o¹. 
 burji's_son-Px   come-Pres-3SM   
'This son of a burji is coming.' 

////iiii/./././. The phoneme /iiii/ is almost always realized as [iiii], but word finally it is occasionally 

realized as an unvoiced vowel: [ i ̥i ̥i ̥i]̥. Eastern Dizin uses [iiii] as its epenthetic vowel, instead of 

[ɨɨɨɨ], the epenthetic vowel of both Central Dizin and Amharic.  

(46) a. /iiiintʃ͡ɛj/ [ʔiiiintʃɛj] 'she collected firewood' b. /biiiitʃ͡iiii/ [biiiitʃiiii] 'sore (noun)'  
c. /niiiiniiii/ [niiiiniiii] 'older sister'   d. /gultiiii/ [gultiiii] ~ [gultiiii    ̥] 'ankle' 

/i/i/i/iːːːː/./././. The phoneme /iiiiːːːː/ is always realized as [iiiiːːːː]. 

(47) a. /iiiiːːːː²³/ [ʔiiiiːːːː²³] 'house'         b. /biiiiːːːːz/ [biiiiːːːːz] 'Venus'         c. /tiiiiːːːː¹/ [tiiiiːːːː¹] 'tree species' 

////ɨɨɨɨ/./././. This Dizin phone will require more explanation. Others have described a central 

unrounded epenthetic vowel.  

(48) a. ɨz-ɨɨɨɨ-g      b. bɑːs-ɨɨɨɨ-s-i-go    c. iz-ɨɨɨɨ-n 
    it-v-In         want-v-Cau-Fut-3SM      he-v-Ac2    
    'in it       'it will be necessary'      'him' 

Most of the appearances of [ɨɨɨɨ] can be understood as non-phonemic epenthesis. It is 

likely a recent addition to the phonemic inventory of Central Dizin and may not yet deserve 

phonemic status in Eastern Dizin. Some borrowed words from Amharic suggest that [ɨɨɨɨ] was 

not phonemic when they were originally borrowed, perhaps around a hundred years ago. To 

give two examples, Amharic [ddddɨɨɨɨnnnnːːːːɨɨɨɨt͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃːːːː] 'potato' is the source of Dizin /dinidinidinidinit͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃiiii/ and Amharic 

[ɨɾɨɾɨɾɨɾssssɑsɑsɑsɑs] 'pencil' is the source of /iiiiɾɾɾɾssssɑɑɑɑssss/. 

Some compelling evidence for [ɨɨɨɨ] being phonemic now is found in the Dizin word 

[ˈ̍̍̍mmmmɨɨɨɨ³³³³....llllɨɨɨɨttttʃʃʃʃ ''''³³³³] 'all'. One line of thinking would be to propose that [ɨɨɨɨ] is an allomorph of /iiii/ (or 

another vowel) which occurs in unstressed syllables. But in this word, [ɨɨɨɨ] occurs in the 

stressed first syllable. If stress were the factor, [iiii], or some vowel besides [ɨɨɨɨ], would appear. 

As mentioned before, no examples of /ɨɨɨɨ/ have been found word finally. 

A representative set of examples of /ɨɨɨɨ/ are shown in (49). 
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(49) a. /ɨɨɨɨzt/13 [ʔɨɨɨɨst] 'at it' 
b. /ɨɨɨɨʃkŋ/ [ʔɨɨɨɨʃk�.ʔŋ̩] 'their' 
c. /mɨɨɨɨ³lɨɨɨɨt͡ʃʃʃʃ  ''''³/ [mɨɨɨɨ³lɨɨɨɨtʃʃʃʃ  ''''³] 'all' 
d. /k'ɑlgɨɨɨɨmo/ [k'ɑlgɨɨɨɨmo] 'lightning struck' 
e. /e³kɨɨɨɨɾ³/ [ʔe³.kɨɨɨɨɾ³] 'bedbug' 
f. /d͡ʒɛn.dʒ͡ɨɨɨɨ....mɨ.ni.ʃo/ [dʒɛn.dʒɨɨɨɨ....mɨ.ni.ʃo] 'they were worried' 

////uuuu////....    The phoneme /uuuu/ is most times realized as /uuuu/, but sometimes word finally it is 

realized as a voiceless vowel: [u̥uu̥̥u]̥.  

(50) a. /uuuuɾsuuuu/ [ʔuuuuɾsuuuu] 'palm tree'  b. /uːsuuuu/ [ʔuːsuuuu] 'bone' 
c. /buuuudo/ [buuuudo] 'he pulled out'   d. /noʃuuuu/ [noʃuuuu] ~ [noʃu̥uu̥̥u]̥ 'slingshot' 

/u/u/u/uːːːː/./././. The phoneme /uuuuːːːː/ is always realized as [uuuuːːːː]. As mentioned previously, the long 

form does not appear word finally.    

(51) a. /uuuuːːːːsu/ [ʔuuuuːːːːsu] 'bone' 
b. /muuuuːːːːg/ [muuuuːːːːɣ] 'local fermented drink' 

/e/e/e/e/./././. Since a number of words show an alteration between [eeee] and [ɛɛɛɛ], one possibility is 

to say that /eeee/ is realized as [eeee] and [ɛɛɛɛ]. The data in (52) and (57), and other examples like 

them, suggest that no environmental constraint can explain the presence of [ɛɛɛɛ]. Since contrast 

occurs in analogous environments, the variations in (52d) to (52f) are seen as free variation 

between two phonemes, not free variation between two allophones of the same phoneme. 

(52) a. /eeeem/ [ʔeeeem] '(an interjection)' 
b. /keeeek/ [keeeek] 'right, correct' 
c /guneeee/ [gu.neeee] 'castrated goat' 
d. /eeee³kɨɾ³/ [ʔeeee³.kɨɾ³]     ~    /ɛɛɛɛ³kɨɾ³/ [ʔɛɛɛɛ³.kɨɾ³] 'bedbug' 
e. /keeeem¹ti²/ [keeeem¹.ti²]    ~    /kɛɛɛɛm¹ti²/ [kɛɛɛɛm¹.ti²] 'red-necked spur fowl' 
f. /jeeeetu/ [jeeee.tu]      ~    /jɛɛɛɛtu/ [jɛɛɛɛ.tu] 'you (S)' 

////eeeeːːːː/./././. The phoneme /eeeeːːːː/ is consistently realized as [eeeeːːːː]. 

(53) a. /eeeeːːːː/ [ʔeeeeːːːː] 'yes'          b. /zeeeeːːːːd/ [zeeeeːːːːd] 'eight'          c. /weeeeːːːː/ [weeeeːːːː] 'reply to a call' 

////oooo////.... The phoneme /oooo/ is always realized as [oooo]. 

(54) a. /oooot²n¹/ [ʔoooot̚ ²ʔn̩¹] 'horn'    b. /tʃ͡oooo³ɾɑ³/ [tʃoooo³ɾɑ³] 'bird species'    e. /sɑɾoooo/ [sɑɾoooo] 'hello' 

                                                
13 The words in (49a) and (49b) are also pronounced as [ʔʔʔʔistististist] and [ʔʔʔʔiiiiʃʃʃʃkkkk�.ʔʔʔʔŋŋŋŋ̩̩ ̩̩]. Other words show this 

alternation between [ɨɨɨɨ] and [iiii] as well. This is assumed here to be a shift from one phoneme to another, rather 
than free variation within the phoneme /iiii/. 
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The data in (55) suggest that [oooo] can be subject to the forces of vowel harmony in 

borrowed words, a phenomenon which is a possibility for non-borrowed words with [ɑɑɑɑ] as 

well (cf. 3.8.10.1.3). The first example, (55a), shows how the unsanctioned word initial /ɾɾɾɾ/ is 

normally corrected by the insertion of the epenthetic [iiii] before it. In (55b) [oooo] is inserted 

instead, apparently because of the word internal [oooo]. The borrowed word in (55c) shows 

another case of [oooo] apparently spreading because of vowel harmony, but not to a place where 

an epenthetic vowel is needed. Instead, the responsible factor may be that /ɛɛɛɛ/ was not a Dizin 

phoneme at the time the word was borrowed. 

(55) a. /iɾɑdoooon/ [ʔiɾɑdoooon] 'rɑdio' (from Amharic /ɾɑdio/ or /ɾɑdion/) 
b. /ooooɾoooob/ [ʔooooɾoooob] 'Wednesday' (from Amharic /ɾoooob/ or [ɨɾoooob]) 
c. /mooooskoooot/ [mooooskoooot] 'window' (from Amharic /mɛskoooot/) 

/o/o/o/oːːːː/./././. The phoneme /ooooːːːː/ is consistently realized as [ooooːːːː]. 

(56) a. /ooooːːːːl³¹/ [ʔooooːːːːl³¹] 'bird species'   b. /kooooːːːːɸ/ [kooooːːːːɸ] 'gourd cup (Eastern Dizin)' 
c. /hooooːːːː³/ [hooooːːːː³] 'lung' 

////ɛɛɛɛ/./././.    The phoneme /ɛɛɛɛ/ is most often realized as [ɛɛɛɛ] but as (57d) and (57g) illustrate, it is 

optionally realized as [əəəə].  

(57) ɑ. /ɛɛɛɛtʃ͡o/ [ʔɛɛɛɛ.tʃo] 'he sneaked'  b. /ɛɛɛɛjk/ [ʔɛɛɛɛjk] 'lion' 
c. /bɛɛɛɛɾgi/ [bɛɛɛɛɾ.gi] 'hoof '  d. /gɛɛɛɛdɛɛɛɛgo/ [gɛɛɛɛ.dɛɛɛɛ.go] ~ [gɛɛɛɛ.dəəəə.go] 'he says' 
e. /jɛɛɛɛ/ [jɛɛɛɛ] 'coming'   f. /kɛɛɛɛ/ [kɛɛɛɛ] 'furthermore' 
g. /kɛɛɛɛbi/ [kɛɛɛɛ.bi] ~ [kəəəə.bi] 'bird' 

////ɑɑɑɑ////....    The phoneme /ɑɑɑɑ/ is consistently realized as [ɑɑɑɑ]. Examples (58b) and (59b) 

provide a minimal pair for length.  

(58) a. /ɑɑɑɑɾg¹³ŋ³/ [ʔɑɑɑɑɾg̚ ¹³.ʔŋ̩̩³] 'kind of palm tree'        b. /hɑɑɑɑ²lu³/ [hɑɑɑɑ².lu³] 'tapeworm' 
c. /kɑɑɑɑɾ³mɑɑɑɑ³/ [kɑɑɑɑɾ³.mɑɑɑɑ³] 'tree species' 

////ɑɑɑɑːːːː/./././.    The phoneme /ɑːɑːɑːɑː/ is always realized as [ɑːɑːɑːɑː]. 

(59) a. /ɑːɑːɑːɑːt/ [ʔɑːɑːɑːɑːt] 'now'   b. /hɑːɑːɑːɑː²lu³/ [hɑːɑːɑːɑː².lu³] 'hollow space inside trees' 
c. /ɑːɑːɑːɑː/ [ʔɑːɑːɑːɑː] 'this' 
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2.3.1 Vowel Variations 

A few cases of vowel alternation have been described in the previous section. One, /eeee/ 

versus /ɛɛɛɛ/ shown in (52d) to (52f) is assumed to be phonemic. The others, [iiii] versus [ i ̥i ̥i ̥i]̥ in 

(46d), [uuuu] versus [u̥uu̥̥u]̥ in (50d), and [ɛɛɛɛ] versus [əəəə] in (57d) and (57g), are assumed to be 

phonetic. An additional phonetic variation is that all of the vowels can be lightly nasalized 

when they occur next to nasal consonants. 

Besides all of those cases, other common alternations are: 

(60) a. /eeee/  ~  /iiiiɛɛɛɛ/ 
b. /eeee/  ~  /iiiieeee/ 
c. /ɛɛɛɛ/  ~  /iiiiɛɛɛɛ/ [iiiiɛɛɛɛ] 
d. /ɛɛɛɛ/  ~  /iiiiɛɛɛɛ/ [iiiiəəəə] 

These are assumed to be phonemic variations which occur in a number of 

morphemes. 

(61) a. /jɑːbeeeekeeee/ [jɑːbeeeekeeee]  ~   /jɑːbiiiiɛɛɛɛkiiiiɛɛɛɛ/ [jɑːbiiiiɛɛɛɛkiiiiɛɛɛɛ] 'those people' 
b. /keeeel/ [keeeel]    ~   /kieieieiel/ [kieieieiel] 'day/time' 
c. /gɛɛɛɛn/ [gɛɛɛɛn]   ~   /giiiiɛɛɛɛn/ [giiiiɛɛɛɛn] 'say-DS' 
d. /ʔŋ²tɛɛɛɛ/ [ʔŋ̩²tɛɛɛɛ]  ~   /ʔŋ²tiiiiɛɛɛɛ/ [ʔŋ̩²tiiiiəəəə] '1S-go-SSO' 

Both options are spoken by the same speakers. In rapid speech the single V option is 

more common. Central Dizin has more cases of these VV sequences, but Eastern Dizin is also 

affected. It seems as though a vowel shift of some kind is taking place, and this needs to be 

investigated further. 

2.4 Syllable Structure 

Examples of unambiguous syllable structures are shown in Table 5, while examples 

of ambiguous syllable structures are shown after that in Table 6. The two bottom examples in 

Table 5 are ambiguous with regard to the onset, but the codas are the focus, and they are not 

ambiguous.  

For the example words with more than one syllable, the syllable in focus is 

underlined. Almost all the syllable examples in both Tables 5 and 6 adhere to the "Sonority 
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Sequencing Generalization14 " (Selkirk 1984:116). The exception is [k'k'k'k'ɑbsɑbsɑbsɑbs] /k'k'k'k'ɑbsɑbsɑbsɑbs/ 

'gathering'.15 This means that the universal tendency for all segments to rise in sonority 

before the nucleus and fall after it is also a strong tendency in Dizin. 

Table 6 presents examples of syllables that could be analyzed in more than one way. 

The possible analyses that are rejected are discussed in 2.5. 

For the unambiguous syllables, the template is: C V (C) (C). When all the syllable 

types from both tables are distilled, two general templates emerge: (C)V(G)(C)(C) and 

CN̩(C). The more specific word initial templates are: CV(G)(C)(C) and CN̩. For these 

templates "V" stands for a normal or a long vowel and "N̩" stands for a normal or a 

phonetically lengthened syllabic nasal. These lengthened nasals are assumed to be cases of 

two adjacent nasal phonemes, at the phonemic level. 
 
 

     Table 5.  Unambiguous Dizin Syllables 
 

Syllable Pattern Phonetic Phonemic Gloss 

CV 
[mo] 
[so] 
[jɛ] 

/mo/ 
/so/ 
/jɛ/ 

'earlier today' 
'above' 
'that' 

CVC 
[ʔɑl] 
[boz] 
[kɑl] 

/ɑl/ 
/boz/ 
/kɑl/ 

'fire' 
'guest' 
'sky' 

CVCC 

[ʔɛnt] 
[ʔoms] 
[k'ɑbs] 
[nɑst] 
[ʃɛʃk] 
[ʃoɾʃ] 
[ts'ɑbt] 
[tʃiɾb] 

/ɛnt/ 
/oms/ 
/k'ɑbs/ 
/nɑst/ 
/ʃɛʃk/ 
/ʃoɾʃ/ 
/ts͡'ɑbt/ 
/tʃ͡iɾb/ 

'later' 
'bow (noun)' 
'gathering' 
'where?' 
'song' 

'to defeat' 
'disease' 

'to be selfish' 

                                                
14 This is also called the "Sonority Sequencing Principle" (Kenstowicz 1994:254).  
15 Two other exceptions to the Sonority Sequencing Generalization come from loan words, so are not 

listed in the tables. But they are significant, in that the codas [ksksksks] and [dsdsdsds] are not disallowed. They are 
[ʔʔʔʔooooɾɾɾɾ.to..to..to..to.doksdoksdoksdoks] 'orthodox' and [edsedsedseds] 'AIDS'. 
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Table 6.  Ambiguous Dizin Syllables 
 

Syllable Pattern Phonetic Phonemic Gloss 

V [ʔɑ³.e¹] /ɑ³e¹/ '3SM-do-SSO' 

VC 
[ʔɑ³.ez¹] 
[ʔɑ³.oɸ¹] 

/ɑ³ez¹/ 
/ɑ³oɸ¹/ 

'3SM-do-Inf ' 

'3SM-wear-SSO' 

VCC 
[ʔɑ³.ust¹] 
[ʔɑ³.oʃk¹] 

/ɑ³ust¹/ 
/ɑ³oʃk¹/ 

'3SM-be strong-SSO' 

'3SM-call-SSO' 

CN� 
[ʔŋ̩².o³.tʃi³] 
[ʃɑd�.ʔn̩.ɨz] 

/ʔŋ²o³tʃ͡i³/ 
/ʃɑdnz/ 

'my-mushroom' 

'long' 

CN�ː  [ʔm̩ː] /ʔmm/ 'eat-Imp' 

CVː 
[hoː] 
[ʔiː] 
[ʔeː] 

/hoː/ 
/iː/ 
/eː/ 

'lung' 

'house' 

'yes' 

VG [dʒu.ɑj] /dʒ͡uɑj/ 'tear open-SSO' 

VC 
[ʔi.el] 
[ʔi.ɑz] 

/iel/ 
/iɑz/ 

'rabbit' 

'lie-SSO' 

CVːC 

[dɑːʒ¹²] 
[muːd¹²] 
[ʔoːɾ] 

/dɑːʒ¹²/ 
/muːd¹²/ 

/oːɾ/ 

'worm' 

'awl' 

'river' 

CVG 

[k'oj] 
[gɑj] 
[gɑw] 

/k'oj/ 
/gɑj/ 
/gɑw/ 

'one' 

'hut' 

'metal bracelet (ED)' 

CVGC 
[tɛwŋ] 
[ʃojt] 

/tɛwŋ/ 
/ʃojt/ 

'go-Imp' 

'all' 

CVGCC [ʔujnd] /ujnd/ 'in the past' 

CV 
[ts͡'o] 

[d͡ʒɑ.lu] 
/ts͡'o/ 

/d͡ʒɑlu/ 
'full' 

'lizard' 

CVCC 
[gemdʒ͡] 
[boɾtʃ͡] 

/gemdʒ͡/ 
/boɾtʃ͡/ 

'jaw' 

'rough' 

CN�  
[ʔŋ̩².kɑɾ³] 
[sɑp̚ .ʔm̩] 

/ʔŋ²kɑɾ³/ 
/sɑpm/ 

'my molar' 

'flower' 

CN�C 
[ʃot�.ʔn̩t] 

[dʒ͡u.ɑk�.ʔŋ̩t] 
/ʃotnt/ 

/dʒ͡uɑkŋt/ 
'Shotnt (name of area)' 

'in the afternoon' 
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For the purpose of clarifying the distribution of segments, more detail can be added. 

The major division that has been mentioned before is between Vowel Nucleus Syllables and 

Syllabic Nasal Nucleus Syllables. Tables 7 and 8 list the attested onsets, nuclei, and codas in 

these two types of Dizin syllables. The labels for the optional parts of the syllables are in 

parentheses. 
 
Table 7.  Attested Segments in Vowel Nucleus Syllables 

Items that appear only in borrowed forms are marked with an asterisk.  
 

(Onsets) 
Vowel 

Nuclei 
(C Codas) (CC Codas) 

(GCC 

Codas) 

p*, t, k, ʔ, p', t', 
k', b, d, g, ts͡, tʃ͡, 
ts͡', tʃ͡ ', ʈʂ͡, ʈʂ͡', 

dʒ͡, ɸ, s, ʃ, h, z, 
ʒ, ʂ, ʐ , m, n, ŋ, 

ɾ, l, j, w 

i, ɨ, u, 
e, o,  
ɛ, ɑ,  
iː, uː, 
eː, oː, 

ɑː 

p, t, k, p', t', 
k'*, b, d, g, 
ts͡, tʃ͡, ts͡', tʃ͡ ', 
ɸ, s, ʃ, h, z, 
ʒ, ʐ , m, n, ŋ, 

ɾ, l, j, w 

kt, ks*, bt, bs, ds*, ɸt, ɸk', st, sk, ʃt, 
ʃk, mt, mb, mdʒ͡, ms, mʃ, nt, nd, ntʃ͡, 
ntʃ͡ '*, ndʒ͡*, ns, nʃ, nz, nn, ŋk, ŋg, ɾt, 
ɾk, ɾk', ɾb, ɾd, ɾg, ɾtʃ͡, ɾdʒ͡, ɾɸ, ɾs, ɾʃ, 
ɾn, lt, lb, lɸ, ls, lʃ, lʒ, jt, jk, js, jʃ, 

jm, jn, wd, ws, wŋ, wl 

jnt, 
jnd, 
jns, 
jnʃ  

 
 

       Table 8.  Attested Segments in Syllabic Nasal Nucleus Syllables 
 

Onset Syllabic Nasal Nuclei (Coda) 

ʔ m̩, n¥, ŋ̩, m̩ː t 

 

2.5 Interpretation of Ambiguous Items 

This section presents the ambiguous items in the language. It further presents the 

decisions regarding their treatment as consonants or vowels, a unit or a sequence, and the 

reasons for arriving at those decisions. 

2.5.1 Affricates or CC Sequences? 

The items [tstststs], [ts'ts'ts'ts'], [ttttʃʃʃʃ], [ttttʃʃʃʃ  ''''], [ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈʂ͡ʂʂʂ], [ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈʂ͡ʂʂʂ''''] and [ddddʒʒʒʒ] are ambiguous because they could be 

either units (the affricates (/t͡t͡t͡ts͡sss/, /t͡t͡t͡ts͡'s's's'/, /t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ/, /t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ  ''''/, /ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈʂ͡ʂʂʂ/, /ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈ͡ʈʂ͡ʂʂʂ''''/, /d͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ʒʒʒ/), or CC sequences (/tstststs/, /ts'ts'ts'ts'/, /ttttʃʃʃʃ/, 
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/ttttʃʃʃʃ  ''''/, /ʈʈʈʈʂʂʂʂ/, /ʈʈʈʈʂʂʂʂ''''/, /ddddʒʒʒʒ/). The main reason to treat them as units or affricates is that considering 

them to be sequences would require at least four new syllable types: CCV /ttttʃʃʃʃiiii/ 'human feces', 

CCVC /tstststsɑkɑkɑkɑk/ 'cross (verb)', CCVCC /tstststsɑntɑntɑntɑnt/ 'before', and CVCCC /bubububuɾɾɾɾddddʒʒʒʒ/ 'ruler'. This is 

because no other unambiguous cases of CC onsets occur and no other cases of unambiguous 

CCC codas occur. 

2.5.2 Prenasalized Units or Sequences? 

The items [mbmbmbmb], [nnnntttt], [nnnndddd], [nnnnttttʃʃʃʃ], [nnnnddddʒʒʒʒ], [ŋŋŋŋkkkk], and [ŋŋŋŋgggg] are ambiguous because they 

could be analyzed as either prenasalized units (/mmmmbbbb/, /nnnntttt/, /nnnndddd/, /nnnnt͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ/, /nnnnd͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ʒʒʒ/, /ŋŋŋŋkkkk/, /ŋŋŋŋkkkk/) or as /CC/ 

sequences (/mbmbmbmb/, /ntntntnt/, /ndndndnd/, /nt͡nt͡nt͡ntʃ͡ʃʃʃ/, /nd͡nd͡nd͡ndʒ͡ʒʒʒ/, /ŋkŋkŋkŋk/, /ŋgŋgŋgŋg/).  

If these phones are regarded as units, they would be considered prenasalized stops 

and affricates. But treating them as sequences, is the preferred choice for four different 

reasons. First, no new syllable structures are required when these are considered sequences. 

Other CC codas are attested. Second, these ambiguous items only occur word medially and 

finally. If they were units as the affricates seem to be, they would likely also occur word 

initially. Third, each of the segments that make them up occur by themselves in many 

positions within words. Fourth, morpheme boundaries between the nasals and the stops 

suggest that regarding them as distinct segments is preferable, e.g. /ttttɛɛɛɛmbmbmbmbɑbɑbɑbɑb/ 'rich man', from 

/ttttɛɛɛɛmmmm----bbbbɑbɑbɑbɑb/ 'wealth-POM'. 

2.5.3 Palatalized and Labialized Consonants or /CG/ Sequences or /CV/ Sequences? 

The first two segments of the items [biVbiVbiVbiV], [kiVkiVkiVkiV], [ttttʃʃʃʃuVuVuVuV], etc.,16 are ambiguous 

because they could be analyzed in one of three different ways: 

                                                
16 All these ambiguous sequences found in the data (without the Vs that follow) are: p’ip’ip’ip’i, , , , bibibibi, , , , titititi, , , , t’it’it’it’i, , , , t͡tt͡͡ts͡’is’is’is’i, , , , 

t͡tt͡͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃiiii, , , , t͡tt͡͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ  ''''i, ki, k’i, gi, i, ki, k’i, gi, i, ki, k’i, gi, i, ki, k’i, gi, ʔʔʔʔi, si, hi, mi, ni, li, kui, si, hi, mi, ni, li, kui, si, hi, mi, ni, li, kui, si, hi, mi, ni, li, ku (only in a borrowed word) , t͡tt͡͡t͡ʃʃʃʃuuuu, , , , t͡tt͡͡t͡ʃʃʃʃ  ''''u, u, u, u, ʃʃʃʃuuuu.... 
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(62) a. palatalized and labialized consonants (/bbbbʲ̡̡̡VVVV/, /kkkk''''ʲ̡̡̡VVVV/, /t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃʷ̫̫̫VVVV/, etc.) 
 
b. consonant glide /CG/ sequences (/bjbjbjbjVVVV/, /k'jk'jk'jk'jVVVV/, /t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃwwwwVVVV/, etc.) 
 
c. consonant vowel /CV/ sequences (/bbbbiiii....VVVV/, /kkkk''''iiii....VVVV/, /tttt͡͡ ͡͡ʃʃʃʃuuuu....VVVV/, etc.) 
 

If (c) is chosen, the vowels can be taken to be the normal syllabic variety, and a 

syllable break would immediately follow it. With this analysis the syllable structure remains 

simpler. The vowels can also be taken as non-syllabic vowels phonetically, such as [bi ̯bi ̯bi ̯biV̯VVV], 

[ki ̯ki ̯ki ̯kiV̯VVV], and [ttttʃʃʃʃu̯uu̯̯uV̯VVV], but in the interests of a simpler syllable structure, this is not preferred. 

Dizin also has other V.V sequences, such as /ɑoɑoɑoɑo/, discussed in 2.5.5, to lend credibility to this 

analyses.  

Others who have researched this question have not arrived at the same conclusion.17 

Keefer mentioned labialization on "alveo-palatal fricatives and affricates" (1969b:1) and 

seemed to suggest that he considered ʃʃʃʃʷ̫̫̫, , , , d͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ʒʒʒʷ̫̫̫, , , , t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃʷ̫̫̫,,,, and t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ  ''''ʷ̫̫̫ to be single phonemes. He did not 

address palatalization, but one piece of his data suggests that he assumed my option (b), /CG/ 

sequences: "/...ʔʔʔʔjjjjɑkizɑkizɑkizɑkiz .../ - ... very much ..." (Keefer 1969b:8). 

Allen (1976b) did not address this question directly either. However, his data suggest 

that (a) was not assumed and that both (b) and (c) were. Note "kikikikiɑnuɑnuɑnuɑnu" and "zjzjzjzjɛɛɛɛdddd" (1976b:381) 

and "kukukuku¹¹¹¹oooot͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃinininin" and "t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃwwwwɑɑɑɑʒuʒuʒuʒu" (1976b:380). 

Breeze assumed (a), independent phonemes, for Dizin in her paper on the 

phonological features of Dizin and Benchnon (1988:478-9). 

Aklilu Yilma (2003:61-62, 64-65, 66-67) presents comparative data from Dizin and 

the two other Maji Languages (Sheko and Nayi) that must be given extra consideration. For 

Sheko and Nayi he finds morphophonemic and dialectal evidence to support underlying /eeee/ 

and /oooo/, so does not posit phonemic palatalized and labialized consonants in those languages. 

                                                
17 A reminder: the data quoted in this section has been adapted to match the notation used throughout 

this thesis. 
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This evidence was not found in the Dizin data, so he treated the palatalized and labialized 

consonants as independent phonemes. Note that in the data from Aklilu for Sheko and Nayi 

in (63), the /eeee/ and /oooo/ are phonemic, while phonetically they are [iiii] and [uuuu] (2003:72 and 74). 

(63)  Sheko  Nayi  Dizi  Proto-Maji 
'chief '   kekekekeɑzɑzɑzɑz        kekekekeɑsɑsɑsɑs        kkkkʲɑzʲɑzʲɑzʲɑz        *ke*ke*ke*keɑzɑzɑzɑz 
'noon'  ʐʐʐʐooooɑkɑkɑkɑk³³³³nnnn¥        ʐʐʐʐooooɑkɑkɑkɑk³³³³nnnn¥     d͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ʒʒʒʷ̫̫̫ɑktɑktɑktɑkt³³³³    ****ʐʐʐʐooooɑɑɑɑ³³³³kunkunkunkun 

It seems preferable to assume that the historical /eeee/ and /oooo/ were raised in Dizin to 

become phonemes that were already in the language, /iiii/ and /uuuu/, rather than that /kekekeke/ and /ʐʐʐʐoooo/ 

became new Dizin phonemes: /kkkkʲ̡̡̡/ and /d͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ʒʒʒwwww/. This line of reasoning applies to all the similar 

cases. 

A brief review of the analysis of Benchnon palatalization and labialization shows that 

different analyses are also possible within that language. Breeze (1988:478) chose option (a) 

for both of these phenomena. Christian Rapold's recent analysis of Benchnon prefers (b) 

/Cj(Cj(Cj(Cj(ɑɑɑɑ))))/ for the palatalization question. For the labialization question, an option not mentioned 

as a possibility for Dizin, a /Cu(j)Cu(j)Cu(j)Cu(j)/ sequence, was chosen, mainly because phonetic 

labialization only occurs before the ambiguous [jjjj] or [iiii] (2005, personal communication). 

However, other language internal factors need to be considered. First, the principle of 

economy of phonemes argues against (a) because such an analysis creates at least twenty four 

new Dizin phonemes.  

Second, the goal of keeping the syllable structure as simple as possible argues against 

(b), because that analysis creates /CG/ onsets. However, this factor should not be weighted 

too heavily, because the sonority sequencings of the syllables in question fit universal 

language tendencies and languages that allow /CG/ onsets but not other /CC/ onsets are 

common. 

But further support for choosing (c) can be found in words that begin with the 

phonetic palatalized glottal stop [ʔʔʔʔʲ̡̡̡], such as [ʔʔʔʔʲ̡̡̡eluelueluelu] 'rabbit'. As described more fully in 2.2.1, 
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the glottal stop [ʔʔʔʔ] is predictable in Dizin before word initial vowels. Choosing /ʔʔʔʔʲ̡̡̡eluelueluelu/ 'rabbit' 

as the analysis would leave us in the position of having a palatalized variant of a consonant as 

a phoneme, while the plain form of that consonant is not phonemic in that position of the 

word. But choosing /iiiieeeelllluuuu/ as the analysis allows us to keep the rule that makes [ʔʔʔʔ] predictable 

in that position of the word, so it does not need to be written phonemically there (e.g. /ieluieluieluielu/). 

Additional support for /ieluieluieluielu/ is that other /VV/ sequences are allowed in the language 

(e.g. /guneguneguneguneɑɑɑɑ/ 'this castrated goat'). 

Taking all these factors into consideration, but weighting the evidence from Sheko 

and Nayi fairly heavily, I am assuming (c), /CV/ sequences. 

2.5.4 Diphthongs, VG Sequences, or VV Sequences? 

The items [ɑɑɑɑjjjj], [ɛɛɛɛjjjj], [eeeejjjj], [oooojjjj], [oooowwww], and [ɑɑɑɑwwww]  are ambiguous because they could be 

analyzed in one of three different ways, shown in (64). 

(64) a. diphthongs (single units): /ɑɑɑɑ͡͡ ͡͡iiii/, /ɛ͡͡ɛ͡ɛ͡͡͡ɛ͡i͡iii/, /eeee͡͡͡͡ ͡͡͡͡iiii/, /oooo͡͡͡͡ ͡͡͡͡iiii/, /oooo͡͡ ͡͡uuuu/, /ɑɑɑɑ͡͡͡͡ ͡͡͡͡uuuu/ 
 
b. VG sequences: /ɑɑɑɑjjjj/, /ɛɛɛɛjjjj/, /eeeejjjj/, /oooojjjj/, /oooowwww/, /ɑɑɑɑwwww/ 
 
c. VV sequences: /ɑiɑiɑiɑi/, /ɛɛɛɛiiii/, /eeeeiiii/, /ooooiiii/, /ouououou/, /ɑɑɑɑuuuu/ 
 

Disadvantages of (a) are that six new phonemes would be added, and diphthongs are 

rare, if they exist at all, in Ethiopian languages (Rapold 2005, personal communication). An 

advantage would be that the syllable structure could be simpler. No three consonant codas 

would be attested if the (G) part of our syllable template could be left out. 

It might seem preferable to keep this decision analogous with the previous one and 

call the final segment a syllabic vowel, as in (c), but that is only one factor. 

Support for the VG analysis (b) is found in the way that third person singular suffixes 

pattern after verb roots. In all unambiguous cases when the root ends in a consonant, the third 

person singular suffix begins with a vowel. (E.g. /wutwutwutwut----oooo/ 'fall-3SM', /wutwutwutwut----ɛɛɛɛjjjj/ 'fall-3SF', 
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/t'ust'ust'ust'us----oooo/ 'know-3SM'.) In most unambiguous cases when the root ends in a vowel, the third 

person singular suffix begins with a consonant. Examples are /hohohoho----gogogogo/ 'be finished-3SM', 

/kikikikiɑɑɑɑ----gogogogo/ 'leave-3SM' and /ttttɛɛɛɛ----ggggɛɛɛɛjjjj/ 'go-3SF'. Some of the cases of roots ending in /ɑɑɑɑ/, and all the 

cases of roots ending in /uuuu/, go against this trend. Examples are /gigigigiɑɑɑɑ----oooo/ 'chew-3SM' and 

/wuwuwuwu----oooo/ 'enter-3SM'. An alternate explanation exists for those cases based on historical 

changes or dialectal differences. An underlying root-final /hhhh/, similar to the overt /hhhh/ in 

/bibibibiɑɑɑɑhhhh----oooo/ 'open-3SM', is probably responsible.18 The point, though, is that when verb roots end 

with the ambiguous sequence in question, it always takes the suffixes that normally go with 

consonants, not normally with vowels. Examples are /ɑɑɑɑjjjj----oooo/ 'spend the night-3SM/he spent the 

night' and /howhowhowhow----oooo/ 'rest-3SM/he rested'. Never */ɑɑɑɑiiii----gogogogo/ 'spend the night-3SM/he spent the 

night' or */houhouhouhou----gogogogo/ 'rest-3SM/he rested'.) 

To summarize, the diphthong analysis (a) would have the advantage of allowing for a 

simpler syllable structure. The /VV/ analysis (c) would have the advantage of being 

analogous to the /VV/ part of the analysis settled on in 2.5.3. But the way that the third person 

singular PNG morphemes are realized after these ambiguous sequences is the most 

compelling evidence, and it is in favor of the /VG/ analysis. So (b), the /VG/ sequence option, 

is chosen. 

2.5.5 Adjacent Non-High Vowels or Diphthongs? 

The Dizin non-high vowel sounds which occur next to each other, [ɑɑɑɑeeee], [ɑɑɑɑɛɛɛɛ], [ɑoɑoɑoɑo], 

[ɛɛɛɛoooo], and [eoeoeoeo], are ambiguous because they can be seen as two separate segments or as single 

unit diphthongs. Since these occur only where morphemes come together, never within a 

single morpheme, they will be assumed to be adjacent vowels in separate syllables.  

                                                
18 An underlying /wwww/ is also a possibility on the /uuuu/ final roots. This is discussed in 3.8.3.1.  
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(65) a. [ʔɑ.eb.dɑ]    b. [gi.ɑ .o] 
     ɑ-eb-dɑ                   giɑ-o 
    3SM-think-IpfQ          chew-3SM 
    'Does he think?'       'He chewed.' 

2.5.6 Lengthened Vowels or Identical VV Sequences? 

The Dizin lengthened vowels [ɑɑɑɑːːːː], [ooooːːːː], [eeeeːːːː], [uuuuːːːː], and [iiiiːːːː] are ambiguous because they 

could be seen as separate vowel phonemes /ɑɑɑɑːːːː /, etc. or as sequences /ɑɑɑɑɑɑɑɑ/, etc. Clear cases of 

lengthened vowels within a morpheme occur, not just where morphemes come together. An 

example of contrast is [ddddɑɑɑɑdudududu] 'child' and [ddddɑːduɑːduɑːduɑːdu] 'thunder'. Phonemic lengthened vowels are 

usually assumed. The exception is that when identical vowels come together at morpheme 

boundaries, they are phonetically realized as lengthened vowels, but should be seen as VV 

segments underlyingly.  

(66) a. [ʔɑːmɨni]      b. [ʔiːɾɑdon] 
    ɑ³-ɑm-ni        i-iɾɑdon 
     3SM-be(come)-CQ         her-radio 
     '[how many years] will it be?'        'her radio' 

2.6 Stress 

Breeze found that stress was not contrastive in Dizin or Benchnon "but generally falls 

on the first syllable of a word" (1988:482). This needs to be researched further. 

2.7 Tone 

Keefer (1969b:2), Allen (1978:379), Breeze (1988:481), and Aklilu (2003:67) all 

analyzed Dizin as having three phonemic tone levels: low, mid, and high. My understanding 

of the tone system is still far from complete, but I have become more confident in agreeing 

with their analysis of the number of tone levels. What helped me arrive at that conclusion was 

the recording of 141 nouns in the following frame: 
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(67) gi¹ɑm¹(u²)  ________________  ɑŋ²g-ɑ-t²       ki¹-go¹ 
yesterday  ___________  here-Px-Loc   ExBE-3SM 

 'Yesterday  __________  was here.' 

We also recorded those nouns in isolation. After working through the data a few 

times, I arrived at the results shown in Table 9 for surface tone on those nouns. All these 

nouns appear in Appendix B.  

None of the researchers just mentioned refer to contour tones in their papers.19 These 

new data show that contour tone is a significant factor in the language phonetically, and 

suggest that it is also significant phonemically. These 141 nouns have 256 syllables. Of those 

syllables 30 (11.7%) have contour tones.20 Most of those contours occur on syllables with 

long vowels or ambiguous sequences like [ɑwɑwɑwɑw/ɑuɑuɑuɑu] or [ojojojoj/oioioioi]. But a few cases of contours on 

short vowels also exist: /uuuuɾɾɾɾs³¹s³¹s³¹s³¹/ 'plum tree species', /bo¹²lu¹bo¹²lu¹bo¹²lu¹bo¹²lu¹/ 'castor oil', /kkkkɑɑɑɑ¹²lu¹¹²lu¹¹²lu¹¹²lu¹/ 'enset trunk', 

and /bbbbɑɑɑɑɾɾɾɾ¹³b¹³b¹³b¹³bɑɑɑɑɾɾɾɾ¹¹¹¹/ 'red hot pepper' (from Amharic /bbbbɛɾɛɾɛɾɛɾbbbbɛɾɛɾɛɾɛɾːeːeːeːe/). 

I had initially assumed that /gigigigi¹¹¹¹ɑmɑmɑmɑm¹¹¹¹/ was a mid tone word because of the amount of 

lowering that occurred throughout the utterances. But when it became clear that no syllables 

immediately after /gigigigi¹¹¹¹ɑmɑmɑmɑm¹¹¹¹/ dropped significantly in tone, I considered /gigigigi¹¹¹¹ɑɑɑɑm¹m¹m¹m¹/ a low tone 

word. The second syllable of some words that followed /gigigigi¹¹¹¹ɑmɑmɑmɑm¹¹¹¹/ did drop more noticeably, as 

did following syllables, but those drops can be attributed to the normal lowering of pitch 

(downdrift) which occurs throughout the utterances.  

 

                                                
19 Keefer did present this tone minimal pair: "/dóù/- large snake, /dōú/- small antelope" (1969b:2). This 

implies a two syllable analysis of what is here considered a one syllable words.  
20 There are 22 syllables (8.6%) with rising tones and 8 (3.1%) with falling tones. 
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Table 9.  Surface Tones on 141 Dizin Nouns 
 

Tones Number, Out of 141 
monosyllabic level:                L 3 

                                    M 1 
                                               H 6 
  
monosyllabic rising:             LM 12 
                                              MH 2 
                                               LH 0 
  
monosyllabic falling:             ML 1 
                                              HM 4 
                                                HL 3 
  
bisyllabic - level on all syllables:  
     level:                                   L.L 5 
                                               M.M 6 
                                                H.H 28 
  
     rising:                                 L.M 26 
                                                 L.H 3 
                                                M.H 10 
  
     falling:                                 M.L 7 
                                                 H.M 1 
                                                  H.L 11  
  
bi-syllabic - contour on first syllable:   
     rising:                                LM.L 3 
                                                LH.L 1 
                                               LH.M 1 
                                                LH.H 2 
                                               MH.H 1 
  
3 & 4 syllable - level on all syllables:  
     rising:                               L.M.M 1 
                                              M.M.H 1 
                                             L.H.H.H 1 
                                            
     falling:                            H.H.L.L 1 
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2.7.1 Extra-High and Extra-Low Tones: Intonational Phenomena 

An extra-high tone is used as an intensifier. An example question and two possible 

answers are shown in (68). The raised tone on the last of these possible answers to the 

question communicates intensification. 

(68) a. ɑ²-iː-ɑ            nɑŋg     ɑ³-ki¹-ni¹?         b. ʃɑɾ³³³³.     c. ʃɑɾ-⁴⁴⁴⁴. 
    2S-house-Px   where?   3SM-ExBE-CQ      toward_uphill         toward_uphill-Intns 
    Where is your(S) house?                             Up there.                Way up there! 

This only appears in cases such as this, where a statement needs to be intensified, so 

positing an extra-high toneme is not needed. Instead, this can be understood as an 

intonational phenomenon. 

An extra-low tone appears at the end of some content questions. 

(69) a. ɑjs³     it³-ɑːj0000-ni0000?   b. ɑjs³     ɑ0000-ɑːj0000-ni0000? 
    how?   2P-spent_night-CQ      how?   2S-spent_night-CQ 
    How did you(P) spend the night?     How did you(S) spend the night? 

Since its appearance is so limited and is related to a clause level phenomenon, it will 

also be considered a feature of Dizin intonation rather than a part of the tone system. 

2.7.2 Tone Minimal Pairs 

Though Dizin has lexical tone, as seen in (70) and (71), it does not carry a heavy 

functional load. A few examples of contrastive tone which occur in monosyllabic nouns are 

shown in (70). 

(70) koj³² 'bridge'     kum¹ 'neck'        ɑːj¹² 'ear'  dow¹² 'duiker'21 
koj¹² 'guinea fowl'    kum³ 'placenta'       ɑːj³ 'water'  dow³² 'python' 
koj³ 'mother' 

Examples of contrastive tone found in two syllable words are as follows: 

(71) bo²tu²   'pumpkin' gɛ¹li² 'stick'     hɑː¹du¹   'hunger' boŋ¹gu² 'barley' 
bo¹tu²   'soil'  gɛ³li² 'head'     hɑː¹du²   'fig tree' boŋ²gu¹ 'burnt' 

                                                
21 A wild animal, similar to a small deer. 
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Grammatical tone also exists in the language. For example, only tone distinguishes 

the person and number of the subjects shown in the questions in (72). 

(72) a. mɛts͡'ɑɸ-ɑke-s-n      jiɾ        kel-t         ɑɑɑɑ²²²²-bɑŋgɨɾ-s-i-ni?  
    book-Pl-Ac1-Ac2   what?   time-Dat   2S-return-Cau-Fut-CQ 
    'When will you(S) return the book?'  
 
b. mɛts͡'ɑɸ-ɑke-s-n      jiɾ       kel-t          ɑɑɑɑ³³³³-bɑŋgɨɾ-s-i-ni? 
    book-Pl-Ac1-Ac2   what?   time-Dat   3SM-return-Cau-Fut-CQ 
    'When will he return the book?' 

To summarize, the discovery of these phonetic contour tones suggests that any future 

in-depth account of Dizin tone must take them into account and propose which, if any of 

them, are phonemic. 
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CHAPTER 3 

DIZIN GRAMMATICAL CATEGORIES AND MORPHOLOGY 

Now that we have examined the consonants, vowels and tones of Dizin, we turn our 

attention to how they fit together to form Dizin words. This chapter presents the prototypical 

shapes of Dizin words, what the roots look like and how affixes attach to them. The 

grammatical categories are addressed separatedly, according to the affixes that attach to 

them. 

3.1 Morphological Typology 

Dizin is a polysynthetic language. Assuming a continuum of polysynthetic languages 

with agglutinating ones at one end and fusional at the other, Dizin is closer to the 

agglutinating end. A completely agglutinative language would have separate morphemes to 

convey each separate concept, such as tense, aspect, person, number, etc. Note this Dizin 

example of fusion, where person, number, and gender are conveyed by a single morpheme, 

the final one, ----ggggoooo. 

(1) tʃ͡ 'ɛj-dɛ-gogogogo 
consult-Ipf-3SM 
'he consults' 

3.2 Prototypical Shapes of Dizin Words 

Dizin roots of all grammatical classes are usually disyllabic or monosyllabic. In a 

count of a sample of 405 roots of various grammatical classes, 54% were disyllabic, 39% 

were monosyllabic, 7% had three syllables, and 1% had four syllables. 

Up to two prefixes can occur on verbs and nouns at the same time. To this point, the 

largest number of suffixes attested on any word is six. 
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3.3 A Comparison of Pronouns, Possessive Prefixes, and PNG Affixes 

Before moving into the morphology of each separate grammatical category it will be 

helpful to note the similarities between independent pronouns, the pronominal possession 

prefixes that attach to nouns, the verbal person, number, gender (PNG) proclitics, the PNG 

suffixes that attach to the auxiliary negative verb: nnnnɑnɑnɑnɑn 'Neg', and the PNG verbal suffixes. 

The numerous similarities suggest grammaticalization of pronouns into four types of affixes.1 
 
 
          Table 10.  Dizin Pronouns, Possessive Prefixes, and PNG Affixes  

 

PNG PRONOUNS POSSESSIVE 
PREFIXES 

VERBAL 
PNG 

PROCLITICS 

AUX NEG 
SUFFIXES PNG VERBAL SUFFIXES 

3SM iiii²²²²zuzuzuzu²²²² / i / i / i / i²²²²zzzzɑɑɑɑ²²²²    ɑɑɑɑ³³³³----    ɑɑɑɑ³³³³----    ----ɑɑɑɑ³³³³    ----gogogogo¹¹¹¹////----zozozozo¹/¹/¹/¹/----oooo 

3SF iiiiʒʒʒʒ²²²² / i / i / i / i²²²²ʒʒʒʒiiii²²²²    iiii³³³³----    iiii³³³³----    ----iiii    ----gegegege¹¹¹¹////----ggggɛɛɛɛjjjj¹¹¹¹////----zezezeze¹¹¹¹////----zzzzɛɛɛɛjjjj¹/¹/¹/¹/----e¹/e¹/e¹/e¹/----ɛɛɛɛjjjj¹¹¹¹ 

2S eeee¹¹¹¹tutututu²²²² / j / j / j / jɛɛɛɛ¹¹¹¹tutututu²²²²    ɑɑɑɑ²²²²----    ɑɑɑɑ²²²²----    ----ɑɑɑɑ²²²²    ----totototo¹¹¹¹ 

1S yiyiyiyi¹¹¹¹nunununu²²²²    ʔʔʔʔŋŋŋŋ̩̩̩̩²²²²----    ʔʔʔʔŋŋŋŋ̩̩̩̩²²²²----    ----nnnn²²²²    ----nononono¹¹¹¹ 

3D iiii³³³³ʃʃʃʃɑɑɑɑ²²²²    iiii³³³³ʃʃʃʃ----ɑɑɑɑ²²²²----    iiii³³³³ʃʃʃʃ----ɑɑɑɑ²²²²----    ----iiii³³³³ʃʃʃʃ----ɑɑɑɑ²²²²    ----nnnnɑjɑjɑjɑj²²²²ʃʃʃʃiiii¹¹¹¹ 

2D iiii³³³³ttttɑɑɑɑ²²²²    iiii³³³³tttt----ɑɑɑɑ²²²²----    iiii³³³³tttt----ɑɑɑɑ²²²²----    ----iiii³³³³tttt----ɑɑɑɑ²²²²    ----nnnnɑjɑjɑjɑj²²²²titititi¹¹¹¹ 

1D iiii³³³³nnnnɑɑɑɑ²²²²/i/i/i/i³³³³nunununu²²²²    ʔʔʔʔŋŋŋŋ̩̩̩̩³³³³----ɑɑɑɑ²²²²----    ʔʔʔʔŋŋŋŋ̩̩̩̩³³³³----ɑɑɑɑ²²²²----    ----³³³³nnnn----ɑɑɑɑ²²²²    ----nnnnɑjɑjɑjɑj²²²²nininini¹¹¹¹ 

3P iiii³³³³ʃʃʃʃiiii²²²²    iiiiʃʃʃʃ³³³³----    iiiiʃʃʃʃ³³³³----    ----iiiiʃʃʃʃ³³³³(i)(i)(i)(i)    ----nininini²²²²ʃʃʃʃoooo¹¹¹¹    ----nininini²²²²ʃɑʃɑʃɑʃɑ¹¹¹¹    ----nininini²²²²ʃʃʃʃiiii¹¹¹¹    ----ʃʃʃʃoooo¹¹¹¹ 

2P iiii³³³³titititi²²²²    iiii³³³³t(it(it(it(i²²²²))))----    itititit³³³³----    ----itititit³³³³    ----nininini²²²²totototo¹¹¹¹ 

1P iiii³³³³nunununu³³³³    ʔʔʔʔŋŋŋŋ̩̩̩̩³³³³----    ʔʔʔʔŋŋŋŋ̩̩̩̩³³³³----    ----nnnn³³³³    ----nnnn¹¹¹¹³³³³nononono²²²² 
 
 

Especially note in Table 10 that the possessive prefixes that always attach to nouns 

and the verbal PNG proclitics that can move to attach to nouns are identical, so context is 

needed to know which morpheme is present. 

                                                
1 For more detailed tables see Table 16 (3.6) for Personal Pronouns; Table 12 (3.5.2) for the Possessive 

Prefixes; and Table 17 (3.8.3.1) for the Person, Number, Gender Verbal Suffixes. 
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3.4 The Grammatical Categories of Dizin Words 

Dizin has a number of different grammatical categories that affect the syntax of the 

language. But more importantly for this chapter, different grammatical categories usually 

take different sets of affixes. The categories posited are: noun, pronoun, demonstrative, verb, 

adjective, auxiliary negative verb, adverb, postposition, preposition, and interjection. Each 

will be addressed separately, except that postpositions and the only preposition are addressed 

in the same adposition section. 

3.5 Nouns 

First we will consider the shape of noun roots and their affixes. One and two syllable 

roots are common. Three and four syllable noun roots also occur, but those tend to be 

compounds or borrowed words. The affixes that attach to nouns are generally presented in 

order from front to back.  

3.5.1 What Belongs in the Noun Root? 

In this section we will consider whether the vowels that end many nouns in their 

citation form should be analyzed as a part of the noun root, or as an extra segment that is 

added to the root to form the stem.2 First, let us note the possible endings of the citation forms 

of 948 nouns, and their frequency in Table 11.  
 
 

                                                
2 In her analysis of a Hamar, a related language, Lydall wrote of nouns as having a "stem form 

consisting of the root with or without a vowel ending" (1976:406). Other Omotic researchers, including 
Hayward, have used the label "terminal vowels" (1987:215) for similar phenomena. 
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       Table 11.  Endings of Dizin Citation Forms of Nouns 
 

ENDING NUMBER PERCENTAGE 
V DELETES WHEN 
V-INITIAL SUFFIX 

FOLLOWS 
EXAMPLES 

C 514 52% --- bozbozbozboz 'guest' 
V 470 48% almost always ɑːɑːɑːɑːʃuʃuʃuʃu 'leg/foot' 
u 270 27% yes nibunibunibunibu 'sorghum' 
i 164 17% yes kkkkɑsiɑsiɑsiɑsi 'game' 
ɑ 33 3% yes kkkkɑsɑɑsɑɑsɑɑsɑ 'sand' 
e 2 0.2% no gunegunegunegune 'castrated goat' 
o 1 0.1% no kilokilokilokilo 'kilogram' 
 

Examples in (2) illustrate of the absence of that final V when a suffix that begins with 

a vowel is attached to the noun.  

(2) a. uguuguuguugu  b. ... jɑtn   ugugugug----ɑɑɑɑ----ssss        ɑ³-tɑ-n ... 
    milk           fox     milk-Px-Ac1   3SM-give-DS 
    'milk'      '... the fox giving the milk ...' 
 
c. ugiugiugiugi   d. ugugugug----ɑɑɑɑ----ssss                             sɛ-∅-go. 
    termite_mound     termite_mound-Px-Ac1   see-PstPr-3SM 
    'termite mound'     'He saw the termite mound.' 

For a few nouns, the vowels that end the root remain present after a V-initial suffix is 

attached.   

(3) a. bɑleeee b. bɑleeee----ɑɑɑɑ  c. kiloooo  d. kiloooo----eeee 
    tassel     tassel-Px      kilogram     kilogram-Ds 
    'tassel'     'this tassel'      'kilogram'     'kilogram-Ds' 

Given these data, what should be considered the root? My original analysis of nouns 

set up noun classes which were established on the basis of which "vowel ending" was added 

to the root to complete the stem (i.e.: the U-Class, the I-Class, etc.). But now, to consider 

those vowels that end many nouns to be a part of the root seems preferable. Since no 

conclusive evidence suggests that a Dizin noun class system exists, we can instead think of 

these noun final vowels as part of the root. Then a final vowel deletion rule applies to the root 
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when a vowel initial suffix is attached. However, it does not apply to the roots that end with 

mid-high vowels (/eeee/ or /oooo/).  

Mother tongue speakers often have a difficult time deciding whether those final 

vowels should be pronounced when a noun is said in isolation. Other times they are confident 

in pronouncing the final vowels when saying a word in isolation. But then those same words 

are regularly pronounced without the final vowel or any other suffix in normal speech. Two 

examples of this are ssssɑːguɑːguɑːguɑːgu 'God' and ddddɑduɑduɑduɑdu 'child'. In normal speech [ssssɑːgɑːgɑːgɑːg] and [ddddɑdɑdɑdɑd] are 

frequently said. 

In one case, the word gigigigi¹¹¹¹ɑɑɑɑmmmm¹¹¹¹ 'yesterday' was confidently given as a consonant final 

citation form. But when it was used in a frame with many different nouns following it, it was 

occasionally said with an ending vowel: [gigigigi¹¹¹¹ɑɑɑɑ¹¹¹¹mumumumu²²²²]. These may be instances of 

unconditioned variation, but it is more likely that a tone bearing unit is needed in some 

contexts and not in others. The cause of these variations could also be a prosodic 

phenomenon like stress. The question deserves much more investigation than can be done in 

the present study. 

3.5.2 Possessive Pronominal Prefixes 

Dizin has separate possessive pronouns. But it can also mark possession with one of a 

set of prefixes that attach directly to the noun being possessed. 

Each of these possessive prefixes shown in Table 12 has been attested in natural texts, 

except the third person dual form, iiiiʃʃʃʃ----ɑɑɑɑ----. 
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          Table 12.  Possessive Prefixes 
 

PERSON SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 

1 ʔʔʔʔŋŋŋŋ²²²²---- 'my' ʔʔʔʔŋŋŋŋ³³³³----ɑɑɑɑ²²²²---- 'our-D' ʔʔʔʔŋŋŋŋ³³³³---- 'our' 

2 ɑɑɑɑ²²²²---- 'yourS' it³it³it³it³----ɑɑɑɑ----²²²² 'your-D' i³t(i²)i³t(i²)i³t(i²)i³t(i²)---- 'yourP' 

3 
ɑɑɑɑ³³³³---- ' ' ' 'his' 
i³i³i³i³---- 'her' 

iiiiʃʃʃʃ³³³³----ɑɑɑɑ²²²²---- 'their-D' iiiiʃʃʃʃ³³³³---- 'their' 

 

Example (4) is an elicitation of an Amharic question and answer which includes 

plurals for 'your' and 'our' (Amharic has no dual forms). This appears to be a mixed set, (dual, 

itititit----ɑɑɑɑ----, , , , in the question, then plural, ʔʔʔʔŋŋŋŋ³³³³----, in the answer). This could be a production error, but, if 

it is not, this is evidence that the chart should also include ʔʔʔʔŋŋŋŋ³³³³---- (without the ɑɑɑɑ²²²²----) as an 

acceptable form of the dual prefix. 

(4) ɑkt           itititit----ɑɑɑɑ----guj-ɑ            nɑkin   tɛ-ni?      ɑkt          ʔʔʔʔŋŋŋŋ³³³³----guj-ɑ   
this_year   your-D-field-Px   how?    BE-CQ   this_year   our(P)-field-Px  
 
tʃ͡ 'ojm-s-ki-∅-z                    ti-go;        mɑt     koʃ-ki-nno. 
be_amazed-Cau-Perf-CR-M   BE-3SM   much   farm-Perf-1P 
 
'This year how are your(D) fields? This year our(P) fields were amazing; we have 
grown much [food].' 

This needs to be checked further, but the use of the dual forms may be on the decline, 

and the plural forms used instead. The basis for this statement is that I was able to elicit (with 

some difficulty) dual forms for verbs, but those forms are not yet attested in natural texts. 

Since dual forms do not occur in any of the four main contact languages, Tirmaga-Chai 

(Mike Bryant 2005, personal communication), Me'en (Achim Diehl 2005, personal 

communication), Amharic, or English, its decline in Dizin would not be surprising.  

Prefix Nasal Assimilation. As described in 2.2.5, nasals normally assimilate to the 

place of the consonant phonemes that precede or follow them. In the case of these first person 

possessive prefixes (ʔʔʔʔŋŋŋŋ²²²²---- 'my' and ʔʔʔʔŋŋŋŋ³³³³---- 'our'), they assimilate to the place of the consonants 

that follow. The same process also occurs for two person and number prefixes on verbs 
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(ʔʔʔʔŋŋŋŋ²²²²---- '1S' and ʔʔʔʔŋŋŋŋ³³³³---- '1P'). To keep the data in Table 13 simple, only one of those four 

morphemes is shown.3 

The lower row shows that the velar nasal is employed when a vowel follows it, which 

is the reason /ʔŋ/ is seen as the underlying form of the nasal in this and the three similar 

morphemes. The other rows show the nasal assimilating to the place of articulation of the 

consonant which follows it.  
 
 

Table 13.  Prefix Nasal Assimilation 
 

Underlying Form  Surface Form Gloss 

ʔŋ³-muleŋ [ʔm̩³.mu.leŋ] 'our-rhinoceros' 

ʔŋ³-buɾdʒ͡ [ʔm̩³.buɾdʒ] 'our-lord' 

ʔŋ³-tɑɾb [ʔn̩³.tɑɾβ] 'our-drum' 

ʔŋ³-sibsu [ʔn̩³.sib.su] 'our-teff 4' 

ʔŋ³-gɑɾɨz [ʔŋ̩³.gɑ.ɾɨz] 'our-spear' 

ʔŋ³-ot ͡ʃu [ʔŋ̩³.o.t͡ʃu] 'our-younger_sibling' 

 

3.5.3 Definiteness Prefixes 

The definiteness of a noun can be marked with the prefixes ɑɑɑɑ---- 'theM' and iiii---- 'theF'. 

These appear as though they could be the possessive morphemes, but the glosses 'his' and 

'her' are rejected by mother tongue speakers. Example (5) was taken from a text. 

(5) jɛ     kiɛl-t        in    kɛ     wɛk     ɑɑɑɑ----gob-t-e-t                    tiɛ-ki-nno. 
that   time-Loc   we   also   down   theM-area-Loc-Ds-Loc   go-Perf-1P 
'At that time we also had gone down to that area.' 

I elicited (6) and was told that it is grammatical, but it would not be common, since it 

denotes a small area. (The feminine gender is also used for marking 'diminutive'.) 

                                                
3 More details can be found in Beachy 2003b. 
4 A common small grain grown almost exclusively in Ethiopia and Eritrea. 
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(6) jɛ     kiɛl-t        in    kɛ     wɛk     iiii----gob-t-e-t                    tiɛ-ki-nno. 
that   time-Loc   we   also   down   theF-area-Loc-Ds-Loc   go-Perf-1P 
'At that time we also had gone down to that little area.' 

Example (7), from a text, shows how this feminine definiteness prefix is used. The 

feminine suffix on that noun and the feminine verb suffix both support the gloss chosen for iiii----. 

(7) ... iiii----bɛj-ɛɛɛɛnininini                  iʃi-n         kujs-kɑ       botku-kɑ    unts͡ŋ-kɑ   hel  
    theF-monkey-Fem   they-Ac2   squirrel-&   baboon-&   wolf-&       all   
 
deb-dn-∅         ʃub-n     ɛjk-dɑkŋ   kiɑms----ɛɛɛɛjjjj. 
beat-Pass-SSO   die-DS   lion-Ad     accuse-3SF 
 
'... the monkey accused the squirrel, the baboon, the wolf, all of them, before the lion, 
in order that they be beaten to death.' 

3.5.4 Derivational 'possessor_of ' Suffixes 

A pair of derivational suffixes, ----bbbbɑɑɑɑːbːbːbːb 'possessor of masculine (POM)' and ----bbbbɑjnɑjnɑjnɑjn 

'possessor of feminine (POF)', are quite common. (Variants that occur for the feminine are 

----bbbbɑːniɑːniɑːniɑːni and ----bbbbɑjniɑjniɑjniɑjni.) In (8a) ----bbbbɑɑɑɑbbbb 'POM' is attached to the noun root ʃʃʃʃiiiiʃʃʃʃkkkk 'health' to denote a 

healthy man. In (8b) ----bbbbɑjnɑjnɑjnɑjn 'POF' is attached to the same root to denote a healthy woman. 

Inflectional affixes attach to the new noun stem, just as they would to a simple noun root, as 

shown in (8d). 

(8) a. ʃiʃk-ɨ-bbbbɑbɑbɑbɑb        b. ʃiʃk-ɨ-bbbbɑjnɑjnɑjnɑjn        
    health-v-POM           health-v-POF    
    'healthy man'           'healthy woman' 
 
c. bɑʒu-bbbbɑɑɑɑbbbb        d. k'ɛjdn-bbbbɑbɑbɑbɑb-ɑ-ke-s-is 
    war-POM            work-POM-Px-Pl-Ac1-Dat 
    'warrior'               'to the (Masc) workers' 

3.5.5 Demonstrative Suffixes 

Dizin has two very common demonstrative suffixes. They attach to nouns to convey 

the proximity of the noun to the speaker, and the noun's definiteness. Both convey the idea of 
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definiteness or reference to a particular known person, place or thing, but the denotation is 

not as definite as the prefix definiteness prefixes described previously in 3.5.3.  

One of the suffixes ----ɑɑɑɑ also denotes that the object is relatively close to the speaker 

while the other ----eeee denotes that the object is relatively far away. I have chosen to gloss ----ɑɑɑɑ as 

'Px' for 'Proximal' and ----eeee 'Ds' for 'Distal'. Using the glosses 'this' and 'that' would be a 

possibility, but since separate demonstrative words also exist (cf. 3.7), they could not be used. 

In free translations it often seems most natural to use 'the'. When these co-occur with other 

determiners, like possessives, 'near' or 'far' ared sometimes appropriate. The examples in (9) 

were elicited for clarifying these morphemes. (A burji is a traditional leader.) 

(9) a. kɛj²sɑ¹         jɛ²-k-o¹. 
    burji 's_son   come-Pres-3SM   
    'A son of a burji is coming.' 
 
b. kɛj²sɑ-³³³³ɑɑɑɑ¹¹¹¹         jɛ²-k-o¹. 
    burji 's_son-Px   come-Pres-3SM   
    'This son of a burji is coming.' 
 
c. kɛj²s-eeee³³³³¹¹¹¹           jɛ²-k-o¹. 
    burji 's_son-Ds   come-Pres-3SM   
    'That son of a burji is coming.' 

3.5.6 Plurals 

The Dizin suffix ----ɑɑɑɑkkkkeeee is the most common plural marker for nouns.  

(10) jɑːb----ɑkeɑkeɑkeɑke 
person-Pl 
'people' 

It is not obligatory, in that nouns which could be marked with this suffix are 

sometimes left unmarked so that the context alone communicates the plurality of the noun. 

Examples (11) and (12) illustrate the phenomenon: 

(11) in-kŋ       iː-pm            jjjjɑːbɑːbɑːbɑːb        iɑkɨz   d͡ʒɛnd͡ʒɨm-ɨ-ninininiʃʃʃʃoooo. 
we-Gn1   house-LocIr   person   very     be_worried-v-3P 
'In our house people were very worried.' 
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(12) … wuwuwuwuŋguŋguŋguŋgu----bbbbɑbɑbɑbɑb        ɑm-i-ninininiʃʃʃʃoooo. 
     thievery-POM   become-Fut-3P 
'… they will become (Masc) thieves.' 

The [ɑɑɑɑ] in ----ɑɑɑɑkekekeke is deleted whenever it is preceded by a vowel. This results in the very 

common phonologically conditioned allomorph: -kekekeke. For examples, this is the case when 'Pl' 

follows ----eeee 'Ds' or ----ɑɑɑɑ 'Px': 

(13) jɑːb-eeee----kkkkeeee         hel   bɑŋgɨɾ-∅ ... 
person-Ds-Pl   all     change-SSO 
'All those people changing, ...' 

(14) kob-ɑɑɑɑ----kekekeke-s-n                   bɑːs-k-ɨ-no. 
chicken-Px-Pl-Ac1-Ac2   want-Pres-v-1S 
'I want these chickens.  

Another plural marker for nouns is ----kkkk''''ɑŋkɑzɑŋkɑzɑŋkɑzɑŋkɑz. Allen (1976:377 and 390) listed this as a 

separate word and the intuitions of Dizin mother tongue speakers who are literate in Amharic 

suggest it may be. But the generally shorter length of Amharic words could be interfering 

with normal intuitions. Since it can fit in the same slot as ----ɑɑɑɑkkkkeeee, the more common plural 

marker, and other nominal suffixes can attach to it, it may be best to treat this morpheme as a 

suffix on the noun. 

(15) ɑ-biɑɾ-ɑ-t                       tʃ͡ɑk    johɑnɨs-kɑ   ɑ³-tɑmɑɾ-e-k'k'k'k'ɑŋkɑzɑŋkɑzɑŋkɑzɑŋkɑz-kŋ      tʃ͡on-g  
theM-tomorrow-Px-Loc   again   John-&         his-student-Ds-Plur-Gen   middle-In 
 
t'ɑgŋ-e-kkkkeeee-k         ɨʃ-gɑb          ɑːʃu-k-ɨ-tɛj. 
two-Ds-Pl-InstIr   3P-together   stand-Pres-v-DP 
 
'On the next day again John and two of his disciples stood together.' 

Example (16) also shows that ----kkkk''''ɑŋkɑzɑŋkɑzɑŋkɑzɑŋkɑz can be analyzed as a suffix. 

(16) … t'ɑgŋ-e-k'k'k'k'ɑŋkɑzɑŋkɑzɑŋkɑzɑŋkɑz  jɑɸ   bɑːni-kɑ  bɑːbɨz-kɑ    gɛ-dn-∅         sum-s-n-tɛj … 

     two-Ds-Plur       both  wife-&    husband-&  say-Pass-SSO  call-Cau-Pass-SSS … 
'… those two are called wife and husband respectively …' (said of two parts of a 
beehive) 

Example (17) shows ----kkkk''''ɑŋkɑzɑŋkɑzɑŋkɑzɑŋkɑz appearing in the context of three items, so that excludes 

the possibility of it being a dual marker.  
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(17) kɑlk   bɑz-kɑ   gunu   bɑz-kɑ   goɾ   bɑz-kɑ   jɛ-k'k'k'k'ɑŋkɑzɑŋkɑzɑŋkɑzɑŋkɑz   hel   tʃ͡uɑʒu-k'ɑŋk  
kalk    hive-&   gun      hive-&   gor   hive-&   that-Plur       all    grass-Inst  
 
ts͡ɑn-sn-∅           kɑɸ-tn-dɑ-z          ti-niʃo. 
cover-Pass-SSO   hang-Pass-Rel-M   BE-3P 
 
'The kalk hive, the gun hive, and the gor hive, those are all covered with grass and 
hung [on a tree].' 

The examples in (18) illustrate that both plural markers can co-occur with the same 

nouns, so noun classes are not involved. 

(18) ɑ. jɑːb-ɑ-kekekeke            b. jɑːb-ɑ-k'k'k'k'ɑŋkɑzɑŋkɑzɑŋkɑzɑŋkɑz 
    person-Px-Pl      person-Px-Pl 
    'these people'      'these people' 

3.5.7 Gender Markers 

Masculine (technically "non-feminine") is the default, or unmarked gender of Dizin 

nouns. An explicit feminine marker appears on a few nouns. Three variants of the 'feminine' 

suffix have been observed: ----nnnn, ----nnnniiii, and -ɛɛɛɛnininini. It is assumed that these variations are due to 

lexical rather than phonological reasons. 

Example (19) shows ----nnnn being used on the root for 'child' to denote 'Feminine' while its 

absence on the same root denotes 'Masculine.' 

(19) ... sɑːg-ɨ-³         k'ɑl    kokŋ   dɑd-e-nnnn-kɑ           dɑd-e-∅∅∅∅-kɑ          tʃ͡ 'ɛj-dn-tɛj ...  
    God-v-Gn4   word   way     child-Ds-Fem-&   child-Ds-Masc-&   advise-Pass-SSS 
'... the bride and the groom being advised concerning God's word ...' 

Just as ddddɑdɑdɑdɑd 'child' can become derivationally feminine, the root ototototiiii 'bovine' becomes 

feminine and means 'cow', after the feminine suffix is attached. This is seen at the beginning 

of the third line in (20). 

In the first line of (20) the feminine marker is suffixed to the root kkkkɛɛɛɛjjjj 'sun'. The 

citation form had been given to me as kkkkɛɛɛɛjjjj, and it does appear in the data in that form. But it 

also appears in a text in this form. Note the agreement with the gender marker on the verb by 

which it is governed (iiii-jɛ-n '3SF-come-DS'). 
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(20) kɑːdu   god-ɨ-kŋ                 tʃ͡oʃt   ɑ³-wɛs-tɑ-n           ɑ³-tɛ-n          esi   kkkkɛɛɛɛjjjj----ɛɛɛɛnininini        
three    evening/day-v-Gn1   after   3SM-send-??-DS   3SM-go-DS   and   sun-Fem    
 
so   tʃ͡on-t           iiii-jɛ-n               ɑ³-tɛ-∅           bɑŋgɨɾ-∅      ge-kɨdɑt    ɑŋg     
up   middle-Loc   3SF-come-DS   3SM-go-SSO   return-SSO     tell-when   here    
 
jɑtn-³             otototot----eeee----nininini                                                 siɑg-n;             ɛjk    "ʔŋ²-zokɑ   mo                 otu    
fox-Gn4   bovine-Ds-Fem   give_birth-DS   lion   my-bull       earlier_today   calf    
 
dɑd    siɑg-o"               jɛ     gɛ-go. 
child   give_birth-3SM   that   say-3SM 
 
'After three days he [lion] sent him [fox], and he [fox] went, and the sun came up to 
[the] middle [of the sky]; he [fox] going, returns and tells [lion]; and fox's cow gave 
birth here; and lion [said], "Earlier today my bull gave birth to a calf," he said that.' 

The following examples are similar, in that jjjjɑɑɑɑɾmɾmɾmɾm was given as the lexical form, and it 

can appear without the feminine suffix, as seen in (21). 

(21) … ɑ³-jjjjɑɑɑɑɾmɾmɾmɾm-ɑ-s            kɛ-tʃ͡ojʃ-ɨ-tɛj … 

     his-blood-Px-Ac1   also-spill-v-SSS 
'… also spilling his blood …' 

But it also appears with the suffix ----ɛɛɛɛnininini: 

(22) ɑ³-jjjjɑɑɑɑɾmɾmɾmɾm----ɛniɛniɛniɛni-k'ɑŋk      jɛt-n           tʃ͡uɾ-i-go. 
his-blood-Fem-Inst   youS-Ac2   wash-Fut-3SM 
'He will wash you with his blood.' 

A more thorough understanding of the semantics of the feminine suffix should be 

sought. All the nouns that can occur with and without the feminine suffix should be listed 

together to see if they contain semantic commonalities. A tentative proposal is that both the 

'sun' and 'blood' are seen as life-giving to Dizin speakers. Adding a feminine suffix 

emphasizes this, since females give birth to offspring. 

3.5.8 The Case System 

The Dizin case system is complex. The case morphemes are summarized in Table 14. 

Some of the forms are single morpheme case markers and a number of forms are analyzed as 

stacked cases. It is important to note that different phenomenon have been called "stacked 
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case" or "case stacking." The case stacking found in the Dizin data is not the type that Sadler 

and Nordlinger describe as "the phenomenon whereby a single word may bear multiple cases 

reflecting its relation to a number of different syntactic elements …" (forthcoming:1).5 

Marlin Leaders describes a type of case stacking characterized by "more than 1 case marker 

on [a noun phrase,] with extra ones adding extra meaning" (2005:9).6 Some of the Dizin data 

fit this latter description of case stacking. The clearest case of extra meaning being added is 

discussed in 3.5.8.3, where the inessive case marker and the dative case marker stack, to give 

the sense of a location to which the subject goes and enters. However, the Dizin examples in 

this section do not usually reveal great changes of meaning when cases are stacked. But since 

they are more overtly marked, it seems reasonable to assume a more determined purpose on 

the part of the communicator to present his or her message unambiguously.  

At times the question arises as to whether a construction is a stack of two case 

morphemes or a separate morpheme. The criterion chosen to determine this, is that if the parts 

are all attested as morphemes on their own, together they will be considered stacked. If the 

separate parts are not attested as morphemes on their own, the complete construction will be 

considered a morpheme in its own right. 

Many of these case markers are used for different denotations in different contexts, so 

finding labels that cover the semantic ranges well, can be difficult.  

Case will be discussed in seven sections: nominative case, accusative case markers, 

dative case markers, genitive case markers, cases of location, instrumental case markers, and 

vocative case markers.  

                                                
5 This phenomenon has also been called "double case marking" (Blake 1994:103). "Multiple case" is 

another term used, since it "involves two or more cases with different scope …" (Blake 1994:108). 
6 These constructions have also been called "compound cases" (Blake 1994:43).  
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    Table 14.  Dizin Case 
 

CASE 
MARKER(S) GLOSS(ES) WHAT IS MARKED POSSIBLE 

TRANSLATION(S) 
----∅∅∅∅    'Nom' (Nominative) Subject --- 

----ssss    'Ac1' (Accusative 1) Direct object --- 
----nnnn    'Ac2' (Accusative 2) Direct object --- 
----ssss----nnnn    'Ac1-Ac2' More marked direct object --- 
----∅∅∅∅    'Ac3' (Accusative 3) Indefinite direct object --- 

----nnnnɑnɑnɑnɑn    'AcCon' (Accusative for 
conjoined constructions) Direct object --- 

----isisisis    'Dat' (Dative) Indirect object to, toward, for, 
concerning 

----ssss----isisisis    'Ac1-Dat' (Dative) More marked indirect object to, toward, for, 
concerning 

----gggg----isisisis    'In-Dat' (Inessive-Dative) Movement to and inside of through, to 

----kkkkŋŋŋŋ    'Gn1' (Genitive 1) 1. Possession 2. location, time 
(with postpositions) 'of ' '-s' 

----kkkkŋŋŋŋɑɑɑɑ    'Gn2' (Genitive 2) Possession 'of ' '-s' 
----kkkkŋkiŋkiŋkiŋki    'Gn3' (Genitive 3) Possession 'of ' '-s' 
----³³³³    'Gn4' (Genitive 4) Possession 'of ' '-s' 

----tttt    'Loc' (Locative) Location, instrumental at, in, on, by, with, 
by means of, from 

----pmpmpmpm    'LocIr' (Locative Irregular) Location at, in, etc. 
----tttt----ɑɑɑɑ----tttt    'Loc-Px-Loc'  Proximal Location at this, etc. 
----tttt----eeee----tttt    'Loc-Ds-Loc'  Distal Location at that, etc. 

----gggg    'In' (Inessive) Being/going inside in, into, inside, 
through 

----gggg----ɑɑɑɑ----tttt    'In-Px-Loc' (Inessive- 
Proximal-Locative) Being/going inside this in, into, inside, 

through 

----gggg----eeee----tttt    'In-Ds-Loc' 
(Inessive-Distal-Locative) Being/going inside that in, into, inside, 

through 
----kojs(kojs(kojs(kojs(ɑɑɑɑ))))    'All' (Allative) Direction toward to, toward 

----ddddɑkŋɑkŋɑkŋɑkŋ    'Ad' (Adessive) Proximity at, near, beside 

----k'k'k'k'ɑŋkɑŋkɑŋkɑŋk    'Inst' (Instrumental) Instrumental, Accompaniment with, by 
----kkkk    'InstIr' (Inst Irregular) Instrumental, Accompaniment with, by 

ɑɑɑɑ----    'VocM' (Vocative Masc) Informal address (M) 'O' 
iiii----    'VocF' (Vocative Fem) Informal address (F) 'O' 
ɑɑɑɑ----    ----ɛjɛjɛjɛj    'VocM- -Voc' Semi formal address (M) 'O' 
iiii----    ----ɛɛɛɛjjjj    'VocM- -Voc' Semi formal address (F) 'O' 
ɑɑɑɑ----    ----ɑɑɑɑ----ssss----ɛjɛjɛjɛj    'VocM- -Px-Ac1-Voc' Very formal address (M) 'O' 
ʔʔʔʔmmmm²²²²----    ----ɑɑɑɑ----ssss----ɛjɛjɛjɛj    '1S- -Px-Ac1-Voc' Very formal address 'O' 
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3.5.8.1 Nominative Case 

The case that is always unmarked in Dizin is the nominative case. Null case markers 

could be marked at the appropriate locations on nominative nouns throughout this thesis. But, 

for a more convenient presentation of the data, null case markers will not normally be shown. 

Nevertheless, nominative case is assumed to be on the subject (agent or experiencer) and 

predicate noun, assigned by "Infl" (Culicover 1997:27), which is an abbreviation of 

"inflection." Examples (23) through (26) show the null nominative case markers: 

(23) eː,    ɑlmɑz-∅∅∅∅       et-n           kot-ɛj. 
yes   Almaz-Nom   youS-Ac2   await-3SF 
'Yes, Almaz awaited (waited for) you.' 

(24) k'eɾ-ɑ-s-n              dɑd-ɑ-∅∅∅∅          biɑh-o. 
door-Px-Ac1-Ac2   child-Px-Nom   open-3SM 
'The child opened the door.' 

(25) ɑk-∅∅∅∅           oɾob-∅∅∅∅                ti-go. 
today-Nom   Wednesday-Nom   BE-3SM 
'Today is Wednesday' 

(26) … jɛ-∅∅∅∅         gɛ-dn-dɛ-go. 
     that-Nom   say-Pass-Ipf-3SM 
'… that is said regularly.' 

3.5.8.2 Accusative Case 

Verbs are assumed to assign accusative case to "the direct object" (Culicover 

1997:23) whether it is marked overtly or not. The accusative case is overtly marked four 

different ways in Dizin. First, it is marked by the suffix ----ssss, which will be glossed 'Ac1'  for 

'Accusative 1'. Second, accusative case is marked by ----nnnn, which will be glossed 'Ac2'  for 

'Accusative 2'. A third common way to mark this case is to stack these two suffixes together, 

with 'Ac1' always occurring first: ----ssss----nnnn 'Ac1-Ac2'. A fourth accusative case marker is ----nnnnɑnɑnɑnɑn. It 

is glossed 'AcCon' because it only occurs on conjoined constructions. When accusative case 

is not marked by means of an overt affix, it will sometimes be shown as a null morpheme ----∅∅∅∅ 

and given the gloss 'Ac3' for 'Accusative 3'. 
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Several generalizations can be made about the distribution of these morphemes. First, 

Allen suggested that "if the noun is indefinite or lacks modifiers, apparently there is no object 

marker" (1976:390). My data usually agree, as shown in (27) and (28). 

(27) a. kobu----∅∅∅∅         bɑːs-k-ɨ-no.   b. kob----eeee----ssss----ɨɨɨɨ----nnnn                   bɑːs-k-ɨ-no. 
    chicken-Ac3  want-Pres-v-1S     chicken-Ds-Ac1-v-Ac2  want-Pres-v-1S 
    'I want a chicken.'           'I want that chicken.' 

(28) boz-ɑ            kiɛl-t    ʔŋ³-tiɛ-kɨst     mugumugumugumugu----∅∅∅∅    bɛj-∅        ɑɸt-∅                    
wedding-Px   day-on   1P-go-when   beer-Ac3   drink-SSO   be_intoxicated-SSO   
 
ɛj         ɛj-∅           te-gɑ. 
dance   dance-SSO   go-Jus 
 
'When we go on the wedding day, let us go drinking beer, being intoxicated, and 
dancing a dance.' 

However, in one instance, an accusative case marker appears without any separate 

morpheme to mark definiteness. 

(29) ... ketketketket----ɨɨɨɨ----ssss                kɑɸ-tɛj       iʃi         iiiit͡t͡t͡ts͡sss----eeee----ssss              ʃojt   ɨz-ɨ-g    ɑn-∅; ... 
    uprights-v-Ac1   build-SSS   they.D   grain-Ds-Ac1   all      it-v-In   put-SSO 
'... building uprights [for the attic] and putting all their grain in it, ...' 

The data do suggest, though, that whenever definiteness is marked on a direct object 

noun phrase, the accusative case is also marked. 

Another generalization is that only ----nnnn 'Ac2' occurs on pronouns and proper nouns 

(male and female). 

(30) izu   jɑːb       d͡ʒɛj-∅-z           tɛ-j?         kɑːj,   iziziziz----ɨɨɨɨ----nnnn         ɑ²-jɑb-is. 
he    person   be_good-CR-M   BE-FutQ   no      he-v-Ac2   2S-believe-NgIJ 
'Is he a person who is good? No, do not believe him.' 

(31) biɾɑnu     llllɑkɑkɑkɑk''''ɛɛɛɛt͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ----ɨɨɨɨ----nnnn          boj-o. 
Birhanu   Laqech-v-Ac2   marry-3SM 
'Birhanu married Laqech (a feminine name).' 

(32) jjjjɛɛɛɛsussussussus----ɨɨɨɨ----nnnn               kɛjs-i-no           wuʃ-i-no      gɛ-∅       jɛ-go. 
Jesus-v-Ac2   destroy-Fut-1S   kill-Fut-1S   say-SSO   come-3SM 
'He came, saying, "I will kill, I will destroy Jesus." ' 
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The tendency is for the other nouns to always be marked by either ----ssss or ----nnnn. So it could 

be useful to set up noun classes, which could be labeled "S-Class" and "N-Class." Of course, 

provision would need to be made for the nouns which can take either accusative marker. 

Charting that out will be left for a time when it will be possible to elicit data specifically for 

that purpose. 

It seems, though, that all the S-Class verbs can take either ----ssss or ----ssss----nnnn. But ----ssss----nnnn never 

occurs on N-Class nouns. An example can be seen in the it͡it͡it͡its͡essessesses ~ it͡it͡it͡its͡esnsesnsesnsesn variation in (33) and 

(34). 

(33) ... ketketketket----ɨɨɨɨ----ssss                kɑɸ-tɛj       iʃi         iiiit͡t͡t͡ts͡sss----eeee----ssss              ʃojt   ɨz-ɨ-g    ɑn-∅; ... 
    uprights-v-Ac1   build-SSS   they.D   grain-Ds-Ac1   all     it-v-In   put-SSO 
'... building uprights [for the attic] and putting all their grain in it, ...' 

(34) iʃ-kot-ɨ-dɛ-ki-∅              its͡-e-∅            hel   ɑ³-besk-ŋ-∅              
3P-guard-v-Ipf-Perf-CR   grain-Ds-Nom   all     3SM-divide-Pass-SSO   
 
ɑn-dn-ki-n            iʃ-t-ɨ-t                 iʃ-kot-ɨ-dɛ-ki-∅              iiiit͡t͡t͡ts͡sss----eeee----ssss----nnnn               
put-Pass-Perf-DS   them-Loc-v-Loc   3P-guard-v-Ipf-Perf-CR   grain-Ds-Ac1-Ac2  
 
bɑts͡-de-∅           ko-dn-de-∅               deb-dn-tɛj        ujtkŋ-tɛj           e-gɑ. 
eat-coming-SSO   bring-Pass-come-SSO  beat-Pass-SSS  reprimand-SSS  happen-Jus 
 
'May it happen that all the grain that they have been guarding be divided, and be put 
with them, [and if something else] comes and eats the grain they are guarding, may 
they be brought, and beaten, and reprimanded.'7 

After verb roots are relativized by ----ddddɑɑɑɑ 'Rel' they act like S-Class nouns. That is, they 

take ----ssss or ----ssss----nnnn, but never ----nnnn. 

(35) kɑːj,   ʔŋ²-wuŋg-ɨ-dddd----ɑɑɑɑ----ssss            nɑ-n²     eː     koj-ki-ti. 
no      my-steal-v-Rel-Px-Ac1   Neg-1S   yes   say-Perf-Ng 
'No, I have not said yes to (believed) the one who stole (from) me.' 

More elicitation must be done to determine whether a semantic or phonological basis 

underlies these proposed classes. 

                                                
7 This suggests that even if they are not to blame for eating the grain, it will be good for them to be 

reprimanded so that they will guard more carefully. 
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The only occurrence of ----nnnnɑnɑnɑnɑn 'AcCon' is when a construction of two conjoined noun 

phrases is the object of an action. It attaches to the final ----kkkkɑɑɑɑ '&'. 

(36) biɾɑnu-kkkkɑɑɑɑ    ɑ³-bɑjn-eni-kkkkɑɑɑɑ----nnnnɑnɑnɑnɑn           k'ɛjdn-bɑn-e-ni        kɑɸ-s-ɛj. 
Birhanu-&    his-wife-Fem-&-AcCon    work-POF-Ds-Fem   dislike-Cau-3SF 
'The (Fem) worker caused Birhanu and his wife to quarrel.' 

(37) … kujs-kŋ           k'ogŋ-kkkkɑɑɑɑ     bik'il-kkkkɑɑɑɑ----nnnnɑnɑnɑnɑn          kot-s-ɨ-tɛj … 

     squirrel-&CL   sprouts-&    sprouts-&-AcCon    guard-Cau-v-SSS  
… '[the] squirrel guarded [the] k'ogŋ sprouts and [the] bik'il sprouts …' 

3.5.8.3 Dative Case 

The dative case marking suffix is ----isisisis 'Dat'. It commonly appears in combination with 

-ssss, which is analyzed as 'Accusative 1', and -gggg, the inessive case marker. 

The default use of the dative case marker is to mark the indirect object. But other 

meanings are apparent in some other contexts. The noun phrase in the dative case either (a) is 

the recipient of a thing which is given, or (b) is the recipient of verbal communication, or (c) 

has something done for its benefit, or (d) explains what the subject of the clause is about, or 

(e) is the goal toward which the subject of the clause is moving. Examples (38a) through 

(39e) illustrate each of these meanings. 

(38) a. tɛmɑɾi-ɑ      ɑstɛmɑɾi-ɑ-ssss----isisisis         t'ɑgŋ   wɛɾk'ɑt   wɛs-o. 
    student-Px   teacher-Px-Ac1-Dat   two     paper      send-3SM 
    'The student sent two papers to the teacher.' 
 
b. ɑ³-sɑɾ-ɑ-s             nɑn-ɑ³       jin-isisisis   gɛ-ki-ti. 
    his-name-Px-Ac1   Neg-3SM   I-Dat   say-Perf-Ng 
    'He has not said his name to me. (He has not told me his name.)' 
 
c. sɑːgu-³       dɑd    jɛsus   jɛt-isisisis          ʃub-ki-go. 
    God-Gn4   child   Jesus    youS-Dat   die-Perf-3SM 
    'God's child, Jesus, has died for (in behalf of) you(S).' 

 
d. tiɑtɨɾ-ɑ      kotʃ͡in     k'oj-ssss----isisisis          ti-go. 
    drama-Px   woman   one-Ac1-Dat   BE-3SM 
    'The drama is about a woman.' 
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e. tʃ͡oʃt   bɑtʃ͡i      d͡ʒɛj-∅-z          oɸ-∅            kɑɾ   gɑb-isisisis          tɛ-gɛj. 
    after   clothes   be_fine-CR-M   put_on-SSO   to      market-Dat   go-3SF 
    'After putting on clothes which are fine, she went to the market.' 

Some phonological basis for the variation between the forms /isisisis/ and /sissississis/ exists, in 

that only /sissississis/ follows a vowel. However, following a consonant, either form occurs. The two 

sets of examples in (39) and (40) illustrate this.  

(39) a. … eds-k'ɑŋk    mɛtʃ͡-ɨ-n-ki-∅            jɑːb-ssss----isisisis              ɑ²-tɑsɸɑ-s-ɨ-n            
         AIDS-Inst   grab-v-Pass-Perf-CR   person-Ac1-Dat   2S-hope-Ac1-v-Ac2  
 
    ɑ²-tɑs-ɨ-z         ust-i-to. 
     2S-give-v-Inf   be_able-Fut-2S 
 
    '… you will be able to give hope to a person who has been infected with AIDS.' 
 
b. … jɑːb-isisisis          ʃojt   utn-k'ɑŋk   tɑ-dɛ-ki-∅ …  
         person-Dat   all      love-Inst    give-Ipf-Perf-CR 
    '… the one who has been giving to all people with love …' 

(40) a. … in-ssss----isisisis            tɑ-dn-ki-∅ … 

         we-Ac1-Dat   give-Pass-Perf-CR 
    '… what has been given to us …' 
 
b. … wotwot   ki-∅           ʃun-e-n         in-isisisis       tɑ-tɛj … 
         eternal     ExBE-SSO   life-Ds-Ac2   we-Dat   give-SSS 
    '… giving eternal life to us …' 

Since the same roots can take either form while conveying a very similar sense, it is 

difficult to provide a firm analysis. The hypothesis chosen at this point is that the dative 

morpheme is ----iiiissss, and when /sisisisissss/ occurs, it is a matter of stacking ----ssss 'Ac1' and ----isisisis 'Dat', for a 

reason which is not yet understood. This should be investigated further.  

The Inessive-Dative Stack. A clearer example of stacked case is the Inessive-Dative 

stack which has a shape ----gggg----isisisis 'In-Dat'. (Inessive case is described on p. 77.) This stack is 

narrower semantically than dative is alone, since it always has the sense of being a location 

which the subject goes to and enters.  

(41) a. gɑb-gggg----isisisis               giɑm         tiɛ-nno.  
    market-In-Dat   yesterday   go-1P 
    'We went to market yesterday.' 
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b. hɑkim-ɑke   hospitɑl-gggg----isisisis       tiɛ-niʃo. 
    doctor-Pl      hospital-In-Dat    go-3P 
    'The doctors went inside the hospital.' 
 
c. wuŋg-ɨ³          k'ɛjdn   kotɛ-∅      et-n           ts͡'ɑts͡'   iː-gggg----isisisis                 
    thievery-Gn4   work     take-SSO   youS-Ac2   tie         house-In-Dat   
 
    wu-s-i-go. 
    enter-Cau-Fut-3SM 
 
    'Thievery will take (you) and will cause you to enter the tie house (prison).' 

3.5.8.4 Genitive Case 

Dizin employs four genitival case markers: ----kkkkŋŋŋŋ 'Gn1', ----kkkkŋŋŋŋɑɑɑɑ    'Gn2', ----kkkkŋkiŋkiŋkiŋki 'Gn3', and 

tonal ----³³³³ 'Gn4'. 

'Gn1' ----kkkkŋŋŋŋ. The suffix ----kkkkŋŋŋŋ has been the subject of some debate. According to Claudi 

and Serzisko (1985:150), Toselli (1939:134) called "kn a suffisso possessivo." Keefer 

(1969b:4) called it a "genitival suffix." Allan (1976a:381-2; 1976b:304-5) understood this 

morpheme to mark inalienable possession, as opposed to alienable possession, which was 

marked by tone changes instead. In their investigation of Allan's claims, Claudi and Serzisko 

concluded, "The element -kn is hereby identified as a locative case marker" (1985:150). 

While a detailed analysis of these articles is beyond the scope of this thesis, my data suggest 

that Claudi and Serzisko were correct to conclude the following: "Inalienability is not an 

overt category in Dizi" (1985:150). However, their apparent conclusion that "-kn" is not a 

possession marker needs to be questioned. 

From the data now available, it seems clear that ----kkkkŋŋŋŋ normally marks possession, and 

other times, in combination with postpositions, it marks location and time. So ----kkkkŋŋŋŋ will be 

glossed as 'Gn1', for 'Genitive 1', for the reasons that follow. 

First, evidence points toward "possession" being at the semantic core of the 

morpheme. When bilingual Dizi people are asked to translate an Amharic possession 

construction into Dizin, they normally choose this construction: POSSESSER-kkkkŋŋŋŋ 
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POSSESSED. Examples of this are in (42) and (43). In (42) the ----kkkkŋŋŋŋ construction was chosen, 

though another option is to use a Dizin possessive prefix: itiitiitiiti----, (i.e.: itiitiitiiti----ggggɛɛɛɛlililili----gggg 'yourP-head-In'). 

(42) tɨmɨɾt-ɑ      iti-kkkkŋŋŋŋ         gɛli-g      ɑ³-wu-ŋ? 
lesson-Px   youP-Gn1   head-In   3SM-enter-PstPrQ 
'Did the lesson enter you(P) head? (Do you understand the lesson?)' 

Example (43) is similar, though ----kkkkŋŋŋŋ attaches to a noun, instead of a pronoun: 

(43) dɑd-ɑ-kkkkŋŋŋŋ         ɑː¹²j-ɑ   ɑ³-sis-dɑ? 
child-Px-Gn1   ear-Px   3SM-hear-IpfQ 
'Does the child's ear hear? (Can the child hear?)' 

Besides the evidence of elicited data, natural texts point toward a possessive and 

genitival understanding of ----kkkkŋŋŋŋ. Consider the examples in (44) of the lion's bull and the fox's 

cow. As the complete text in Appendix A shows, possession and ownership is central to the 

understanding of this fable, so calling these "locative case markers" is not plausible. 

(44) ... ɛjk-kkkkŋŋŋŋ       zoku   niɑk-ɨz-ɨ-nɑ          jɑtn-kkkkŋŋŋŋ     oti         kotʃ͡in    i-ki-n; … 
    lion-Gn1   bull     male-Masc-v-and   fox-Gn1   bovine   female   3SF-ExBE-DS 
'... the lion's bull and the fox's cow were there; ...' 

A good reason to use the label "genitive" is that it is a broad enough term to include 

more than just possession.8 We can think in terms of a "genitive of possession," a "genitive of 

location," and a "genitive of time." The construction (NOUN PHRASE-kŋ POSTPOSITION) 

is very common. An example of the genitive of location is given in (45), as is an example of 

the genitive of time in (46). As (45) illustrates, ----kkkkŋŋŋŋ is an enclitic and attaches to the right edge 

of the noun phrase.  

(45) kɑmil-eni       i-boɾku-kŋɑt     ddddɑdu ɑdu ɑdu ɑdu         k'ojk'ojk'ojk'oj----kkkkŋŋŋŋ                        hhhhɑtɑtɑtɑt   wut-∅     ɨz-n      
vehicle-Fem   3SF-roll-when   child    one-Gn1   on     fall-SSO   he-Ac2  
 
dʒ͡ɨt                   mɛtʃ͡-ki-gɛj. 
pressing_down   hold-Perf-3SF 
 
'When the vehicle rolled it fell on a teenager and it held him, pressing down.' 

                                                
8 "Associative" is also commonly used for what is here labeled "genitive."  
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(46) jjjjɛɛɛɛ----kkkkŋ      ŋ      ŋ      ŋ                      t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃooooʃʃʃʃtttt   ɛjk    hiɑlm-∅           iʒ-n        gib-o.  
that-Gn1   after   lion   be_angry-SSO   she-Acc   chase-3SM 
'After that , [the] lion, being angry, chased her.' 

Derivational evidence. The derivations of some postpositions give an understanding 

of how this "genitive" came to be used in location and time constructions. As is explained 

more fully in 3.12, some postpositions show evidence of being derived from nouns. So a 

construction like ssssɑːgɑːgɑːgɑːg----ɨɨɨɨ----kkkkŋŋŋŋ    t͡t͡t͡ts͡sssɑntɑntɑntɑnt is best translated as 'before God', but can be glossed as 

'God-Gn1 face-Loc' and translated as 'at God's face'. This is illustrated in (47a). A similar 

situation with a genitive of time is seen in (47b). 

(47) a. a. a. a. ssssɑːgɑːgɑːgɑːg----ɨɨɨɨ----kkkkŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ                         t͡t͡t͡ts͡sssɑnɑnɑnɑn----tttt            b. b. b. b. jjjjɛɛɛɛ----kkkkŋ      ŋ      ŋ      ŋ              t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃooooʃʃʃʃ----tttt 
    God-v-Gn1   face-Loc      that-Gn1   back-Loc 
    'at God's face (before God)'      'at the back of that (after that)' 

So, a plausible explanation is found for ----kkkkŋŋŋŋ 'Gn1' being used in extended 

constructions denoting location and time. 

Variant genitive forms: ----kkkkŋŋŋŋɑɑɑɑ    and    ----kkkkŋkiŋkiŋkiŋki.... The variant forms of the genitive, ----kkkkŋŋŋŋɑɑɑɑ and 

----kkkkŋkiŋkiŋkiŋki, are also considered here. The sentence shown in (48a) was in a natural behavioral text. 

When the affixation on ssssɑːgɑːgɑːgɑːg 'God' was changed to ----kkkkŋŋŋŋɑɑɑɑ and ----kkkkŋŋŋŋ, as shown in (49b) and (49c), 

the clauses were still considered grammatical and any difference in meaning could not be 

explained. This suggests free variation. 

(48) a.    sɑːg-ɨ-kkkkŋkiŋkiŋkiŋki    ʃoɾkŋ   in-kŋ       tʃ͡oŋg      wu-kɑj       ɑ³-k'iɑ-nt        ɑː-s-n  
    God-v-Gn3   fear      we-Gn1   heart-In   enter-Neg   3SM-leave-if   this-Ac1-Ac2   
 
    ʔŋ³-e-z      nɑ-n³      tʃ͡ɑl-i-ti.   
    1P-do-Inf   Neg-1P   be_able-Fut-Ng 
 
     'If God's fear (the fear of God) does not enter into our hearts, we will not be able to 
     do this.' 
     
b. sɑːg-ɨ-kkkkŋŋŋŋɑɑɑɑ     ʃoɾkŋ …  c. sɑːg-ɨ-kkkkŋŋŋŋ       ʃoɾkŋ      
    God-v-Gn2   fear         God-v-Gn1   fear   
    '… the fear of God …'      '… the fear of God …' 
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It is also possible that /ɑɑɑɑ/ and /kikikiki/ are suffixes that are not yet understood. Perhaps 

they convey some discourse meanings, but the examples in (49) and (50) argue against that, 

since they were elicited from isolated sentences. 

(49) iz-kkkkŋŋŋŋɑɑɑɑ     koj-dɑd-eni       ɑstɛmɑɾi   ɑm-ɛj. 
he-Gn2   mother-child-F   teacher      become-3SF 
'His sister became a teacher.' 

(50) a. gob-ɑ-kkkkŋkiŋkiŋkiŋki       nog    mɑt     iti-t'us-kŋ?   
    earth-Px-Gn3   thing   many   2P-know-PerfQ   
    'Have you(P) known many things about the earth?' 
 
b. kɑːj,   gob-ɑ-kkkkŋkiŋkiŋkiŋki      nog     mɑt     nɑ-n³     t'us-ki-ti. 
    no      earth-Px-Gn3   thing   many   Neg-12   know-Perf-Ng 
    'No, we have not known many things about the earth.' 

Conclusions. Two conclusions can be made regarding the alternation between /kkkkŋŋŋŋ/, 

/kkkkŋŋŋŋɑɑɑɑ/ and /kkkkŋŋŋŋkikikiki/. First, only /kkkkŋŋŋŋ/ occurs in conjunction with the postpositions. Second, in the 

possessive constructions, any of the three options are accepted as grammatical, without any 

easily understood differences in meaning between them.  

Assigning genitive case. Concerning the assignment of the Dizin genitive case, in the 

possessive examples we assume with Culicover that "genitive Case assignment [is] the 

realization of the thematically marked 'subject' of the NP" (1997:46). In the "location" and 

"time" examples, we assume that genitive case is assigned by the postpositions. 

A tonal genitive marker. The genitive of possession that is marked by tone, which 

Allan referred to, does exist, but is not as common as ----kkkkŋŋŋŋ. In examples (51) through (53) the 

last vowel on the possessor (/uuuu/ or /ɨɨɨɨ/, the epenthetic vowel) carries a high tone. However, ----³³³³ 

'Gn4' is a tentative analysis, since it has not been checked on nouns with a variety of tone 

patterns. 
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(51) i-bɑːb-kɑ,       i-koj-kɑ,          iːbjɑːb-e     nɑn-iʃ     sɑːg-ɨ-³³³³            dɑd     jɛsus   
her-father-&   her-mother-&   family-Ds   Neg-3P   God-v-Gn4   child   Jesus   
 
kɾɨstos-n      kob-ki-∅            jɑːb       ti-ti. 
Christ-Ac2   receive-Perf-CR   person   BE-Ng 
 
'Her father and mother, those in that family, are not people who have received God's 
child Jesus Christ.' 

(52) sɑːg-ɨ-³³³³         kud-ɑ-s          it-mɛtʃ͡-ɨ-z             bɑːs-ɨ-s-i-go. 
God-v-Gn4   road-Px-Ac1   yourP-grab-v-Ger   want-v-Cau-Fut-3SM 
'Your(P) grabbing God's path is necessary. (You need to take hold of God's way.)' 

(53) sɑːg-ɨ-³³³³         k'ɑl 
God-v-Gn4   word 
'God's word' 

Example (54) is of special interest because it shows this tone genitive marker 

attaching to a word borrowed from a non-tonal language. (tɨmɨɾt-³ iː is from Amharic 

[ttttɨɨɨɨmhmhmhmhɨɾɨɾɨɾɨɾttttɛɛɛɛ    betbetbetbet] 'lesson house'.) 

(54) giɑm         tɨmɨɾt-³³³³           iː-pm             heʃ-ɨ-nno. 
yesterday   lesson-Gn4   house-LocIr   spend_day-v-1P 
'Yesterday we spent the day at/in school.' 

Example (44) included the phrase, jjjjɑtnɑtnɑtnɑtn----kkkkŋŋŋŋ    otiotiotioti 'fox-Gn1 bovine'. Now in (55) tone is 

used to mark the case on jjjjɑtnɑtnɑtnɑtn, rather than ----kkkkŋŋŋŋ. 

(55) … ɑŋg   jɑtn-³³³³        ot-e-ni               siɑg-n;            ɛjk    "ʔŋ²-zokɑ   mo                  
     here   fox-Gn4    bovine-Ds-Fem   give_birth-DS   lion   my-bull       earlier_today    
 
otu    dɑd    siɑg-o"              jɛ      gɛ-go. 
calf   child   give_birth-3SM   that   say-3SM 
 
'… and fox's cow gave birth here; and lion [said], "Earlier today my bull gave birth to 
a calf," he said that.' 

3.5.8.5 Cases of Location 

Four Dizin cases will be called cases of location: locative case, inessive case, allative 

case and adessive case. 
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3.5.8.5.1 Locative Case  

The gloss 'Loc' is chosen for ----tttt because it conveys a wide range of locative meanings. 

These can be translated with the English, "at, on, beside, in, onto, etc." Examples (56) 

through (58) show part of that range: 

(56) … iz-kŋ      ɑb-tttt … 

     he-Gn1   eye-Loc … 
'… beside his eye …' 

(57) wɛk     iʒ-kŋ       hel-tttt          ɑ³-tiɑɸ-n … 

down   she-Gn1   chest-Loc   3SM-drip-DS 
'[the milk] dripping down onto her chest … 

(58) … k'oj   bɑl-t t t t … 

     one    place-Loc  
'… at one place …' 

An irregular locative case marker, ----pmpmpmpm 'LocIr', has only been attested on one word: iiiiːːːː 

'house'. The expected form *iiiiːːːː----tttt 'house-Loc' does not occur, but iiiiːːːː----pmpmpmpm 'house-LocIr' occurs 

frequently.  

(59) ʔn²-dɑd-ɑ       iː-pmpmpmpm             ki-go. 
my-child-Px   house-LocIr   ExBE-3SM 
'My boy is at the house.' 

(60) giɑm         tɨmɨɾt-³        iː-pmpmpmpm             heʃ-ɨ-nno. 
yesterday   lesson-Gn4   house-LocIr    spend_day-v-1P 
'Yesterday we spent the day at/in school.' 

(61) in-kŋ       iː----pmpmpmpm             jɑːb      iɑkɨz   dʒ͡ɛnd͡ʒɨm-ɨ-niʃo. 
we-Gn1   house-LocIr    person   very    be_worried-v-3P 
'In/At our house people were very worried.' 

Stacked locative case. We now consider a couple of possible instances of stacked 

case: ----tttt----ɑɑɑɑ----tttt 'Loc-Px-Loc' and -tttt----eeee----tttt 'Loc-Ds-Loc'. The first /tttt/ remains a mystery. The syllable 

structure does not suggest that an epenthetic consonant is needed when a demonstrative 

suffix and the locative suffix attach to a root. For example, all the syllables in both [*ɑ³.go.betetetet] 

and [*ɑ³.gob.tetetete] would be well formed. Perhaps two different case morphemes had the same 
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shape: -tttt. Perhaps the same morpheme 'Loc' is stacked on the same root at the same time, then 

metathesis reverses a vowel and the first /tttt/. This is the current analysis, but a tentative one, 

chosen because it is analogous with -gggg----ɑɑɑɑ----tttt 'In-Px-Loc' and -gggg----eeee----tttt 'In-Ds-Loc' (shown on p. 

78), and because we lack a more convincing option.  

(62) jɛ     kiɛl-t         in    kɛ     wɛk    ɑ-gob-tttt----eeee----t t t t                                                                                 tiɛ-ki-nno. 
that   time-Loc   we   also   down   theM-area-Loc-Ds-Loc   go-Perf-1P 
'At that time we also had gone down to that area.' 

(63) ts͡ɑnt     ʃub-kɑj   ɑ³-ki-∅                kel----tttt----ɑɑɑɑ----tttt               benti     
before   die-Neg   3SM-ExBE-SSO   day-Loc-Px-Loc   shaman  
 
ɑts͡-tɛj                        ɑ³-sɑːg-ɨ-³           iː-ɑ-s               tiɾ-ki-niʃo. 
get_fortune_told-SSS   Det-God-v-Gn4   house-Px-Ac1   quit_going_to-Perf-3P 
 
'Before the day/time that he died, they had had his fortune told (by) a shaman and 
they had quit going to God's house.' 

3.5.8.5.2 Inessive Case  

The case marker ----gggg is often semantically similar to the locative but its range of 

meaning is narrower. It normally gives the idea of being inside or passing through something, 

so it is labeled 'In' for "Inessive." Usually "inside," "in," or "through" are accurate glosses. 

The examples in (64) and (65) show these common denotations. 

(64) tokŋ-e----gggg 
hole-Ds-In  
'through  that hole' 

(65) tiɑtɾɑ-kŋ      tʃ͡oʃt   kɑɾ   iː-gggg           wu-e. 
drama-Gn1   after   to      house-In    enter-3SF 
'After the drama she went in/inside a house.' 

Given the semantic similarities it is worth considering evidence of 'In' and 'Loc' being 

two separate cases, and not two noun classes with different suffixes for the same case. The 

examples in (66) provide supporting evidence. 

(66) a. tʃ͡on-tttt  b. tʃ͡on-gggg  c. jiɾ-tttt  d. jiɾ-gggg 
    heart/middle-Loc     heart/middle-In      what?-Loc     what?-In  
    'in the middle of '     'in the middle of '     'in what?'     'in what?' 
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Stacked inessive-locative case. Two other common forms, /ggggɑtɑtɑtɑt/ and /getgetgetget/, are 

analyzed as stacked cases made up of smaller pieces and glossed: -gggg----ɑɑɑɑ----tttt 'In-Px-Loc' and -gggg----eeee----tttt 

'In-Ds-Loc'. They seem to convey the meanings of ----ɑɑɑɑ 'Px' and ----gggg 'In', and ----eeee 'Ds' and ----gggg 'In', but 

-tttt is perhaps added to denote more clearly the notion of location. The sequence [gtgtgtgt] never 

occurs as a coda. This provides a clue as to why those first two morphemes (----ɑɑɑɑ 'Px' and ----gggg 'In' 

or ----eeee 'Ds' and ----gggg 'In') are in the reverse of the expected order. The demonstrative suffixes 

normally occur before any case suffixes. Epenthesis could produce a form like /*iːɑɑɑɑggggɨɨɨɨtttt/. But 

this insertion of a new segment can be avoided by metathesis, which apparently violates a 

weaker constraint than epenthesis does.  

(67) … bol               tokŋ-gggg----eeee----tttt           k'iɑ-∅     
     tree_species   hole-In-Ds-Loc   leave-SSO 
'… leaving through that hole in the bol tree …' 

(68) iː-gggg----ɑɑɑɑ----tttt                                             ʔŋ³-ɑl-gɑ … 

house-In-Px-Loc   1P-stay-Jus 
'Let us stay inside this house …' 

The coda [tgtgtgtg] never occurs either, so the metathesis of those segments would not 

result in an allowable syllable structure. 

3.5.8.5.3 Allative Case  

While the Dizin dative case can sometimes give the sense of direction toward, the 

allative case always gives that sense. The suffix ----kojskojskojskojs 'All' is shown in context in (69). 

Dividing it into ----kkkk----ojsojsojsojs or ----kojkojkojkoj----ssss has been considered, but since neither ----ojsojsojsojs nor ----kojkojkojkoj appear as 

suffixes on their own, those analyses have not been chosen. 

(69) jin-ɨ-kojskojskojskojs   jɛ-n-ti. 
I-v-All        come-Imp-PImp 
'Come to me!' 

This suffix attaches to pronominal forms which do not currently occur independent of 

----kojskojskojskojs or -ddddɑkŋɑkŋɑkŋɑkŋ. These can be called reduced root pronouns. Table 10, helps us see that these 
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reduced root pronouns correspond with possessive prefixes and PNG proclitics. Note that in 

(71), kkkkɑɑɑɑɾɾɾɾ 'to', which is analyzed as a preposition, co-occurs with ----kojskojskojskojs. 

(70) ɑɑɑɑ²²²²----kojskojskojskojs      jɛ-ki-no. 
youS-All   come-Perf-1S 
'I have come to you(S).' 

(71) kkkkɑɑɑɑɾ  ɾ  ɾ  ɾ      ʔʔʔʔŋŋŋŋ²²²²----kojskojskojskojs   jo-ŋ. 
to      me-All    come-Imp 
'Come to me.' 

3.5.8.5.4 Adessive Case  

Another case marker, -ddddɑkŋɑkŋɑkŋɑkŋ 'Ad' signals that the location is 'near', 'next to', or 

'in front of ' the noun being marked. This will be called the adessive case. 

(72) ... i-bɛj-ɛni                 iʃi-n         kujs-kɑ       botku-kɑ    unts͡ŋ-kɑ hel  
    theF-monkey-Fem   they-Ac2   squirrel-&   baboon-&   wolf-&    all   
 
deb-dn-∅         ʃub-n     ɛjk-ddddɑkŋɑkŋɑkŋɑkŋ   kiɑms-ɛj. 
beat-Pass-SSO   die-DS   lion-Ad     accuse-3SF 
 
'... the monkey accused the squirrel, the baboon, the wolf, all of them, before the lion, 
in order that they be beat to death.' 

Like ----kojskojskojskojs, this morpheme appears on reduced root pronouns. 

(73) ʃigŋ        k'ɑb       ɑ²-ddddɑkŋɑkŋɑkŋɑkŋ     hot-i-go. 
quickly   quickly   youS-Ad    appear-Fut-3SM 
'Quickly, quickly he will appear near you(S).' 

3.5.8.6 Instrumental Case 

The morpheme -k'k'k'k'ɑŋkɑŋkɑŋkɑŋk 'Inst' most often signals the instrumental sense, glossed 

'by means of ' or 'with'. We will note other senses which occur, but first, we consider the 

morphological question of whether /k'k'k'k'ɑŋkɑŋkɑŋkɑŋk/ is an affix or a word. 
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Some beginning writers of Dizin prefer to write this morpheme as a separate word: 

k'k'k'k'ɑŋkɑŋkɑŋkɑŋk 'with'. Following are some reasons that it should probably be seen as an affix to mark 

case, rather than as a postposition.9 

First, while most postpositions follow noun phrases that are marked for case, -kkkk''''ɑŋkɑŋkɑŋkɑŋk 

never does. Second, the fact that some mother tongue writers think of a morpheme this long 

as an affix instead of a separate word is worth noting. Third, Benchnon has a very similar 

morpheme (-k'k'k'k'ɑnɑnɑnɑn////----kkkkɑɑɑɑnnnn) which Breeze (1986:53) has analyzed as a case marking suffix. 

Fourth, the morpheme has a common variant ----kkkk which, because it lacks a syllable nucleus, 

has to attach to a word.10 

Regarding the semantics of the morpheme, either 'by means of ' or 'with (in the 

instrumental sense)' is most commonly the best gloss, as shown in (74). Another use gives the 

idea of accompaniment, appropriately translated as 'with', as shown in (75). The temporal 

sense of -k'k'k'k'ɑŋkɑŋkɑŋkɑŋk comes through as meaning 'during', 'in', or 'at', in (76). A less common usage 

gives the idea of opposition, and can be glossed as 'against' (77).  

(74) a. … mɛɾɸi-k'k'k'k'ɑŋkɑŋkɑŋkɑŋk   sib-∅ …  b. … kudu   mɑn-∅-z-k'k'k'k'ɑŋkɑŋkɑŋkɑŋk … 

         needle-Inst    sew-SSO           path     be_other-CR-M-Inst 
    '… sewing with  a needle …'     '… by means of/on another path …' 

(75) ɑt      jɛt-ɨ-kkkk            nogɨm-dɑ-d-ɑ            jinu   ɨz    ti-no. 
now   you-v-InstIr    converse-Ipf-Rel-Px   I         he   BE-1S 
'The one who is conversing with you now, I am he.' 

(76) a. … sɛts͡'ɨŋ-k'k'k'k'ɑŋkɑŋkɑŋkɑŋk    gɑts͡-∅ … b. … sɛts͡'ɨŋ-kkkk … 

         morning-Inst   start-SSO               morning-InstIr  
    '… starting in the morning …'      … 'in the morning' 

(77) jɛ      in-dɛ-ki-∅           ʔn³-siɛ-d-e-k'k'k'k'ɑŋkɑŋkɑŋkɑŋk        iti-ust-∅           bɑʃum-i? 
that   walk-Ipf-Perf-CR   1S-see-Rel-Ds-Inst     2P-be_able-SSO   fight-FutQ 
'Can you(P) fight against the one(s) we saw who have been walking like that?' 

                                                
9 The orthographic question would still not be clear cut, of course, even if the morphological one were. 
10 These third and fourth reasons suggest that ----k'ank'ank'ank'an and ----kkkk could be separate suffixes. But since ----k'ank'ank'ank'an by 

itself has not yet been attested in Dizin, this is not the analysis chosen. 
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Two more examples of the variant form of this morpheme, ----kkkk, are shown in (78) and 

(79) to show the semantic equivalence with ----kkkk''''ɑŋkɑŋkɑŋkɑŋk 'with'. The first has the most common 'by 

means of ' sense, while the second could be glossed 'at' or 'at the time of.' An alternate 

explanation would be that these forms are contractions of two words (e.g. tʃ͡uɑʒu kkkk''''ɑŋk ɑŋk ɑŋk ɑŋk ---->>>> 

tʃ͡uɑʒukkkk) ) ) ) , or even contractions of one word (e.g. tʃ͡uɑʒukkkk''''ɑŋk ɑŋk ɑŋk ɑŋk ---->>>> tʃ͡uɑʒukkkk)))). 

(78) … tʃ͡uɑʒu-kkkk        ts͡ɑns-tɛj … 

     grass-InstIr    cover-SSS  
'… covering [it] with/by means of grass …' 

(79) kubm   sɑt-ɨ-kkkk                iːb-s            jɛ-no. 
four      o'clock-v-InstIr    house-Ac1   come_to-1S 
'I came to the house at ten o'clock.' (Ethiopia has the time system used in the Middle 
East, which is always six hours different from Western time.) 

3.5.8.7 Vocative Case 

When addressing or calling someone, up to five affixes can attach to the name of the 

person being addressed. Both proper nouns and normal nouns take these affixes, as shown in 

Table 15. Note that as the forms become longer (more marked) they become more formal and 

respectful. 
 

Table 15.  Dizin Vocatives 
 

PREFIX ROOT SUFFIX GLOSS TRANSLATION FORMALITY  

ɑɑɑɑ----    p'et'ɾos  VocM-Petros 'O Petros' least  

iiii----    mɑɾi  VocF-Mari 'O Mari' least  

ɑɑɑɑ----    p'et'ɾos ----ɛɛɛɛjjjj VocM-Petros-Voc 'O Petros' medium  

iiii----    kiɑz ----ɛɛɛɛjjjj VocF-Kiaz-Voc 'O Kiaz' medium  

ɑɑɑɑ----    kɑɸibɑb ----ɛɛɛɛjjjj VocM-arguer-Voc 'O arguer' medium 

ɑɑɑɑ----    muleŋ ----ɛɛɛɛjjjj VocM-rhinoceros-Voc 'O rhinoceros' medium 

ɑɑɑɑ----    sɑːg ----ɛɛɛɛjjjj VocM-God-Voc 'O God' medium 

ɑɑɑɑ----    sɑːg ----ɑɑɑɑ----ssss----ɛɛɛɛjjjj VocM-God-Px-Ac1-Voc 'O God' most  

ʔʔʔʔmmmm²²²²----    buɾdʒ͡ ----ɑɑɑɑ----ssss----ɛɛɛɛjjjj my-lord-Px -Ac1-Voc 'O my lord' most 

ɑɑɑɑ----    p'et'ɾos ----ɑɑɑɑ----ssss----ɛɛɛɛjjjj VocM-Petros-Px-Ac1-Voc 'O Petros' most 
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A prefix is always present when employing the vocative case. The usual prefixes in 

the data are ɑɑɑɑ---- 'VocM' (for 'vocative masculine') and iiii---- 'VocF' (for 'vocative feminine'). The 

first person singular possessive prefix ʔʔʔʔŋŋŋŋ²²²²---- 'my' can replace the normal vocative prefix if the 

vocative case is marked by a suffix. Presumably other possessive pronoun prefixes could also 

occur in this position, and this should be checked. Examples (80) and (81) are from texts. 

(80) ʔʔʔʔmmmm²²²²----bubububuɾɾɾɾd͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ʒʒʒ----ɑɑɑɑ----ssss----ɛɛɛɛjjjj,          kujs-kɑ        botku-kɑ       unts͡ŋ-kɑ   nɑn-iʃ    
my-lord-Px-Ac1-Voc   squirrel-and   baboon-and   wolf-and   Neg-3P  
 
its͡-ɑ-s-n                 kek         kot-dɛ-ti 
grain-Px-Ac1-Ac2   properly   guard-Ipf-Ng 
 
'O, my lord! [the] squirrel, [the] baboon and [the] wolf have not been properly 
guarding the grain.' 

Without any suffix the vocative is informal. 

(81) ɑɑɑɑ-botk!             its͡-ɑ-s             iːki      tɛ-ki-∅        ʔm-ni? 
VocM-baboon   grain-Px-Ac1   who?   BE-Perf-CR   eat-CQ 
'O, baboon! Who is it that ate the grain?' 

With the suffix ----ɛɛɛɛjjjj 'Voc' (for 'vocative') the address is more formal. The most formal 

and polite address has one of the prefixes and three suffixes: ----ɑɑɑɑ----ssss----ɛɛɛɛjjjj 'Px-Ac1-Voc'11. This 

form is often used to address God in prayer. Addressing a person with this most formal 

construction is possible, but not usual. Addressing God without this most formal form is also 

unusual. 

Related language comparison. The data Breeze provides on Benchnon12  is 

significant: "A vocative phrase obligatorily consists of a noun preceded by the vocative 

pronoun, wo¹ for masculine and hɑ¹ for feminine. The vocative suffixes, -o³ for masculine 

and -e³ for feminine may optionally be added to the noun …" (1990:46). This grammatical 

                                                
11 Perhaps the ----ɑsɑsɑsɑs could be called 'formal' or 'vocative formal' or 'honorific', but on the assumption that 

morphemes are being stacked, it is being called 'Px-Ac1'. 
12 Benchnon is a neighboring and related Omotic language. It has five level tones plus a low-mid (²³) 

glide, so the numbers are from 1 (the lowest) to 5 (the highest) (Wedekind 1981:134). 
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similarity between Dizin and Benchnon should be considered by those who study genetic 

relationships within the Omotic family of languages. 

The Benchnon data are also significant because they suggest that Dizin's vocative 

prefixes could have derived from vocative pronouns. (Dizin's vocative pronouns are ɑɑɑɑɾɛjɾɛjɾɛjɾɛj 

'youMVoc' and iiiiɾɛɾɛɾɛɾɛjjjj 'youFVoc'.) 

3.5.9 Interrogatives on Nouns 

A couple of similar morphemes, -sosososo and -wowowowo , can suffix to a noun to ask the question: 

"What about _______?" This only occurs in certain contexts. Examples (82) and (83) 

illustrate their use. 

(82) tʃ͡ɑkl-ɑ-s         ɑjs                biɾ-k          ɑ²-huɾ-i-ni?        t'ɑɾɑp'ez-ɑ-sosososo? 
chair-Px-Ac1   how_many?   birr -InstIr   2S-buy-Fut-CQ   table-Px-what_about? 
'With how many birr 13 will you(S) buy the chair? What about the table?' 

(83) ɑk       nɑk      tɛ-ni?     biɑɾu-wowowowo? 
today   what?   BE-CQ   tomorrow-what_about? 
'What is today? (What day of the week is it today?) What about tomorrow?' 

3.5.10 Proper Nouns 

Proper nouns take the same vocative morphemes that normal nouns take (cf. 3.5.8.7). 

The only examples of accusative case on proper nouns are of ----nnnn 'Ac2' (cf. 3.5.8.2). 

This is a restriction that matches that of the pronouns.  

(84) biɾɑnu     llllɑkɑkɑkɑk''''ɛɛɛɛt͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ----ɨɨɨɨ----nnnn          boj-o. 
Birhanu   Laqech-v-Ac2   marry-3SM 
Birhanu married Laqech. 

One suffix which only occurs on proper nouns is the suffix -inininin, which changes the 

name of an ethnic group into the name of the language they speak. 

(85) a. diz-inininin    'the_Dizi_people-language_of '   "Dizin" 
b. gol----iiiinnnn    'the_Amhara_people-language_of '   "Amharic" 
c. ingɨliz----inininin                'the_English_people-language_of '   "English" 

                                                
13 The currency in Ethiopia. 
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Other case markers occur on proper nouns, just as they do on normal nouns. 

(86) jɛsus-k'k'k'k'ɑŋkɑŋkɑŋkɑŋk   ʔŋ³-gɑb        ɑl-kɨst        nɑ-ɑ³         ziŋg        hot-i-ti. 
Jesus-Inst      1P-together   stay-when   Neg-3SM   problem   appear-Fut-Ng 
'When we stay together with Jesus, a problem will not appear.' 

3.5.11 Subject PNG Proclitics on Nouns 

Some verbal constructions require person, number, and gender (PNG) proclitics. This 

is explained in more detail throughout 3.8. Example (87) illustrates how the proclitic moves 

off a verb and attaches to a noun. If the word ɑɑɑɑ³³³³----zokuzokuzokuzoku were heard in isolation, it would be 

understood as 'his-bull', but when the complete sentence is read, ----nininini 'CQ' indicates a content 

question construction, so that ɑɑɑɑ³³³³----    is understood to be the PNG verbal inflection marker. 

(87) "undi           jiɾ-g           ki-∅           gob-ɨ-g          tɛ-n       ɑɑɑɑ³³³³----zokuzokuzokuzoku      otu   
in_the_past   which?-In   ExBE-SSO   country-v-In   BE-DS   3SM-bull   calf  
 
siɑg-dɛ-nininini?"            jɛ     gɛ-go. 
give_birth-Ipf-CQ   that   say-3SM 
 
' "In the past in what country was it where a bull  gives birth to a calf?" he said that.'  

3.5.12 A Prosodic Suffix 

The noun suffix ----ɑɑɑɑ 'ES' has no apparent semantic significance. It has only been 

observed in one song. A mother-tongue speaker insisted that it was only to make the rhythm 

of the song better. So this suffix appears because of the prosodic need for a syllable, and is 

glossed 'ES' for 'extra syllable'. 

(88) kel-ɛn       ɑk       ti-ge;       jɛsus-kojs-ɑɑɑɑ    jɛ-n-ti. 
day-Fem   today   BE-3SF   Jesus-Dir-ES   come-Imp-PImp 
'The day is today; come to Jesus.' 

3.5.13 Connectors 

Dizin normally marks each of the phrases it is conjoining. First we consider conjoined 

noun phrases, then conjoined clauses. 
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The most common way to conjoin noun phrases is to suffix ----kkkkɑɑɑɑ '&' to the end of each 

of the phrases.  

(89) kɑlk bɑz-kkkkɑɑɑɑ         gunu   bɑz-kkkkɑɑɑɑ   goɾ   bɑz-kkkkɑɑɑɑ   jɛ-k'ɑŋkɑz   hel   tʃ͡uɑʒu-k'ɑŋk  
kalk hive-&     gun     hive-&    gor   hive-&    that-Plur       all    grass-Inst  
 
ts͡ɑn-sn-∅           kɑɸ-tn-dɑ-z          ti-niʃo. 
cover-Pass-SSO   hang-Pass-Rel-M   BE-3P 
 
'The kalk hive, the gun hive, and the gor hive, those are all covered with grass and 
hung [on a tree].' 

Sometimes this morpheme is reduced to -kkkk. 

(90) jɑːb    ɑ³-bɑːb----kkkk       koj-kɑ       tiɾ-tɛj         ɑ³-bɑːni-k'ɑŋk  
man   his-father-&    mother-&   leave-SSS   his-wife-Inst    
 
t'its͡'-ɨ-sɨm-i-go. 
be_attached-v-Recip-Fut-3SM 
 
'A man leaving his father and mother, will become attached together with his wife.' 

However, the second ----kkkkɑɑɑɑ is not always included. Example (91) appeared in a text. 

When questioned, the speaker said that adding the ----kkkkɑɑɑɑ to ssssɑpmɑpmɑpmɑpm would be fine, but leaving it 

off was not a problem either. 

(91) … tʃ͡oŋg----kkkkɑɑɑɑ   sɑpm     oʃuʃ-n-∅           hɛjkŋ     ɑn-dn-∅          kol-tɛj … 

     inside-&    outside   paint-Pass-SSO   outside   put-Pass-SSO   dry-SSS 
'… the inside and the outside are painted (smeared with fresh cow manure) and it is 

 put outside and it dries …' 

The occasionally employed Dizin morpheme, ----ɨɨɨɨnnnnɑɑɑɑ 'and', is almost certainly borrowed 

directly from Amharic. The fact that it only occurs on the first noun phrase, as it does in 

Amharic, suggests that as well.14 

(92) ... ɛjk-kŋ      zoku   niɑk-∅-ɨ-z-ɨɨɨɨnnnnɑɑɑɑ             jɑtn-kŋ    oti         kotʃ͡-∅-in     
    lion-Gn1   bull     be_male-v-CR-M-and   fox-Gn1   bovine   be_female-CR-F   
 
i-ki-n; … 
3SF-ExBE-DS 
'... the lion's bull and the fox's cow were there; ...' 

                                                
14 The singular feminine prefix on the verb adds a wrinkle since the plural would be expected. 
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The morphology that connects a series of clauses is suffixed to the subject of each 

clause, as shown in (93). The suffix is ----kkkkŋŋŋŋ '&CL' (and clause level). 

(93) kujs-kkkkŋŋŋŋ            k'ogŋ-kɑ    bik'il-kɑ-nɑn         kot-s-ɨ-tɛj              bɛj-kkkkŋŋŋŋ              
squirrel-&CL   sprouts-&   sprouts-&-AcCon   guard-Cau-v-SSS   monkey-&CL   
 
ɛjtɾ-kɑ      bɑk'il-kɑ   kot-s-ɨ-tɛj             botku-kkkkŋŋŋŋ         duʒ-kɑ   nibu-kɑ-nɑn      
lentils-&   beans-&     guard-Cau-v-SSS   baboon-&CL   corn-&   sorghum-&-AcCon 
  
besk-ɨ-tɛj       unts͡ŋ-kkkkŋŋŋŋ      esk-ɨ-kɑ    zuni-kɑ    tʃ͡etʃ͡-ɨ-s-ɨ-tɛj; ... 
guard-v-SSS   wolf-&CL   goat-v-&   sheep-&   be_safe-v-Cau-v-SSS 
 
'[the] squirrel guarded [the] k'ogŋ sprouts and bik'il sprouts and [the] monkey 
guarded [the] lentils and beans and [the] baboon guarded [the] corn and sorghum and 
the wolf shepherded [the] goats and sheep.' 

3.6 Pronouns 

Some common forms of Dizin pronouns are shown in Table 16. Pronouns usually 

take the same case markers that other nouns take, so most of the cases are not shown 

separately. 
 

Table 16.  Dizin Personal Pronouns 
 

Person Number & 

Gender    
Nominative Case Accusative Case Vocative Case 

3SM iiii²²²²zuzuzuzu²²²² / i / i / i / i²²²²zzzzɑɑɑɑ²²²² 'he / it' iznizniznizn    --- 
3SF iiiiʒʒʒʒ²²²² / i / i / i / i²²²²ʒʒʒʒiiii²²²² 'she' iiiiʒʒʒʒnnnn    --- 
2S eeee¹¹¹¹tutututu²²²² / j / j / j / jɛɛɛɛ¹¹¹¹tutututu²²²² /  /  /  / ɛɛɛɛ¹¹¹¹tutututu²²²² 'youS' etn / jetn / jetn / jetn / jɛɛɛɛtntntntn    eeee¹¹¹¹tutututu²²²² 'youSVoc' 

2SM --- --- ɑɑɑɑ³³³³ɾɛɾɛɾɛɾɛjjjj³²³²³²³² 'youMVoc' 
2SF --- --- iiii³³³³ɾɛɾɛɾɛɾɛjjjj³²³²³²³² 'youFVoc' 
1S ji¹nu²ji¹nu²ji¹nu²ji¹nu² 'I' jinn jinn jinn jinn [jinjinjinjinːːːː]15 --- 

3 Dual iiii³³³³ʃɑʃɑʃɑʃɑ²²²² 'theyD' --- --- 
2 Dual iiii³³³³ttttɑɑɑɑ²²²² 'youD' --- iiii³³³³ttttɑɑɑɑ²²²² 'youDVoc' 
1 Dual iiii³³³³nnnnɑɑɑɑ²²²²    ////    iiii³³³³nunununu²²²² 'weD' --- --- 

3P iiii³³³³ʃʃʃʃiiii²²²² 'they' iiiiʃʃʃʃin / iin / iin / iin / iʃʃʃʃn n n n [ʔʔʔʔi.i.i.i.ʃɨʃɨʃɨʃɨnnnn]    --- 
2P iiii³³³³titititi²²²² 'youP' itin / itn itin / itn itin / itn itin / itn [ʔʔʔʔiiiitttt�....ʔʔʔʔǹǹǹǹ]    iiii³³³³titititi²²²² 'youPVoc' 
1P iiii³³³³nunununu³³³³ 'we' inn inn inn inn [ininininːːːː]    --- 

                                                
15 In one song it is sung [jinjinjinjinɨɨɨɨnnnn], but I have not heard it spoken with that extra syllable. 
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Dizin does not have the 'we' inclusive/exclusive distinction found in the related 

language, Benchnon. Breeze says that this distinction is unusual for Omotic and other 

Ethiopian languages. She believes this probably came from contact with Nilo-Saharan 

languages (1986:49). 

Dizin has dual pronouns in the first, second, and third person, which Benchnon lacks: 

(94) bɑb-dɑ-kɑ         bɑjn-en-kɑ     iiiiʃʃʃʃ----ɑɑɑɑ-kŋ          iː-pm            nɑgŋ    iz-t      
husband-the-&   wife-Fem-&   they-D-Gn1   house-LocIr   things   it-Loc   
 
ɑ³-k-ŋ? 
3SM-ExBE-PstPrQ 
 
'Is there stuff in the house of the husband and wife? (Does the couple have any things 
in their(Dual) house?)' 

Further unlike Benchnon, Dizin has no separate honorific pronouns (Breeze 

1986:49). Sometimes the plural forms are used for one older person, which could be a 

borrowing from Amharic. But since this phenomenon has been observed in many diverse 

languages (Head 1978:190), language contact with Amharic may not be involved. 

Like Benchnon, Dizin has a second person gender distinction only in the vocative 

forms (Breeze 1986:49). The morphology of the vocative pronouns corresponds with the 

normal vocatives of proper names and normal nouns (presented in 3.5.8.7). Two examples 

are: ɑɑɑɑ----zzzzɛɾɛɾɛɾɛɾihunihunihunihun----ɛɛɛɛjjjj 'O Zerihun (a masculine name)!' and iiii----mmmmɑɑɑɑɾɾɾɾ----ɛjɛjɛjɛj 'O Mari (a feminine name)!'.  

Semantically these second person vocative forms of the pronouns are interesting in 

that they are normally said to children and friends, and are also used to put someone down. 

This means they are less polite and less formal than eeee¹¹¹¹tutututu²²²² 'you(S)', which can also be used 

when addressing someone. 

The similarities between the 3SM and 3SF pronouns are worth noting. The 

assumption is that the optional word final /iiii/ was responsible for changing the /zzzz/ in the 

source to its present palatalized form, /ʒʒʒʒ/.  
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Voicing assimilation (or devoicing) is seen in the 3SM locative case pronoun. The /zzzz/ 

is devoiced before /tttt/. 

(95) a. [ʔizzzzu]    b. [ɨzzzzu]  c. [isssst]   d. [ɨsssst] 
    izzzzu         ɨzzzzu      izzzz-t        ɨzzzz-t 
     he/it         he/it       he/it-Loc         he/it-Loc 
    'he/it'        'he/it'      'at him/it, etc.'      'at him/it, etc.' 

Dizin is a pro-drop language. In (96) the subject is understood in the question because 

of the PNG prefix on the verb, and it is understood in the answer because of the PNG suffix 

on the verb. Pronouns are not required. 

(96) jiɾ-∅         ɑɑɑɑ²²²²----bɑːs-dɛ-ni?        k'ɛjdn   k'ɑl-∅-ɨ-z            bɑːs-dɛ-nononono. 
what-Ac3   2S-search-Ipf-CQ   work     be_new-CR-v-M   search-Ipf-1S 
'For what are you searching? I  am searching for a new job.' 

The ----wowowowo 'what about?' suffix can also attach to pronouns, as shown in (97). 

(97) "k'uɾs       ɑ²-ʔm-m?"        "kɑːj,   nɑ-n²      ʔm-ki-ti;       etetetet----wowowowo?" 
breakfast   2S-eat-PstPrQ    no        Neg-1S   eat-Perf-Ng   youS-what_about? 
' "Did you eat breakfast?" "No, I have not eaten; what about you(S)?" ' 

3.6.1 Interrogative Pronouns 

Because of the suffixes that attach to them and their syntactic behavior, a couple of 

question words, iiiiːkiːkiːkiːki 'who?' and jijijijiɾɾɾɾ 'what?', are categorized with the pronouns. The accusative 

marker ----nnnn 'Ac2' appears on these interrogative pronouns, just as it does on other pronouns. 

The accusative marker ----ssss 'Ac1' is not attested on these interrogative pronouns, just as it is not 

attested on other pronouns. 

(98) biɾɑnu     iiiiːkiːkiːkiːki----nnnn          ɑ³-boj-ni? 
Birhanu   who?-Ac2   3SM-marry-CQ 
'Whom did Birhanu marry?' 

Examples of other cases are shown in (99) through (101). 

(99) iiiiːːːːkikikiki----kkkkŋŋŋŋ         ɑːʃu   ʔŋ²-tʃ͡ 'uɾ-i-ni? 
who?-Gn1   feet   1S-wash-Fut-CQ 
'Whose feet should I wash?' 
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(100) jijijijiɾɾɾɾ----ssss----isisisis                tɛ-ni? 
what?-Ac1-Dat   BE-CQ 
'What is it for?' 

(101) kobu       ɑtʃ͡k-ɑ-s-n              jijijijiɾɾɾɾ----k'k'k'k'ɑŋkɑŋkɑŋkɑŋk       ɑ²-kɑts͡-ni? 
chicken   meat-Px-Ac1-Ac2   what?-Inst   2S-cook-CQ 
'With what did you(S) cook the chicken meat?' 

3.7 Demonstratives 

The suffixes on nouns that give the demonstrative denotation of relative distance were 

presented in 3.5.5. Those modify the noun phrases to which they attach. Examples of 

morphologically independent demonstratives that modify noun phrases are shown in (102) 

and (103). 

(102) jjjjɛɛɛɛ                        ggggɛɛɛɛdndndndn      iɑkɨz   kiɛl    gɛ-dn-ki-go. 
that   saying   many   time   say-Pass-Perf-3SM 
'That saying has been said many times.' 

(103) ɑːɑːɑːɑː----ke     ke     ke     ke         mmmmɛɛɛɛt͡t͡t͡ts͡'s's's'ɑɑɑɑɸɸɸɸ   d͡ʒɛj-∅-z            iʃ-ti-ŋ?         
this-Pl   book       be_good-CR-M   3P-BE-PstPrQ   
'Are these books ones that are good?' 
 
eː,    ɑːɑːɑːɑː----ke     ke     ke     ke         mmmmɛɛɛɛt͡t͡t͡ts͡'s's's'ɑɑɑɑɸɸɸɸ   d͡ʒɛj-∅-z            ti-∅-niʃo. 
yes   this-Pl   book        be_good-CR-M   BE-PstPr-3P 
'Yes, these books are ones that are good.' 

Independent demonstrative pronouns can also serve as complete noun phrases on 

their own. 

(104) ɑːɑːɑːɑː      sɑːg-ɨ-kŋ      ts͡ɑnt     noːgu   ints͡-∅-z                 ti-go.  
this   God-v-Gn1   before   thing     be_difficult-CR-M   BE-3SM 
'This is a thing that is difficult before God.' 

(105) ekijoekijoekijoekijo   mɛts͡'ɑɸ    tɛ-j? 
that     book        BE-PstPrQ 
'Is that a book?' 

The sanctioned accusative case markings distinguish the demonstrative pronouns 

from other pronouns. No instance of the ----nnnn 'Ac2' suffix by itself has yet been attested on 

demonstratives. Instead ----ssss and ----ssss----nnnn are attested.  
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(106) a.    ɑːɑːɑːɑː----ssss          bɑk-t-ɑ-t                kis-n. 
    this-Ac1   stove-Loc-Px-Loc   put-Imp 
    'Put this on the stove.' 
 
b. … ɑːɑːɑːɑː----ssss----nnnn                                                        ʔŋ³-e-z         nɑ-n³      t͡ʃɑl-i-ti.   
         this-Ac1-Ac2   our-do-Ger   Neg-1P   be_able-Fut-Ng 
    '… we will not be able to do this.' 

(107) a. … jjjjɛɛɛɛ----ssss           ɨʃ-kob-n … 

         that-Ac1   3P-take-DS 
    … they taking that … 
 
b. jjjjɛɛɛɛ----ssss----nnnn               ɑ²-eb-z               bɑs-ɨ-s-i-go. 
    that-Ac1-Ac2   yourS-think-Ger   want-v-Cau-Fut-3SM 
    'Your(S) thinking about that is necessary.' 

An overt accusative marker is not always required on demonstrative pronouns. An 

example without an overt accusative marker follows in (108). The examples in (107a) and 

(107b) illustrate the more common overtly marked forms. 

(108) "jiɾ        ʔŋ³-e-n      it-oʃk-dɛ-ni?"     jjjjɛɛɛɛ----∅∅∅∅         gɛ-∅-gɛj. 
what?   1S-do-DS   2P-call-Ipf-CQ   that-Ac3   say-PstPr-3SF 
' "What should I do [since] you are calling?" she said that.' 

Other case markers also occur. Two examples are given in (109). Example (110) 

shows a plural marker on a demonstrative pronoun. 

(109) a. jjjjɛɛɛɛ----kkkkŋŋŋŋ         tʃ͡oʃt  b. ɑːɑːɑːɑː----kkkkŋŋŋŋ        tʃ͡oʃt 
    that-Gn1   after      this-Gn1   after 
    'after that '       'after this' 

(110) ts͡ɑn       ɑːɑːɑːɑː----kekekeke      in   gɑnt   diːzi   dɑd    iʃi-ti-so? 
so_then   this-Pl   we   like    Dizi   child   3P-BE-what_about? 
'So then, what about these (people) being Dizi children like us?' 

3.8 Verbs 

The most common shape of Dizin verb roots is CVC, but many other shapes are 

possible. These verb roots can have up to two prefixes (e.g. itititit----ɑɑɑɑ----bɑːs-dɑ '2P-Du-want-IpfQ' 

(do you two want…?)' and at least six suffixes attached to them. One of the  

non-relativized verbs with the most attested suffixes (four) is mɑm----ssss----nnnn----kikikiki----gogogogo 
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'be_prepared-Cau-Pass-Perf-3SM (it has been prepared)'. Since verbs are often relativized, 

and can then also have nominal suffixes attached to them, a verb root has been attested with 

six suffixes, and more are theoretically possible. This should be sought through elicitation. 

The attested word with six suffixes is e-dndndndn----kikikiki----dddd----eeee----ssss----nnnn 'do-Pass-Perf-Rel-Ds-Ac1-Ac2 (what 

had been done)'.  

After noting stative verbs, we will see three derivational suffixes, then many 

inflectional affixes, and a number of combinations of affixes that occur on relativized verb 

roots. 

3.8.1 Stative Verbs 

Ethiopian languages tend to utilize fewer adjectives than European languages do. One 

of the factors involved is that they use "stative verbs" to describe things.16 Accordingly, Dizin 

uses stative verbs that convey adjective-like meanings, while acting morphologically and 

syntactically like verbs.  

(111) jiɾɑm   it-jjjjɛɛɛɛttttɨɾɨɾɨɾɨɾ-ɨ-ni?            iɑkɨz   hiɑt-∅     jjjjɛɛɛɛttttɨɾɨɾɨɾɨɾ-ɨ-nno. 
why?   2P-be_tired-v-CQ   much   run-SSO   be_tired-v-1P 
'Why are you(P) tired? Running much, we are tired.' 

(112) ʔm-m-ti!          iɑkɨz   ʃʃʃʃiiiiʃʃʃʃkkkk-ɨ-dɛ-go. 
eat-Imp-PImp   very     be_tasty-v-Ipf-1S 
'Eat! It is very tasty.' 

(113) jjjjɛɛɛɛnd͡nd͡nd͡ndʒ͡ʒʒʒiiiiʃʃʃʃɨɨɨɨmmmm-k-ɨ-no. 
be_happy-Pres-v-1S 
'I am happy.' 

An understanding of these stative verbs will be especially helpful when relativized 

verbs (3.8.10) and adjectives (3.9) are presented. Dizin does have a few words which act 

syntactically and morphologically like adjectives, as discussed in 3.9. 

                                                
16 Leslau lists numerous Amharic examples in his Amharic-English vocabulary (1967:563-94), e.g. 

molmolmolmolːːːːɑɑɑɑ 'it was full/plenty' (1967:564). Bryant gives examples of the same phenomenon in Tirmaga-Chai 
(1999:72-5). Amharic is an Ethio-Semitic language and Tirmaga-Chai is Nilo-Saharan. 
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3.8.2 Derivational Suffixes and Valence 

Derivational suffixes change the valence of the verbs to which they attach. Of the 

three derivational suffixes presented, one (causative) is a valence increasing device, and two 

(passive and reciprocal) are valence decreasing devices. These suffixes are added to the root 

root to form a stem that then takes inflectional affixes, just like an underived root. 

3.8.2.1 Causative 

The causative suffix, ----ssss 'Cau', causes the valence of the verb to increase. For example, 

in (114) ----ssss 'Cau' changes the intransitive verb root ssssɑmɑmɑmɑm 'be_left_over' into a transitive verb, 

meaning 'cause to be left over'. In (115a) ----ssss 'Cau' changes the intransitive verb t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃet͡et͡et͡etʃ͡ʃʃʃ 'be_safe' 

into a transitive verb meaning 'cause to be safe (guard)'. 

The example in (114) shows the underlying form, ----ssss, while (115a) and (115b) show 

the phonologically conditioned variant [ʃ]. It occurs after the postalveolar consonants, /t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ/ and 

/ʃʃʃʃ/. 

(114) ...   sɑm-ssss-ɨ-kɨst   ... 
       be_left_over-Cau-v-when   ... 
'... when [he] caused [tea] to be left over ...' 

(115) a.               [tʃ͡e.t͡ʃɨʃʃʃʃ....tɛj] 
    ... unts͡ɨŋ-kŋ   esk-ɨ-kɑ    zuni-kɑ    t͡ʃetʃ͡-ɨ-ssss-tɛj; ... 
        wolf-Gn1   goat-v-&   sheep-&   be_safe-v-Cau-SSS 
    '... [the] wolf guarded [the] goats and [the] sheep; ...' 
 
b.         [wɛ.ʃɨʃʃʃʃ....dɛ.ni.ʃo] 
    … gɑnz-e-s        wɛʃ-ɨ-ssss-dɛ-niʃo. 
         bell-Ds-Ac1   be_shaken-v-Cau-Ipf-3P 
    '… they shake/ring that bell.' 

The phonologically conditioned variant [zzzz] is shown in example (116). The phoneme 

/ssss/ becomes voiced when it immediately precedes /dddd/. This is also described in 2.2.4. 

(116)                                            [bɑ.sɨzzzz.dɛ.go] 
dɑʃuŋk             ʔŋ³-jɛ-z           bɑs-ssss-dɛ-go. 
late_afternoon   our-come-Ger   want-Cau-Ipf-3SM 
'Our coming in the late afternoon is necessary. (We need to come in the late 
afternoon.)' 
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3.8.2.2 Passive 

The passive suffix, ----dndndndn 'Pass', causes the valence of the verb to decrease. This allows 

what has traditionally been called the subject of the clause not to be stated and the patient 

becomes what is normally thought of as the subject of the clause. In (117) ----dndndndn 'Pass' changes 

the transitive verb sibsibsibsib 'sew' into an intransitive verb, 'be sewn'. In (118) ----dndndndn 'Pass' changes the 

transitive verb ɛʃɛʃɛʃɛʃ 'bury' into an intransitive verb, 'be buried'. 

The form of this morpheme varies significantly due to phonological conditioning. 

The underlying form -dndndndn ([dddd    ̚̚̚̚ ....ʔʔʔʔnnnn]) is seen in (117) and in the first verb in (120).  

(117) undi             jiɾ-g        tɛ-n        ɑ³-kɑlɑ-kɑ    jɛl-t           gobɑ-kɑ   mɛɾɸi-k'ɑŋk  
in_the_past   what?-In   BE-DS   3SM-sky-&   under-Loc   land-&      needle-Inst    
 
sib-dndndndn-dɛ-ni? 
sew-Pass-Ipf-CQ 
 
'In whose country is the sky and the earth sewn together by needle?' 

The morpheme is realized as [tttt�....ʔʔʔʔnnnn̩̩̩̩] immediately after a voiceless fricative when the 

voiceless fricative is preceded by a vowel (118). (cf. 2.2.2.)  

(118) [ɛʃtttt�....ʔʔʔʔnnnn̩̩̩̩....i.gɛj] 
ɛʃ-ddddnnnn-i-gɛj. 
bury-Pass-Fut-3SF 
'She will be buried.' 

The passive marker is realized as [nnnn] after a coronal stop or affricate.  

(119) [mɛ.tʃɨnnnn.ki] 
mɛtʃ͡-ddddnnnn-ki-∅ 
grab-v-Pass-Perf-CR 
'one who has been grabbed' 

It is also realized as [nnnn] after a voiceless fricative when the voiceless fricative is 

preceded by a consonant. The syllable structure is responsible for this realization. Examples 

of this are the final verb in (120) and (121). The causative suffix and the passive suffix can 

attach to the same root, in that order, as the final word in (120) shows. 
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(120) [ʔɑ.jɛ   bɑ.ze          nɑ.kin   i.ʃedddd    ̚̚̚̚ ....ʔʔʔʔnnnn̩̩̩̩               mɑm.ssssɨɨɨɨnnnn....dɛ.ni] 
ɑjɛ      bɑz-e          nɑkin    iʃ-e-dndndndn----∅∅∅∅             mɑm-ssss----ɨɨɨɨ----nnnn-dɛ-ni? 
these   beehive-Ds   how?     3P-do-Pass-SSO   be_ready-Cau-v-Pass-Ipf-CQ 
'How are these beehives built?' 

(121) [tɑ.mɨɾ.ssssɨɨɨɨnnnn....tɛj] 
tɑmɨɾ-s-dndndndn-tɛj 
learn-Cau-Pass-SSS 
'being taught' 

It is realized as [ŋŋŋŋ] after a velar stop.  

(122) [oʃk̚̚̚̚ .ʔŋŋŋŋ̩̩ ̩̩.dɛ.to] 
oʃk-dndndndn-dɛ-to. 
call-Pass-Ipf-2S 
'You(S) are being called.' 

3.8.2.3 Reciprocal 

The Dizin reciprocal morpheme is unusual in that it can co-occur with a singular PNG 

suffix. To understand this construction, a distinction must be made between semantic valence 

and syntactic or grammatical valence (Payne 1997:169-170). When the Dizin reciprocal 

morpheme is added, the absolute number of agents (subjects) and patients (objects) remains 

the same, so the semantic valence does not change. But the syntactic valence normally 

decreases in that, instead of an agent or agents doing something to a patient or patients, the 

agents normally become the syntactic subjects of the clause and no syntactic object is needed. 

Example (123) shows this normal usage. It also shows the ordering of the causative and the 

reciprocal affixes, with the causative next to the root. 

(123) bɑni-kɑ bɑbu-kɑ      gob   k'oj-∅-z-ɨ-g            iʃi-boj-ssss-ɨ-ssssɨɨɨɨmmmm-kɨst 
wife-& husband-&   area   be_one-CR-M-v-In   3P-be_married-Cau-v-Recip-when 
 
ɑ-boz-e                 kiɛl-t       ɑm-ki-∅            nog     tɛ-n       giɛ-ŋ     bɑːs-dɛ-no. 
theM-wedding-Ds   day-Loc   happen-Perf-CR   thing   BE-DS   say-Inf   want-Ipf-1S 
 
'I want to tell the things that had happened in one area when a bride and a groom 
married each other on the wedding day.' 
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One treatment of this morpheme states that "Reciprocity is limited to plural persons, 

since the action takes place between two or more persons" (Tamirat 1988:31). The example 

verbs given both have plural morphology. The implication is that this reciprocal morpheme 

would never co-occur with singular inflections on the verb. That is an understandable 

assumption, when thinking in terms of semantic valence, but the final verb in (124) shows a 

combination of ----ssssɨɨɨɨmmmm 'Recip' and ----gogogogo '3SM'. Semantically a man and his wife are being 

attached to each other, but grammatically, given the focus on the man leaving his parents and 

becoming attached, the verb agreement is singular. The attachment of the case suffix -k'k'k'k'ɑŋkɑŋkɑŋkɑŋk 

'Inst' (it denotes accompaniment in this context) to bbbbɑɑɑɑːːːːnininini 'wife' may be a factor which allows 

this syntactic construction. It is also possible that this combination is limited to only this root 

tttt''''it͡it͡it͡its͡'s's's' 'be_attached'. 

(124) jɑːb    ɑ³-bɑːb-k      koj-kɑ       tiɾ-tɛj         ɑ³-bɑːni-k'ɑŋk  
man   his-father-&   mother-&   leave-SSS   his-wife-Inst    
 
t'its͡'-ɨ-ssssɨɨɨɨmmmm-i-gogogogo. 
be_attached-v-Recip-Fut-3SM 
 
'A man leaving his father and mother, will become attached together with his wife.' 

This unusual construction should be researched further.  

3.8.3 Affixes on Common Independent Verbs 

The term "common independent verb" is employed to distinguish a form from a less 

commonly used independent form. That form is described in 3.8.4 and is labeled the "distant 

past independent verb." 

In this most common form of independent declarative clause, the verb always takes a 

suffix to mark person and number. Third person singular affixes also denote gender. A 

tense/aspect marker always occurs between the verb stem and the person, number and gender 

markers. When no overt tense/aspect marker occurs, the null morpheme, 'PstPr', is present. 
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3.8.3.1 Person, Number, and Gender Suffixes  

Table 17 shows the suffixes that attach to the independent verbs to mark the person, 

number, and gender (PNG) of the subject of the clause. 

 
    Table 17.  Dizin Person, Number, and Gender Suffixes 

 
SUFFIX PNG EXAMPLE GLOSS TRANSLATION 

----gogogogo¹¹¹¹    ////    ----zozozozo¹¹¹¹ /  /  /  / ----oooo¹¹¹¹ 3SM bɑː¹s-oooo¹¹¹¹ want-3SM he wanted 

----gegegege¹¹¹¹    ////    ----ggggɛɛɛɛjjjj¹¹¹¹    ////    ----zezezeze¹¹¹¹    ////    ----zzzzɛɛɛɛjjjj¹¹¹¹    ////    ----eeee¹¹¹¹    ////    ----ɛɛɛɛjjjj¹¹¹¹ 3SF bɑː¹s-ɛɛɛɛjjjj¹¹¹¹ want-3SF she wanted 

----totototo¹¹¹¹ 2S bɑː¹s-ɨ¹-totototo¹¹¹¹ want-v-2S you(S) wanted 

----nononono¹¹¹¹ 1S bɑː¹s-ɨ¹-nononono¹¹¹¹ want-v-1S I wanted 

----nnnnɑjɑjɑjɑj²²²²ʃʃʃʃiiii¹¹¹¹ 3D bɑː¹s-ɨ¹-nnnnɑjɑjɑjɑj²²²²ʃʃʃʃiiii¹¹¹¹ want-v-3D they(D) wanted 

----nnnnɑjɑjɑjɑj²²²²titititi¹¹¹¹ 2D bɑː¹s-ɨ¹-nnnnɑjɑjɑjɑj²²²²titititi¹¹¹¹ want-v-2D you(D) wanted 

----nnnnɑjɑjɑjɑj²²²²nininini¹¹¹¹ 1D bɑː¹s-ɨ-nnnn¹²¹²¹²¹²nnnnɑjɑjɑjɑj¹¹¹¹nininini¹¹¹¹ want-v-1D we(D) wanted 

----nininini²²²²ʃʃʃʃoooo¹¹¹¹    / / / / ----nininini²²²²ʃɑʃɑʃɑʃɑ¹¹¹¹    / / / / ----nininini²²²²ʃʃʃʃiiii¹¹¹¹    / / / / ----ʃʃʃʃoooo¹¹¹¹ 3P bɑː¹s-ɨ¹-nininini²²²²ʃʃʃʃoooo¹¹¹¹ want-v-3P they wanted 

----nininini²²²²totototo¹¹¹¹ 2P bɑː¹s-ɨ¹-nininini²²²²totototo¹¹¹¹ want-v-2P you(P) wanted 

----nnnn¹¹¹¹³³³³nononono²²²² 1P bɑː¹s-ɨ----nnnn¹¹¹¹³³³³nononono²²²² want-v-1P we wanted 
 

The variation between the consonants that begin the third person singular suffixes, /gggg/ 

and /zzzz/, has been said to be a dialect difference (Keefer 1969b:6). I have found that speakers 

of both Central and Eastern Dizin speak both of these varieties, with /gggg/ being more common 

in both dialects. The variation between [eeee] and [ɛɛɛɛjjjj] is also a matter of free variation.  

A phonological rule explains the loss of the suffix initial consonant, /gggg/ or /zzzz/, in 

certain contexts. This rule states that the suffix initial consonants in the third singular 

morphemes, /gggg/ and /zzzz/, are deleted if a consonant precedes it. When those consonants are 

deleted, the allomorphs that occur are ----oooo '3SM' and ----eeee or ----ɛɛɛɛjjjj '3SF'.  

The absence of /gggg/ and /zzzz/ is completely predictable in that they are never present 

when these morphemes follow a consonant. They also never appear after ambiguous 

segments, which could be seen as diphthongs or VV sequences or VG (=VC) sequences. (The 
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phonological significance of this was presented in 2.5.4.) The presence of either of those 

consonants is predictable after most of the vowels, in that they always appear after /iiii/, /eeee/, /ɛɛɛɛ/, 

and /oooo/, and never after /uuuu/. The verb roots that end in /ɑɑɑɑ/ are less straightforward, as the top 

(phonetic) row of (125) illustrates. 

(125) a. [bi.ɑ.oooo]      b. [gi.ɑ.oooo]  c. [k'i.ɑ.gogogogo] 
    biɑhhhh----oooo          giɑhhhh----oooo      k'iɑ-gogogogo 
    open-3SM           chew-3SM     leave-3SM 
    'he opened'            'he chewed'            'he left' 

The best explanation of the variation between the surface forms of (125a) and (125b) 

as opposed to (125c) seems to be that an underlying /hhhh/ is present at the end of the root in (a) 

and (b), but not in (c). This hypothesis is reflected in the second line. 

A dialect difference lends support to this analysis. The Eastern Dizin form of the first 

example is [bibibibiɑhɑhɑhɑhoooo], which follows the normal pattern of the /gggg/ or /zzzz/ being deleted after a 

consonant. The Central Dizin form in (125a) has no overt /hhhh/ but since it takes /oooo/ instead of 

/gogogogo/, we can propose that an underlying /hhhh/ is still present in the lexicon. It is this underlying 

/hhhh/, that results in the deletion of the suffix initial consonant. The same is assumed for gigigigiɑɑɑɑ. In 

the case of the third example, k'ik'ik'ik'iɑɑɑɑ, no underlying consonant exists in the lexicon, so [gogogogo] is 

the surface form of the suffix. 

My data only have five verb roots which end in /uuuu/. In those cases too, since the initial 

consonant of 3S suffixes is never realized at the surface level, I am assuming an underlying 

consonant, perhaps /wwww/, or perhaps /hhhh/, at the end of those roots. More data are needed to 

determine which of these consonants exists underlyingly. 

The variation in 3P suffixes seems to be a matter of free variation, except that ----ʃʃʃʃoooo '3P' 

occurs only after ----iiii 'Fut'. But since ----iiii----ninininiʃʃʃʃoooo 'Fut-3P' also occurs, an obligatory rule is not 

possible. 
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The status of the dual should be researched further. The dual forms listed were 

elicited in isolation and do not appear in any of the natural texts collected. So it is necessary 

to question whether it is a form in the language which is currently being used. This question 

gains significance when a case is noted in (126), where it is clear that there are only two 

subjects, but the suffix is a plural and not a dual. It is from a text that was also edited by 

mother tongue speakers, and the dual form was not suggested. 

(126) ... i-kot-n-dɛ-ki-∅                  jɑːb-en-k           i-bɑb-ɨ-z-k                so  
    3SF-wait-Pass-Ipf-Perf-CR   person-Fem-&   her-husband-v-M-&   above  
 
guj-s           jɛ-ninininiʃʃʃʃoooo. 
below-Ac1   come_to-3P 
 
'... the lady who was being waited for and her husband came down from above.' 

Having said that, (127) gives evidence in favor of the dual's being in current use, even 

though it is not from a natural text. It was elicited by asking for an Amharic sentence to be 

translated into Dizin. Amharic has no dual forms, so it would not have been surprising to see 

a plural suffix carried over into Dizin. Instead, the dual suffix -nnnnɑjɑjɑjɑjʃiʃiʃiʃi '3D' was employed. 

(127) iː-pm          dɑd    untɨn-en-kɑ   dɑd-ɑ-kɑ      ɨz-t      ki-nnnnɑjɑjɑjɑjʃiʃiʃiʃi. 
house-Loc   child   girl-Fem-&    child-Px-&   it-Loc   ExBE-3D 
'The girl and the boy are at the house.' 

3.8.3.2 Tense/Aspect Suffixes  

A set of tense/aspect markers occur on the common independent declarative verb 

between the stem and the person, number, and gender suffixes. Table 18 shows these 

morphemes and gives the primary denotations that these morphemes signal in isolated 

sentences. 

The first three suffixes shown in Table 18 seem to function as though they could be 

labeled "tense" markers, while the two after that seem to function as though they could be 

labeled "aspect" markers. But since those five suffixes occupy the same slot on a verb, giving 
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them separate labels does not seem appropriate. More research may lead to a better label for 

these five morphemes than "tense/aspect," which has been chosen for this thesis. 

The second to last row of Table 18 shows a combination of two tense/aspect suffixes 

(----ddddɛɛɛɛ----kikikiki    'Ipf-Perf ') that have not been attested in this common independent verb form. But to 

complete the table, the combination is included here. Several examples of these two 

tense/aspect suffixes together can be found elsewhere in this thesis, as follows: 

• 3.8.4: in a distant past construction 

• 3.8.7: in combination with jussives and imperatives 

• 3.8.8.1.1: on a medial verb 

• 3.8.10.2.4: with a covert relativizer 

The last row gives the "Distant Past" marker, which also does not occur in the 

common independent verb form. It is different from the other tense/aspect markers, in that it 

is always the last suffix attached to the verb. It is described more fully in 3.8.4. 
 
 
 

          Table 18.  Tense/Aspect Suffixes 
 

TENSE/ASPECT SUFFIXES GLOSSES  PRIMARY DENOTATIONS 

----∅∅∅∅    'PstPr'  Past (Present on Copulas) 

                                ----³³³³kkkk17     'Pres' Present 

----³³³³iiii 'Fut' Future 

----ddddɛɛɛɛ    'Ipf ' 
Imperfective 

(Subtypes: Progressive and Habitual) 

----kikikiki    'Perf ' Perfect 

----ddddɛɛɛɛ----kikikiki 'Ipf-Perf ' Past Progressive 

----ttttɛɛɛɛjjjj 'DP' Distant Past 
 

                                                
17 Credit goes to Keefer for determining that high tone on the root is associated with ----kkkk 'Pres' and -i i i i 'Fut' 

(1969b:7). 
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The following sections will further describe each of the five tense/aspect morphemes 

that occur on the common independent verb form. 

3.8.3.2.1 Past (Present on Copulas): ----∅∅∅∅ 

The independent declarative verb without an overt tense/aspect marker is assumed to 

have a null tense/aspect marker. The basic meaning it conveys on action verbs is that of 'past' 

action. It conveys a 'present' state on copulas, so it is glossed as 'PstPr' to cover both 'past' 

and 'present'. Examples of action verbs are given in (128) through (130). 

(128) giɑm         ɑsɑɸɑ   tɨmɨɾt   iː-g-is             t'ɑgŋ   sɑːt-k'ɑŋk      tɛ-∅∅∅∅-go. 
yesterday   Asafa    lesson   house-In-Dat   two     o'clock-Inst   go-PstPr-3SM 
'Yesterday Asafa went to school at eight o'clock.' 

(129) "jiɾ        ʔŋ³-e-n       it-oʃk-dɛ-ni?"     jɛ     gɛ----∅∅∅∅-gɛj. 
 what?    1S-do-DS   2P-call-Ipf-CQ   that   say-PstPr-3SF 
' "What should I do [since] you(P) are calling?" she said that.' 

(130) jɛ-kŋ        tʃ͡oʃt   ɛjk    hiɑlm-∅          iʒ-ɨ-n          gib-∅∅∅∅-o.        
that-Gn1   after   lion   be_angry-SSO   she-v-Ac2   chase-PstPr-3SM 
'After that, [the] lion, being angry, chased her.' 

When the copulas, titititi 'BE' and kikikiki 'ExBE' (existential be), lack an overt tense/aspect 

marker, 'present' is implied. 

(131) giɑn-ɑ       d͡ʒɛj-∅-z            ti-∅∅∅∅-go. 
coffee-Px   be_good-CR-M   BE-PstPr-3SM 
'This is coffee that is good.' 

(132) jɛtɨɾ-bɑb                          ti-∅∅∅∅-no. 
weakness/tiredness-POM   BE-PstPr-1S 
'I am weak/tired.' 

(133) iː         k'ɑl-dɑ          tɑmu   ki-∅∅∅∅-niʃo. 
house   be_new-Rel   ten       ExBE-PstPr-3P 
'There are ten new houses.' 

The distant past construction is needed to convey the past state of these copulas in 

isolated sentences. This is described in 3.8.4. 
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Again, the assumption shown in examples (128) through (133) is that if the verb of 

the common independent declarative clauses does not have any of the overt tense/aspect 

morphemes, a null tense/aspect morpheme occupies that position. To simplify the 

presentation, this assumed null morpheme is not usually made explicit in the examples 

presented throughout this thesis. 

3.8.3.2.2 Present: ----kkkk 

The present is marked on action verbs with the suffix ----kkkk. In most words it is not 

possible to determine whether the /ɨɨɨɨ/ that most often follows /kkkk/ is an epenthetic vowel or a 

part of the present morpheme. However, example (134a) suggests that the underlying form is 

----kkkk and not ----kkkkɨɨɨɨ. As discussed in 3.8.3.1, when the '3SM' suffix immediately follows a vowel, it 

is realized as ----gogogogo (or ----zzzzoooo). After a consonant it is realized as ----oooo. If the present suffix were ----kkkkɨɨɨɨ, 

the form ----gogogogo '3SM' should be present rather than the variant ----oooo '3SM'. That unattested form is 

shown in (134b). 

(134) a. jɛ-kkkk-o   b. *jɛ-kkkkɨɨɨɨ-go 
    give-Pres-3SM       give-Pres-3SM 
    'he is coming'       'he is coming' 

This morpheme conveys that the action is being done in the present.  

(135) etu      gol-in                        ɑ²-t'us-²kŋ¹?  
youS   Amhara-language_of   2S-know-PresQ   
'Do you(S) know Amharic?' 
 
eː,    inu   gol-in                        iɑkɨz   t'us-kkkk-ɨ-no. 
yes   I       Amhara-language_of    very    know-Pres-v-1S 
'Yes, I know Amharic very well' 

(136) kobu       t'ɑgŋ-ɑke-s-n       bɑːs-kkkk-ɨ-no. 
chicken   two-Pl-Ac1-Ac2   want-Pres-v-1S 
'I want two chickens.' 
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3.8.3.2.3 Future: ----iiii 

The suffix ----iiii 'Fut' is used to communicate that something will happen in the future. 

The adverb for 'tomorrow' makes (137) an unambiguous case. 

(137) biɑɾ           sɛts͡'iŋ-k           tɛ-iiii-no. 
tomorrow   morning-InstIr   go-Fut-1S 
'Tomorrow I will  go.' 

Two other examples from texts illustrate this normal use of ----iiii 'Fut': 

(138) … wuŋgu-bɑb       ɑm-iiii-niʃo. 
     thievery-POM   become-Fut-3P 
'… they will  become (Masc) thieves.' 

(139) kudu   k'ɛj-dn-d-ɑ-s-is                    t'uk         ɑm-dɛ-ki-∅              jɑːb       
road     work-Pass-Rel-Px-Ac1-Dat   obstacle   become-Ipf-Perf-CR   person   
 
ɑ³-ki-nt           ts͡'ɑts͡'   iː-g          wu-∅         ts͡'ɑs-tn-iiii-go. 
3SM-ExBE-if   tie        house-In   enter-SSO   tie-Pass-Fut-3SM 
 
'If there is a person who has been becoming an obstacle to the road work, entering the 
prison (tie house), he will  be tied.' 

An exception. One word form, bbbbɑːsɑːsɑːsɑːs----ɨɨɨɨ----ssss----iiii----gogogogo 'want-v-Cau-Fut-3SM', has the ----iiii 

tense/aspect marker, but is normally used in the present sense of 'it is necessary' or 'it needs'. 

It could in certain contexts mean 'it will be necessary', but that is definitely not its most 

common usage. Example (140) is from a behavioral text. 

(140) sɑːg-ɨ-³         kud-ɑ-s         it-mɛtʃ͡-ɨ-z              bɑːs-ɨ-s-iiii-go. 
God-v-Gn4   road-Px-Ac1   yourP-grab-v-Ger   want-v-Cau-Fut-3SM 
'Your(P) grabbing God's path is necessary. (You need to take hold of God's way.)' 

This aberration is probably best explained as a borrowing of the following form from 

Amharic: jjjj----ɑsɑsɑsɑs----ffffɛɛɛɛllllːːːːɨɨɨɨgggg----ɑlɑlɑlɑl '3SM-Cau-want-Imperfect18 (it is necessary)' (Leslau 1967:105-8). 

Amharic's "imperfect" verb form covers both future and present. Amharic has no tense/aspect 

dedicated only to the present, as is Dizin's ----kkkk 'Pres'. The assumption is that when Amharic 

                                                
18 This is simplified; the vowels in the root and the gemination/lengthening of the middle consonant 

also belong to this "imperfect" form. 
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speakers came using their "future" tense/aspect for this construction, which is regularly used 

to convey current obligation, Dizin speakers adopted the construction and the present sense 

with it. 

Given this example, other cases of the present use of ----iiii 'Fut' should be sought. 

3.8.3.2.4 Imperfective; Subtypes: Progressive and Habitual: ----ddddɛɛɛɛ 

The suffix ----ddddɛɛɛɛ 'Ipf ' marks imperfective tense/aspect. The most common meaning 

associated with -ddddɛɛɛɛ 'Ipf ' is that of progressive action.  

(141) ɛjk-ɨ-kɑ    jɑtn-kɛnɑ-kŋki   ts͡ɛj     tɛ-n       t͡sɛj-ŋ             gɛ-ddddɛɛɛɛ-no. 
lion-v-&   fox-both-Gn3     fable   BE-DS   tell_fable-Inf   say-Ipf -1S 
'It is a fable of both a lion and a fox that I am saying to tell a fable.' 

(142) k'ɛjdn   k'ɑl-∅-ɨ-z            bɑːs-ddddɛɛɛɛ-no. 
work     be_new-CR-v-M   search-Ipf -1S 
'I am searching for a new job.' 

Another meaning conveyed is that of habitual or repeated action.  

(143) kiɾ-ɑ-s          t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃimimimim     kelt   ɑ²-kes-dɑ?     eː,   kiɾ-ɑ-s          t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃimimimim    kelt   kes----ddddɛɛɛɛ-no. 
rent-Px-Ac1   every   time   2S-pay-IpfQ   yes   rent-Px-Ac1   every   time   pay-Ipf -1S 
'Do you pay the rent every time? Yes, I pay the rent every time.' 

3.8.3.2.5 Perfect: ----kikikiki 

The suffix ----kikikiki 'Perf '19 marks perfect tense/aspect. English translations of the Dizin 

perfect usually consist of the auxiliary verb "have" or "has", then the main verb in the past 

tense.  

(144) et        kɛj-kɑ     ts͡'ɑbt-kɑ    ʃub-kɑ     tʃ͡ɛnʃ-kɑ   hel   ʃoɾʃ-ɨ-kikikiki-to. 
youS   Satan-&   disease-&   death-&   sin-&       all     defeat-v-Perf-2S 
'You have defeated Satan, disease, death, and sin, all [of them].' 

(145) jɛ     gɛdn     iɑkɨz    kiɛl   gɛ-dn-kikikiki-go. 
that   saying   many   time   say-Pass-Perf-3SM 
'That saying has been said many times.' 

                                                
19 In this thesis 'Perf ' always stands for "perfect" and never "perfective." Perfective aspect is not 

marked by affixation in Dizin. 
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(146) ɑk       k'ɛjdn   hɑt     ɑl-kikikiki-no. 
today   work     on/at   stay-Perf-1S 
'Today I have stayed at work.' 

3.8.4 Affixes on Distant Past Independent Verbs 

An independent verb form that is not as common as the one just described is referred 

to by Keefer as "distant past" (1969b:11), and that terminology is employed in this thesis as 

well. The morpheme unique to this construction, ----ttttɛɛɛɛjjjj, is given the abbreviated gloss 'DP'. This 

word form involves the proclitic that marks the person, number and gender; the root; either 

none or one or both of the tense/aspect markers ----ddddɛɛɛɛ 'Ipf ' and ----kikikiki, 'Perf '; and the suffix ----ttttɛɛɛɛjjjj 'DP'. 

This can be summarized as:  

Distant Past Independent Verb   ->   PNG   (…)   verb_root   (tense/aspect)   ----ttttɛɛɛɛjjjj 

The person, number, and gender proclitics have been shown in Table 10. The optional 

tense/aspect markers ----ddddɛɛɛɛ 'Ipf ' and ----kikikiki 'Perf ' were introduced in 3.8.3.2.4 and 3.8.3.2.5, 

respectively. The final suffix in this construction is ----ttttɛɛɛɛjjjj 'DP'. 

(147) ɑstɛmɑɾi   ʔʔʔʔŋŋŋŋ²²²²----titititi----ttttɛɛɛɛjjjj. 
teacher      1S-BE-DP 
'I was a teacher.' 

(148) ɑ-kiɛl-e           hudu      ɑɑɑɑ³³³³----titititi----kikikiki----ttttɛɛɛɛjjjj. 
theM-day-Ds   Sabbath   3SM-BE-Perf-DP 
'That day was the Sabbath.' 

(149) ɨz   ɛsi    ɨz-kŋ      hɑdɑ-kŋki   sɑːg   iː-s-is                tɛ-n       ɑɑɑɑ³³³³----ggggɛɛɛɛ----ddddɛɛɛɛ----ttttɛɛɛɛjjjj. 
he   but   he-Gn1   body-Gn3    God   house-Ac1-Dat   BE-DS   3SM-say-Ipf-DP 
'But it was concerning his body's house of God that he was speaking. (But he was 
speaking about the temple of his body.)' 

(150) ɑ³-tɛmɑɾ-e-ke       its͡     ɨʃɨʃɨʃɨʃ----huɾ-ŋ       gɛ-∅       kɑtɛm-s      titititiɛɛɛɛ----kikikiki----ttttɛɛɛɛjjjj. 
his-student-Ds-P   food   3P-buy-Inf   say-SSO   town-Ac1   go_to-Perf-DP 
'His disciples had gone to town in order to buy food.' 

(151) … ɨʃɨʃɨʃɨʃ-jɛ-∅            ɨz-k'ɑŋk   ggggɛɛɛɛ----ssss----ɨɨɨɨ----ssssɨɨɨɨmmmm----ddddɛɛɛɛ----kikikiki----ttttɛɛɛɛjjjj. 
     3P-come-SSO   he-Inst     say-Cau-Recip-Ipf-Perf-DP 
'… they came and were conversing with him.' 
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(152) ɑː-e        bɛj         duŋg-e-ke       ɑj-ɑ-kŋ           zig-ɨ-t          iiiiʃʃʃʃ----kkkkɑsɑsɑsɑs----ddddɛɛɛɛ----kikikiki----ttttɛɛɛɛjjjj. 
this-Ds   monkey   foolish-Ds-Pl   water-Px-Gn1   edge-v-Loc   3P-play-Ipf-Perf-DP 
'Those foolish monkeys were playing at the edge of the water.' 

As will also be seen in other constructions, the person, number, and gender proclitics 

do not always attach to the main verb, but can attach to other words earlier in the sentence. 

Two examples of these appearing separate from the main verb are in (150) and (151). The 

placement of these PNG proclitics needs to be investigated further. 

3.8.5 The Suffix on Negated Lexical Verbs 

In this section the verbal suffix ----titititi 'Ng' is presented. This suffix only occurs on the 

lexical verb of the independent declarative negative clause. Since nnnnɑnɑnɑnɑn 'Neg' is considered 

what John Payne (1985:212) calls an "auxiliary negative verb," that word and its suffixes are 

discussed further in 3.10. 

(153) ts͡'ɑbt-bɑb-ɑ         nnnnɑnɑnɑnɑn----ɑɑɑɑ³³³³                            k'ut----kikikiki----titititi. 
illness-POM-Px   Neg-3SM   get_well-Perf-Ng 
'The sick man has not gotten well.' 

(154) i-bɑːb-kɑ,       i-koj-kɑ,          iːbjɑːb-e     nnnnɑnɑnɑnɑn----iiiiʃʃʃʃ     sɑːg-ɨ-³         dɑd    jɛsus  
her-father-&   her-mother-&   family-Ds   Neg-3P   God-v-Gn4   child   Jesus  
 
kɾɨstos-n      kob-ɨ-ki-∅             jɑːb       titititi----ti.ti.ti.ti. 
Christ-Ac2   receive-v-Perf-CR   person   BE-Ng 
 
'Her father and mother, those in that family are not people who have received God's  
child Jesus Christ.' 

An alternate analysis would be to consider nnnnɑnɑnɑnɑn and the PNG affixes after it to both be 

proclitics. This analysis is reflected in the examples that follow. These are the same sentences 

that were provided in (153) and (154).20 

(155) ts͡'ɑbt-bɑb-ɑ         nnnnɑnɑnɑnɑn----ɑɑɑɑ³³³³----k'ut----kikikiki----titititi. 
illness-POM-Px   Neg-3SM-get_well-Perf-Ng 
'The sick man has not gotten well.' 

                                                
20 Tamirat used the term "negative word" (1988:12) to describe nnnnɑnɑnɑnɑn, instead of "auxiliary negative 

verb." Most importantly, he did not analyze it as an affix. 
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(156) i-bɑːb-kɑ,       i-koj-kɑ,          iːbjɑːb-e     nnnnɑnɑnɑnɑn----iiiiʃʃʃʃ-sɑːg-ɨ-³           dɑd     jɛsus   
her-father-&   her-mother-&   family-Ds   Neg-3P-God-v-Gn4   child   Jesus   
 
kɾɨstos-n      kob-ɨ-ki-∅            jɑːb       titititi----ti.ti.ti.ti. 
Christ-Ac2   receive-v-Perf-CR   person   BE-Ng 
 
'Her father and mother, those in that family are not people who have received God's 
child Jesus Christ.' 

An argument in favor of the proclitic analysis for nnnnɑnɑnɑnɑn is that it behaves much like the 

common cases of the PNG proclitics, in that it is mobile, instead of always occurring next to 

the lexical verb. 

An argument in favor of the auxiliary negative verb analysis is that mother tongue 

speakers usually favor writing nɑn 'Neg' and the PNG marker that follows it as a separate 

word, especially when it is not adjacent to the lexical verb. 

3.8.6 Affixes on Verbs of Interrogative Clauses 

All questions are characterized by the absence of a PNG suffix, and the presence of a 

PNG proclitic instead. 

Content questions ("wh-questions") are formed with question words like ɑjsɑjsɑjsɑjs 

'how?/how_many?', jijijijiɾɾɾɾ 'what?', nnnnɑŋgɑŋgɑŋgɑŋg 'where?', and so forth. The common PNG proclitic is 

employed, and after the verb root, the tense/aspect marker occurs, followed by the suffix ----nininini 

'CQ' (for 'Content Question').  

(157) tʃ͡ɑkl-ɑ-s          ɑjsɑjsɑjsɑjs                 biɾ-k          ɑɑɑɑ²²²²----huɾ----iiii----nininini? 
chair-Px-Ac1   how_many?   birr -InstIr   2S-buy-Fut-CQ  
'With how many birr 21 will you(S) buy the chair?' 

(158) jijijijiɾɾɾɾ         ɑɑɑɑ²²²²-bɑːs-ddddɛɛɛɛ----nininini?      k'ɛjdn   k'ɑl-∅-ɨ-z            bɑːs-dɛ-no. 
what?   2S-seek-Ipf-CQ   work     be_new-CR-v-M   seek-Ipf-1S 
'What are you seeking? I am seeking a new job.' 

(159) nnnnɑŋgɑŋgɑŋgɑŋg       ɑɑɑɑ²²²²----tiɛ-kkkk----ɨɨɨɨ----nininini?          ʔŋ²-dɑmoz-ɑ    tɛ-n       kob-m         tiɛ-k-ɨ-no. 
where?   2S-go-Pres-v-CQ   1S-salary-Px    BE-DS   receive-Inf   go-Pres-v-1S 
'Where are you going? It is my salary that I am going to receive.' 

                                                
21 Ethiopian currency. 
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Yes/no questions (polar questions) are formed by the common PNG proclitic and a 

question suffix after the verb root. These suffixes correspond with the five tense/aspect 

markers shown in the final column of Table 19. 
 

 
  Table 19.  Yes/No Question Suffixes, With Tense/Aspect  

  
YES/NO 

QUESTION 
SUFFIXES 

GLOSSES  
CORRESPONDING 
TENSE/ASPECT 

SUFFIXES  

----ŋŋŋŋ    'PstPrQ' (Past Question; Present on Copulas) ----∅∅∅∅    'PstPr'    

----²²²²kkkkŋŋŋŋ¹¹¹¹    'PresQ' (Present Question) ----kkkk 'Pres' 

----iiii    'FutQ' (Future Question) ----iiii    'Fut' 

----ddddɑɑɑɑ    'IpfQ' (Imperfective Question) ----ddddɛɛɛɛ    'Ipf '    

----¹¹¹¹kkkkŋŋŋŋ¹¹¹¹    'PerfQ' (Perfect Question) ----kikikiki    'Perf '    

 

In (160) through (164) one example of each of the tense/aspect markers is given, with 

both a question and its answer, so that the correspondence is clear. The present and perfect 

are only distinguished by tone, as reported by Keefer (1969b:9). 

(160) ʔŋ²-kɑmil     iɑgn-eni   et-n           iiii-hoː-s-ŋŋŋŋ?  
my-vehicle   old-Fem    youS-Ac2   3SF-rest-Cau-PstPrQ   
'Did my old car help you?' 
 
eː,    ɑ²-kɑmil          iɑgn-eni   in-n        hoː-s-∅∅∅∅-eeee. 
yes   yourS-vehicle   old-Fem   me-Ac2   rest-Cau-PstPr-3SF 
'Yes, your(S) old car helped me.' 

(161) etu      gol-in                        ɑɑɑɑ²²²²-t'us-²²²²kkkkŋŋŋŋ¹¹¹¹?  
youS   Amhara-language_of   2S-know-PresQ   
'Do you(S) know Amharic?' 
 
eː,    inu   gol-in                        iɑkɨz   t'us-kkkk-ɨ-nononono. 
yes   I       Amhara-language_of    very    know-Pres-v-1S 
'Yes, I know Amharic very well.' 
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(162) giɑn-ɑ-kɑ       ug-ɑ-kɑ      k'ɑb       ɑɑɑɑ³³³³-k'ez----iiii?  
coffee-Px-&   milk-Px-&   quickly   3SM-become_hot-FutQ 
'Will the coffee and milk become hot quickly?' 
 
eː,    giɑn-ɑ-kɑ      ug-ɑ-kɑ       k'ɑb       k'ez-iiii-gogogogo. 
yes   coffee-Px-&   milk-Px-&   quickly   become_hot-Fut-3SM 
'Yes, the coffee and milk will become hot quickly.'22 

(163) kiɾ-ɑ-s          tʃ͡im   kelt   ɑɑɑɑ²²²²-kes-ddddɑɑɑɑ?     eː,  kiɾ-ɑ-s          tʃ͡im  kel-t       kes-ddddɛɛɛɛ-nononono. 
rent-Px-Ac1  every  time  2S-pay-IpfQ   yes  rent-Px-Ac1  all     time-Loc  pay-Ipf -1S 
'Do you pay the rent every time? Yes, I pay the rent every time.' 

(164) its͡-ɑ        ɑɑɑɑ³³³³-mɑm-¹kkkkŋŋŋŋ¹¹¹¹?                  eː,    its͡-ɑ       mɑm-kikikiki-gogogogo. 
food-Px   3SM-be_prepared-PerfQ   yes   food-Px   be_prepared-Perf-3SM 
'Has the food been prepared? Yes, the food has been prepared.' 

We saw previously that ----∅∅∅∅ 'PstPr' signals past on action verbs and present on the 

copulas. In the same way, ----ŋŋŋŋ 'PstPrQ', signals past on action verbs and present on the copulas. 

Example (165) illustrates the use of the normally past question marker when present is 

intended. 

(165) ɑː-ke     mɛts͡'ɑɸ   d͡ʒɛj-∅-z            iiiiʃʃʃʃ----titititi----ŋŋŋŋ?         
this-Pl   book        be_good-CR-M   3P-BE-PstPrQ   
'Are these books ones which are good?' 
 
eː,    ɑː-ke     mɛts͡'ɑɸ   d͡ʒɛj-∅-z            titititi----∅∅∅∅----ninininiʃʃʃʃoooo. 
yes   this-Pl   book        be_good-CR-M   BE-PstPr-3P 
'Yes, these books are ones which are good.' 

The copula has a different irregular form for third person singular masculine. It has no 

PNG prefix, and ----jjjj 'FutQ' is suffixed to ttttɛɛɛɛ, an allomorph of titititi 'BE'. The sense is present, again. 

Because of syllable structure ----iiii 'FutQ' is syllabified as a glide. 

(166)                                            [ttttɛɛɛɛjjjj] 
izu   jɑːb      dʒ͡ɛj-∅-z            ttttɛɛɛɛ----iiii? 
he    person   be_good-CR-M   BE-FutQ 
'Is he a person who is good?' 

                                                
22 The noun phrase is plural but the verb agreement is singular. This suggests that "coffee and milk" is 

thought of as a single item. 
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3.8.7 Affixes on Imperative and Jussive Verbs 

The affixes that attach to positive imperative and jussive verbs are shown in this 

section. One or two suffixes are required for each of these forms, but the PNG proclitics are 

only needed for the jussives. 
 
 

   Table 20.  Positive Imperative and Jussive Word Forms 
 

PNG Underlying 
Representation 

Surface 
Representation Gloss Translation 

3MS ɑɑɑɑ³³³³----bɑːs¹-gɑɑɑɑ¹¹¹¹ [ʔɑ³.bɑː¹.sɑ¹] 3SM-want-Jus 'let him want' 

3FS iiii³³³³----bɑːs¹-gɑɑɑɑ¹¹¹¹ [ʔi³.bɑː¹.sɑ¹] 3SF-want-Jus 'let her want' 

2S bɑːs¹-ŋŋŋŋ¹¹¹¹    [bɑː¹.sɨn¹]    want-v-Imp 'want! (Sg)' 

1S ʔʔʔʔŋŋŋŋ²²²²----bɑːs¹-gɑɑɑɑ¹¹¹¹ [ʔm̩².bɑː¹.sɑ¹] 1P-want-Jus 'let me want' 

3P iiiiʃʃʃʃ³³³³-bɑːs¹-gɑɑɑɑ¹¹¹¹ [ʔiʃ³.bɑː¹.sɑ¹] 3P-want-Jus 'let them want' 

2P bɑːs¹-ŋŋŋŋ¹¹¹¹----²²²²titititi¹¹¹¹ [bɑː¹.sɨn².ti¹] want-v-Imp-PImp 'want! (Pl)' 

1P ʔʔʔʔŋŋŋŋ³³³³-bɑːs¹-gɑɑɑɑ¹¹¹¹ [ʔm̩³.bɑː¹.sɑ¹] 1P-want-Jus 'let us want' 

2Pol bɑːs¹-ŋŋŋŋ¹¹¹¹----ddddɛɛɛɛjjjj [bɑː¹.sɨn².dɛj¹] want-v-Imp-PolImp 'want! (Polite)' 
 

The suffix that marks both a singular and plural command is analyzed as ----ŋŋŋŋ 'Imp', 

since the velar version of the nasal occurs after vowels, if no suffix follows it. An example is 

[wuwuwuwuŋŋŋŋ] 'enter! (Sg)'. The allomorphs ----nnnn and ----mmmm are described later in this section. Two suffixes 

can attach to 'Imp', though not at the same time: ----titititi 'PImp' (Plural Imperative) and ----ddddɛɛɛɛjjjj 

'PolImp' (Polite Imperative).  

(167) jin-ɨ-kojs   jɛ-nnnn----titititi. 
I-v-All       come-Imp-PImp  
'Come(P) to me!' 

(168) ʔn²-zuɾ-ɑ-s-e                   "e"   koj-nnnn----ddddɛɛɛɛjjjj. 
my-relative-Px-Ac1-Voc   yes   say-Imp-PolImp  
'My relative, say "yes." ' 

As stated previously, ----ŋŋŋŋ is analyzed as the underlying form of the imperative marker. 

Two variants, [mmmm] and [nnnn], are seen in the "Surface Form" column of Table 21. The velar 
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nasal is analyzed as the underlying form because it occurs whenever no adjacent consonant is 

present to influence its point of articulation, as in (a). When only one adjacent consonant is 

present to provide influence, as seen in examples (b), (c), (g), (i), etc., ----ŋŋŋŋ assimilates to the 

point of articulation of that adjacent consonant. However, a conflict sometimes occurs when 

the plural imperative suffix ----titititi is attached after ----ŋŋŋŋ. These conflicts are seen in (d), (f), (l), (n), 

(p) and (r). In all but one of these cases, the influence of the preceding consonant is stronger 

than the influence of the /tttt/ that follows it. The exception is shown in (l) where the influence 

of the preceding fricative /ɸɸɸɸ/ is not as strong as the influence of the following stop, /tttt/.  
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Table 21.  Imperative Nasal Assimilation  
 

 Underlying 
Form Surface Form Gloss Translation 

a. wu-ŋŋŋŋ [wuŋŋŋŋ] enter-Imp 'enter! (Sg)' 

b. wu-ŋŋŋŋ-ti [wunnnn.ti] enter-Imp-PImp 'enter! (Pl)' 

c. ɑk-ŋŋŋŋ [ʔɑk̚ .ʔŋŋŋŋ̩̩̩̩] gather-Imp 'gather! (Sg)' 

d. ɑk-ŋŋŋŋ-ti [ʔɑk̚ .ʔŋŋŋŋ̩̩̩̩.ti] gather-Imp-PImp 'gather! (Pl)' 

e. tikŋŋŋŋ-ŋŋŋŋ [tik̚ .ʔŋ̩ːːːː] hiccup-Imp 'hiccup! (Sg)' 

f. tikŋŋŋŋ-ŋŋŋŋ-ti [tik̚ .ʔŋ̩ːːːːti] hiccup-Imp-PImp 'hiccup! (Pl)' 

g. ɑl-ŋŋŋŋ [ʔɑ.lɨnnnn] stay-Imp 'stay! (Sg)' 

h. ɑl-ŋŋŋŋ-ti [ʔɑ.lɨnnnn.ti] stay-Imp-PImp 'stay! (Pl)' 

i. jin-ŋŋŋŋ [jinːːːː] kiss-Imp 'kiss! (Sg)' 

j. jin-ŋŋŋŋ-ti [jinːːːː.ti] kiss-Imp-PImp 'kiss! (Pl)' 

k. ɑɸ-ŋŋŋŋ [ʔɑ.ɸɨmmmm] look-Imp 'look! (Sg)' 

l. ɑɸ-ŋŋŋŋ-ti [ʔɑ.ɸɨnnnn.ti] look-Imp-PImp 'look! (Pl)' 

m. kob-ŋŋŋŋ [kob̚ .ʔm̩m̩m̩m̩] take-Imp 'take! (Sg)' 

n. kob-ŋŋŋŋ-ti [kob̚ .ʔm̩m̩m̩m̩.ti] take-Imp-PImp 'take! (Pl)' 

o. t'ɑgɨm-ŋŋŋŋ [t'ɑgɨmːːːː] repeat-Imp 'repeat! (Sg)' 

p. t'ɑgɨm-ŋŋŋŋ-ti [t'ɑgɨmːːːːti] repeat -Imp-PImp 'repeat! (Pl)' 

q. ʔm-ŋŋŋŋ [ʔm̩ːːːː] eat-Imp 'eat! (Sg)' 

r. ʔm-ŋŋŋŋ-ti [ʔm̩ːːːːti] eat-Imp-PImp 'eat! (Pl)' 
 

In the same way that ----gogogogo '3SM' is reduced to ----oooo following a vowel (described in 

3.8.3.1), the jussive suffix ----ggggɑɑɑɑ 'Jus' is reduced to [ɑɑɑɑ] following a consonant. To state it another 

way, the /gggg/ that begins 'Jus' is deleted after a consonant.  

(169) ʔn²-zuɾ-ɑke     ʃojt  ɑ³-kojs    ʔŋ³-jɛ-ggggɑɑɑɑ. 
my-relative-Pl  all    him-All  1P-come-Jus 
'My relatives, let us all come to him.' 

(170) [ʔiː.gɑt                  ʔŋ̩³.ɑ.lɑɑɑɑ …] 
 iː-g-ɑ-t                 ʔŋ³-ɑl-ggggɑɑɑɑ … 
 house-In-Px-Loc   1P-stay-Jus 
'Let us stay inside this house …' 
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The negative imperative and jussive forms all have the PNG proclitics, which also 

occur on other constructions. This is shown in Table 10, p. 53. After the verb root, the suffix 

----isisisis 'NgIJ' (for 'Negative Imperative/Jussive') attaches. Examples are shown in Table 22. 
 
 

   Table 22.  Negative Imperative and Jussive Word Forms 
 

PNG  Underlying 
Representation Gloss Translation 

3MS ɑɑɑɑ³³³³----bɑːs-isisisis 3SM-want-NgIJ 'may he/it not want' 

3FS iiii³³³³----bɑːs-isisisis 3SF-want-NgIJ 'may she not want' 

2S ɑɑɑɑ²²²²----bɑːs----isisisis    2S-want-NgIJ 'may you(S) not want' 

1S ʔʔʔʔŋŋŋŋ²²²²----bɑːs----isisisis 1S-want-NgIJ 'may I not want' 

3P iiiiʃʃʃʃ³³³³-bɑːs-isisisis 3P-want-NgIJ 'may they not want' 

2P itititit----bɑːs-iiiissss 2P-want-NgIJ 'may you(P) not want!' 

1P ʔʔʔʔŋŋŋŋ³³³³-bɑːs-isisisis 1P-want-NgIJ 'may we not want' 
 

Example (171) illustrates the negative imperative. 

(171) izu   jɑːb       d͡ʒɛj-∅-z            tɛ-j?            kɑːj,   iz-ɨ-n        ɑɑɑɑ²²²²----jɑb----isisisis. 
he     person   be_good-CR-M   BE-PstPrQ   no       he-v-Ac2   2S-believe-NgIJ 
'Is he a person who is good? No, do not believe him.' 

Example (172) illustrates the negative jussive (adapted from Tamirat 1988:19). 

(172) ʔʔʔʔŋŋŋŋ³³³³-wuŋg-isisisis. 
1P-steal-NgIJ 
'Let us not steal.' 

Examples (173b) and (174b) show the common construction in which the PNG 

proclitic moves forward and appears on eeee----ddddɛɛɛɛ----kikikiki 'do-Ipf-Perf ', immediately preceding the 

lexical verb of the clause, which now has no PNG marking. This lexical verb does take the 

normal negative imperative and jussive suffix, ----isisisis. The semantics of this construction are not 

completely understood, but the construction likely intensifies the prohibition of the command 

and the wish of the jussive. 
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Examples (173a) and (174a) show the question form of the jussive. It consists of one 

of the PNG proclitics, the main verb, and the suffix ----ɛɛɛɛjjjj 'JusQ'. 

(173) a. suk'u-bɑb-ɑ-s-is             kiɾ-ɑ-s           ʔʔʔʔŋŋŋŋ³³³³-kes-ɛɛɛɛjjjj?  
    shop-POM-Px-Ac1-Dat   rent-Px-Ac1   1P-pay-JusQ 
    'Should we pay the rent to the store owner?' 
 
b. kɑːj,   suk'u-bɑb-ɑ-s-is              kiɾ-ɑ-s          itititit----eeee----ddddɛɛɛɛ----kikikiki            kes-isisisis. 
    no       shop-POM-Px-Ac1-Dat   rent-Px-Ac1   2P-do-Ipf-Perf   pay-NgImp 
    'No, do not pay the owner of the store.' 

(174) a. dɑd-ɑ-ke      tɛmɑɾi    iː-g          tɛ-dn    iiiiʃʃʃʃ-gɑts͡-ɛɛɛɛjjjj?  
    child-Px-Pl   student   house-In   go-Inf   3P-begin-JusQ 
    'Should the children begin to go to school? (Should the children be enrolled in  
    school?)' 
 
b. kɑːj,   dɑd-ɑ-ke      tɛmɑɾi   iː-g          tɛ-dn    ɨʃɨʃɨʃɨʃ----eeee----ddddɛɛɛɛ----kikikiki            gɑts͡-isisisis. 
    no      child-Px-Pl   student   house-In   go-Inf   3P-do-Ipf-Perf    begin-Jus 
    'No, may the children not begin to go to school. (No, the children should not be  
    enrolled in school.)' 

3.8.8 Affixes on Dependent Verbs 

This section presents the affixes that appear on five different dependent verb forms: 

the medial verbs, the infinitives, the gerund, the conditional verb and the temporal verb. 

These are called dependent verb forms because they must occur in conjunction with a 

separate independent verb in order to be grammatical. 

3.8.8.1 Affixes on Medial Verbs 

Before presenting the affixes that occur on what will be called medial verbs, some 

background will be given. It is clear that a number of Omotic languages have similar 

dependent23 clause constructions. One of these types of medial constructions includes a 

morpheme that marks a change in the subjects of the connected clauses. The terminology 

chosen by researchers has not been consistent. 

                                                
23 Christian Rapold labels these constructions in Benchnon "co-subordinate verbs" (2005, personal 

communication), instead of "dependent" or "subordinate." This warrants further attention. 
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Keefer (1969b:10) used the term "participle" for this construction in Dizin, as did 

Breeze (1990:27) for Benchnon. The term "converb" has been employed by Adams (1983) 

for Wolaitta, by Hayward (1992) for Korette (Koyra), and Azeb (2001:190) for Male. 

Christian Rapold (2005, personal communication) has chosen the label "medial verb" in his 

analysis of Benchnon. 

Thomas Payne writes a few pages relevant to this discussion under the heading: 

"Clause chaining, medial clauses, and switch reference" (1997:321). Since my Dizin data 

correspond so well with what Payne describes, I will be using "medial verb" to label these 

Dizin constructions. 

Payne defines a clause-chaining language as one "that employs sequences of medial 

clauses completed by a final clause as a major discourse-structuring device" (1997:321).24 He 

goes on to say that a "prototypical switch-reference system is verbal inflection that indicates 

whether the subject of the verb is coreferential with (i.e., the same as) the subject of some 

other verb" (1997:322). The data in this section (as well as in the rest of this chapter and 

especially in Appendix A) will illustrate that Dizin is prototypical with regard to clause 

chaining, medial clauses, and switch reference. 

3.8.8.1.1 'Different Subject' Constructions 

The different subject or switch reference marker, ----nnnn 'DS', only occurs in medial clause 

constructions. This switch reference morpheme signals that the following verb has a different 

subject. 

Examples of medial verb constructions that have no affixation besides ----nnnn 'DS' are 

given in (175) through (179). 

                                                
24 "Independent" is the term used in this thesis, instead of "final." 
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(175) in-kŋ       ɑːb   t͡t͡t͡ts͡'s's's'ɑbtɑbtɑbtɑbt----nnnn         jɛ-nno. 
we-Gn1   eye   be_sick-DS   come-1P 
'Our eyes being sick, we came. (Since our eyes are sick, we came [to the hospital].)' 

(176) ɑ³-gɛ-∅           ttttɑɑɑɑ----nnnn         t͡ʃɑk    bɑŋgɨɾ-∅     tɛ-∅-go.  
3SM-say-SSO   give-DS   again   return-SSO   go-PstPr-3SM 
'He [the lion] telling [the fox], giving [an invitation], [the fox] returning again he 
went.' 

(177) ɑ³-bɑŋgɨɾ-∅        ttttɛɛɛɛ----nnnn      t͡ʃɑk     so   tʃ͡on-t           i-jɛ-dɑ-d-ɑ                  gɑnt  
3SM-return-Imp   go-DS   again   up   middle-Loc   3SF-come-Ipf-Rel-Px    like 
 
so   tʃ͡on-t           jɛ-∅-ge. 
up   middle-Loc   come-PstPr-3SF 
 
'Returning, he went, again like this one that comes up to the middle [of the sky] she 
[the sun] came up to the middle [of the sky].' 

A very common use of the different subject morpheme is to suffix onto the copula, 

which is an irregular form, ttttɛɛɛɛ, an allomorph of titititi. This results in a cleft construction that adds 

focus, in this case, to the object, as shown in (178). 

(178) ʔŋ²-dɑmoz-ɑ    ttttɛɛɛɛ----nnnn       kob-m         tiɛ-k-ɨ-no. 
my-salary-Px   BE-DS   receive-Inf   go-Pres-v-1S 
'It is my salary that I am going to receive.' 

An adverbial phrase can also be put into focus by means of this copula, with the 

different subject morpheme, as shown in (179). 

(179) sog-ɨ-t          sɛts͡'in-t           ttttɛɛɛɛ----nnnn       k'ɛj-dɛ-no. 
sleep-v-Loc   morning-Loc   BE-DS   wake_up-Ipf-1S 
'It is in the morning that I wake up (regularly) from sleep.' 

Further, a PNG prefix can occur on the verb that has ----nnnn 'DS' suffixed to it, but this is 

not as common. This construction is illustrated in (180) and (181). 

(180) wɛk     iʒ-kŋ       hel-t          ɑɑɑɑ³³³³----titititiɑɑɑɑɸɸɸɸ----nnnn          niɑts͡'-k-ɨ-no      gɛ-∅       t'uh-∅     
down   she-Gn1   chest-Loc   3SM-drip-DS   lick-Pres-v-1S   say-SSO   burst-SSO  
 
ʃub-∅-ɛj;        jɛ      gɛ-dn-dɛ-go. 
die-PstPr-3SF   that   say-Pass-Ipf-3SM 
 
'It [the milk] dripped down onto her chest and [she] saying, "I am licking (it)" 
(trying to lick it) bursting, she died; that is said.' 
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(181) "jiɾ        ʔʔʔʔŋŋŋŋ³³³³----eeee----nnnn       it-oʃk-dɛ-ni?"     jɛ     gɛ-∅-gɛj. 
 what?    1S-do-DS   2P-call-Ipf-CQ   that   say-PstPr-3SF 
' "What should I do [since] you(P) are calling?" she said that.' 

Also less common are tense/aspect markers appearing in conjunction with ----nnnn 'DS'. In 

examples (182) and (183) the present morpheme, ----kkkk, suggests that the going and running has 

just begun. 

(182) ʔŋ³-gɑb         ɑːj-ɑ-s             k'ɛj-∅        hoːts͡-∅       ɨʃ-bɑŋgɨɾ-∅      gujs    
1P-together   water-Px-Ac1   work-SSO   finish-SSO   3P-return-SSO   down   
 
kɑtɑm-s    titititiɛɛɛɛ----kkkk----ɨɨɨɨ----nnnn               ɛs              kɑmil-eni      ku-t        boɾk-∅    wut-ɛj. 
town-Ac1  go_to-Pres-v-DS  furthermore  vehicle-Fem  road-Loc  roll-SSO   fall-3SF 
 
'After we worked on the water together and finished, they were returning, going down 
to town, and the pickup, rolling on the road, fell.' 

(183) wuŋg-ɨ-bɑb-ɑ           ɑɑɑɑ³³³³----hihihihiɑtɑtɑtɑt----kkkk----ɨɨɨɨ----nnnn               kotɛbɑb-ɑ   mɛtʃ͡-o. 
theivery-v-POM-Px   3SM-run-Pres-v-DS   guard-Px     catch-3SM 
'As the thief began to run, the guard caught him. (When the thief took off running, the 
guard grabbed him.)' 

Example (184) has the combination ----ddddɛɛɛɛ----kikikiki '-Ipf-Perf ', which we saw before on the 

distant past clause. This combination denotes past progressive action.  

(184) ɨz-kɑ      ku-t         ɑɑɑɑ³³³³----inininin----ddddɛɛɛɛ----kikikiki----nnnn            ɑ³-bɑɾn-e-ke      ɨz-k'ɑŋk   kiɛm-∅      
he-&25    way-Loc   3S-go-Ipf-Perf-DS   his-slave-Ds-Pl   he-Inst     meet-SSO    
 
"ɑ²-dɑdɑ       k'ut-n-ki-go"                     gɛ-∅       ɨz-s-is           ge-niʃo. 
yourS-child   be_healed-Pass-Perf-3SM   say-SSO   he-Ac1-Dat   say-3P 
 
'And while he was going on the way, his slaves met him, and they reported to him, 
saying, "Your child has been healed." ' 

3.8.8.1.2 The 'Same Subject Succession' Construction 

A very common morpheme is the medial verb marker -ttttɛɛɛɛjjjj 'SSS'. It is given the gloss, 

'Same Subject Succession', because it signals that the subject of the following verb will stay 

                                                
25 This example is from an unchecked draft of scripture, and the use of a single ----kkkkɑɑɑɑ '&' for "and" in the 

source text is likely not natural. It will be checked. 
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the same, and it denotes succession. In other words, the action of the following verb occurs 

after the action of the marked verb. The word 'then' is often useful in a translation.  

(185) jɑːb    ɑ³-bɑːb-k      koj-kɑ       titititiɾɾɾɾ----ttttɛɛɛɛjjjj          ɑ³-bɑːni-k'ɑŋk  
man   his-father-&   mother-&   leave-SSS   his-wife-Inst    
 
t'its͡'-ɨ-sɨm-i-go. 
be_attached-v-Recip-Fut-3SM 
 
'A man leaves his father and mother, then he will become attached together with his 
wife.' 

(186) dɑd-ɑ       ɑ³-its͡-ɑ-s             ʔm-∅     ugu    bbbbɛɛɛɛjjjj----ttttɛɛɛɛjjjj         kɑɾ   tɑmɑɾi    
child-Px   his-food-Px-Ac1   eat-SSO   milk   drink-SSS   to      student     
  
iː-g-is             bɑŋgɨɾ-o. 
house-In-Dat   return-3SM 
 
'The child, having eaten his food and drunk  milk, returned to school. ('The child, ate 
his food and drank his milk, then returned to school.)'' 

Unlike the other two medial verb markers, the 'Same Subject Succession' morpheme 

has not yet been attested co-occurring with other suffixes or the PNG proclitics. This 

apparent constraint should be researched further. 

3.8.8.1.3 'Same Subject Overlap' Constructions 

A very common form of the medial verb has no segmental affixes at all. This is 

analyzed as the verb root followed by a covert suffix for "same subject overlap": ----∅∅∅∅ 'SSO'. 

This form signals that the subject of the following verb will stay the same, and it denotes that 

the action of the following verb overlaps in time with the action of the marked verb. The word 

'while' is often useful in translations. 

A common construction has no overt affixation on the verb root. 

(187) jɛ-kŋ        t͡ʃoʃt   ɛjk    hihihihiɑlmɑlmɑlmɑlm----∅∅∅∅            iʒ-n         gib-o.  
that-Gn1   after   lion   be_angry-SSO   she-Ac2    chase-3SM 
'After that, the lion being angry, chased her.' 

(For comparison: hihihihiɑlmɑlmɑlmɑlm----oooo 'be_angry-3SM / he was angry') 
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(188) ɑ³-kodn-ɑ-s          hel   kobkobkobkob----∅∅∅∅         tɛ-go. 
his-thing-Px-Ac1   all    carry-SSO   go-3SM 
'He went, carrying  all his things.' 

(For comparison: kobkobkobkob----oooo 'carry-3SM / he carried') 

(189) boz-ɑ            kiɛl-t    ʔŋ³-tiɛ-kɨst     mugu-∅    bbbbɛɛɛɛjjjj----∅∅∅∅         ɑɑɑɑɸtɸtɸtɸt----∅∅∅∅                    
wedding-Px   day-on   1P-go-when   beer-Ac3   drink-SSO   be_intoxicated-SSO   
 
ɛj         ɛɛɛɛjjjj----∅∅∅∅            te-gɑ. 
dance   dance-SSO   go-Jus 
 
'When we go on the wedding day, let us go drinking beer, being intoxicated, and 
dancing a dance.' 

(190) … bbbbɑŋgɑŋgɑŋgɑŋgɨɾsɨɾsɨɾsɨɾs----∅∅∅∅     tɑtʃ͡-ɨ-tɑ           kɑɾ   sɑːg-ɨ-kojs   jɛ-gɑ. 
     return-SSO   change-v-ID1   to      God-v-All    come-ID2 
'… returning, change and come to God.' 

A PNG prefix can occur on the verb that has ----∅∅∅∅ 'SSO' suffixed to it, as (191) through 

(193) illustrate: 

(191) ɑɑɑɑ³³³³----ggggɛɛɛɛ----∅∅∅∅            tɑ-n         t͡ʃɑk    bɑŋgɨɾ-∅     tɛ-∅-go.  
3SM-say-SSO   give-DS   again   return-SSO   go-PstPr-3SM 
'He [the lion] telling [the fox], giving [an invitation], [the fox] returning again he 
went.' 

(192) … ɨʃɨʃɨʃɨʃ----jjjjɛɛɛɛ----∅∅∅∅             ɨz-k'ɑŋk   gɛ-s-ɨ-sɨm-dɛ-ki-tɛj. 
     3P-come-SSO   he-Inst     say-Cau-Recip-Ipf-Perf-DP 
'… they came and were conversing with him.' 

(193) ... utn   wɛkɑ    bolu             tokŋ-e-g      und              ɑɑɑɑ³³³³----kkkkɑɑɑɑɾsɾsɾsɾs----∅   ∅   ∅   ∅                                        
    rat     below   tree_species   hole-Ds-In   in_the_past   3SM-carve/chew-SSO 
 
mɑm-s-d-iɛ-g                  ɨz-ɨ-g    gus      koʃkoʃ    k'iɑ-∅        tɛ-n; ... 
be_ready-Cau-Rel-Ds-In   it-v-In   down   quickly   leave-SSO   go-DS 
 
'... and the rat went down the hole that he had prepared by chewing before and went 
down it, quickly leaving and going; ...' 

3.8.8.2 Affixes on Infinitive Verbs 

The form of the Dizin verb that is best translated as "to ____" will be called an 

infinitive. Dizin verbs can be divided into two general classes. One class takes infinitive 

affixation with no segmental marking, though the tone pattern is significant. The other class 
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takes an overt suffix that is usually a stop followed by a nasal or a nasal by itself. Some of the 

variation can be predicted phonologically, but at this point not all of it can. It is probable that 

further study of tone patterns, or some other feature of these verbs, would explain more of the 

variation.  

A very common form of the Dizin infinitive has no segmental marking.  

(194) ɑ. tiɾ-∅∅∅∅    b. jɑts͡----∅∅∅∅  c. k'ol----∅∅∅∅ 

    throw-Inf         winnow-Inf      beg-Inf 
    'to throw'        'to winnow'     'to beg' 

The most common of the segmentally marked infinitive forms is the suffix ----kkkkŋŋŋŋ 'Inf '.   

(195) ɑ. ɑj----kkkkŋŋŋŋ   b. deb----kkkkŋŋŋŋ  c. k'ɑtʃ͡ '----kkkkŋŋŋŋ 
    spend_the_night-Inf      hit-Inf       knock-Inf  
    'to spend the night'      'to hit'      'to knock' 

The suffix ----dndndndn 'Inf ' only occurs after a verb root that ends with a vowel or a glide.  

(196) dɑd-ɑ-ke      tɛmɑɾi    iː-g          tɛ-dndndndn     iʃ-gɑts͡-ɛj?  
child-Px-Pl   student   house-In   go-Inf    3P-begin-JusQ 
'Should the children begin to go to school?' 

However, the form ----kkkkŋŋŋŋ 'Inf ' is also possible after a root that ends in a vowel or glide. 

Example (197) illustrates this for a glide: 

(197) … giɑn     bɛjjjj----kkkkŋŋŋŋ       ɑɾk-ɨ-s-ki-go. 
     coffee   drink-Inf    be_prohibited-v-Cau-Perf-3SM 
     '… (he) has made it prohibited to drink coffee.' 

A single nasal segment ----ŋŋŋŋ 'Inf ' also occurs. Example (198) shows this after a vowel. 

This segment assimilates to the place of articulation of any consonant that it immediately 

follows, as (199) and (200) illustrate. 

(198) kɛ                bɑːb-e-kɑ       iː-b             jɑːb-e-ke-kŋ           tʃ͡on-g     k'oj   
furthermore   father-Ds-&   house-Loc   person-Ds-Pl-Gn1   heart-In   one   
 
k'oj-dɑ         kɑɾ   sɑːg   kojs   jɛɛɛɛ----ŋŋŋŋ           bɑːs-dɛ-niʃo. 
be_one-Rel   to      God   to       come-Inf   want-Ipf-3P 
'Furthermore the father and some of the family want to come to God.' 
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(199) ɑ. huɾtttt----nnnn   b. int͡ʃʃʃʃ-nnnn   c. diz-in         tɑmɨɾɾɾɾ-nnnn     bɑs-dɛ-no. 
    leave-Inf        collect_firewood-Inf      Dizi-lg_of   learn-Inf    want-Ipf-1S 
    'to leave'       'to collect_firewood'     'I want to learn Dizin,' 

(200) jin-kojs   ɑ²-jɛ-nt        jɛt-n    kobbbb----mmmm         gɛ26         mɑm-k-ɨ-no. 
I-All        2S-come-if   youS   receive-Inf    Purpose   be_ready-Pres-v-1S 
'If you(S) come to me I am ready to receive you(S).' 

More elicitation and processing will provide a better understand the variety of ways 

that the infinitive is marked. 

3.8.8.3 Affixes on Gerunds 

A construction similar to the infinitive in meaning is analyzed as a gerund. It is best 

translated as "____-ing." The PNG prefix always appears on this construction, along with the 

suffix ----zzzz 'Ger'.  

(201) sɑgu   ʃun     ti-go;        ɨz-is      guɸ-ŋ-ki-d-e-ke                 ʃun-k'ɑŋk-ɨ-kɑ 
God    spirit   BE-3SM   he-Dat   worship-??-Perf-Rel-Ds-Pl   spirit-Inst-v-& 
 
jɛʃu-k'ɑŋk-ɨ-kɑ   ɨz-is      iiiiʃʃʃʃ----guguguguɸɸɸɸ----ɨɨɨɨ----zzzz                  bɑs-ɨ-s-i-go. 
truth-Inst-v-&     he-Dat   their-worship-v-Ger   want-v-Cau-Fut-3SM 
 
'God is a spirit; those who worship him, their worshipping needs to be by spirit and 
by truth' 

(202) jɛ-s-is             ʃɨgŋ       ʃɨgŋ        ʔʔʔʔŋŋŋŋ³³³³----jjjjɛɛɛɛ----zzzz             nɑ-n³     tʃ͡ɑl-i-ti. 
that-Ac1-Dat   quickly   quickly   our-come-Ger   Neg-1P   be_able-Fut-Ng 
'… therefore we are not able [to do] our coming quickly.' 

(203) ɑ³-sɑts͡'-ɨ-kɨst                         ʔʔʔʔŋŋŋŋ²²²²----sogsogsogsog----ɨɨɨɨ-zzzz           nɑ-n²     t͡ʃɑl-i-ti. 
3SM-become_morning-when   my-sleep-v-Ger   Neg-1S   can-Fut-Ng 
'When it becomes morning I will not be able [to do] my sleeping.' 

3.8.8.4 Affixes on Conditional Verbs 

The morpheme -ntntntnt 'if  ' marks the conditional dependent verb. 

(204) iti       ziŋgɨm      kel-t         jin-is   itititit----ggggɛɛɛɛ----ntntntnt      nɑgŋ     it-is           tɑs-i-no. 
youP   difficulty   time-Loc   I-Dat    2P-tell-if   money   youP-Dat   give-Fut-1S 
'If  you tell me in your(P) time of need, I will give you(P) money.' 

                                                
26 Keefer said that ggggɛɛɛɛ puts an "emphasis on purpose" (1969b:11). 
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(205) kudu   k'ɛj-dn-d-ɑ-s-is                    t'uk         ɑm-dɛ-ki-∅             jɑːb       
road    work-Pass-Rel-Px-Ac1-Dat   obstacle   become-Ipf-Perf-CR   person   
 
ɑɑɑɑ³³³³----kikikiki----ntntntnt             ts͡'ɑts͡'  iː-g         wu-∅         ts͡'ɑs-tn-i-go. 
3SM-ExBE-if   tie       house-In   enter-SSO   tie-Pass-Fut-3SM 
 
'If there is a person who has become an obstacle to the road work, entering the prison 
(tie house) he will be tied.' 

3.8.8.5 Affixes on Temporal Verbs 

A temporal dependent verb takes the form of an optional PNG proclitic, the verb root, 

and then the suffix, -kkkkɨɨɨɨstststst 'when'. Example (206) shows the absence of the optional PNG 

prefix, while (207) shows its presence. 

(206) gɑɾu              jjjjɛɛɛɛ----kkkkɨɨɨɨstststst           intʃ͡-ɑ     hel   tʃ͡ 'ili-∅-ʒ            ɑm-dɛ-go. 
rainy_season   come-when   tree-Px   all    be_green-CR-M   become-Ipf-3SM 
'When rainy season comes, all the trees become green.' 

(207) ɑɑɑɑ³³³³----ssssɑɑɑɑt͡t͡t͡ts͡'s's's'----ɨɨɨɨ----kkkkɨstɨstɨstɨst                           ʔŋ²-sog-ɨ-z         nɑ-n²      tʃ͡ɑl-i-ti. 
3SM-become_morning-when   my-sleep-v-Ger   Neg-1S   can-Fut-Ng 
'When it becomes morning I will not be able [to do] my sleeping.' 

All of the attested cases of the absence of the PNG proclitic are third person, as in 

(206). Although the first and second person PNG proclitics do not always attach directly to 

the temporal verbs, they always do appear earlier in the clause. 

(208) jɛsus-k'ɑŋk   ʔʔʔʔŋŋŋŋ³³³³----gɑb         ɑlɑlɑlɑl----kkkkɨstɨstɨstɨst        nɑ-ɑ³         ziŋg        hot-i-ti. 
Jesus-Inst      1P-together   stay-when   Neg-3SM   problem   appear-Fut-Ng 
'When we stay (together) with Jesus, a problem will not appear.' 

In the three examples just given, the subject in the first clause is different from the 

subject of the second clause. So, the possibility of ----kkkkɨɨɨɨstststst marking 'different subject' needed to 

be considered. It turns out that many examples also occur where the subject in the first clause 

is the same as the subject of the second clause.  

(209) ɑ²-tɨmɨɾt-ɑ-s              ɑɑɑɑ²²²²----hot͡hot͡hot͡hots͡sss----ɨɨɨɨ----kkkkɨɨɨɨstststst          jiɾ        ɑɑɑɑ²²²²----k'ɛj-ni? 
yourS-study-Px-Ac1   2S-finish-v-when   what?   2S-work-CQ 
'When you(S) finish your(S) studies, what will you(S) work? (what will your job 
be?)' 
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3.8.9 Affixes on Interdependent Verbs 

The Dizin interdependent verbs are attested for three distinct, but related, uses, all 

suggesting "coordination." The coordination morphemes ----ttttɑɑɑɑ … ----ggggɑɑɑɑ27 are glossed as 'ID1' and 

'ID2' for 'interdependent 1' and 'interdependent 2'.  These morphemes are not independent 

because they always appear with the other morpheme. They are not dependent on other 

independent verbs, just dependent on each other.  

This construction is unusual in that neither a PNG prefix nor a PNG suffix appears in 

connection with either verb. In addition, the subject must be supplied by an overt noun 

phrase, or the broader context of a discourse. For example, in (210) it is clear that the teacher 

is the subject. The subject never changes between the first and the second of the 

interdependent verbs. The first of these morphemes ----ttttɑɑɑɑ always attaches directly to the stem, 

and no suffixes follow it. The tense/aspect markers ----ddddɛɛɛɛ 'Ipf ' and ----kikikiki 'Perf ' are attested before 

the second of these morphemes ----ggggɑɑɑɑ, as (211) and (214) illustrate. 

Three related but different meanings have been attested so far for the ----ttttɑɑɑɑ … ----ggggɑɑɑɑ 

interdependent verb constructions. Coordination is the commonality in these three uses. The 

first use coordinates two past actions, while the second coordinates two commands. The third 

use could be seen as coordinating a past state and a past action, but the construction has the 

effect of relativizing the first clause and making it the subject of the second clause. 

No examples are attested of these morphemes coordinating more than two clauses. 

This should be sought through elicitation. 

Coordinating Two Past Actions. A common use for these morphemes is to 

coordinate two past actions by suffixing ----ttttɑɑɑɑ to the verb of the first clause and suffixing ----ggggɑɑɑɑ to 

the verb of the final clause.  

                                                
27 This morpheme must not be confused with ----ggggɑɑɑɑ 'Jus'. 
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(210) dɑd-ɑ-ke     iʃ-debm-kɨst      iːki      tɑb-ɨ-ni?          dɑd-ɑ-ke     iʃ-debm-kɨst  
child-Px-P   3P-fight-when   who?   separate-v-CQ   child-Px-P   3P-fight-when 
 
ɑstɑmɑɾi-ɑ   dɑn-ttttɑɑɑɑ                 iʃ-n          tɑb-ggggɑɑɑɑ. 
teacher-Px    come_close-ID1   they-Ac2   separate-ID2 
 
'When the children fought, who separated [them]? When the children fought, the 
teacher came close and separated them.' 

(211) iɾɑdon-ɑ   ɛj-kɑj       ɑ³-k'iɑ-dɑ?          eː,    iɾɑdon-ɑ   ded-ttttɑɑɑɑ               ɛj-kɑj  
radio-Px   sing-Neg   3SM-leave-IpfQ   yes   radio-Px    be_ruined-ID1   sing-Neg 
 
k'iɑ-ddddɛɛɛɛ-ggggɑɑɑɑ. 
leave-Ipf -ID2 
 
'Does the radio not sing (work)? No, the radio has been ruined so it does not sing 
(work).' 

Two Related Commands. A second use for these morphemes is in a command when 

two related things are commanded. Note the absence of any of the normal imperative 

suffixes. 

(212) … bɑŋgɨɾs-∅    tɑtʃ͡-ɨ-ttttɑɑɑɑ           kɑɾ   sɑːg-ɨ-kojs   jɛ-ggggɑɑɑɑ. 
     return-SSO   change-v-ID1   to      God-v-All    come-ID2 
'… returning, change and come to God.' 

(213) ɸilip'os-kɑ   "jɛ-ttttɑɑɑɑ         sɛ-ggggɑɑɑɑ"     gɛ-go. 
Philip-&      come-ID1   see-ID2   say-3SM 
'And28 Philip said, "Come and see." ' 

Relativizing a Subject. A third use of this construction has ----ttttɑɑɑɑ suffixed to a form of 

the 'BE' verb and ----ggggɑɑɑɑ suffixed to the final interdependent verb. The first clause is relativized 

and becomes the subject of the final clause. This adds prominence to the subject.  

(214) "ʔŋ²-zokɑ   ti-ttttɑɑɑɑ        ɑ³-siɑg-kikikiki-ggggɑɑɑɑ"                    jɛ     gɛ-∅       iɑz-o. 
my-bull       BE-ID1   3SM-give_birth-Perf-ID2   that   say-SSO   lie-3SM 
' "It is my bull that has given birth," saying that, he lied.' 

Morphemes of this type and the interdependent nature of these constructions are not 

common in the languages of the world. Further investigation into similar constructions in 

                                                
28 This example is from an unchecked draft of scripture, and the use of a single ----kkkkɑɑɑɑ '&' for "and" in the 

source text is likely not natural. It will be checked. 
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other Omotic languages and neighboring languages could give clues that might be helpful in 

resolving outstanding language family questions (Bender 2003:xii). 

3.8.10 Affixes on Relativized Verbs 

This section presents a number of different constructions that are built from verb 

stems to make relative clauses, and identifies the affixes that occur. 

"Headless" relative clauses, "prenominal" relative clauses (Relativized_Verb   Noun), 

and "postnominal" relative clauses (Noun   Relativized_Verb) will be mentioned briefly a 

few places that they occur in the examples. However, the focus here is on the morphology of 

the relativized verbs. These syntactic distinctions should be addressed and clarified when the 

syntax of Dizin is studied. 

Many relative clauses have no easily recognizable overt morpheme. Tone patterns are 

likely candidates for being 'Relativizer' markers, so determining how tone is involved in these 

constructions needs to be a priority for future research. As a provisional measure, a null 

morpheme, ----∅∅∅∅, is inserted after the verb root (and any verbal suffixes) and before nominal 

suffixes. It will be glossed 'CR' for 'Covert Relativizer'.  

These relativized verb constructions are rather complex and varied. They should be 

studied further to understand why the overt relativizer, ----ddddɑɑɑɑ, is sometimes employed, and other 

times why the covert relativizer is employed instead. 

The data are intended to be representative, not exhaustive. It will be divided into two 

main parts: overt relativizer constructions and covert relativizer constructions. Each of these 

parts will be subdivided into three parts: relativized constructions without tense/aspect 

marking, relativized constructions with perfect marking, and relativized constructions with 

imperfective marking. A fourth part for the covert relativizer constructions will be relativized 

constructions with imperfective and perfect marking. 
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No stative verbs are presented in sections 3.8.10.1 or 3.8.10.2, so that clear cases of 

relativized verbs can be clearly understood on their own. Then in section 3.8.10.3, stative 

verbs are brought into the picture and it becomes clear that many of the words which were 

previously seen as adjectives can be analyzed as relativized stative verbs. 

3.8.10.1 Overt Relativizer Constructions 

The morpheme ----ddddɑɑɑɑ is glossed as 'Rel' for 'Relativizer'. The variant ----dddd occurs before 

vowels. 

3.8.10.1.1  Overt Relativizer Constructions Without Tense/Aspect Marking 

''''Rel-M': ----ddddɑɑɑɑ----zzzz    and ''''Rel-F': ----ddddɑɑɑɑ----jnjnjnjn. Examples (215) and (216)29 provide clear 

evidence regarding the gender markers that attach to relativized verbs. Since the only 

difference between these two examples is the gender of the one who causes a child to learn, it 

is easy to see that the gender markers are ----zzzz 'M' and ----jnjnjnjn 'F'. 

The relative clauses in (215) through (221) are headless.  

(215) dɑdu   tɑmɨɾ-s-ddddɑɑɑɑ----zzzz          ɑ²-ti-ŋ? 
child    learn-Cau-Rel-M   2S-BE-PstPrQ 
'Are you one(M) who causes a child to learn? (Are you a teacher(M)?)' 

(216) dɑdu   tɑmɨɾ-s-ddddɑɑɑɑ----jnjnjnjn        ɑ²-ti-ŋ? 
child    learn-Cau-Rel-F   2S-BE-PstPrQ 
'Are you one(F) who causes a child to learn? (Are you a teacher(F)?)' 

The previous two examples also provide evidence for ----ddddɑɑɑɑ being the underlying form 

of the relativizer, rather than ----dddd. The words for 'teacher' are indefinite in both sentences, so 

the suffix -ɑɑɑɑ 'Px', which carries definiteness with it, is not present.  

Another example of the masculine is given in (217). 

(217) jɛtɨɾ-ki-d-ɑ-s                     hoː-s-ddddɑɑɑɑ----zzzz           ti-go. 
be_tired-Perf-Rel-Px-Ac1   rest-Cau-Rel-M   BE-3SM 
'He is one who helps the one who has become tired.' 

                                                
29 These two examples are from Zerihun, Mekonnen, and Beachy (2003:6). 
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''''Rel-Ds': ----dddd----eeee. In (218) the distal morpheme occurs immediately after the relativizer, 

and the variant ----dddd occurs. 

(218) … ɨz-kŋ      hɑt   jɑb----dddd----eeee              hel … 

     he-Gn1   on     believe-Rel-Ds   all 
'… all those who believe on30 him …' 

''''Rel-Px': ----dddd----ɑɑɑɑ. The question and answer in (219) illustrate that the suffix ----ɑɑɑɑ 'Px' can 

immediately follow the relativizer. 

(219) a. ɛjkŋ-ɑ-s                     k'iɑ-s-dddd----ɑɑɑɑ              iːki      tɛ-ni? 
    appointment-Px-Ac1   leave-Cau-Rel-Px   who?   BE-CQ 
    'Who is the one who cancelled (caused to leave) the appointment? 
 
b. ɛjkŋ-ɑ-s                    k'iɑ-s-dddd----ɑɑɑɑ               ɑsɑɸɑ   ti-go. 
    appointment-Px-Ac1   leave-Cau-Rel-Px   Asafa    BE-3SM 
    'Asafa is the one who cancelled the appointment (caused it to leave).' 

''''Rel-Px-Ac1': ----dddd----ɑɑɑɑ----ssss    and ''''Rel-Ds-Ac1': ----dddd----eeee----ssss. Relative clauses are frequently direct 

objects. Examples (220) and (221) show the accusative case marker, ----ssss 'Ac1', marking 

relativized verbs that are direct objects, just as it marks simple nouns that are direct objects. 

(220) ɑ³-gɛl-is         jɑːb-kŋ         tʃ͡on-g     ki-dddd----ɑɑɑɑ----ssss                  ɑ³-t'us-ki-tɛj    
his-head-Dat   person-Gn1   heart-In   ExBE-Rel-Px-Ac1   3SM-know-Perf-DP 
'he himself had known what is inside a person' 

(221) … mɑm-s-ɨ-n-dddd----eeee----ssss                                hel   ʔm-o. 
     be_prepared-Cau-v-Pass-Rel-Ds-Ac1   all     eat-3SM 
'… he ate all that was prepared.' 

''''Rel-Px-Ac1-Dat': ----dddd----ɑɑɑɑ----ssss----isisisis    and ''''Rel-Ds-Inst' ----dddd----eeee----k'k'k'k'ɑŋkɑŋkɑŋkɑŋk. Other cases also appear on 

relativized verbs.  

(222) kudu   k'ɛj-dn-dddd----ɑɑɑɑ----ssss----isisisis                     t'uk        ɑm-dɛ-ki-∅              jɑːb       
road    work-Pass-Rel-Px-Ac1-Dat   obstacle   become-Ipf-Perf-CR   person   
 
ɑ³-ki-nt            ts͡'ɑts͡'   iː-g          wu-∅        ts͡'ɑs-tn-i-go. 
3SM-ExBE-if   tie         house-In   enter-SSO   tie-Pass-Fut-3SM 
 
'If there is a person who has become an obstacle to the road work, entering the prison 
(tie house) he will be tied.' 

                                                
30 This example is from an unchecked draft of scripture, and the use of "believe on (on top of) him" is 

likely not natural. It will be checked. 
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(223) jɛ      in-dɛ-ki-∅           ʔn³-siɛ-dddd----eeee----k'k'k'k'ɑŋkɑŋkɑŋkɑŋk       iti-ust-∅             bɑʃum-i? 
that   walk-Ipf-Perf-CR   1S-see-Rel-Ds-Inst   2P-be_able-SSO   fight-FutQ 
'Can you(P) fight against the one(s) we saw who were walking like that?' 

''''Rel-Pl': ----ddddɑɑɑɑ----kekekeke    and ''''Rel-M-&': ----ddddɑɑɑɑ----zzzz----kkkkɑɑɑɑ. Examples (224) and (225) illustrate other 

nominal suffixes following the relativizer: 

(224) jɛ-kŋ        t͡ʃoŋg      k'iɑ-ddddɑɑɑɑ----kekekeke         nɑn-ɨʃ    iɑkɨz   ʃoɾ-dn-dɑ-z        ti-ti. 
that-Gn1   in(side)   remain-Rel-Pl   Neg-3P   very    fear-Pass-Px-M   BE-Ng 
'Of those who remain, they are not ones who are feared much.' 

(225) buk-ddddɑɑɑɑ----zzzz----kkkkɑ ɑ ɑ ɑ      ɑk-ddddɑɑɑɑ----zzzz----kkkkɑɑɑɑ … 

sow-Rel-M-&    harvest-Rel-M-&  
'One who sows and one who harvests…' 

3.8.10.1.2   Overt Relativizer Constructions With Perfect Marking 

It is common for relative clauses to have the perfect marker to convey the idea of an 

action that happened in the past, but still has an effect on the present.  

(226) bolɨm-kikikiki----dddd----ɑɑɑɑ                         ʔŋ³-iː         iɑg-d-ɑ            ti-go. 
be_demolished-Perf-Rel-Px   our-house   be_old-Rel-Px   BE-3SM 
'That which has been demolished is our house which is old.' 

(227) jɛtɨɾ-kikikiki----dddd----ɑɑɑɑ----ssss                      hoː-s-dɑ-z           ti-go. 
be_tired-Perf-Rel-Px-Ac1   rest-Cau-Rel-M   BE-3SM 
'He is the one who helps the one who has become tired.' 

(228) ts͡'ɑs-tn-kikikiki----dddd----eeee----ssss                 wutʃ͡ku-s-i-go. 
tie-Pass-Perf-Rel-Ds-Ac1   untie-Cau-Fut-3SM 
'He will untie those who have been tied.' 

3.8.10.1.3   Overt Relativizer Constructions With Imperfective Marking  

In this section it is proposed that ----ddddɛɛɛɛ 'Ipf ' has a variant form, ----ddddɑɑɑɑ, which occurs before 

-ddddɑɑɑɑ 'Rel'. Several pieces of evidence support this hypothesis. 

First, for any other slot in which ----kikikiki 'Perf ' occurs in the language, ----ddddɛɛɛɛ 'Ipf ' also occurs. 

(These occurrences are presented in 3.8.3.2, 3.8.4, and 3.8.9.) So, the form -kikikiki----ddddɑɑɑɑ 'Perf-Rel' 

suggests that *-ddddɛɛɛɛ----ddddɑɑɑɑ 'Ipf-Rel' should occur, but it does not. Instead -ddddɑɑɑɑ----ddddɑɑɑɑ 'Ipf-Rel' occurs. 

Second, the shape of the imperfective question morpheme is also: ----ddddɑɑɑɑ (cf. 3.8.6). 
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Third, it is possible that vowel harmony is the motivation. We have seen evidence of 

vowel harmony taking place with regard to the /oooo/ in the borrowed words, ooooɾɾɾɾobobobob and mmmmooooskotskotskotskot 

(cf. 2.3). Since forms like ----ddddɑɑɑɑ----dddd----eeee 'Ipf-Rel-Ds' occur, rule ordering is required, if indeed 

vowel harmony is happening. The vowel harmony rule needs to cause ----ddddɛɛɛɛ 'Ipf ' to become ----ddddɑɑɑɑ 

before the rule that reduces ----ddddɑɑɑɑ 'Rel' to ----dddd applies. 

(229) ɑt      jɛt-ɨ-k           nogɨm-ddddɑɑɑɑ----dddd----ɑɑɑɑ            jinu   ɨz   ti-no. 
now   you-v-InstIr   converse-Ipf-Rel-Px   I        he   BE-1S 
'The one who is conversing with you now, I am he.' 

(230) tubŋ-g    dog-ddddɑɑɑɑ----dddd----eeee          t'ɑgŋ   ʃi             ɑmigo. 
Tum-In   live-Ipf-Rel-Ds   two      thousand   become-Fut-3SM 
'Those who (regularly ) live in Tum will be (are) two thousand.' 

(231) … zɑmɨɾ-ddddɑɑɑɑ----ddddɑɑɑɑ----kekekeke----kkkkŋŋŋŋ      tʃ͡on-g … 

     sing-Ipf-Rel-Pl-Gn1   middle-In     
'… in the midst of these who (regularly ) sing … (in the choir)' 

As (232) illustrates, the optional PNG prefix can occur on this construction.  

(232) ɑ³-bɑŋgɨɾ-∅        tɛ-n       t͡ʃɑk     so   t͡ʃon-t           iiii-jɛ-ddddɑɑɑɑ----dddd----ɑɑɑɑ                   gɑnt 
3SM-return-Imp   go-DS   again   up    middle-Loc   3SF-come-Ipf-Rel-Px   like 
 
so   t͡ʃon-t           jɛ-∅-ge. 
up   middle-Loc   come-PstPr-3SF 
 
'Returning, he went, again like this one that (habitually ) comes up to the middle [of 
the sky] she [the sun] came up to the middle [of the sky].' 

3.8.10.2   Covert Relativizer Constructions 

Now our attention turns to the relative constructions which have no segmental 

marking of the relativizer. The reason for choosing the covert relative construction, rather 

than the overt relative construction, is not yet understood. 
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3.8.10.2.1   Covert Relativizer Constructions Without Tense/Aspect Marking 

Examples (233) through (235) show relative constructions without tense/aspect 

marking or segmental marking of the relativizer. These are all masculine, but with an 

opportunity to elicit more data, it seems likely that feminine counterparts would be found. 

(233) ɑːj       gɑb----∅∅∅∅----ɨɨɨɨ----zzzz          jɛsus   ti-go. 
water   create-CR-v-M    Jesus   BE-3SM 
'The one (Masc) who created water is Jesus.' 

(234) dɨɾedɛwɑ     hɑɾɑɾ-kŋ     tʃ͡oŋg   ki----∅∅∅∅----zzzz            ti-go. 
Dire Dawa   Harar-Gn1   in         ExBE-CR-M   BE-3SM 
'Dire Dawa [a city] is something (Masc) that exists in Harar [a province].' 

(235) ɑk       ɑ²-sɛ-ki-∅         nog-ɑ       et-n           ut-s-ki-d-ɑ                 biɑɾ           
today   2S-see-Perf-CR   thing-Px   youS-Ac2   like-Cau-Perf-Rel-Px   tomorrow   
 
hel   kɑj----∅∅∅∅----zzzz               ti-go. 
all    disappear-CR-M    BE-3SM 
 
'What you have seen today, the things that have caused you to like [them] are all the 
things that will disappear tomorrow.' 

3.8.10.2.2   Covert Relativizer Constructions With Perfect Marking 

The perfect marker ----kikikiki also occurs with no segmental marking of the relativizer. Two 

examples are given without gender marking, then one example each for masculine and 

feminine. Gender agreement is evident in (238) and (239). For (239), the copula makes it 

clear that /nnnn/ could not be an accusative case marker. 

Example (236) contains a prenominal relative clause: mɛt͡ʃɨnki jɑːbsis (to 

the-one-who-has-been-grabbed person).  

(236) … eds-k'ɑŋk    mɛtʃ͡-ɨ-n-kikikiki----∅∅∅∅             jɑːb-s-is              ɑ²-tɑsɸɑ-s-ɨ-n            
     AIDS-Inst   grab-v-Pass-Perf-CR   person-Ac1-Dat   2S-hope-Ac1-v-Ac2  
 
ɑ²-tɑ-s-ɨ-z              ust-i-to. 
2S-give-Cau-v-Inf   be_able-Fut-2S 
 
'… you will be able to give hope to the person who has been grabbed by (infected 
with) AIDS.' 
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(237) ɑk       ɑ²-sɛ-kikikiki----∅∅∅∅          nog-ɑ       et-n           ut-s-ki-d-ɑ                 biɑɾ           
today   2S-see-Perf-CR   thing-Px   youS-Ac2   like-Cau-Perf-Rel-Px   tomorrow   
 
hel   kɑj-∅-z              ti-go. 
all    disappear-CR-M   BE-3SM 
 
'What you have seen today, the things which have caused you to like [them] are all 
the things that will disappear tomorrow.' 

(238) ʔn²-tʃ͡ɛnʃ-ɑ-s-is         gɛ             ʃub-kikikiki----∅∅∅∅----zzzz         iz    ti-gogogogo. 
my-sin-Px-Ac1-Dat   Purpose31   die-Perf-CR-M    he   BE-3SM 
'He is the one who has died for my sin.' 

(239) … jɑʃ         tɑtʃ͡-m-kikikiki----∅∅∅∅----iiiinnnn                  ti-ggggɛɛɛɛjjjj. 
     slightly   change-Rflex-Perf-CR-F   BE-3SF 
'… she is one who has changed herself a little.' 

3.8.10.2.3   Covert Relativizer Constructions With Imperfective Marking 

Examples (240) and (241) show ----ddddɛɛɛɛ, the standard imperfective marker, appearing 

with the covert relativizer and ----nnnn, an accusative case marker. This construction is not 

common. 

(240) … sɛts͡'in-t           iti-tɛ----ddddɛɛɛɛ----∅∅∅∅----nnnn           sɛ-dɛ-no. 
     morning-Loc   2P-go-Ipf-CR-Ac2    see-Ipf-1S 
'… I (regularly) see those of you who (regularly) go in the morning.' 

(241) … ɑ³-gɛ-dn-ddddɛɛɛɛ----∅∅∅∅----nnnn                  sis-ki-no. 
     3MS-say-Pass-Ipf-CR-Ac2    hear-Perf-1S 
'… I have heard what is (repeatedly) said.' 

3.8.10.2.4   Covert Relativizer Constructions With Imperfective and Perfect Marking 

The examples in this section show the combination of two tense/aspect markers in 

conjunction with a covert relativizer. Other examples of ----ddddɛɛɛɛ----kikikiki '-Ipf-Perf ' can be seen in 

3.8.4, 3.8.7, and 3.8.8.1.1. In this context, the combination conveys the usual idea of past 

progressive action. 

                                                
31 ggggɛɛɛɛ 'say' seems to have grammaticalized into a particle that denotes purpose. Amharic also has a 

purpose clause which includes its word for 'say'. 
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(242) kudu   k'ɛj-dn-d-ɑ-s-is                    t'uk        ɑm-ddddɛɛɛɛ----kikikiki----∅∅∅∅                jɑːb       
road    work-Pass-Rel-Px-Ac1-Dat   obstacle   become-Ipf-Perf-CR    person   
 
ɑ³-ki-nt            ts͡'ɑts͡'    iː-g          wu-∅         ts͡'ɑs-tn-i-go. 
3SM-ExBE-if   tie         house-In   enter-SSO   tie-Pass-Fut-3SM 
 
'If there is a person who has become an obstacle to the road work, entering the prison 
(tie house) he will be tied.' 

(243) ... i-kot-n-ddddɛɛɛɛ----kikikiki----∅∅∅∅                    jɑːb-e-n-k              i-bɑb-ɨz-k                   so  
    3SF-wait-Pass-Ipf-Perf-CR    person-Ds-Fem-&   her-husband-Masc-&   above  
 
guj-s           jɛ-niʃo. 
below-Ac1   come_to-3P 
 
'... the lady who was being waited for and her husband came down from above.' 

(244) … jɑːb-is         ʃojt   utn-k'ɑŋk   tɑ-ddddɛɛɛɛ----kikikiki----∅∅∅∅ … 

     person-Dat   all     love-Inst    give-Ipf-Perf-CR  
'… the one who has given to all people with love …' 

The relative constructions in the examples (245) and (246) are both direct objects. 

However, the example in (245) is not segmentally marked for accusative. 

(245) jɛ      in-ddddɛɛɛɛ----kikikiki----∅∅∅∅----∅∅∅∅                ʔn³-siɛ-d-e-k'ɑŋk      iti-ust-∅             bɑʃum-i? 
that   walk-Ipf-Perf-CR-Ac3    1S-see-Rel-Ds-Inst   2P-be_able-SSO   fight-FutQ 
'Can you(P) fight against the one(s) we saw who were walking like that?' 

Example (246) has a postnominal relative clause: nuhnuhnuhnuhŋŋŋŋ    k'ojk'ojk'ojk'oj    usuusuusuusu    ɑɑɑɑ³³³³gigigigiɑɑɑɑddddɛɛɛɛkinkinkinkin (a hyena 

that-was-chewing-on-a-bone). 

(246) … nuhŋ    k'oj   usu    ɑɑɑɑ³³³³----giɑ-ddddɛɛɛɛ----kikikiki----∅∅∅∅----nnnn                    jɑɸ-∅-niʃo. 
     hyena   one   bone   3SM-chew-Ipf-Perf-CR-Ac1    find-PstPr-3P 
'… they found a hyena that was chewing a bone.' 

3.8.10.3   Analyzing Words That Resemble Adjectives as Relativized Stative Verbs 

Dizin has many modifiers of nouns that resemble adjectives, but in this section it 

should become clear that analyzing these modifiers as relativized stative verbs is possible and 

preferable. Example (247) is a sentence that previously would have been analyzed as having 

two adjectives (cf. Allen 1976:380-3). The grammatical category labels in the third line 

clarify that analysis. 
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(247) eː,                sɑːt      iiiiɑkɑkɑkɑk----ddddɑ   ɑ   ɑ   ɑ                   melkmelkmelkmelkŋŋŋŋ----ɨɨɨɨ----zzzz          ti-go. 
yes                watch   big-the       beautiful-v-M   BE-3SM 
interjection   noun     adjective   adjective            verb 
'Yes, the big watch is beautiful.' 

But now that relative clauses are understood as described in 3.8.10.1 and 3.8.10.2, it is 

possible to understand this same sentence as follows: 

(248) eː,                sɑːt      iiiiɑkɑkɑkɑk----ddddɑ   ɑ   ɑ   ɑ                               melkmelkmelkmelkŋŋŋŋ----∅∅∅∅----ɨɨɨɨ----zzzz                 ti-go. 
yes                watch   be_big-Rel   be_beautiful-CR-v-M   BE-3SM 
interjection   noun     verb              verb                                verb 
'Yes, the watch that is big is one that is beautiful. (Yes, the big watch is beautiful.)' 

The analysis in (248) is preferred, because it allows us to treat all the suffixes on noun 

modifiers the same, not as suffixes on relativized verbs sometimes, and suffixes on adjectives 

at other times. As described in 3.9, we are actually left with no suffixes on "true" adjectives, 

which is a simpler, and therefore preferable, morphological analysis. 

3.8.10.3.1   Analyzing [[[[d͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ɛʒɛʒɛʒɛjjjjʒʒʒʒ]]]] 'good/fine' as a Relativized Stative Verb 

At first glance, the very frequently spoken word [d͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ɛʒɛʒɛʒɛjjjjʒʒʒʒ], previously glossed as 

'good/fine', might appear to be a "true" adjective rather that a relativized stative verb. But a 

closer look reveals that [d͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ɛʒɛʒɛʒɛjjjjʒʒʒʒ] fits the analysis of a relativized verb. This is shown in (249), 

where the first line shows the proposed underlying form, and the second line shows the 

surface representation, after palatalization, caused by the preceding /jjjj/. 

(249) UR:  dddd͡͡ ͡͡ʒɛʒɛʒɛʒɛjjjj----∅∅∅∅----zzzz  'be_fine/good-CR-M' 
SR:   [d͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ɛʒɛʒɛʒɛjjjjʒʒʒʒ]      'that which is fine/good' 

In (250) this word is shown in a complete sentence. 

(250)                               [d͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ɛʒɛʒɛʒɛjjjjʒʒʒʒ]  
tʃ͡oʃt            bɑtʃ͡i     d͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ɛʒɛʒɛʒɛjjjj----∅∅∅∅----zzzz           oɸ-∅            kɑɾ   gɑb-is          tɛ-gɛj. 
afterwards   clothes   be_fine-CR-M   put_on-SSO   to      market-Dat   go-3SF 
'Afterwards she put on clothes that are fine and went to (the) market.' 

This palatalization is not evident in other cases where /zzzz/ immediately follows /jjjj/, as is 

illustrated in (251). Therefore the rule is a morpheme specific (morphophonemic) process. 
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(251) ɑk       ɑ²-sɛ-ki-∅         nog-ɑ       et-n           ut-s-ki-d-ɑ                 biɑɾ           
today   2S-see-Perf-CR   thing-Px   youS-Ac2   like-Cau-Perf-Rel-Px   tomorrow   
 
        [kkkkɑɑɑɑjjjjzzzz] 
hel   kkkkɑɑɑɑjjjj----∅∅∅∅----zzzz                ti-go. 
all    disappear-CR-M   BE-3SM 
 
'What you have seen today, the things that have caused you to like [them] are all the 
things that will disappear tomorrow.' 

Two more word forms built from the root d͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ɛʒɛʒɛʒɛjjjj lend additional support to the 

relativized stative verb analysis of [d͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ɛʒɛʒɛʒɛjjjjʒʒʒʒ]: 

(252) eː,    iʒ     k'ɛjdn-bɑjn   d͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ɛʒɛʒɛʒɛjjjj----∅∅∅∅----inininin           ti-ge. 
yes   she   work-POF     be_good-CR-F   BE-3SF 
'Yes, she is a worker who is good.' 

(253) iɾsɑs     d͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ɛʒɛʒɛʒɛjjjj----ddddɑɑɑɑ----ssss               giɑmu       kotɛ-ge. 
pencil   be_good-Rel-Ac1   yesterday   take-3SF 
'Yesterday she took the pencil that is good.' 

To summarize, d͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ɛʒɛʒɛʒɛjjjj is seen as a stative verb, glossed 'be_good/be_fine', and is now 

not understood to be an adjective root. 

3.8.10.3.2   Relativized Numeric Stative Verbs?  

The suffixes found on numerals need to be given extra attention. They can be seen as 

evidence that modifiers of nouns that look like relativized stative verbs should be analyzed as 

adjectives, and the suffixes in question are now adjectival suffixes. This evidence is not 

considered as strong as the evidence for the "relativized stative verb" analysis. For example, 

we need to ask what the basis would be for a class of adjectives that take ----ddddɑɑɑɑ 'Rel', ----zzzz 'M', etc., 

and a class of adjectives that do not. These suffixes found on numerals are presented here to 

reflect reality and to provide a basis for further research. 

Numerals Without ----ddddɑɑɑɑ 'Rel'. Often numerals appear without any affixation, whether 

they stand on their own as cardinal numbers or as modifiers of nouns, such as k'ojk'ojk'ojk'oj 'one' and 

t't't't'ɑgŋɑgŋɑgŋɑgŋ 'two'. Examples of this appear in (254) and in the subject of (255). Other times numerals 
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have the suffixes (e.g. 'Plural' and the case markers) that normally occur on nouns. As will be 

shown in 3.9.2, those suffixes are enclitics that attach to the right edge of noun phrases, 

though they do not occur to the right side of quantifiers that are final elements of noun 

phrases. Examples of these enclitics are in the object of (255) and in (256). 

(254) … kkkkɑɑɑɑːːːːdddduuuu   t'iti-k'ɑŋk   but-tɛj … 

     three   bullet-Inst   miss-SSS 
'… missing with three bullets …' 

(255) tɛmɑɾi    k'ojk'ojk'ojk'oj   moskot    t't't't'ɑgŋɑgŋɑgŋɑgŋ----ɑɑɑɑ----ssss        biɑh-o. 
student   one    window   two-Px-Ac1   open-3SM 
'One student opened the two windows. 

(256) kobu       t't't't'ɑgŋɑgŋɑgŋɑgŋ----ɑkeɑkeɑkeɑke----ssss----nnnn        bɑːs-k-ɨ-no. 
chicken   two-Pl-Ac1-Ac2   want-Pres-v-1S 
'I want two chickens.' 

Numerals With ----ddddɑɑɑɑ 'Rel'. Examples (257) and (258) show numerals that have 

suffixes that have been seen before on relativized verbs. Based on the analyses in 3.8.10, the 

proposed glossing warrants particular attention: 

(257) tɛmɑɾi    k'ojk'ojk'ojk'oj----ddddɑɑɑɑ          mɛts͡'ɑɸ-ɑ-s     sɛ-go. 
student   be_one-Rel   book-Px-Ac1   see-3SM 
'The student who was one (person) saw the book. (The one student saw the book.)' 

(258) tʃ͡ɑpmis   t't't't'ɑgŋɑgŋɑgŋɑgŋ----dddd----eeee----ssss                 nɑbɨb-m. 
page        be_two-Rel-Ds-Ac1   read-Imp 
'Read that page that is two. (Read page two.)' 

The proposal is that ----ddddɑɑɑɑ is a relativizer of a verb rather than a suffix on an adjective. If 

this proposal is correct, we are dealing with stative verbs: k'ojk'ojk'ojk'oj 'be_one' and t't't't'ɑgŋɑgŋɑgŋɑgŋ 'be_two'. 

The evidence for this is indirect since we have not yet seen any numeric stative verbs in the 

data with PNG suffixes. Examples of numeric stative verbs are the hypothetical *k'ojk'ojk'ojk'oj----oooo 

'be_one-3SM' (it/he is one) and *kkkkɑɑɑɑːːːːdudududu----ninininiʃʃʃʃoooo 'be_three-3P' (they are three). This type of data 

should still be sought through elicitation. Not that its absence would necessarily disprove the 

relativized stative verb hypothesis, since sometimes indirect evidence is compelling enough 
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to still be considered stronger than the alternatives. Compare this data with that shown in 

3.9.2, "Numerals as Adjectives." 

Conclusion. As evidenced by the examples throughout this thesis, the wordforms that 

appear to be relativized stative verbs are currently being considered relativized verbs, rather 

than historical forms that have grammaticalized into full-fledged adjectives. But more 

research is needed and that analysis could change, depending on the nature of the evidence. 

3.9 Adjectives 

When Mary Breeze discussed Benchnon noun phrase structure, she distinguished 

"quantifiers" from other "modifiers," which included "adjectives" (1990:39). This distinction 

is proving helpful for analyzing Dizin as well. 

3.9.1 Ordinary Adjectives 

The adjectives in this section are called "ordinary" because they are not numerals or 

quantifiers. The limited data available has no plural markers, demonstrative clitics or case 

markers to see whether they attach to these ordinary adjectives. If Dizin is like Benchnon 

they will attach to ordinary adjectives. It is important to elicit data to confirm or reject this 

hypothesis. Examples of these adjectives are given, both in the attributive position (259) to 

(261), and as a modifier of a noun in a noun phrase (262). 

Since the data only contain three "ordinary" adjectives (one borrowed), two are 

shown twice: kekkekkekkek 'correct/proper' is presented in both (259) and (262) to illustrate the attested 

syntactic constructions, and guguguguɸɸɸɸ 'exceptional/dangerous' is presented in (260) and (261) to 

show the two meanings it conveys. 

(259) kekkekkekkek         tɛ-j?         eː,    kekkekkekkek        ti-go. 
correct   BE-FutQ   yes   correct   BE-3SM 
'Is it correct? Yes, it is correct.' 
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(260) eː,    k'ejdn-bɑb-ɑ      ɑ³-k'ɛjdn-ɑ    hɑt   iɑkɨz   guguguguɸɸɸɸ              ti-go. 
yes   work-POM-Px   his-work-Px   at      very    exceptional   BE-3SM 
'Yes, the worker is very exceptional at his work.' 

(261) ɑzu           iɑkɨz   guguguguɸɸɸɸ             ti-go. 
crocodile   very     dangerous   BE-3SM 
'A crocodile is very dangerous.' 

(262) begmbegmbegmbegm           kekkekkekkek        iʃ-kŋ         tʃ͡oŋg       iz-t      ki-go. 
separation   proper   they-Gn1   between   it-Loc   ExBE-3SM 
'Proper separation exists between them.' 

Example (263) shows a borrowed lexical item (from Amharic [ddddɨɨɨɨhhhhɑɑɑɑ]), and the less 

usual noun phrase structure: (modifier head). The borrowed adjective is grammatically 

exceptional. 

(263) ddddɑhɑ  ɑhɑ  ɑhɑ  ɑhɑ      zuzuzuzuɾɾɾɾuuuu        dɑn-kɑj               ɑ³-k'iɑ-dɑ? 
poor   relative   come_close-Neg   3SM-be_absent-IpfQ 
'Does the poor relative, not coming close, remain absent?' 

3.9.2 Numerals as Adjectives 

When numerals modify nouns and appear without any affixation, they are classified 

as adjectives. (cf. 3.8.10.3.2 Relativized Numeric Stative Verbs?) Examples are seen in (264) 

and the first numeral in (265). Numerals are also classed as adjectives when they have the 

suffixes that normally occur on nouns (plural markers, demonstrative clitics or case markers), 

as in the second numeral in (265) and in (266). The suffixes are enclitics that move to the 

right edge of the noun phrase, except that they do not move to the right of quantifiers. 

(264) … kkkkɑɑɑɑːːːːdddduuuu   t'iti-k'ɑŋk    but-tɛj … 

     three    bullet-Inst   miss-SSS 
'… missing with three bullets …' 

(265) tɛmɑɾi    k'ojk'ojk'ojk'oj   moskot    t't't't'ɑgŋɑgŋɑgŋɑgŋ----ɑɑɑɑ----ssss        biɑh-o. 
student   one    window   two-Px-Ac1   open-3SM 
'One student opened the two windows. 

(266) kobu       t't't't'ɑgŋɑgŋɑgŋɑgŋ----ɑkeɑkeɑkeɑke----ssss----nnnn        bɑːs-k-ɨ-no. 
chicken   two-Pl-Ac1-Ac2   want-Pres-v-1S 
'I want two chickens.' 
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Syntactically, numerals occur before or after the nouns they modify. To occur 

following the noun is most common. 

3.9.3 Quantifiers: A Subcategory of Adjectives 

The subcategory "quantifiers" is posited to distinguish a set of modifiers of noun 

phrases from adjectival numerals. More data are needed, but "ordinary" adjectives will likely 

also need to be distinguished from quantifiers. Quantifiers always occur on the right edge of 

noun phrases. They do not allow the enclitics (plural markers, demonstrative clitics or case 

markers) to attach to them. Instead, the enclitics attach to the right of the word in the noun 

phrase that is immediately to the left of the quantifier.  

(267) … jɑːb----is         is         is         is             ʃʃʃʃojtojtojtojt   utn-k'ɑŋk   tɑ-dɛ-ki-CR … 

     person-Dat   all     love-Inst    give-Ipf-Perf-CR 
'… the one who has given to all people with love …' 

(268) ... ket-ɨ-s               kɑɸ-tɛj       iʃi        its͡----eeee----s            s            s            s                ʃʃʃʃojtojtojtojt   ɨz-ɨ-g    ɑn-∅; ... 
    uprights-v-Ac1   build-SSS   theyD   grain-Ds-Ac1   all     it-v-In   put-SSO 
'... building uprights [for the attic] and putting all their(D) grain in it, ...' 

(269) jɑːb-eeee----kekekeke         helhelhelhel      bɑŋgɨɾ-∅ ... 
person-Ds-Pl   all    change-SSO 
'All  the (those) people changing, ...' 

(270) ɑ³-kodn-ɑɑɑɑ----ssss           helhelhelhel   kob-∅        tɛ-go. 
his-thing-Px-Ac1   all     carry-SSO   go-3SM 
'He went, carrying all his things.' 

(271) … nog-ɑɑɑɑ        mmmmɑtɑtɑtɑt     nɑn-ɑ³       in-s-is        sɛ-dn-dɛ-ti. 
      thing-Px   many   Neg-3SM   I-Ac1-Dat   see-Pass-Ipf-Ng 
'… many things are not visible to me.' 

(272) … nog      tʃ͡iɛn-∅-ɨ-z         mmmmɑtɑtɑtɑt … … … … 

      thing   be_bad-CR-v-M   many    
'… many things that are bad …' 

The morpheme, t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃimimimim 'every', occurs frequently in the data, but always before keltkeltkeltkelt 

'time'. Since it is the only quantifier attested before the head of the noun phrase, it could be 

seen as an idiom, or perhaps as a compound word: t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃimkeltimkeltimkeltimkelt 'always'. 
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(273) kiɾ-ɑ-s          t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃimimimim     kelt   ɑ²-kes-dɑ?     eː,   kiɾ-ɑ-s          t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃimimimim     kelt   kes-dɛ-no. 
rent-Px-Ac1   every   time   2S-pay-IpfQ   yes   rent-Px-Ac1   every   time   pay-Ipf-1S 
'Do you pay the rent every time? Yes, I pay the rent every time.' 

In (274) the conjoiner ----kkkkɑɑɑɑ '&' is attested on the quantifier, mmmmɑtɑtɑtɑt 'many'. 

(274) kud-ɑ-kŋ        hɑt   jɑːb       mmmmɑtɑtɑtɑt----kkkkɑɑɑɑ        kɑmil-kɑ    iz-t      ki-niʃo. 
road-Px-Gn1   on     person   many-&    vehicle-&   it-Loc   Ex-BE-3P 
'There are many people and vehicles on the road.' 

3.10 The Auxiliary Negative Verb 

The Dizin grammatical category "auxiliary negative verb" (Payne 1985:212) is a 

class with only one member: nnnnɑnɑnɑnɑn 'Neg'. The chart of suffixes that attach to the auxiliary 

negative word appears in 3.3 The independent negative verb construction was shown in 3.8.5, 

but this section will focus on the variation in the shape of the auxiliary negative verb. 

The word nnnnɑnɑnɑnɑn 'Neg' always co-occurs with another negative marker, ----titititi 'Ng', which is 

suffixed to the lexical verb being negated. So, verbal negation is redundantly marked. This 

can be seen in all the examples in this section. 

Example (275) shows what is assumed to be the underlying form: nnnnɑnɑnɑnɑn. 

(275) ɑ³-sɑɾ-ɑ-s              nnnnɑnɑnɑnɑn----ɑɑɑɑ³³³³       jin-is   gɛ-ki----titititi. 
his-name-Px-Ac1   Neg-3SM   I-Dat   say-Perf-Ng 
'He has not said his name to me. (He has not told me his name.)' 

A shortened variant, nnnnɑɑɑɑ, occurs in free variation only before ----ɑɑɑɑ³³³³ '3SM' and ----ɑɑɑɑ²²²² '2S'. 

While this is phonologically conditioned allomorphy, it is not obligatorily applied; so we 

have free variation. These combinations result in phonetically long vowels with contour 

tones. In (276) this is realized as [nɑː¹³]. 

(276) [… nnnnɑɑɑɑːːːː¹³¹³¹³¹³          ʔɨst       ki.ki.ki.ki.titititi] 
 … nnnnɑɑɑɑ¹¹¹¹----ɑɑɑɑ³³³³        ɨz-t       kikikiki----titititi 
      Neg-3SM   it-Loc   ExBE-Ng 
'There is not any ...' 

Another variant, nnnnɛɛɛɛ, also occurs in free variation, but only before the PNG suffixes 

that begin with /iiii/. In all the following forms on the left, the syllable structure results in the /iiii/ 
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being realized as a glide, [jjjj]. On the right is the usual form of nnnnɑnɑnɑnɑn that also occurs with these 

suffixes. 

(277) a. [nnnnɛɛɛɛjjjj....tttt----ɨɨɨɨ                 t'us.ki.titititi]    b. [nnnnɑ.nɑ.nɑ.nɑ.ni.i.i.i.ttttɨɨɨɨ               t'us.ki.titititi] 
    nnnnɛɛɛɛ----iiiitttt----ɨɨɨɨ        t'us-ki-titititi        nnnnɑnɑnɑnɑn----iiiitttt----ɨɨɨɨ     t'us-ki-titititi    
    Neg-2P-v    know-Perf-Ng       Neg-2P-v    know-Perf-Ng 
    'youP have not known'       'youP have not known' 
 
c. [nnnnɛɛɛɛjjjj....ttttɑɑɑɑ         bɑː.si.titititi]    d. [nnnnɑ.ni.ɑ.ni.ɑ.ni.ɑ.ni.ttttɑɑɑɑ       bɑː.si.titititi] 
    nnnnɛɛɛɛ----iiiitttt----ɑɑɑɑ        bɑːs-i-titititi           nnnnɑnɑnɑnɑn----iiiitttt----ɑɑɑɑ      bɑːs-i-titititi 
    Neg-2P-D    want-Fut-Ng       Neg-2P-D     want-Fut-Ng 
    'youD will not want'       'youD will not want' 
 
e. [nnnnɛɛɛɛjjjjʃʃʃʃ    (…)  ʔɨst    ki.titititi]    f. [nnnnɑɑɑɑ....ninininiʃʃʃʃ   (…)   ʔɨst      ki.titititi] 
    nnnnɛɛɛɛ----iiiiʃʃʃʃ   (…)  ʔɨz-t    ki-titititi          nnnnɑniɑniɑniɑniʃʃʃʃ             (…)   ɨz-t       ki-titititi 
    Neg-3P        it-Loc  ExBE-Ng      Neg-3P           it-Loc   ExBE-Ng 
    'there are none'        'there are none' 
 
g. [nnnnɛɛɛɛj j j j       (…)     ʔist       ki.titititi]   h. [nnnnɑɑɑɑ....nininini     (…)   ʔist      ki.titititi] 
    nnnnɛɛɛɛ----iiii       (…)     iz-t      ki-titititi         nnnnɑnɑnɑnɑn----iiii                  (…)   iz-t      ki-titititi / / / / 
    Neg-3SF            it-Loc   ExBE-Ng      Neg-3SF           it-Loc   ExBE-Ng 
    'there is no (Fem)'        'there are no (Fem)' 

A free variant of nnnnɑnɑnɑnɑn 'Neg' is ttttɑnɑnɑnɑn. It seems to be more common in Central Dizin than 

in Eastern Dizin. 

(278) ɨz    t͡ʃɑk    iti-n           ttttɑnɑnɑnɑn----ɑɑɑɑ³³³³        oj-dɛ----titititi. 
he   again   youP-Ac2   Neg-3SM   refuse-Ipf-Ng 
'Again, he does not refuse you (Pl).' 

3.11 Adverbs 

Adverbs are usually thought of as modifiers of verbs and adjectives. Many Dizin 

words fit into that category. A few examples are given from each of the semantic 

subdivisions of adverbs with the most members (manner, time, and location). A few of the 

less common ones (degree and duplication) are also given. Note the varied shapes of 

adverbial roots, and the scarcity of affixes. 
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3.11.1 Manner Adverbs 

Many words, including all the ideophones collected to date, can be labeled manner 

adverbs. We see a few non-ideophone manner adverbs in (279) to (282), along with all the 

ideophones in 3.11.1.1. The example in (279) shows an adverb describing the manner in 

which grain was grown. 

(279) botku-kɑ    utn-kɑ   ggggɑbɑbɑbɑb          its͡u    koʃ-∅ …. 
baboon-&   rat-&     together   grain   farm-SSO 
'A baboon and a rat growing grain together ….' 

In (280) we see ggggɑbɑbɑbɑb 'together' again, this time in a complete elicited sentence, 

describing how Paul knelt and prayed. 

(280) jɛ-kŋ        t͡ʃoʃt   p'ɑwlos   hel   ki-d-ɑke-k               ggggɑbɑbɑbɑb          kon-∅    
that-Gn1   after   Paul         all    ExBE-Rel-Pl-InstIr   together   kneel-SSO    
 
k'ol-o. 
pray-3SM 
'After that Paul knelt and prayed together with all who were there.' 

In (281) we see kekkekkekkek,,,, which we had seen previously as an adjective in (259) and (262), 

glossed as 'correct' and 'right'. Here it modifies the verb kotkotkotkot 'guard' and is given the gloss 

'properly'. 

(281) ʔm²-buɾdʒ͡-ɑ-s-ɛj,        kujs-kɑ         botku-kɑ       unt͡sŋ-kɑ   nɑn-iʃ     
my-lord-Px-Ac1-Voc   squirrel-and   baboon-and   wolf-and   Neg-3P   
 
its͡-ɑ-s-n                 kekkekkekkek           kot-dɛ-ti 
grain-Px-Ac1-Ac2   properly    guard-Ipf-Ng 
'Oh, my lord! [the] squirrel, [the] baboon and [the] wolf have not been properly 
guarding the grain.' 

Both of the manner adverbs glossed 'quickly' in (282) also appear separately in other 

examples. 

(282) ʃʃʃʃigigigigŋ       k'ŋ       k'ŋ       k'ŋ       k'ɑbɑbɑbɑb       ɑ²-dɑkŋ      hot-i-go. 
quickly  quickly   you(S)-Ad  appear-Fut-3SM 
'Quickly , quickly  he will appear near you.' 

Probably the most commonly heard manner adverb is d͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ɛʒɛʒɛʒɛjjjjʒʒʒʒ 'well'. Morphologically it 

originated from a stative verb: d͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ɛʒɛʒɛʒɛjjjj----∅∅∅∅----zzzz 'be_fine-CR-M', as described before in 3.8.10.3.1. 
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However, in contexts such as (283), it does not function as a relativized verb, but as a 

modifier of a verb. So, this form is assumed to have been grammaticalized into an adverb. 

(283) d͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ɛʒɛʒɛʒɛjjjjʒʒʒʒ   ɑl-n-ti. 
well     stay-Imp-PImp 
'Stay(P) well.' 

3.11.1.1   Ideophones 

Two linguists have recently published their work on ideophones in separate Omotic 

languages. Jean Lydall has done this for Hamar (2000), as has Azeb Amha for Wolaitta 

(2001).32 Ideophones also exist in Dizin, though they are probably not as common as Lydall 

reports them to be in Hamar; her list numbered over 300 and was still growing (2000:3).  

It is always worth asking whether ideophones should be a separate grammatical 

category. A case could be made for that analysis for Dizin ideophones, based on the 

phonological features unique to them (addressed below). But since they all share the 

syntactic and semantic characteristics of adverbs, they are considered a subtype of adverbs. 

Example (284) contains an ideophone, kokokokoʃʃʃʃkokokokoʃʃʃʃ 'quickly', which became evident in the 

transcription of a recorded text. 

(284) ... utn   wɛkɑ    bolu             tokŋ-e-g      und              ɑ³-kɑɾs-∅             
    rat     below   tree_species   hole-Ds-In   in_the_past   3SM-carve/chew-SSO 
 
mɑm-s-d-iɛ-g                  ɨz-ɨ-g    gus      kokokokoʃʃʃʃkokokokoʃʃʃʃ    k'iɑ-∅        tɛ-n; ... 
be_ready-Cau-Rel-Ds-In   it-v-In   down   quickly   leave-SSO   go-DS 
 
'... and the rat went down the hole that he had prepared by chewing before and went 
down it, quickly  leaving and going; ...' 

A few generalizations can be made regarding the Dizin ideophones shown in 

Table 23. Regarding the morphology of these ideophones, the root, which consists of one or 

two syllables, is usually reduplicated just once, but it can be reduplicated more than once.  

                                                
32 Hamar is more closely related to Dizin than Wolaitta is. 
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Phonologically, Dizin ideophones fit the cross-linguistic pattern of having "special 

phonology" (Voeltz and Kilian-Hatz 2001:2). The third example in Table 23 contains two 

strongly nasalized segments, [ɑ̃ɑɑ̃̃ɑ]̃ and [w̃w̃w̃w̃], and a voiceless nasal stop, [ŋŋŋŋ̥̥ ̥]̥, none of which have 

been attested elsewhere in the language. The eighth example contains [llllːːːː], a lengthened 

segment that has not been attested elsewhere in the language either. The onomatopoeia 

employed to reproduce the sound of gulping explains the "special phonology." It may be 

significant that /kkkk/ begins six of these words, 60% of a small sample. 

Semantically, succinct English glosses are often difficult to find. Also note that four 

sets of synonyms, or near synonyms, appear in Table 23. Several times while trying to 

understand one ideophone, I would be given another ideophone that communicated the same 

idea. 

Gestures often occur in conjunction with these ideophones. You can imagine the hand 

motions that go along with the Dizin words for 'scatteringly' or 'sprinklingly', and the tilting 

back of the head that goes along with 'gulpingly'. 
 
 
Table 23.  Dizin Ideophones 
 

IDEOPHONE GLOSS CONTEXT USED 

di³ki³di³ki³di³ki³di³ki³di³ki³di³ki³di³ki³di³ki³ 'quickly' chickens coming quickly while a child chases 

hhhhɑjɑjɑjɑj²h²h²h²hɑjɑjɑjɑj²h²h²h²hɑjɑjɑjɑj²h²h²h²hɑjɑjɑjɑj²²²² 'scatteringly' sowing grain by hand 

kkkkɑ̃w̃ŋɑ̃w̃ŋɑ̃w̃ŋɑ̃w̃ŋ̥̥ ̥¹̥¹¹¹kkkkɑ̃w̃ŋɑ̃w̃ŋɑ̃w̃ŋɑ̃w̃ŋ̥̥ ̥¹̥¹¹¹ 'gulpingly' drinking water, beer or traditional medicine quickly 

kkkkɛʃɛʃɛʃɛʃkkkkɛʃɛʃɛʃɛʃ    'rustlingly' a small creature like a rat or snake scurrying away 

kkkkɨʃɨʃɨʃɨʃ²k²k²k²kɨʃɨʃɨʃɨʃ²²²²    'sprinklingly' sprinkling water from hand to put the last of a fire out 

kokokokoɸɸɸɸ¹ko¹ko¹ko¹koɸɸɸɸ²²²²    'burningly' fire burning 

kokokokoʃʃʃʃ³³³³kokokokoʃʃʃʃ³³³³    'quickly' a rat leaving through a hole in a big hurry 

ku²gku²gku²gku²gɨɨɨɨllllːːːː¹ku²g¹ku²g¹ku²g¹ku²gɨɨɨɨllllːːːː¹¹¹¹    'gulpingly' drinking water, beer or traditional medicine quickly 

ttttɨɨɨɨb¹tb¹tb¹tb¹tɨɨɨɨb²b²b²b²    'burningly' fire burning 

t͡t͡t͡ts͡esesese²²²²t͡t͡t͡ts͡e²se²se²se²    'scatteringly' sowing grain by hand 
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3.11.2   Time Adverbs 

Three common time adverbs are similar to some nouns, with their root-final vowels, 

/uuuu/, which are also often not pronounced. 

(285) a. gigigigiɑm(u)ɑm(u)ɑm(u)ɑm(u)        b. ɑɑɑɑk(u)k(u)k(u)k(u)  c. biabiabiabiaɾɾɾɾ(u)(u)(u)(u) 
    'yesterday'             'today'      'tomorrow' 

Two time adverbs are of special semantic interest because they specify that the past or 

future referred to does not extend beyond the present day. 

(286) ʔŋ²-zokɑ   momomomo                  otu   dɑd     siɑg-o. 
my-bull     earlier_today   calf   child   give_birth-3SM 
'Earlier today my bull gave birth to a calf.' 

(287) ɑntɑntɑntɑnt               bɑŋgɨɾ-de-jo-ŋ. 
later_today   return-come-come-Imp33 
'Come back later today.' 

In (288) the word, t͡t͡t͡ts͡sssɑntɑntɑntɑnt 'before', serves as an adverb of time. It most often functions as 

a postposition meaning 'in front of ' or 'before'. However, syntactically it occurs at the 

beginning of the clause, a location that a postposition could never occupy.34 So it is analyzed 

as an adverb. 

(288) t͡t͡t͡ts͡sssɑntɑntɑntɑnt      ʃub-kɑj   ɑ³-ki-∅               kel-t-ɑ-t              benti       
before   die-Neg   3SM-ExBE-SSO   day-Loc-Px-Loc   shaman   
 
ɑts͡-tɛj                        ɑ³-sɑːg-ɨ-³           iː-ɑ-s               tiɾ-ki-niʃo. 
get_fortune_told-SSS   Det-God-v-Gn4   house-Px-Ac1   quit_going_to-Perf-3P 
 
'Before the day/time that he died, a shaman told his fortune and they had quit going to 
God's house.' 

                                                
33 The "come-come" gloss is intentional. The wordform is a compound construction, which is not yet 

completely understood. 
34 Morphologically, it looks like the noun t͡tt͡͡ts͡sssɑnɑnɑnɑn 'face', with the case marker, -tttt 'Loc'. That is discussed 

further on in 3.12.1. 
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Another Dizin adverb of time is undiundiundiundi 'in the past'.  

(289) undiundiundiundi            ɨʃ-gob     gɑd-e             tiɾm-kɑ   teʒ-kɑ    gɛ-dn-dɛ-ki-∅    
in the past   3P-area   boundary-Ds   Tirm-&   Tezh-&   call-Pass-Ipf-Perf-CR    
 
gob-ɨ-g     tɛ-n       dog-ki-niʃo. 
area-v-In   BE-DS   live-Perf-3P 
 
'In the past the boundary of their area was what was called Tirm and Tezh; it was in 
that area that they had lived.' 

This adverb is noteworthy since it provides provides another example (besides t͡t͡t͡ts͡sssɑntɑntɑntɑnt 

'before') of grammaticalization from a body part noun to an adverb of time. In Sheko, undiundiundiundi 

means 'buttock' (Aklilu 1996:36). Although the Dizin word given to me for 'buttock' is ttttɑkŋɑkŋɑkŋɑkŋ, 

the grammaticalization appears to have taken place in Proto-Maji times. 

3.11.3   Location Adverbs 

A few adverbs denote location. The first shows the word ɑŋgɑŋgɑŋgɑŋg 'here': 

(290) … ɑŋgɑŋgɑŋgɑŋg    in-kŋ                   tʃ͡oŋg    wu-e. 
     here   we-Gn1   among   enter-3SF 
'… she entered among us here.' 

A more common variation of ɑŋgɑŋgɑŋgɑŋg is ɑŋgɑŋgɑŋgɑŋgɑɑɑɑtttt 'here'. This looks morphologically as 

though nominal suffixes (----ɑɑɑɑ----tttt '-Px-Loc') attach to ɑŋgɑŋgɑŋgɑŋg. But no other data suggest that ɑŋgɑŋgɑŋgɑŋg is a 

noun. More data should be sought. 

(291) bɑtʃ͡-ɑ         ɑŋgɑtɑŋgɑtɑŋgɑtɑŋgɑt   ki-go. 
clothes-Px   here     ExBE-3SM 
'The clothes are here.' 

The adverbs in (292) and (293) denote both location and direction. Note the normal 

noun phrase conjoining suffix, ----kkkkɑɑɑɑ '&', attaching to adverbs in (293). 

(292) ʃɑɾʃɑɾʃɑɾʃɑɾ   gob-∅        ɑːʃ-o. 
up    jump-SSO   stood-3SM 
'Jumping up, he stood.' 

(293) toɾtɑ    kokŋ   zig-ɨ-t           gujsgujsgujsgujs----kkkkɑ  ɑ  ɑ  ɑ          ʃɑɾʃɑɾʃɑɾʃɑɾ----kkkkɑɑɑɑ   hiɑt-o. 
Torta   way      edge-v-Loc   down-&   up-&      run-3SM 
'Torta ran up and down on the bank.' 
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3.11.4   Degree Adverbs 

A very commonly spoken adverb is iiiiɑkɑkɑkɑkɨzɨzɨzɨz 'very'. It is labeled a degree adverb. It 

modifies adjectives, as shown here, but also verbs. Morphologically it likely originated from 

iiiiɑkɑkɑkɑk----∅∅∅∅----zzzz 'be_big-CR-M', but in contexts such as (294) it does not function as a relativized 

verb, but as an adverb. So this form is assumed to have grammaticalized into an adverb. 

(294) eː,    k'ejdn-bɑb-ɑ      ɑ³-k'ɛjdn-ɑ    hɑt   iiiiɑkɑkɑkɑkɨzɨzɨzɨz   guɸ             ti-go. 
yes   work-POM-Px   his-work-Px   on     very   exceptional   BE-3SM 
'Yes, the worker is very exceptional at his work.' 

Another degree adverb is jjjjɑɑɑɑʃʃʃʃ 'slightly'. 

(295) … jjjjɑɑɑɑʃʃʃʃ          tɑtʃ͡-m-ki-∅-in                ti-gɛj. 
     slightly   change-Rflex-Perf-CR-F   BE-3SF 
'… she is one who has changed herself a little.' 

3.11.5   A Duplication Adverb 

One adverb, t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ɑʃɑʃɑʃɑkkkk 'again', refers to the repetition of the action that the verb denotes.  

(296) eː,    nog-ɑ-s           t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ɑʃɑʃɑʃɑkkkk     et-is          ʔŋ²-ge-z       tʃ͡ɑl-i-no. 
yes   news-Px-Ac1   again   youS-Dat   my-say-Ger   be_able-Fut-1S 
'Yes, I can tell you(S) the news again. (Yes, I am able [to do] my saying of the news 
to you(S) again.)' 

3.12 Adpositions 

All but one of the Dizin morphemes analyzed as adpositions are postpositions, as 

presented in Table 24. The words, hhhhɑtɑtɑtɑt and    kkkkɑɑɑɑɾɾɾɾ, appear in the table more than once to show the 

possible case markings on the noun phrases which precede or follow them. 
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Table 24.  Dizin Adpositions 
 

ADPOSITIONAL PHRASES GLOSSES OVERT CASE CO-OCCURRENCE 

NP-kkkkŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ t͡t͡t͡ts͡sssɑntɑntɑntɑnt NP-Gn1 before Always Genitive 

NP-kkkkŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃooooŋgŋgŋgŋg NP-Gn1 inside Always Genitive 

NP-kkkkŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ ɑkŋɑkŋɑkŋɑkŋ NP-Gn1 above Always Genitive 

NP-kkkkŋ sŋ sŋ sŋ sɑpmɑpmɑpmɑpm NP-Gn1 above Always Genitive 

NP-kkkkŋ k'ŋ k'ŋ k'ŋ k'ɑŋgɑŋgɑŋgɑŋg NP-Gn1 under Always Genitive 

NP-kkkkŋ botŋ botŋ botŋ bot NP-Gn1 on Always Genitive 

NP-kkkkŋ boŋ boŋ boŋ bonnnntttt NP-Gn1 across Always Genitive 

NP-kkkkŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃooooʃʃʃʃtttt NP-Gn1 after Always Genitive 
NP-kkkkŋ hŋ hŋ hŋ hɑtɑtɑtɑt    
NP hhhhɑtɑtɑtɑt 

NP-Gn1 on 
NP from  Usually Genitive 

NP g g g gɑntɑntɑntɑnt NP 'like'  No Overt Case 

NP d d d dɨɾɛɨɾɛɨɾɛɨɾɛssss NP 'up_to/next_to' No Overt Case  
kkkkɑɑɑɑɾɾɾɾ NP-kojskojskojskojs 
kkkkɑɑɑɑɾɾɾɾ NP-gggg----isisisis 
kkkkɑɑɑɑɾɾɾɾ NP-gggg 
kkkkɑɑɑɑɾɾɾɾ NP----isisisis 
kkkkɑɑɑɑɾɾɾɾ NP 

to NP-All  
to NP-In-Dat  
to NP-In  
to NP-Dat 
to NP 

Sometimes Allative 
Sometimes Inessive and/or Dative 
Sometimes No Overt Case 

 

3.12.1 Grammaticalization of Nouns into Postpositions 

At least two of the postpositions are the result of grammaticalization from nouns. 

They are noun roots with case, functioning as adpositions. Hopper and Traugott 

(1993:106-108), and others, have written about how this common phenomenon works. The 

first of these examples is shown in (297) and (298). The word t͡t͡t͡ts͡sssɑntɑntɑntɑnt could be analyzed as 

either a noun with locative case (297a) or as a postposition (297b). 

(297) a. t͡t͡t͡ts͡sssɑɑɑɑnnnn----tttt   b. t͡t͡t͡ts͡sssɑntɑntɑntɑnt 
    noun-case marker      postposition 
    'face-Locative'      'before/in front of/in the presence of ' 

A complete sentence follows, in which t͡t͡t͡ts͡sssɑntɑntɑntɑnt is analyzed as a completely 

grammaticalized postposition. 
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(298) ɑː     sɑːg-ɨ-kkkkŋ    ŋ    ŋ    ŋ                    t͡t͡t͡ts͡sssɑntɑntɑntɑnt     noːgu   ints͡-∅-z            ti-go.  
this   God-v-Gn1   before   thing     difficult-CR-M   BE-3SM 
'This is a thing which is difficult before God.' 

Example (299) shows a similar case in which the word could be treated with the 

analysis shown in either (a) or (b). Example (300) shows it in a complete sentence. 

(299) a. t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃonononon----gggg     b. t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃooooŋgŋgŋgŋg 
    noun-case marker        postposition 
    'heart/stomach/belly/middle-Inessive'      'in/inside' 

(300) jɑtn-eni    wɛtʃ͡i-kkkkŋŋŋŋ      t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃooooŋgŋgŋgŋg    huɾt-ɛj.  
fox-Fem   forest-Gn1   inside   go_out_from-3SF 
'The fox came out from inside the forest.' 

Breeze (1990:38) provides evidence of this process in Benchnon also. She lists seven 

pairs of words, each with a noun and the postposition which is derived from it. 

The grammaticalization process which results in Dizin postpositions should be 

investigated further. More vocabulary should be elicited and other postpositions may also be 

understood as t͡t͡t͡ts͡sssɑntɑntɑntɑnt and t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃooooŋgŋgŋgŋg presently are. Since not all the words that function like 

postpositions can be analyzed as nouns, the grammatical category, postposition, is needed. 

3.12.2 A Case of Optional Case Marking 

As the data in Table 24 reveal, most of the postpositions either always co-occur with 

----kkkkŋŋŋŋ Gn1 or never co-occur with case markers. The exception is hhhhɑtɑtɑtɑt 'on/at/in/from'. An 

example of each option is in (301) and (302).35 

(301) kɑmil-eni       i-boɾku-kŋɑt     dɑdu   k'oj----kkkkŋ   ŋ   ŋ   ŋ               hhhhɑtɑtɑtɑt   wut-∅     ɨz-n      
vehicle-Fem   3SF-roll-when   child    one-Gn1   on     fall-SSO   he-Ac2  
 
d͡ʒɨt                   mɛtʃ͡-ki-gɛj. 
pressing_down   hold-Perf-3SF 
 
'When the vehicle rolled it fell on a teenager and it held him, pressing down.' 

                                                
35 While these two constructions are glossed differently, there is no clear pattern of the presence of ----kkkkŋŋŋŋ 

'Gn1' affecting meaning. For example: itiitiitiiti----kkkkɑmilɑmilɑmilɑmil----enienienieni----kkkkŋŋŋŋ    hhhhɑtɑtɑtɑt 'from your(P) vehicle' versus t't't't'ɑɑɑɑɾp'ezɑɾp'ezɑɾp'ezɑɾp'ezɑ    hhhhɑtɑtɑtɑt 'from the 
table'. 
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(302) ɑk       k'ɛjdn   hhhhɑtɑtɑtɑt   ɑl-ki-no. 
today   work     at     stay-Perf-1S 
'Today I have been staying at work.' 

3.12.3 The Lone Preposition 

All but one of the Dizin adpositions identified to date are postpositions. Five example 

sentences with the preposition kkkkɑɑɑɑɾɾɾɾ 'to' are given in (303) through (307), to illustrate that it 

appears separate from case suffixes and in combination with the case suffixes ----kojskojskojskojs 'All', 

----gggg----isisisis    'In-Dat', ----gggg 'In', and ----isisisis 'Dat'.  

(303) kɛ                bɑːb-e-kɑ       iː-b             jɑːb-e-ke-kŋ           tʃ͡on-g     k'oj   k'oj-dɑ   
furthermore   father-Ds-&   house-Loc   person-Ds-Pl-Gn1   heart-In   one   one-Rel 
 
kkkkɑɑɑɑɾɾɾɾ      sɑːg-ɨ-kojskojskojskojs   jɛ-ŋ          bɑːs-dɛ-niʃo. 
to      God-v-All   come-Inf   want-Ipf-3P 
 
'Furthermore, the father and some of the family want to come to God.' 

(304) dɑd-ɑ       ɑ³-its͡-ɑ-s            ʔm-∅      ugu    bɛj-tɛj        kkkkɑɑɑɑɾɾɾɾ   tɑmɑɾi    
child-Px   his-food-Px-Ac1   eat-SSO   milk   drink-SSS   to      student   
 
iː-gggg----isisisis              bɑŋgɨɾ-o. 
house-In-Dat    return-3SM 
 
'The child, having eaten his food and drunk milk, returned to school.' 

(305) tiɑtɾɑ-kŋ       tʃ͡oʃt   kkkkɑɑɑɑɾɾɾɾ   iː-gggg           wu-we. 
drama-Gn1   after    to      house-In    enter-3SF 
'After the drama she went in/inside a house.' 

(306) tʃ͡oʃt   bɑtʃ͡i      dʒ͡ɛj-∅-z          oɸ-∅            kkkkɑɑɑɑɾɾɾɾ   gɑb-isisisis          tɛ-gɛj. 
after   clothes   be_fine-CR-M   put_on-SSO   to      market-Dat   go-3SF 
'Putting on clothing which is fine, she went to the market.' 

(307) ɑt      kkkkɑɑɑɑɾɾɾɾ   jɑːb       dʒ͡ɛj-∅-z            ɑ²-ɑm-ŋ            eb-mt     sɑg-ɨ³       k'ɑl-ɑ   
now   to      person   be_good-CR-M   2S-become-Inf   think-if   God-Gn4   word-Px   
 
gɛ-dɛ-ki-∅         kud-ɑ-s          bɑŋgɨɾ-n. 
say-Ipf-Perf-CR   road-Px-Ac1   return-Imp 
 
'Now if you(S) are thinking of turning into (becoming) a person who is good, return to 
the path that God's word has been saying.' 
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3.12.4 Case Markers or Postpositions? 

Dizin reinforces the generalization given by Payne: "It is difficult to distinguish case 

marking from adpositions" (1997:100). This is especially true of ggggɑntɑntɑntɑnt 'like' and ddddɨɾɛɨɾɛɨɾɛɨɾɛssss 'up to'. 

Since they never assign overt case, as most postpositions do, we need to consider reanalyzing 

them as case suffixes. But since hhhhɑtɑtɑtɑt sometimes doesn't assign overt case, leaving the present 

analysis alone has some justification.  

Another factor to consider with ddddɨɾɛɨɾɛɨɾɛɨɾɛssss 'next to', is that it was borrowed from Amharic 

[ddddɨɾɛɨɾɛɨɾɛɨɾɛssss] as a postposition. Interestingly, [ddddɨɾɛɨɾɛɨɾɛɨɾɛssss] had already grammaticalized from the Amharic 

verb, ddddɛɾɛɾɛɾɛɾːːːːɛɛɛɛssssɛɛɛɛ 'he/it arrived', before the borrowing occurred. 

Regarding (303), the possibility also needs to be considered that kojskojskojskojs is a postposition 

meaning 'to' or 'toward', especially since mother tongue speakers have sometimes written it as 

a separate word. But that would require the combination of a preposition and a postposition in 

the same adpositional phrase. While that does occur in some languages, it is not attested 

elsewhere in Dizin. 

Further investigation should continue on all the case markers and adpositions, and 

new conclusions are possible. 

3.13 Interjections 

The Dizin interjections that have been identified are shown in (308) through (310). 

(308) its͡-ɑ        ɑ³-mɑm-¹kŋ¹?                 eeeeːːːː,    its͡-ɑ        mɑm-ki-go. 
food-Px   3SM-be_prepared-PerfQ   yes   food-Px   be_prepared-Perf-3SM 
'Has the food been prepared? Yes, the food has been prepared.' 

(309) izu   jɑːb      d͡ʒɛj-∅-z            tɛ-j?         kkkkɑɑɑɑːːːːjjjj,   iz-ɨ-n        ɑ²-jɑb-is. 
he    person   be_good-CR-M   BE-FutQ   no      he-v-Ac2   2S-believe-NgIJ 
'Is he a person who is good? No, do not believe him.' 

(310) a. ssssɑɑɑɑ²²²²ɾoɾoɾoɾo²²²²     b. wuwuwuwuːhːhːhːh³³³³   c. wowowowoːhːhːhːh¹²¹²¹²¹² 
    hello/hi         ya        ya    
    'A generic greeting'        'A reply to a call'      'A reply to a call' 
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CHAPTER 4 

SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

This thesis has given an overview of Central Dizin phonology and morphology, and 

has provided some data from Eastern and Western Dizin, as well. This chapter will 

summarize some of the important features of the language that are known, and give 

suggestions for further research. 

The introductory chapter noted the significant language contact between Dizin and 

Amharic and between Dizin and Tirmaga-Chai. At a number of points throughout the thesis, 

references were made to borrowings from Amharic. A borrowing from a SE Surmic 

language, probably Tirmaga-Chai, was discussed in the phonology chapter (2.2.6). The 

extent to which Dizin has borrowed from surrounding Surmic languages still needs to be 

researched. The three main dialects of Dizin (Eastern, Central, and Western) and the less 

divergent varieties of Dizin still need to be systematically surveyed. 

Some of the more significant phonological features of Dizin are glottalized stops and 

affricates, retroflex consonants (in Western Dizin), phonetically syllabic nasal consonants, 

lengthened vowels, and tone. The phonetically retroflex consonants that Aklilu identified in 

Central and Eastern Dizin should be researched further, as well as the phonemic ones in 

Western Dizin. The origins of the syllabic nasals and the nature of the glottal stop which 

co-occurs with them could be understood better with more data from Dizin and related 

languages. 

Dizin tone is both lexical and grammatical, but some feature of the tone system are 

still not fully understood. It seems clear that three tone levels are operating, along with a 
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number of phonetic contour tones on single syllables. However, the interactions between 

adjacent tones and the phonemic status of the contour tones need to be researched further.  

A number of significant morphological features have been described in this thesis. 

Dizin is a polysynthetic language, which is more agglutinative than fusional. Many of the 

noun roots end with a vowel that is deleted when vowel initial suffixes attach. The Dizin case 

system includes some clear, and some not so clear, instances of what some have called 

"stacked case." Genitive case is marked in a few different ways, but alienable and inalienable 

possession are not differentiated. It is not always clear whether some morphemes should be 

considered case markers or postpositions. These morphemes should be researched further. 

A set of five verbal suffixes (----∅∅∅∅    'PstPr', ----kkkk 'Pres', ----iiii 'Fut', ----ddddɛɛɛɛ    'Ipf ', ----kikikiki    'Perf ') are 

labeled as "tense/aspect" markers. Three of these suffixes seem to function as though they 

could be labeled "tense" markers, while the other two seem to function as though they could 

be labeled "aspect" markers. But since those suffixes occupy the same slot on a verb, giving 

them separate labels does not seem appropriate. A better understanding of the functions of 

these five morphemes may lead to a better label than "tense/aspect." 

Clause chaining, medial clauses, and switch reference are attested. The Dizin switch 

reference morpheme, ----nnnn 'DS', signals that a different subject will follow. An unusual 

construction of interdependent verbs has also been discovered. The morphemes that connect 

two interdependent verbs are ----ttttɑɑɑɑ 'ID1' and ----ggggɑɑɑɑ 'ID2'. These need to be researched further. 

The relativized verb constructions are rather complex and varied. They should be 

studied more to understand why the overt relativizer, ----ddddɑɑɑɑ, is sometimes employed and other 

times, what is called a covert relativizer, is employed instead. 

While a few Dizin adjectives are found, by far most of the words that modify nouns 

are now understood to be relativized verbs. 
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Two of the postpositions are clearly derived from nouns with case marking. The rest 

of the postpositions should be researched further to see whether they are similar. Depending 

what is found, "postposition" may not be needed as a Dizin grammatical category. 

The syntax and discourse features of Dizin have not been addressed in this thesis. 

Future research on these topics should build on what Keefer (1969b), Allen (1976a) and 

Aklilu (2000) have written. Priority should be given to the study of Dizin syntax and 

discourse features. 

We can be grateful for all that is now known about Dizin and can look forward to the 

understanding that will come in the future as research continues. 
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APPENDIX  A 
 

SELECTED TEXTS 
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SELECTED TEXTS  

The two texts that follow have been selected to show larger units of Dizin discourse. 

Both texts are fables. 
 

A Lion and a Fox 

(1) ɛjk-ɨ-kɑ    jɑtn-kɛnɑ-kŋki   ts͡ɛj     tɛ-n       ts͡ɛj-ŋ             gɛ-dɛ-no. 
lion-v-&   fox-both-Gn3     fable   BE-DS   tell_fable-Inf   say-Ipf-1S 
'It is a fable of both a lion and a fox that I am speaking to tell a fable.' 

(2) ɛjk-ɨ-kɑ    jɑtn-kɑ   iʃ-ɑl-∅          ki-n          ɛjk-kŋ       zoku             
lion-v-&   fox-&     3P-stay-SSO   ExBE-DS   lion-Gn1   male_bovine  
 
niɑk-ɨz-ɨnɑ     jɑtn-kŋ    oti     kotʃ͡in    i-ki-n;              jɑtn   kɛj-ɛ-ni    
male-M-and   fox-Gn1   cow   female   3SF-ExBE-DS   fox     sun-Ds-F 
 
kes-n          "wɛk ɑl-e-n            tɛ-∅      kode-n      ɑ-ot-ɑ-s            
go_out-DS   down fire-Ds-Ac2   go-SSO   bring-DS   theM-cow-Px-Ac1  
 
tʃ͡ok-∅             gɑm-∅      ʔm-ʔm-ɑ"   jɑ     gɛ-∅       jɑtn-n      wɛs-∅    
slaughter-SSO   roast-SSO   1P-eat-Jus   this   say-SSO   fox-Ac2   send-SSO    
 
tɑ-n         tɛ-∅-go. 
give-DS   go-PstPr-3SM 
 
'A lion and a fox were staying in one place; the lion's bull and the fox's cow were 
there; at sunrise fox said like that: "Go bring that fire down and let us slaughter a cow 
and roast it and eat it"; [lion] sending the fox, giving [an order], the fox went.' 

(3) ɑ³-tɛ-n          i-kɛj-ɛ-ni           wɛk-ɑ-t          i-ki-d-e-s                       so  
3SM-go-DS   theF-sun-Ds-F   down-Px-Loc   3SF-ExBE-Rel-Ds-Ac1   up  
 
tʃ͡on-t           ts͡ɑk-n      tʃ͡ɑk    bɑŋgɨɾ-deː-∅         "ʔŋ²-tɛ-n    so   tʃ͡on-t        
middle-Loc   pass-DS   again   return-come-SSO   1S-go-DS   up    middle-Loc  
 
tɛ-ge"     gɛ-deː-∅          gɛ-∅-go. 
go-3SF   say-come-SSO   say-PstPr-3SM 
 
'When he [fox] went it was just after sunrise, and when he came back again it was 
midday; then the fox came saying to the lion, "When I went [down to the fire] it went 
up to the middle [of the sky]." ' 
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(4) jɑ     gɛ-n       ɛjk   "ɑnt          i-tɛ-nt                jɛ-dɛj-ki                     
this   say-DS   lion   therefore   3SF-go-if/since   come-spend_night-Perf-CR 
 
biɑɾ           to-ŋ." 
tomorrow   go-Imp 
 
'The lion saying like this, "Therefore, since it goes up, come and spend the night and 
go tomorrow." ' 

(5) ɑ³-gɛ-∅           tɑ-n         tʃ͡ɑk    bɑŋgɨɾ-∅     tɛ-∅-go.  
3SM-say-SSO   give-DS   again   return-SSO   go-PstPr-3SM 
'He [the lion] telling [the fox], giving [an invitation], and again returning he [the fox] 
went.' 

(6) ɑ³-bɑŋgɨɾ-∅        tɛ-n      tʃ͡ɑk     so   tʃ͡on-t           i-jɛ-dɑ-d-ɑ                 gɑnt  
3SM-return-Imp   go-DS   again   up   middle-Loc   3SF-come-Ipf-Rel-Px   like 
 
so   tʃ͡on-t           jɛ-∅-ge. 
up   middle-Loc   come-PstPr-3SF 
 
'When he returned, again like this one that came up to the middle [of the sky] she [the 
sun] came up to the middle [of the sky].' 

(7) kɑːdu   god-ɨ-kŋ                 t͡ʃoʃt   ɑ³-wɛs-tɑ-n           ɑ³-tɛ-n          esi    kɛj-ɛni        
three    evening/day-v-Gn1   after   3SM-send-??-DS   3SM-go-DS   and   sun-Fem    
 
so   tʃ͡on-t           i-jɛ-n               ɑ³-tɛ-∅          bɑŋgɨɾ-∅      ge-kɨdɑt    ɑŋg     
up   middle-Loc   3SF-come-DS   3SM-go-SSO   return-SSO    tell-when   here    
 
jɑtn-³        ot-e-ni           siɑg-n;             ɛjk   "ʔŋ²-zokɑ   mo                otu    
fox-Gn4    cow-Ds-Fem   give_birth-DS   lion   my-bull      earlier_today   calf    
 
dɑd    siɑg-o"               jɛ      gɛ-go. 
child   give_birth-3SM   that   say-3SM 
 
'After three days he [lion] sent him [fox], and he [fox] went, and the sun came up to 
[the] middle [of the sky]; he [fox] going, returns and tells [lion]; and fox's cow gave 
birth here; and lion [said], "Earlier today my bull gave birth to a calf," he said that.' 

(8) jɑtn   jiɾ        ɑ³-ge-ni? 
fox    what?   3SM-say-CQ 
'What did [the] fox say?' 
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(9) "undi           jiɾ-g           ki-∅           gob-ɨ-g          tɛ-n       ɑ³-zoku     otu   
in_the_past   which?-In   ExBE-SSO   country-v-In   BE-DS   3SM-bull   calf  
 
siɑg-dɛ-ni?"           jɛ     gɛ-∅-go. 
give_birth-Ipf-CQ   that   say-PstPr-3SM 
 
' "In the past in what country was it where a bull gives birth to a calf?" he said that.'  

(10) "ʔŋ²-zok-ɑ    ti-tɑ       ɑ³-siɑg-ki-gɑ"                   jɛ     gɛ-∅       iɑz-o. 
my-bull-Px   BE-ID1   3SM-give_birth-Perf-ID2   that   say-SSO   lie-3SM 
'It is my bull that has given birth," saying that, he lied.' 

(11) jɑ     gɛ-∅       iɑz-n    jɛ-kŋ         tʃ͡oʃt   "ʔŋ³-tɛ-n    iʃi-wɛtʃ͡i-g     ki-∅           
this   say-SSO   lie-DS   that-Gn1   after    1P-go-DS   3P-forest-In   ExBE-SSO  
 
nudu     hel   mɑskɾ-ɑ"    jɑ    gɛ-n       tiɛ-∅-nɑʃi. 
animal   all    testify-Jus   this   say-DS   go-PstPr-3P 
 
'After he lied like that, he [the fox] said like this, "Let us go to the forest and let all the 
wild animals who are there give witness," saying like that, they [lion and fox] went.' 

(12) iʃ-ɑ-tɛ-n         esi   wɛtʃ͡i-g     ki        nud-ɑ         hel   ɛjk-ɨ-n         ʃoɾ    ɛjk-kŋ     
3P-D-go-DS   and   forest-In   ExBE   animal-Px   all     lion-v-Ac2   fear   lion-Gn1  
 
ti-go        "ɛjk zok-e     ti-tɑ        siɑg-ki-gɑ"               ge-∅-niʃo. 
BE-3SM   lion bull-Ds   BE-ID1   give_birth-Perf-ID2   say-PstPr-3P 
 
'When they went, all the wild animals in the forest, fearing the lion said, "It is the 
lion's bull that gave birth."' 

(13) iʃ-in-dɛ-ki-∅          bɛj-dɑkŋ            tɛ-n;    bɛj         oʃk-n,     jiɾ       i-ge-ni? 
3P-go-Ipf-Perf-CR  monkey-near_to  go-DS  monkey  call-DS   what?   3SF-say-CQ 
'Those who were walking went near to a monkey and [someone] called the monkey, 
[and] what did she say?' 

(14) "ɑk      k'ɛj-dn      hɑt   ɑl-ki-no. 
today   work-Nzr   on     stay-Perf-1S 
' "Today I have been staying at work.' 

(15) jiɾ        ʔŋ³-e-n      it-oʃk-dɛ-ni?"     jɛ     gɛ-∅-gɛj.  
what?   1S-do-DS   2P-call-Ipf-CQ   that   say-PstPr-3SF 
'What shall I do [since] you have been calling?" she said that.' 

(16) "nog-ɑ-s           sis-ŋ;         gɛ-dn-dɛ-to."  
matter-Px-Ac2   listen-Imp   tell-Pass-Ipf-2S 
'Listen to the matter; you are being told.' 
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(17) "jiɾ      tɛ-ni?  
what?   BE-CQ 
'What is it?' 

(18) kɑl-ɑ-kɑ    jɛl-t            gob-ɑ-k      t'ɑgŋ   begɨm-∅            tiɛ-t       ʔŋ²-ɑl-∅      
sky-Px-&   under-Loc   land-Px-&   two     be_divided-SSO   go-ID1   1S-stay-SSO  
 
mɛɾɸi-k'ɑŋk   sib-∅       hiɛʃ-∅               ki-∅            jɛ-k-ɨ-gɑ." 
needle-Inst      sew-SSO   spend_day-SSO   ExBE-SSO   come-Pres-v-ID2 
 
'The sky and the earth are divided [into] two and I have gone and have sat and with a 
needle I have been spending the day sewing [it back together] and [now] I am 
coming.' 

(19) "undi           jiɾ-g         tɛ-n       ɑ³-kɑl-ɑ-kɑ        jɛl-t            gob-ɑ-kɑ   
in_the_past   what?-In   BE-DS   3SM-sky-Px-&   under-Loc   land-Px-&  
 
mɛɾɸi-k'ɑŋk   sib-dn-dɛ-ni?" 
needle-Inst     sew-Pass-Ipf-CQ 
 
'[The lion said,] "In whose country is the sky and the earth sewn together by needle?"' 

(20) "undi           jiɾ-g         ki-∅           zoku   tɛ-ki-∅         otu    siɑg-dɛ-ni?"         
in_the_past   what?-In   ExBE-SSO   bull     BE-Perf-CR   calf   give_birth-Ipf-CQ  
 
jɛ     gɛ-gɛj      bɛj.       
that   say-3SF   monkey 
 
' "In whose country does a bull give birth to a calf?" the monkey said that.' 

(21) jɛ-kŋ        tʃ͡oʃt   ɛjk    hiɑlm-∅          iʒ-ɨ-n          gib-∅-o.        
that-Gn1   after   lion   be_angry-SSO   she-v-Ac2   chase-PstPr-3SM 
'After that, [the] lion, being angry, chased her.' 

(22) ɑ³-gib-∅             kob-∅      sɑk      zɑŋg-t      tɛ-n       ɛs     ek      intʃ͡i-kŋ    hɑt  
3SM-chase-SSO   take-SSO   gorge   edge-Loc   go-DS   and   there   tree-Gn1   on   
 
i-gob-n            gob-k-ɨ-no        gɛ-∅      sɑk-g-e-t            gus   boɾk-∅  ʃub-o.    
3SF-jump-DS  jump-Pres-v-1S  say-SSO  gorge-In-Ds-Loc  down roll-SSO  die-3SM 
 
'Chasing, going to the edge of a gorge, and [he thought], "When she jumps on the tree 
there, I will try to jump [and grab her]," [but instead] rolling down into the gorge, he 
died.' 
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(23) ɑ³-boɾk-∅        ʃub-n     bɑŋgɨɾ-de-∅         ɑŋg   jɑtn   duŋgɨs-∅  
3SM-roll-SSO   die-DS   return-come-SSO   here   fox    cheat-SSO   
 
"ɑ²-bɑʒu-bɑb-ɑ-s              kote-t       ʔn-debuʃ-de-k-ɨ-gɑ"        jɛ    gɛ-∅      so       
2S-conflict-PsrM-Px-Ac1   take-ID1  1S-kill-come-Pres-v-ID2  that  say-SSO  above  
 
jɑtn   dɑn-t       ge-n       ɑ-jɑtn       ug-ɑ-s            ɑ³-tɑ-n             bɛj-t                   
fox    near-Loc   say-DS   theM-fox   milk-Px-Ac1   3SM-give-DS   drink-?? 
 
i-bɛj-∅             hiɛʃ-∅                ki-∅           jiɾ        i-ɑm-ni?           
3SF-drink-SSO   spend_day-SSO   ExBE-SSO   what?   3SF-become-CQ  
 
'After he rolled and died, [the monkey] returning to here to cheat the fox said like that, 
"I have taken your enemy and killed [him] and have come"; [the monkey] spoke up to 
the fox and the fox gave milk and the monkey drank and drank and spending the day 
there, what happened to her?' 

(24) wɛk     iʒ-kŋ       hel-t          ɑ³-tiɑɸ-n         niɑts͡'-k-ɨ-no      gɛ-∅       t'uh-∅     
down   she-Gn1   chest-Loc   3SM-drip-DS   lick-Pres-v-1S   say-SSO   burst-SSO  
 
ʃub-∅-ɛj;        jɛ      gɛ-dn-dɛ-go. 
die-PstPr-3SF   that   say-Pass-Ipf-3SM 
 
'It [the milk] dripped down onto her chest and [she] said (thought), "I am licking it (I 
will try to lick it)," and bursting, she died; that is said.' 
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A Baboon and a Rat 
 

(25) botku-kɑ    utn-kɑ   gɑb         its͡u    koʃ-∅        kotɛ-∅                kotn  
baboon-&   rat-&     together   grain   farm-SSO   grab.and.go-SSO   attic  
 
kɑɸ-tn-tɑ           iz-ɨ-g    iɑɾts͡-n-dɑ-di-gɑ;                 jɛ     ɨʃ-giɛ-n       ɑ-utn       
build-Pass-ID1   it-v-In   put_inside-Pass-Ipf-??-ID2   that   3P-say-DS   theM-rat  
 
intʃ͡i   mɑn-∅-ɨ-z-kɑ           kɑlb-∅-ɨ-z              giɛ-kɑj    k'iɑ-∅        "bol  
tree    be_other-CR-v-M-&   be_strong-CR-v-M   say-Neg   leave-SSO   bol1    
 
ti-ki-∅          kɑlb-∅-ɨ-z             ti-∅-go"           ge-∅       ts͡'iɑkŋ-∅    
BE-Perf-CR   be_strong-CR-v-M   BE-PstPr-3SM   say-SSO   choose-SSO    
 
ket-ɨ-s               kɑɸ-tɛj;      iʃi     its͡-e-s             ʃojt   ɨz-ɨ-g    ɑn-∅    
uprights-v-Ac1   build-SSS   they   grain-Ds-Ac1   all     it-v-In   put-SSO    
 
tʃ͡uɑʒu-k       ts͡ɑns-tɛj     ʃojt   e-∅       ɑn-∅       k'iɑ-n;      utn   bol-e-kŋ  
grass-InstIr   cover-SSS   all     do-SSO   put-SSO   leave-DS   rat    bol-Ds-Gn1    
 
jɛl-ɨ-g           ʃɑɾ   tosk-∅               so       kes-∅          its͡-e-s             guɸt           
bottom-v-In   up    chew_hole-SSO   above   go_up-SSO   grain-Ds-Ac1   completely  
 
ʔm-∅      k'iɑ-n;      "ɑk     ʔŋ³-ɑ-its͡-ɑ        ɑ³-sɛ-dn-ɑ"          ge-n      
eat-SSO   leave-DS   today   our-D-grain-Px   3SM-see-Pass-Jus say-DS  
 
ɑ-botku           jɛ-n-ɑ           iʃi      nogm-∅     its͡-ɑ-s             dʒ͡uɑj-kɨst           
theM-baboon   come-DS-??   they   speak-SSO   grain-Px-Ac1   tear(open)-when  
 
"nɑ-ki-ŋ?" 
where?-ExBE-PstQ 
 
'A baboon and a rat grew grain together, took it and built an attic, and put it inside it; 
and they were saying like that, the rat, not saying [he wants] other strong poles, says, 
"Bol poles are strong," and choosing them, they build uprights [for the attic] and put 
all their grain in it, and covering it with grass, having done all these things, leaving; 
and the rat chewed a hole in the bol pole from the bottom up, and going up, ate the 
grain until it was gone, and left; and [the rat] said, "Today let our (dual) grain be 
seen;" and the baboon came, and talking when they tore open the grain [storage 
place], said, "Where is it?" ' 

                                                
1 A tree species. 
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(26) its͡-ɑ        wɛl   hundu,   ɨz-t   ki-z           kɑj;   "ɑ-botk!        its͡-ɑs          iki      
grain-Px   just   chaff      it-at   ExBE-Inf   Neg   Voc-baboon   grain-Ac1   who?  
 
tɛ-ki-∅         ʔm-ni? 
BE-Perf-CR   eat-CQ 
 
'There was no grain there, just chaff; "Oh, baboon! Who has been the one who ate the 
grain?' 

(27) in   its͡      ʔn²-sɛ-ki-ŋ? 
I     grain   1S-see-Perf-PstPrQ 
'Have I seen the grain?' 

(28) iː-g-ɑ-t                 ʔŋ³-ɑl-ɑ       iː-ɑ           ɑl-k           kiɑb-n"                  ɑ-jɛ       
house-In-Px-Loc   1P-stay-Jus   house-Px   fire-InstIr   get_fire_going-DS   this-Ds  
 
ɑ³-gɛ-dn-∅             "iʃ-ɑ      iː-g-ɑ-t                 ɑl-ɑ        iː-ɑ         ɑl-k        
3SM-say-Pass-SSO   they-D   house-In-Px-Loc   stay-Jus   house-Px fire-InstIr  
 
ɑts͡-ɨ-n"       utn   wɛkɑ   bolu   tokŋ-e-g      und             ɑ³-kɑɾs-∅        
burn-v-DS   rat    below   bol     hole-Ds-In   in_the_past   3SM-carve-SSO  
 
mɑm-s-d-iɛ-g                  ɨz-ɨ-g    gus      koʃkoʃ   k'iɑ-∅        tɛ-n;      botku     
be_ready-Cau-Rel-Ds-In   it-v-In   down   quickly   leave-SSO   go-DS   baboon   
 
"kiɛs-k-ɨ-no"         giɛ-n      "ɑl-e      gibs-iɛ-s                  ɑ³-ʔm-nt      et      
go_out-Pres-v-1S   say-DS   fire-Ds   facial_hair-Ds-Ac1   3SM-eat-if   youS  
 
ti-ki-∅          ʔm-ki-to"     ɑ³-ge-∅          iɑz-n;    bol   tokŋ-g-e-t         k'iɑ-∅    
BE-Perf-CR   eat-Perf-2S   3SM-say-SSO   lie-DS   bol   hole-In-Ds-Loc   leave-SSO 
 
tɛ-n,      botku     kiɛs-k-ɨ-no            giɛ-n     ɑl-e       iz-kŋ      ɑb-t       
go-DS   baboon   go_out-Pres-v-1S   say-DS   fire-Ds   he-Gn1   eye-Loc  
 
gibs-e-s-n                       mɨlɨtʃ͡ '    ɑ³-ʔm-tɑ-n          botku     wut-∅     k'iɑ-∅     
facial_hair-Ds-Ac1-Ac2   all          3SM-eat-??-DS   baboon   fall-SSO   leave-SSO  
 
tɛ-n;      jɛ     utn-kɑ   botku-kɑ     it͡s      iʃ-ɑ       koʃ-kŋ-ki      iʃ-ɑ        ts͡ɛj. 
go-DS   that   rat-&      baboon-&   grain   they-D   farm-Inf-??   they-D   fable 
 
Let us stay in the house and get the house started on fire," and the house will be 
burned by fire," and the rat went down the hole that he had prepared by chewing 
before and went down it, quickly leaving, going; and the baboon was trying to go out 
and [the rat] said lying, "If the fire burns your facial hair, then you are the one who ate 
[the grain];" and he left through the hole in the bol, and went, and as the baboon was 
going out the fire burned up all his facial hair, and the baboon fell down and left, 
going away; that [is] the story of the rat and baboon who grew grain [together]. 
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Bender's Comparative List 

M. L. Bender provided wordlists of many Ethiopian languages in an important 1971 

article, "The Languages of Ethiopia: A New Lexicostatistic Classification and Some 

Problems of Diffusion." His wordlist for Maji (Dizin) appears on page 261 of that article. 

What follows is an updated version of the ninety-eight lexical entries on that list. 

 

# Dizin 
(Phonemic IPA) 

Dizin (Tentative 
Orthography) English Gloss Amharic 

Gloss 
1 ʃojt ��� all �� 

2 ts͡'iɑkŋ ��	
 ashes �� 

3 oɾgŋ ���
 bark (tree) �� 

4 tʃ͡oːnu �� belly � 

5 bɑbɨz ��� that which is big ��� 

6 kɛbi �� bird �� 

7 wɛts͡'o �� he bit ��  

8 ts͡'ɑnɨz !"� that which is black �#� 

9 jɑɾbm ���$ blood %$ 

10 uːsu &' bone ��"� 

11 tiɑmu (�) breast *� 

12 ɑtso +�� he burned (transitive) �-./ 

13 hi³ɑ³lu³ 0�� claw (animal) ��� 

14 diw³ 12 cloud %�3 

15 tʃ͡ow² �2 cold (of air) �� 

16 jɛgo 45 he came �6 

17 ʃubo 78 he died 9� 

18 kiɑnu :�� dog 2; 
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# Dizin 
(Phonemic IPA) 

Dizin (Tentative 
Orthography) English Gloss Amharic 

Gloss 
19 bɛjo <= he drank .6 

20 kol²ɨz² >�� that which is dry %?� 

21 ɑːj¹² +� ear @A 

22 ʔmo B9 he ate <C 

23 miɑgu D�E egg B"#C� 

24 ɑbu +F eye ��" 

25 tujdnɨz G�"� that which is fat HI 

26 bɑbu �F father ��� 

27 ɑːl +� fire BJ� 

28 wuɾgits͡ K�LM fish (noun) �J 

29 wɛŋgi �
L fly (insect) �$� 

30 ɑːʃu +7 foot B�� 

31 tɑːso N� he gave  . 

32 tɛgo O5 he went P% 

33 dʒ͡ɛjʒ Q�R that which is good �S 

34 tʃ͡uɑʒu TU grass J� 

35 sɑːɾu JS hair (of head) .E� 

36 kutʃ͡u VW hand BX 

37 gɛ²li¹ YZ head [\ 

38 siso �� he heard  I 

39 tʃ͡oːnu �� heart �� 

40 uʃum &7$ horn ^" 

41 ji¹nu³ _� I B` 

42 dɛbuʃo %F� he killed Y%/ 

43 t'uso *� he knew ��^ 
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# Dizin 
(Phonemic IPA) 

Dizin (Tentative 
Orthography) English Gloss Amharic 

Gloss 
44 ko³lu³ >� knee E�<� 

45 intʃ͡ɑːj a"b� c a"d+� leaf e.� 

46 bow¹² 82 liver E<� 

47 ʃɑdnɨz ;"� that which is long ?X$ 

48 tʃ͡ 'utʃ͡ 'u ff louse �I� 

49 jɑːb �� man  2 

50 iɑkɨz a�	� those which are many �U 

51 ɑtʃ͡ku +dV meat \g 

52 ɑts͡ɨm +M$ moon h?- 

53 t'u³mu³ *) mountain O[[ 

54 eːdu ij mouth +� 

55 sumu ') name \$ 

56 kum V$ neck �"Y� 

57 k'ɑlɨz -�� new �1\ 

58 goːt 5� night kZ� 

59 --- --- --- --- 

60 sinu �� nose ��"m 

61 k'oːj n� one �" 

62 mɑnɨz I"� that which is other kC 

63 iːɾu aS rain (noun) �3� 

64 ts͡ubɨz o�� that which is red ^� 

65 k'udu #j road �"Y 

66 tʃ͡ 'uɑtʃ͡ 'u pf root \� 

67 kɑsɛj q � sand �rs 

68 gɛgo Y5 he said �/ 
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# Dizin 
(Phonemic IPA) 

Dizin (Tentative 
Orthography) English Gloss Amharic 

Gloss 
69 sɛgo  5 he saw �4 

70 bukum FV$ seed t� 

71 ɑlo +u he sat O^�. 

72 kutu VG skin (human) nv 

73 sog-o �5 he slept Ow 

74 jɑsɨz �\� that which is small �"x 

75 tʃ͡ 'ubu yF smoke (noun) z\ 

76 tʃ͡uɑʒu T{ snake B�� 

77 ɑːʃo +� he stood n� 

78 dɑɾsu v�' star >�� 

79 ni²ɑ²lu³ |�� stone "g� 

80 tʃ͡ɑʒ bR sun }~� 

81 boɾo 8A he swam s� 

82 tʃ͡ 'iɾu �S tail X[� 

83 kol²ɨz² >�� that which is thin ^�" 

84 ɑː¹ + this �� 

85 kɑː¹du² qj three �\� 

86 jɛtu 4G thou (you S) �"O 

87 iɑbɨl a��� tongue $C\ 

88 ɑː³ʒu² +{ tooth ��\ 

89 intʃ͡ a"d tree �� 

90 t'ɑːg¹ŋ² 6�
 two �/� 

91 k'ets͡'ɨz ��� that which is warm )� 

92 ɑːj³ +� water 2~ 

93 i³nu³ a� we Bw 
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# Dizin 
(Phonemic IPA) 

Dizin (Tentative 
Orthography) English Gloss Amharic 

Gloss 
94 ujdnɨz &�"� that which is wet B��� 

95 nɑk 3	 what? $" 

96 gowdnɨz 52"� that which is white �� 

97 iki a: who? I" 

98 koːtʃ͡ɨn >d" woman �� 

99 i³ti² a( ye (you P) B3"O 
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Surface Tone on Nouns 

The data in this table is the basis of the tone discussion in 2.7, pp. 47 ff. It could be 

useful to those who want to do further research on Dizin tone. It is presented in alphabetic 

order, based on IPA. 

 
Dizin 

(Phonemic 
IPA) 

Dizin 
(Tentative 

Orthography) 
English Gloss Amharic Gloss 

ɑbɑbɑbɑb¹¹¹¹mmmm²²²²    ��$ sister's son 4B�� �" �X 

ɑbɑbɑbɑb¹¹¹¹ʃʃʃʃiiii³³³³    +�� tree species s"� 

ɑɑɑɑ¹¹¹¹butbutbutbut³³³³    +F� gooseberries �2� 

ɑɑɑɑɾgɾgɾgɾg²²²²³³³³ŋŋŋŋ³³³³    +��
 palm tree t$�� 

ɑɑɑɑ³³³³ɾɾɾɾuuuu³³³³    +S hippopotamus EI� 

ɑɑɑɑːːːː¹¹¹¹³³³³ɾɾɾɾuuuu³³³³    +S kind of knife 4�Cs ���� 

bbbbɑmɑmɑmɑm³³³³bbbbɨɾɨɾɨɾɨɾnnnn¹¹¹¹    �$��" insect bite r�N 

bbbbɑːjɑːjɑːjɑːj³³³³    �� acacia �[� 

bbbbɑɑɑɑɾɾɾɾ³³³³    �� cow area <?� 

bbbbɑɑɑɑɾɾɾɾ¹¹¹¹³³³³bbbbɑɑɑɑɾɾɾɾ¹¹¹¹    ���� red hot pepper <�<� 

bbbbɑɑɑɑ²²²²ɾɾɾɾuuuu³³³³    �S millet vEJ 

bbbbɑɑɑɑ¹²¹²¹²¹²zuzuzuzu¹¹¹¹    �U war, conflict ���� 

bbbbɛɛɛɛjjjj³³³³titititi³³³³    <�( Me'en �i|� 

bbbbɛɾɛɾɛɾɛɾ³³³³gigigigi³³³³    <�L a person's name 4 2 \$ 

bbbbɛɾɛɾɛɾɛɾ³³³³gigigigi²²²²    <�L hoof x�3 

bobobobo³³³³kukukuku³³³³    8V arrowroot 5%� 

bolbolbolbol²²²²kukukuku¹¹¹¹    8�V aardvark 4�[�� ���� 

bobobobo¹²¹²¹²¹²lulululu¹¹¹¹    8� castor oil Eu 

bobobobo²²²²tutututu²²²²    8G pumpkin j� 

bobobobo¹¹¹¹tutututu²²²²    8G soil ��� 
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Dizin 
(Phonemic 

IPA) 

Dizin 
(Tentative 

Orthography) 
English Gloss Amharic Gloss 

bowbowbowbow¹²¹²¹²¹²    82 liver E<� 

ddddɑɑɑɑ¹¹¹¹bubububu²²²²    vF bread v8 

ddddɑːɑːɑːɑː³³³³bubububu¹¹¹¹    vF juniper tree �X 

ddddɑjɑjɑjɑj¹²¹²¹²¹²    v� arrowhead ^\� 

ddddɑːɑːɑːɑːʒʒʒʒ¹²¹²¹²¹²    vR worm �� 

ddddɛɛɛɛmmmm³³³³sisisisi³³³³    %$� lady's belt ���� 

dowdowdowdow¹²¹²¹²¹²    �2 duiker1 VC 

dujddujddujddujd²²²²nnnn²²²²    j�" grub worm �� 

dudududuːːːː²²²²kikikiki¹¹¹¹    j: kind of cattle disease ��E�� 

dudududuːnːnːnːn³³³³¹¹¹¹    j" waterbuck 1��J 

ebebebeb²²²²mmmm³³³³    i�$ sibling's daughter 4��� ��$ �"$ �� �X 

egegegeg³³³³ŋŋŋŋ¹¹¹¹    i�
 sweat bee 6�II� 

eeee³³³³kkkkɨɾɨɾɨɾɨɾ³³³³    i	� bed bug ��" 

eeeeɾɾɾɾ²²²²gugugugu²²²²    i�E tree species 4�� ���� 

ggggɑɑɑɑ³³³³didididi³³³³    g1 boundary "<� 

ggggɑːɑːɑːɑː²²²²zizizizi¹¹¹¹    g� curse B��I" 

gegegege¹¹¹¹bilbilbilbil²²²²    ��� armpit ��� 

gemgemgemgem¹¹¹¹bbbbɨɨɨɨllll²²²²    �$�� tree species 4�� ���� 

gemgemgemgemd͡d͡d͡dʒ͡ʒʒʒ²¹²¹²¹²¹    �$X jaw �Y� 

gegegege¹¹¹¹ɾɾɾɾuuuu¹¹¹¹    �S colobus monkey E�� 

gegegege¹¹¹¹zzzzɨɨɨɨmmmm²²²²    ��$ lower large intestines x"�C 

ggggilfilfilfilf³³³³    L�� dry honeycomb Yg 

gigigigi³³³³t͡t͡t͡ts͡sss'u'u'u'u³³³³    Ly sisal plant -"m 

gigigigiːːːːʒʒʒʒ³³³³²²²²    LR cheek L"� 

gigigigi²²²²ʒɨɾʒɨɾʒɨɾʒɨɾ¹¹¹¹    LR� heel O?�� 

                                                
1 A wild animal, similar to a small deer. 
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Dizin 
(Phonemic 

IPA) 

Dizin 
(Tentative 

Orthography) 
English Gloss Amharic Gloss 

gowgowgowgow¹²¹²¹²¹²    52 metal bracelet �$�� 

gugugugu²²²²ttttɨɨɨɨt͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ³³³³    E�d metal earrings E�b 

guguguguːtːtːtːt¹¹¹¹nnnn²²²²    E�" tree species 4�� ���� 

hhhhɑːɑːɑːɑː³³³³t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃuuuu¹¹¹¹    �W platform II 

hhhhɑːɑːɑːɑː²²²²lulululu³³³³    �� room inside trees 4�� 2\6� 	�� 

hhhhɑɑɑɑ²²²²lulululu³³³³    �� tapeworm >� 

hhhhɑɑɑɑ¹¹¹¹ɾɾɾɾuuuu³³³³t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃɑɑɑɑ³³³³t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃiiii³³³³    �Sb� mule-keeper bird 4�� ���� 

hhhhɑːɑːɑːɑː¹¹¹¹ʒʒʒʒiiii¹¹¹¹    �� Blue Nile River ��� �"� 

hinhinhinhin²²²²tutututu²²²²    0"G vine species 4��� ���� 

hohohohoːːːː³³³³    � lung J"� 

ielielieliel³³³³²²²²    a�� rabbit �"�� 

jjjjɑːɑːɑːɑː¹¹¹¹³³³³mumumumu³³³³    �) dry twig, branch �[A 

jjjjɑɑɑɑɾbɾbɾbɾb³³³³mmmm³³³³mmmmɛɾɛɾɛɾɛɾ¹¹¹¹titititi¹¹¹¹    ���$��( artery, vein %$ �v� %$ ��\ 

jijijijiːːːː¹¹¹¹³³³³nunununu²²²²    _� intestines �"%� 

jijijiji¹¹¹¹nunununu³³³³    _� I B` 

kkkkɑɑɑɑ¹²¹²¹²¹²lulululu¹¹¹¹    q� enset2 trunk 4B" � �" 

kkkkɑɑɑɑ³³³³lulululu³³³³    q� hole in ground E� 

kkkkɑːɑːɑːɑːɾɾɾɾ¹²¹²¹²¹²    q� game ring 4�m2b ���� 

kkkkɑɑɑɑɾɾɾɾ³³³³    q� molar �"gg 

kkkkɑɑɑɑɾɾɾɾ³³³³t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃiiii³³³³    q�� external ulcer 4nC #\� 

kkkkɑɑɑɑɾɾɾɾ³³³³mmmmɑɑɑɑ³³³³    q�I tree species 4nC ."q[ �� 

kkkkɑːɑːɑːɑː¹¹¹¹zizizizi²²²²    q� tree species �� 

kkkkɑŋɑŋɑŋɑŋ¹¹¹¹ggggɨɨɨɨt͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ²²²²    q
�d coffee grounds �OC 

kkkkɛɛɛɛ¹¹¹¹bibibibi¹¹¹¹    �� bird �� 

kkkkɛɛɛɛmmmm¹¹¹¹titititi²²²²    �$( red-necked spur fowl �n 

                                                
2 Often called "false banana." 
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Dizin 
(Phonemic 

IPA) 

Dizin 
(Tentative 

Orthography) 
English Gloss Amharic Gloss 

kkkkɛʃɛʃɛʃɛʃkkkk²²²²ŋŋŋŋ³³³³    �x	
 porcupine ��� 

kikikiki¹¹¹¹mmmmɑmɑmɑmɑm²²²²    :I$ spices ��$ 

kikikikiːnːnːnːn¹²¹²¹²¹²    :" coals �$ 

kinkinkinkin¹¹¹¹susususu²²²²    :"' kite bird ���� 

kikikikiɾɾɾɾ³³³³nnnn³³³³    :�" thread 	� 

kokokokoːfːfːfːf¹¹¹¹²²²²    >� gourd cup ��/� 4O��� �� 

kokokoko³³³³kukukuku³³³³    >V name \$ 

kokokoko³³³³lililili³³³³    >Z dipper I":� 

kokokoko³³³³lulululu³³³³    >� knee E�<� 

kokokokoɾɾɾɾ³³³³bojbojbojboj¹¹¹¹    >�8� morning star 4"g� >�� 

kokokokoŋŋŋŋ¹¹¹¹gugugugu²²²²    >
E wing 	"� 

kukukukuɾɾɾɾssss³³³³²²²²    V�\ swelling FE"� 

kukukuku³³³³ssssɨɨɨɨmmmm³³³³    V\$ flower �<� 

kukukuku¹¹¹¹ssssɨɨɨɨŋŋŋŋ¹¹¹¹    V\
 leather sack \�b 

k'k'k'k'ɑɑɑɑ¹¹¹¹llllɑjɑjɑjɑj²²²²    -C� bullet cartridge ^/� 

k'osk'osk'osk'os¹¹¹¹    n\ strainer �"�� 

mumumumuːdːdːdːd¹²¹²¹²¹²    ) awl �\  

mumumumuɾɾɾɾdddd³³³³²²²²    )� grass species  �� 

nojnojnojnoj¹¹¹¹    ¡� ostrich  E" 

oooo³³³³t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃiiii³³³³    �� mushroom species 4B"Ev� ���� 

ooooːlːlːlːl³³³³¹¹¹¹    �� bird species 4�� ���� 

ooooɾɾɾɾgggg¹¹¹¹ŋŋŋŋ²²²²    ���
 tree bark ���� 

otototot²²²²nnnn¹¹¹¹    ��" horn *�"� 

p'ip'ip'ip'i¹¹¹¹ɑɑɑɑɾɾɾɾ¹¹¹¹gugugugu²²²²    ¢��E tree species 4�� ���� 

ssssɑnɑnɑnɑn²²²²t't't't'ɑɑɑɑ³³³³    J"6 walking stick bag ;"6 

ssssɑɑɑɑɾbɾbɾbɾb²²²²mmmm³³³³    J��$ oldest son <V� 

ssssɑɑɑɑɾbɾbɾbɾb²²²²mmmm²²²²iiii³³³³    J��D oldest daughter 4�QI£� �� �X 
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Dizin 
(Phonemic 

IPA) 

Dizin 
(Tentative 

Orthography) 
English Gloss Amharic Gloss 

sisisisi³³³³ɾɨɾɨɾɨɾɨzzzz¹¹¹¹    ��� stripe F[F� 

ʃɑʃɑʃɑʃɑ¹¹¹¹ffffɨɨɨɨdddd²²²²    ;� buffalo skin shoes mI 

ʃɑʃɑʃɑʃɑːmːmːmːm²²²²³³³³    ;$ tree species 4�� ���� 

ʃɑʃɑʃɑʃɑ²²²²ɾɾɾɾiiii³³³³    ;£ termite $\� 

ʃɛʃɛʃɛʃɛmmmm³³³³didididi¹¹¹¹    r$1 vine species 4¤?� ���� 

ʃʃʃʃiiiiɾɾɾɾgggg¹¹¹¹ŋŋŋŋ¹¹¹¹    ���
 soil with minerals h2 h2 4D� ��� 

ʃʃʃʃojojojoj¹²¹²¹²¹²    �� tick �RY� 

ʃʃʃʃooooɾɾɾɾkkkk¹¹¹¹ŋŋŋŋ²²²²ɨɨɨɨzzzz²²²²    ��	
� coward �£ 

ttttɑɑɑɑːːːː¹¹¹¹lulululu²²²²    N� plum tree species >�$ 

ttttɑɑɑɑɾɾɾɾ¹¹¹¹gugugugu²²²²    N�E drum �<A 

titititiːːːː¹¹¹¹    ( tree species 4�� ���� 

titititiːːːː³³³³ʃʃʃʃuuuu¹¹¹¹    (7 fresh corn Br� 

totototo¹¹¹¹bbbbɨɾɨɾɨɾɨɾ²²²²    ¥�� weed species 4�?$ ���� 

totototo²²²²lulululu³³³³    ¥� muddy water ��\ 2¦ 

totototoːːːːɾɾɾɾ¹²¹²¹²¹²    ¥� cowrie shell �5� 

totototoːzːzːzːz³³³³    ¥� in-law �Id 

tutututu³³³³mumumumu³³³³    G) water hole in river ��� 

tutututuɾɾɾɾ³³³³gigigigi³³³³    G�L plant species B$§� 

tutututuɾɾɾɾ³³³³gugugugu³³³³    G�E tree trunk E¥ 

tutututuːːːː³³³³susususu³³³³    G' center pole $ � 

t'ut'ut'ut'uːːːː³³³³mumumumu³³³³    *) mountain O[[ 

t͡t͡t͡ts͡ssseeee²²²²ɾɾɾɾiiii¹¹¹¹    ¨£ locust �"<6 

t͡t͡t͡ts͡sss'u'u'u'u³³³³ɾɾɾɾuuuu³³³³    yS limb muscles ��� *"m 

t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃɑɑɑɑ³³³³ɾɨɾɨɾɨɾɨzzzz¹¹¹¹    b�� spots F[F� 

t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃɑŋɑŋɑŋɑŋ²²²²ggggɨʒɨʒɨʒɨʒ²²²²    b
�R sun's heat 4©¤� )^� 

t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃɑŋɑŋɑŋɑŋ³³³³glglglgl³³³³    b
�� flora species 4B©s� ���� 

t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃooooɾɾɾɾ²²²²³³³³    �� tree species ��I 
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Dizin 
(Phonemic 

IPA) 

Dizin 
(Tentative 

Orthography) 
English Gloss Amharic Gloss 

t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃoooo³³³³ɾɑɾɑɾɑɾɑ³³³³    �[ bird species "�� 

t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃowowowow²²²²    �2 coldness �� 

t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃooooŋŋŋŋ¹¹¹¹gigigigi²²²²    �
L guitar3 	[� 

t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ     ''''ɑɑɑɑ³³³³t'ut'ut'ut'u³³³³    m* tapeworm >� 

t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ     ''''uuuu¹¹¹¹ɑdɑdɑdɑd²²²²    p hunter Oªx �/D 

t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ     ''''uuuu³³³³dudududu³³³³    fj spit $[� 

t͡t͡t͡tʃ͡ʃʃʃ     ''''uuuuɾɾɾɾ³³³³titititi¹¹¹¹    f�( switch ��f� 

uuuu³³³³gigigigi¹¹¹¹    &L termite mound V�J 

uuuu¹¹¹¹gugugugu²²²²    &E milk �O� 

uuuuɾɾɾɾssss³³³³¹¹¹¹    &�\ plum tree species B">� 

wwwwɛɛɛɛ¹¹¹¹ʃʃʃʃiiii²²²²    �� second harvest �J3 

wowowowoːːːː¹¹¹¹ʒʒʒʒiiii²²²²    «� bamboo ^�^~ 

wuwuwuwuːːːː¹¹¹¹ɾɾɾɾiiii²²²²    K£ gourd �� 

zzzzɑjɑjɑjɑj¹²¹²¹²¹²    �� back of neck I%[� 

zzzzɑɑɑɑ²²²²lulululu²²²²    �� tsetse fly 45x �$� 

zzzzɑɑɑɑɾɾɾɾ²²²²zzzzɨɾɨɾɨɾɨɾ¹¹¹¹    ���� sieve �"�� 

zozozozoːːːː³³³³bubububu³³³³    ¬F grass species 4B�s� ���� 
 
 
 
 

                                                
3 This is a traditional five stringed instrument similar to a guitar. 
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